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Noble Prospects tells the story of a Scottish family’s move from
its home village to the wider world. It starts by the River Tweed
in the beautiful Border country of southern Scotland and covers
the family of handloom weavers in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, as they find the comparative comfort of an
acknowledged status in village society turned to increasing
poverty in the newly industrialised world of mid-nineteenth
century Britain.
As a result the family, like so many others at this time, left its
historic home and scattered. Some moved just a few miles and
prospered in Melrose, but many sailed away to Australia or
America. The varied fortunes of the American branch of the
family are explored, before the story returns to Scotland. In
Glasgow William Hamilton’s unavailing struggles to look after
his family end in his leaving his young son William Robert with
his in-laws to bring up.
The third part covers the life of William Robert and his family
in England. Their story is in many ways typical of a prosperous
middle class family either side of 1900, but also very individual.
Following his early difficulties, and eventual success, it describes
his marriage to Hattie Bousfield and their life together in
Nottingham, and the close involvement of Hattie’s parents and
her wider family. It relates the pleasures this brought and the
stresses it engendered particularly for their children.
Finally the momentous changes brought about by the First
World War, William Robert’s early death and just the passing of
time lead to the family
circumstances thereafter.

experiencing

very

different

A description of life in Lowland Scotland from 1650 to 1880 is
appended to give some background to the family story.
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William Robert Hamilton 1862–1916

Norway, too, has noble wild prospects; and
Lapland is remarkable for prodigious noble
wild prospects. But, Sir, let me tell you,
the noblest prospect which a Scotchman
ever sees is the high road to England.
James Boswell The Life of Samuel Johnson LL.D.
6 July 1763
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Introduction
This book has a long history. It may be said to have begun in
September 1898, when William Robert Hamilton took his English wife
Harriet Mary – and presumably their eight month old daughter
Alison – to Scotland. The purpose of the trip was not just a late
summer holiday: he also wanted to show her his native land and to
find his ancestors. The outcome of this was the family tree he
published the following year. The story continued in 1916 when
Hattie, as she was known to the family, wrote about the early life of
the now sadly departed William Robert for their children. I took it up
in the late 1990s, but having got some way with the project was
sidetracked by other parts of the wider family’s story. Now at last it
has reached a conclusion – for the time being at least. For human
history is no novel with a final ending, but continues like the soap
opera it is from generation to generation as time passes.
William and Hattie reached their destination on 12th September:
St Boswells in the Border country of southern Scotland, just a few
miles from Melrose with its famous abbey ruins. They found the
Hamilton gravestones grouped together in a corner of the beautiful
old graveyard beside the River Tweed about a mile outside the village.
What they learnt then from the inscriptions and the parish records
was written down in one of the sketchbooks Hattie always took with
her on holiday; and this, together with the information he obtained
from the wider Hamilton family still living in the Borders, was used
in drawing up the Hamilton family tree which William published in
the following January. Unfortunately this is ‘far from complete’, as
1
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William himself acknowledged, and provides, for example, only a few
bald dates. Moreover it suffers from the fact that he was only
interested in Hamiltons, and thus found out more about distant
Hamilton cousins than his own mother’s family.
Nevertheless the information William and Hattie uncovered in the
days when such data were unpublished and hard to come by has
proved an invaluable starting point for my researches into the family,
as well as an inspiration for this labour of love of over twenty years
which has led to the creation of this history of the Hamiltons. Among
official records the standard parish records have supplemented their
researches; these include the St Boswell’s Kirk Session minutes and the
Heritors Records. Special mention must be made of the Scottish
sasines. These property transaction records have no English equivalent
and detail not only changes to property ownership and occupation but
also loans provided on the surety of property. And they go back for
centuries. On the other hand Scottish records of births/baptisms,
marriages and deaths/burials are very inadequate, full of lengthy gaps
and seldom existing before 1700.
For this reason it is difficult to trace the ancestry of ‘ordinary’ people
in Scotland back further than the late seventeenth century. Thus
research into William Robert’s mother and her family the Connells,
has not proved very fruitful: that of his uncles and aunt in the United
States rather more so, though it all ultimately leads to a dead end.
Investigation of William Robert’s half brother John Paxton Hamilton
and his family has also yielded little information. Even further out in
family terms, the history of the many Hamiltons listed in the middle
of William Robert’s tree, including those responsible for the Abbey
Hotel in Melrose, is only just touched on. That there is much to tell
about them is certain, but that has been left for those more closely
related to that branch of the family.
On William Robert himself a vital source of information is the piece
Hattie wrote soon after his early death to tell her children about his
childhood in Glasgow and young manhood in London before she met
him. This has been reproduced in full and incorporated into the text

2
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– duly acknowledged, of course. His working life is surprisingly wellrecorded, which is in part explained by the high regard with which he
was held in his profession and in Nottingham more generally. Sources
include not only his obituaries but also documents concerned with the
Nottingham Brewery affair, which became a cause célèbre for the
Hamiltons. His very numerous contributions to the professional
journals of the time and other related writings have also been most
valuable, and have provided a wonderful insight into the man himself,
his thinking and beliefs.
The diaries that Hattie’s mother Charlotte Bousfield kept for over
forty years have proved an invaluable source of information on
William and Hattie’s family life up to the time of his death. We are
extraordinarily fortunate to have these. The value of her diary for this
history is most strongly revealed by its absence for most of the period
covered by the final chapter. For a full twenty years between 1920 and
1940 very little information on my grandmother Hattie survives.
There is more on her children from a variety of sources, which allow
their stories to be told in outline at least. To this must be added
Hattie’s many paintings of home, family and holidays, which greatly
enliven the written record. My father’s Autobiography of a Rail Fan
also supplies lively detail and incident otherwise unknown. Some other
family papers have survived including a few letters between various
members of the family. Many photographs of the Hamiltons in
Nottingham and of Hattie’s childhood too survive, but sadly very few
of the earlier Hamilton family. It would have been a great boon to be
able to put faces to the names of more of William Robert’s forebears.
Although the Act of Union uniting Scotland and England was passed
in 1704, the history of the two countries, though intertwined, had
been very different up till then. It continued to be so for the next
couple of centuries, that is until after William Robert had moved to
England. A brief history of Scotland over this period has therefore
been appended to the main text. This concentrates on the parts of the
country

where

the

Hamiltons

lived:

the

Borders

and

the

Glasgow/Paisley area.
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Among the family some first names occur frequently, as was entirely
normal in the past. To make it easier for readers to be sure which
person is being referred to, numbers – 1, 2 etc – have been added
occasionally in the text to the commonest of these: William, George,
John and Isabella. A full list of the people concerned will be found
after the outline family trees. William Robert Hamilton has not been
given a number, but is often referred to as William Robert. This is to
distinguish him from the many other Williams in the family, and
especially his brother-in-law William Robert Bousfield, who is referred
to as Will.

4

Outline family trees
FAMILTON/HAMILTON
1. Henry FAMILTON = Jonnet MASON/MASONNE m 13th June
1652 Stichill
|
2. Henry FAMILTON = Jennett MILL m 22 April 1692 Stichill
?
?

George WILSON = – ? of Blainslie, Melrose

?

|

3. William FAMILTON 1 = Elizabeth (Bessie) WILSON m 22 March
|

1719 Earlston

|
4. George FAMILTON/HAMILTON 1 = Mary SWEET/SWEIT (see
SWEET) m 1 March 1751 St Boswells
|
5. William HAMILTON 3 = Isabella 1 TAIT (see TAIT) m ?1783
|
6. John HAMILTON 3 = Isabella 3 LITTLE (see LITTLE) m 9 Feb
1812 St Boswells
|
7. William HAMILTON 5 = (2)Eliza CONNELL (see CONNELL) m
19 Feb 1856 Duntocher, Dunbarton
|
8. William Robert HAMILTON = Harriet Mary BOUSFIELD
|

1862–1916

1865–1941 m 4 June 1896 Bedford

|
9a. Alison Mary Bousfield HAMILTON 1898–1966
9b. James Alan Bousfield HAMILTON 1899–1971 = Dorothy TATE
1905–1997 m 20 Sept 1932 Kensington,
9c. Margaret HAMILTON 1902.
9d. Robert Bousfield HAMILTON 1907–1949 = Margery Wensley
Iorwerth ROBERTS 1908–1991 m 27 Aug 1937 London

5
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SWEET
2. John SWEET = Jean FERGRIEVE m before 1697 ?St Boswells
|
3. John SWEET = Helen ROBSON m 13 Nov 1730 St Boswells
|
4. Mary SWEET = George FAMILTON/HAMILTON 1 m 1 March
1751 St Boswells
TAIT
3. John TAIT = Isabel ROBSONE m before 1727 ?Roxburgh
|
4. Andrew TAIT = Jane FALLON m 24 May 1755 Crailing
|
5. Isabella TAIT = William HAMILTON 3 m ?1783

LITTLE of Denholm, Cavers
James LITTLE = – ?
|
1. Archibald LITTLE = – ?
|
2. Archibald LITTLE = – ? of Hawick
?
3. John LITTLE = – ?
circa 1670 – ?
|
4. Walter LITTLE = Janet SPINNIE m circa 1750
1710 – ?
|
5. John LITTLE = Alison OLIVER m 1781 Cavers
1752 – ?
|
6. Isobel LITTLE = John HAMILTON 3 m 9/12 Feb 1812 St Boswells
1788–1858

6

1789-1837

OUTLINE FAMILY TREES

CONNELL
4. John CONNEL = – ? m ?Lockwinnoch, Renfrewshire
|
5. William CONNELL/CONNAL = Agnes CARSS m 13 June 1778
Paisley Abbey
|
6. John CONNELL = Margaret HUNTER m 15 June 1812 Glasgow
|
7. Eliza CONNELL = William HAMILTON 5 m 19 Feb 1856
Duntocher, Dunbarton

7
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Persons numbered in the text
William 1: William Familton circa 1700 to after 1753
William 2: William Familton, son of William 1: 1726–?
William 3: William Hamilton, son of George 1: 1759–1835
William 4: William Hamilton, son of George 3: 1812–56
William 5: William Hamilton, son of John 3: 1814–78
George 1: George Familton/Hamilton, son of William 1: 1722–98
George 2: George Hamilton, son of George1: 1765–96
George 3: George Hamilton, son of William 3: 1784–1866
George 4: George Hamilton, son of George 2: 1793–?
George 5: George Hamilton, son of Archibald: 1845–1902
George 6: George Hamilton, son John 3: 1820–93
John 1: John Familton, son of William 1: 1724–after 1753
John 2: John Hamilton, son of George 1: 1762–87
John 3: John Hamilton, son of William 3: 1789–1837
John 4: John Hamilton, son of John 3: 1817–89
Isabella 1: Isabella Tait wife of William 3: 1758–1828
Isabella 2: Isabella Ormiston wife of George 3: 1787–1874
Isabella 3: Isabella Little, wife of John 3: 1788–1853
Isabella 4: Isabella Hendry, wife of Archibald Hamilton: 1814–78

NB. Isabella also spelt Isabel, Isobel etc.
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Part One
My Ain Countree
The family in the Borders
circa 1650–1853

`

Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself has said,
This is my own, my native land!
Walter Scott: The Lay of the Last Minstrel c.VI.i

Chapter One

Earlston and earlier
What’s in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.
William Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet

In September 1898 William Robert Hamilton and his English wife
Harriet Mary went to Scotland on holiday. Whether baby Alison, born
that January, came with them is not known. Presumably she did. They
travelled not to their usual destination of Arran and the other islands
on the west coast opposite the mouth of the Clyde, places which
William Robert had known and loved since his childhood, but to the
Border country. Here they found a number of his relatives still living,
and with their help he found several of his ancestors safely buried in
Benrig graveyard, a mile or so from the village of St Boswells where
his father William had been born and his Hamilton forebears had lived
and died. An immediate spur was no doubt the Bousfield family tree
which had just been republished by Harriet’s eldest brother Will. But
as a virtual orphan from infancy, finding his ancestors must have been
important to William Robert. Abandoned by his father at the age of
two when – or even before – his mother died, he was brought up in
Glasgow by her sister and brother, Margaret and Samuel Connell.
Almost certainly the only Hamilton relative he knew personally
during his childhood was his elder half-brother John

Paxton
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Hamilton. It is therefore not surprising that, when he married and
started a family of his own, he wished both to explore his family's past
and to establish his ‘bona fides’, so to speak, with the successful family
he had married into.
One thing he did not discover is that they changed their name. Or did
he discover it and discount the evidence? Or did he realise what had
happened and deliberately decided not to reveal it? This last seems
very unlike him with his strong sense of the virtue of strict honesty.
Nevertheless the failure is odd. For at the top of his family tree he
lists Robert Hamolton and notes he is mentioned in the Kirk Sessions
records. But these records very clearly spell the name Famolton or
similar. So the mystery remains.
Familton – and its variants – is now an unusual name. It is so
uncommon that no one seems to have speculated on its original
meaning. When the telephone directories were checked a few years
ago, only one entry with that name could be found in Scotland, with
about a dozen in northern England and a handful in London (other
areas were not checked). Before 1855, when national registration of
births, deaths and marriages was introduced in Scotland, there are
almost no records of the name outside the Borders counties of
Roxburgh and Berwick. Thus it seems it was never a common or
widespread name, and the evidence is, as we shall see below, that its
usage diminished greatly in the eighteenth century as people changed
it to Hamilton.
The reasons for this change can now only be speculated on. But it is
as least possible that this was because the name Hamilton was much
more widely used and recognised. Also it had a certain cachet as an
aristocratic title, the Dukes of Hamilton being very closely related to
the Scottish royal family in the later Middle Ages. To this day,
Hamilton, alone or in double-barrelled partnership, remains the most
common surname among the nobility of the British Isles. Not that the
great majority of those with the surname are related to the ducal
family. Rather they get their name from the town named after the
Dukes, the name itself being actually English in origin and usually
spelt Hambledon in the several English places with that name.
12
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The earliest mention that William Robert found of a ‘Hamilton’ at
St Boswells was in May 1717 when Robert ffamolton is twice noted in
the Kirk Session record in connection with his appointment as an
Elder. The next mention is in June 1746 when Robert Hameltoune is
appointed to ‘attend ye synod at Kelso.’ What is now clear, however, is
that Robert was not the first certain Hamilton ancestor, indeed not an
ancestor at all, although probably related to the family. For the earliest
certain ancestors are to be found in Earlston, just next door to
St Boswells. The Familtons or Familtouns (in fact no fewer than
seventeen different spellings of the name have been found in
eighteenth century documents) first appear in the Earlston registers in
1697. This does not mean they were not there earlier, for the first
register there dates only from 1694. Before then the name can be
found elsewhere in the Borders, most notably in Stichill and Kelso,
with the earliest mention of it being found in North Berwick in
1353[1].
From around 1600 a handful of Familtons were living in Kelso, the
first recorded appropriately enough being Adam in 1601. But no
Familtons were left in Kelso by the end of the seventeenth century –
there were no marriages of Familtons in the town after 1659 and only
one baptism after 1668. With only a couple of the records from
neighbouring villages, the family could well have come from Stichill,
where a number of Familtons are listed from 1640 onwards. One of
these was Henrie who married Jonnet Masonne there on 13th June
1652. The baptisms of six of Henry and Janet’s children were
registered at Stichill. Number five was another Henrie baptised in
March 1662. He married Joanet Mill at Stichill on 22nd April 1692.
These are the only Henry Familtons found anywhere in Scotland at
this time, so it seems safe to assume that they were the parents of
Robert who was baptised in Earlston on 21st March 1697 ‘the son of
Henry Familton weaver in Earlston’.
Or were they? The Pringles, who were the lairds of Stichill in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, ran a very well administered
barony – manor in English terminology, that is an area of local
jurisdiction. Not only were the parish registers properly maintained a

13
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good half-century before those of many neighbouring parishes, but
also they kept a record of their court proceedings. Local courts were
an essential part of village life at this time not only in Scotland but in
England too. Unusually the Records of the Baron’s Court of Stichill
from 1655–1807 survive, or rather a transcription of them does. This
happily covers the period when the Familtons lived in the parish. One
would thus expect to find evidence of them in these court records. But
none appear. Instead a dozen or so Hamiltons are listed in the index.
Checking the parish register, however, yields the opposite picture.
There is only one Hamilton entry – the baptism of the twin
daughters of Andrew Hamilton – but dozens of Familton ones.
In the court records there are two mentions of Henry Hamilton
between 1650 and 1700. The first dated 26th November 1660 reads:
The qlk [which] day Henry Hamiltoune in Queenscairn
is judicially decerned and confirmed in his ane [own]
confession to pay to Alexander Hogge in Home aither
eleven halfe fulles of aits [11½ bushells of oats] or 10
merks [a merk or mark was 13s 4d Scots or 13 1/3d
English] for the payment thereof.[2]
The reason Henry owed Alexander the oats or payment in lieu is not
given, but this printed transcription is quite clear about his surname.
At the top of this very page in the Records, however, is the entry:
The qlk day George ffrench is decerned to pay to
Margaret ffairbairne relict of the deceased Thomas
Hamiltoune in Over Stitchell… 19 lib. 16 shillings.
The parish register on the other hand is very clear that on 18th July
1649 Thomas Fameltoun married Margrat Fairbairne. Why did the Rev
Gunn correctly transcribe French and Fairburn (the ff was the normal
form of the capital F at that time) but not Familtoune? In the absence
of the original document, lost after it was transcribed, it is impossible
to be sure what was actually in it, but it seems at least possible that
Gunn, like William Robert later, simply could not accept that the
name Familton existed.

14
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Forty years later a court record entry reads:
The which day John Wilson in Stitchill is judicially
decerned to make payment to Henry Hammilton in
Queenscairn and Jennett Mill his spouse of the sum of
4 lib.15s. Scots money as ane harvest fie [fee] wrought be
[by] the said Jennett Mill the said Defender in Harvest
last…

[3]

This makes clear that in 1700 Henry and Janet were still living in
Stichill, as it is now spelt, not Earlston. But as already stated, the name
Familton is so rare that it is found only in this part of Scotland at this
time, and Henry father and son are the only Henrys found in the
records. It is also surely significant that no births or baptisms of the
children of Henry and Janet were registered at Stichill. Moreover the
first certain Familton ancestor identified is William who like Henry
was a weaver, but whose baptism, unlike Robert’s, does not appear in
any parish record.
Robert’s father Henry, whether he came from Stichill or not, must
have lost his wife Janet, as he married again – at Earlston – in
November 1702 to Isabel Lochline, that is after the 1700 entry in the
Stichill court record given above. They subsequently had four children
together, all baptised at Earlston over the next nine years: Jenet in
1703, Christian, a daughter, in 1705, James in 1708 and finally Thomas
in 1711.
But Henry was not the only Familton to get married in Earlston in
the early years of the eighteenth century. Indeed no fewer seven
Familtons, whether male or female, married in Earlston between 1709
and 1719. This surely means there were Familtons other than those
found in the Stichill and Kelso registers, but not traced because other
parishes like Earlston did not keep registers until later. Some or all of
these seven may well have been living in Earlston invisibly as far as
the records are concerned. In summary the Henry Hamiltons of
Stichill may be ancestors, or William’s parent may have come from
Earlston or another neighbouring parish where the records were not
kept much before 1700.

15
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On more certain ground, William Familton ‘weaver in Earlston’
married Elizabeth Wilson of Melrose parish at St Boswells on 22nd
March 1719. Elizabeth or Bessie was the daughter of George Wilson
from Blainslie, a tiny village halfway between Earlston and Lauder,
making him the most distant certain ancestor. William was probably
born in the early 1690s and so could have been an elder brother of
Robert, born 1697. If so, the family would have moved to Earlston in
the middle 1690s, or may have been there invisibly as far as the
historical record is concerned for some time.
‘The situation of the village (of Earlston) is uncommonly beautiful
being in a rich valley encompassed by hills of a moderate height,
which are interspersed with thriving plantations and in a state of high
cultivation.’ Thus Pigot & Co.'s Directory of 1825–6, the first
published street directory of the area. The village was largely owned by
the lords of Mellerstain and their home, Mellerstain House, was also
‘uncommonly beautiful’. Lying halfway between Earlston and Stichill,
this grand mansion was built during the eighteenth century by
William and Robert Adam, father and son, for the Baillie family; the
interior decorations are considered to be among Robert Adam’s finest
work. During the first half of the century the house was the home of
Lady Grisell Baillie, famous alike for her beauty, her adventurous early
life and her ‘Household Book’ in which she kept detailed household
accounts for forty years up to 1733.[4]
Pigot’s Directory adds: ‘Upwards of 100 looms are employed in the
village, chiefly by Glasgow manufacturers.’ As this indicates, the
woven cloth was taken away to Glasgow for finishing and making up.
The first records of the family show they were indeed among these
weavers, but they also owned or, more accurately, leased some land.
For this was the time when country people were largely self-sufficient,
producing not only their own food, but also their clothes and
furnishings, their farm and household implements and even building
their own houses. Thus the use of some land was vital to sustaining
any sort of comfortable life. And William and subsequent members of
the family were proud to call themselves ‘portioners’, a term used only
in this part of the world to indicate someone who had the use of a

16
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portion or part of a larger holding. Portioners were not of the same
status as heritors in Scottish rural communities, but they were not on
the bottom rung of the ladder, either socially or financially.
Thus already early in the eighteenth century the main occupation of
the family was handloom weaving. It continued to be so for over a
century, until eventually the gradual introduction of mechanised
weaving ate into both the demand for handloom products and the
profitability of the work to vanishing point. At nearby Melrose the
raw material was linen, and it could be that this applied also at
Earlston and St Boswells. But with Lessudden Fair (see below) being a
main centre of the sale of sheep and wool, it seems more likely that
wool was the main type of weaving in both these villages. For much of
this time the family owned a little land and to a great extent must
have lived off its produce.
William 1 and Elizabeth had six children, starting with Elizabeth or
Bessie, baptised in August 1720 and then George 1, baptised 29th April
1722. He was followed by three brothers and another sister, John 1,
William 2, Hanna and Thomas over the next nine years. Of these
William 2 and Hanna must have died young, but John and Thomas as
well as their father William 1 were all alive in 1753, when William
transferred some property to George1 as his eldest son, but ensured his
surviving sons as well as Elizabeth and himself were able to continue
to live there. [Note: The various Williams, Georges, Johns and Isabella
are given a number 1, 2, etc where necessary in the text to distinguish
them.]
William 1’s status as a portioner is shown by his purchase from
another portioner of ‘lands in Earlston called Ogle’s Croft with full
and equal half of the outfield lands called Barnie Know with the haill
houses and yards built thereon.’ This was in July 1725.[5] This
suggestion of the family being fairly well-established financial at this
time is reinforced by another property purchase. In 1735 ‘Thomas
Familton merchant acquired from Geo. Rutherford two houses in
Earlston.’ Thomas may well have been William’s half-brother, born in
1711; the records show he was able to hold onto this property. For
eight years later James Wilson, another Earlston merchant, bought an
17
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‘acre of arable land called Hall Comb Acre bounded by… the acre
belonging to Thomas Familton acquired by him

from Geo.

Rutherford.’ Wilson was a common name in this area, so we cannot be
sure whether James was related to William’s wife Elizabeth but he may
well have been.[6]
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Chapter Two
From Familton to Hamilton

Life in St Boswells: St Boswell and his village
The original monastery of Mailros, mentioned by Bede in A.D.
664, is said to have been founded by St Aidan towards the
middle of the 7th century... The first prior, St Boisil, has his name
perpetuated in St Boswells, the village once known as
Lessudden, again a name which may commemorate St Aidan
himself – Lis Aidan.
J.S. Richardson and Marguerite Wood: The Abbey of
Melrose Official Guide. Ministry of Works. 1949.
The parish and later village of St Boswells get their name from
St Boisil. Boisil was English according to Bede, French according to
other sources, and brought to Melrose by St Aidan, who was Irish.
Sent out by the Prior of the old Melrose monastery on ‘missionary’
work among the local inhabitants, Boisil built a chapel near Maxton, a
few miles downstream from Melrose, by some holy wells, the water of
which had healing properties. He later returned to Melrose as Prior,
but the chapel became the focus of a settlement known as St Boswells.
Close by lies the graveyard where the Hamilton gravestones are still to
be found.
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His work here was commemorated in a later ballad, quoted by Sir
David Erskine in his 1836 work The Annals and Antiquities of
Dryburgh:
This is the great St Boisil.
He came from Franca Abbaville,
Upon the south burn built a cell
Just by the sainted holy well.
A church now stands upon this place.
He ran a sainted holy race.
The green he blest, and there a fair
Is held for sale of horse and mare,
Or mule or cow, or crinkum crack
Or a good coat to buy for back.
[Note: ‘crinkum crack’ seems to mean ‘frippery’.]
Until the nineteenth century the village where the Hamiltons lived
was known as Lessudden, the settlement around St Boisil’s chapel
having been abandoned. The parish of St Boswells, like so many,
originally had no single residential centre, its inhabitants living in
small groups of houses or isolated farms. Over time, however, most of
the inhabitants of the parish became concentrated at Lessudden. In
1775 the population of the whole parish was 309. Twenty years later it
had increased to 500, of whom 300 were living in Lessudden. But the
old parish graveyard a mile or so downstream at Benrig by the River
Tweed is a reminder of the old centre of the parish.
Lessudden itself was founded before 1161, when it is first noted. It
became most famous for its annual fair. This was held on the Green in
July from 1744, though its origins go back to medieval times. At one
time it lasted a full week, with not only sheep – the original purpose
of the fair – but also wool, horses and cattle. But clearly it afforded
the ideal opportunity to sell a whole variety of goods, and ‘muggers
and gypsies from all over southern Scotland and as far south as
Yorkshire gathered here’ to sell ‘crinkum crack or a good coat’, as the
ballad has it. By the end of the eighteenth century it lasted just one
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The Hamilton gravestones
at Benrig, St Boswells.

day, 18th July, but ‘it is said to be the largest in the south of Scotland’
according to the entry in Sir James Sinclair’s Statistical Account:
If the day be fine, the concourse of people is immense;
and whatever it be, business brings a great multitude, of
which some come from a considerable distance. Sheep
are the principal article of commerce. Great flocks of
sheep of all denominations are brought from all parts of
the adjacent country. Black cattle are also numerous; and
the show of horses has usually been so fine that buyers
come from many places in both England and Scotland.
Linen cloth is another article.[1]
It became southern Scotland’s most important cattle and wool fair, for
the Green was an excellent location, reputed to be the largest village
green in Scotland. St Boswells Green of about 40 acres lies to the
south of the town. In 1834 the lord of the manor retained the right of
holding a fair annually on the Green.
St Boswells differed from some of the other villages and parishes
around it in that unlike most of them (though not Melrose) it had a
high proportion of feuars, that is small independent owners of
property (they had to pay a fee to the ‘superior’ or freeholder). Other
places in the neighbourhood, including Earlston, Stichill and Cavers,
were overwhelmingly the property of one large landowner. This
tended to mean that the residents of St Boswells were more involved
in the running of the village than these other places.
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George Hamilton 1 and Mary Sweet
You promise heavens free from strife,
Pure truth, and perfect change of will;
But sweet, sweet is this human life,
So sweet I fain would breathe it still;
Your chilly stars I can forgo,
This warm kind world is all I know.
William Cory: Mimnermus in Church.
George 1, the eldest son of William 1 and Elizabeth, moved to
St Boswells on his marriage to Mary Sweet in 1751. The Sweets had
been living in St Boswells since at least 1696, when William Sweit, as
the parish register of the time spells his name, had a daughter Jean
baptised. As the register starts about this time, they may well have
been in the village longer. The next year John, who was probably
William’s brother, started his family with the baptism of Agnes in
August. She was just the first of eleven children baptised as the
children of John Sweet, the last being Janet born in 1720. As there
were three Jeans and two each of John, William and Grissel, it could
be at least five of them died young. Unfortunately the mother’s name
is not given in the register, and this adds to the usual uncertainty
which arises with the same Christian names being used by the family
for several of its members living at the same time.
So we cannot be sure that all the eleven children of John had the same
mother, or indeed even the same father, as John could have had a
cousin John who was also having children around the same time. So
does this account for the multiple use of Jean, John and Grissell for
the children’s names rather than the untimely death of some of them?
A sasine in 1755 describes William as the second lawful son of John,
however, and this would seem to confirm that the first William and
John baptised as the sons of the elder John had died, and that all the
eleven were indeed his children. This elder John was Mary’s
grandfather. No record of his marriage survives, but another sasine
gives his wife’s name as Jean Fergrieve.
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Grandfather John Sweet described himself as a merchant and
portioner. Unfortunately there is no evidence of what he traded in,
but he seems to have been a man of some – if modest – substance.
In 1712 he bought a quarter husbandland in Lessudden. This appears
to be the same plot of land described in a later sasine as
… a quarter of a husbandland in Lessudden which pertained
to John Sweet the elder, after to John Sweet father to
Marie [sic], formerly runrig now lying in that part of the
lands of Lessudden called Benrig bounded on the end by a
range of march [marking/boundary] stones twixt part of
James Cochrane's Allocation and the said quarter of land
before disposed, on the south by a march baulk dividing
the lands belonging to Littledean and the lands of
Lessudden, on the west by a range of march stones sett in a
direct line from the last mentioned march baulk to a corner
march stone on the northend of the line at the side of the
meadow, and on the north by the said meadow with free
ish [issue i.e. exit] and entry thereto.[2]
As mentioned, Benrig lies beside the Tweed just downstream of
Lessudden and is where the old graveyard with the Hamilton
gravestones is situated.
In 1718 John bought some more land; this time a half husbandland
with houses and yards at the east end of Lessudden.[3] Nor was this all.
At some unspecified date John ‘and his spouse Jean Fergrieve’ bought
a ‘ruinous house and little yeard… bounded by the high town gate on
the north’, property which John and Jean ‘then possest’, which
presumably means they were already making use of it. There were also
some ‘tofts, crofts, grass pasturage, meadow etc’, which John acquired
at some stage. Clearly John was prospering, and had some status in the
village. In 1699 he and another man are recorded as standing as
‘cautioners’, that is guarantors, of a marriage bond, again suggesting he
was a man of some if modest substance. But no more is known of
John and Jean, not even when they died.
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Assuming all the eleven children baptised as the children of John had
the same father, then Mary’s father John was baptised on 5th November
1710 (rather than 20th January 1706/7, when the first John son of John
was christened). Whichever one it was, he married Helen Robson on
13th November 1730. John was probably just 20 years old, but on Helen
we have no information. John was a gardener, so he probably tended
the gardens of the village’s ‘big house’ Lessudden House. This was
built in the late sixteenth century with a wing added in the
seventeenth century. Though substantial, it was by no means on the
scale of the palatial Mellerstain. It was owned by a branch of the Scott
family, known as the Scotts of Raeburn. One of them during the
eighteenth century, a Walter Scott, like so many others in the family,
and great-grandfather of Sir Walter, was an ardent Jacobite, that is a
supporter of Bonnie Prince Charlie. He was known as ‘Beardie’ for
vowing never to shave off his beard until the Stuart dynasty was
restored. Doubtless he kept it trimmed, as the opportunity to shave it
off fully never arose!
John Sweet was also a portioner due to his possession of property left
to him by his father. He died young, after his father but certainly
before December 1753, and his early death is perhaps the reason why
he and Helen had only one child Mary that we know of – she was
certainly the old one surviving in 1756. His widow Helen on the other
hand was long-lived, being buried at St Boswells on 2nd November 1794
– with the use of a mort cloth costing 2s 6d according to the record.
If this was indeed her, she would have been close to 90 years old.
Mary’s date of birth is not recorded, but she was probably born in the
mid-1720s.
George 1 married Mary Sweet at St Boswells on 1st March 1751. The
entry in the parish register for 1st February reads:
The qlk [which] day George Hamiltoun in ye parish of
Earlstoun and Mary Sweet in ys [this] parish gave up yr
[their] names in order to marriage and gave in hand of
caution twelve shillings Scott money to the poors box
instead of ye Dollars married by Mr Masson upon March
1st day 1751.
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The payment to the poors box seems to have been a marriage fee. It is
interesting to note that over forty years after the Act of Union ‘Scott
money’ was still in normal use.
Mary was clearly a person with some property when she married,
which must be why she and George made a marriage contract
arranging for the disposal of the property of each of them in the new
circumstances of the marriage. Mary’s property comprised:
All and haill her half husbandland in Leussudden with the
pertinents thereof together with the tenement houses and
yards pertaining thereto lying in the said town and
territory of Leussudden and shire of Roxburgh reserving
nevertheless to the said Helen Robson her liferent of one
just and equal third part of the said land houses and yard.
The purpose of the marriage contract was to ensure that this property
would go to George in the event of her earlier death, and then to
their children, at the same time ensuring that her mother Helen had
somewhere to live. The property seems to have been valued at three
hundred and forty two pounds nine shillings and eight pennies Scots,
for provision was made that ‘the said George Hamilton shall be
obliged to pay (this sum) due by the said Mary and her Mother’.
For his part a couple of years later, George’s father William 1 gave:
George Hamilton his eldest son all and haill [whole] these
his lands in Earlstoun formerly called Ogele’s Croft and
outfield land called Barnie Know with the haill houses and
yeards belonging thereto lying in the said toun and
territory of Earlstoun and shire of Berwick with all right
and interest he had thereto reserveing nevertheless line
[lien] to Elizabeth Wilson his wife and longest liver of
them two for their liferent use their life rent of the said
subjects except one half of the arrable land and grass
ground and pertments [appurtenances] thereof and the west
most house and yeard and reserveing to John and Thomas
ffamiltoun second and youngest sons of the said William
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for their liferent use the liferent of a house and yeard of
the said houses and yeard dureing the time they out live
their parents.[4]
Thus William 1 set up his eldest son George 1 with a modest amount
of farm land both arable and ‘grass ground’ comparable to that which
Mary brought to the marriage, while at the same time making
provision not only for himself and Elizabeth but also for their other
two sons. Interestingly even relatively humble people found it
important to get legal documentation to ensure no disputes over the
ownership and use of property arose. In fact rather than try to
cultivate the land at Earlston himself George immediately rented out
these lands to another local portioner, Andrew Shillingland, for a ‘rent
of one pound Sterling or any other annual rent corresponding to the
principal sum of twenty ponds Sterling.’[5]
Perhaps of greater interest is the fact that these sasines provide
unarguable evidence of the change of family name from Familton to
Hamilton. In the original documents George’s surname is given
absolutely clearly as Hamilton while his father and brothers are just as
clearly Familton or ffamilton, the ff being exactly the same as that
used for ffrance: ‘George the Second by the Grace of God King of
Great Britain ffrance and Ireland’. Although the father and brothers
retained their old surname at this time, other Familtons certainly in
time changed theirs. For example George’s cousin ‘Christian Hamilton
marchant in Glasgow’ put up a memorial stone in Earlstoun in 1811 in
memory of her parents ‘Thomas Hamilton Marchant in Earlston [died]
-/9/1762 51yrs [and his] wife Agnes Smith -/10/1767 50 yrs’.[6]
A few years into the marriage Mary made some provision for her
widowed mother Helen Robson. What caused Mary to grant this
addition to her mother’s resources is not known, but it was of a minor
nature. Early in 1756 she granted Helen:
… not only all and hayle one just and equal third part of
her half of the half husbandland in Lessudden, tenements
of houses and yeards belonging thereto, which pertained to
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the said deceased John Sweet her father and the also
deceased John Sweet her grandfather, but also one yearly
annuity of £1.16s sterling furth of the other 2/3rds.
At the same time she sold off her own quarter of the husbandland
‘formerly runrig, now lying in that part of Lessudden called Benrig.’
What caused Mary to help her mother in this way we can only guess
at, but a third of a half of a half is just a twelfth of an already small
holding and even with the addition of something under £2 a year
could not have amounted to a large sum of money even in those days.
Perhaps as it included ‘tenements of houses and yards’,[7] it allowed
Helen to live in her own house. If she did live as long as is suggested
above, she may well have still be fully active at this time, and the
arrangement suited all concerned.
But the surprise from these transactions is that George1 is described as
‘late weaver in Earlston, then in Lessudden, now soldier’. This is the
only document that gives his occupation thus, so nothing more is
known about it. Later documents do not seem to mention his
occupation, but make it clear he remained both resident and active in
the village. In any case he is unlikely to have continued as a soldier
over the decades; it is a young man’s job. Nevertheless the decision to
join up is odd. 1756 is more than ten years after Bonnie Prince
Charlie’s rebellion and the kingdom was at peace. Perhaps a temporary
monetary difficulty persuaded him to take the ‘King’s shilling’ for
signing on.
As a property-owner in Lessudden – ’heritor’, ‘portioner’ and ‘feuar’
are the terms used in this part of Scotland – George would have had
important civic rights and duties. For at this time only such men
could vote and hold public office. He was therefore a person of some
standing in this small village. Precisely what this was is not clear.
Perhaps the boundary between heritor and portioner was not strictly
demarcated. In a couple of meetings of the St Boswells heritors
(basically the village/parish council) early in 1783 George is noted as
being present as a heritor, a step up from a portioner. In January the
meeting was choosing a new schoolmaster, clerk and precentor to
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George Hamilton 1 signs with other heads of household.
‘teach English grammatically, Writing, Arithmetic and Church Music
to such children as shall be put to him.’ The fees were to be: Marriages
1/4d, Registration 6d, Certificate 4d, Reading English 1/- a qtr,
Writing 1/6d qtr, Arithmetic 2/- qtr.[8]
In March the meeting reviewed the poor list consisting of five persons,
each being paid around 1/- a week. And in March 1786 when the
village needed a new minister, George was one of a handful of ‘heads
of families’ who invited the Rev James Erskine to fill the vacancy.[9]
Three of these were designated as elders but none as heritors. But after
this George does not feature again as someone concerned with
running the village.
George 1 and Mary had nine children, five boys and four girls, starting
with Ann in 1753, and finishing with Robert 1 in 1776. Both John 2,
their fourth child born in 1762, and Thomas, number seven born five
years later, died young and seemingly unmarried and childless, and are
thus not mentioned in their mother Mary’s will. The births or
baptisms (it is not always clear which from the records) of the first
eight are to be found in the parish register, but the last child Robert
was not registered. However he is mentioned several times in Mary’s
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will and is listed in William Robert’s family tree with a birth year of
1776. We return to these children later.
George 1 died or perhaps was buried (again the record is not clear) at
St Boswells on 11th February 1798. He was a couple of months short of
his seventy-sixth birthday. It must have been his imminent death that
caused him and Mary to exchange the land she had inherited ‘at the
east end of the town of Lessudden’ with some ‘houses and gardens at
the south-west end’ of the village just a few days before his death.[10]
As immovable property under Scottish law these would have become
the property of the eldest son William 3, but Mary handed them over
to him immediately and felt him ‘amply provided’, as she put it in her
will. It could well be that these houses included the one Mary and
George were living in, and perhaps their two surviving sons William 3
and Robert, the latter still probably living at home unmarried at the
age of 21 or 22.[11]
The other thing Mary did on George’s death was to make a will,
something he had not felt necessary. Apart from handing over the
fixed property to William, she left £20 or £25 – ‘Sterling’ as she was
careful to make clear, not the much less valuable Scots money – to
each of her surviving daughters and to her younger son Robert.
Robert was also left her household furniture, while the daughters were
to share her bedclothes and wearing clothes. Mary also left £5 to her
grandson George 4 who at the age of nearly five was living with her
– his elder sister Mary got nothing unless George died young. Finally
there were a few shillings for her two granddaughters by her alreadydead daughter Ann.[12]
William 2 and Robert, who together were to share any residue from
the estate, were appointed her executors, but if Robert ‘should go out
of the county or make his residence elsewhere’ (as he might do on
marrying, for example), then William was to have full power. He was
also to act as guardian to his nephew George 4. By this time William
had already been married many years with children of his own, so
would have been well-established in his own home with his wife
Isabella.
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The countryside of the Borders: Melrose by Sutton Palmer 1904.
Unlike many wills, where in the event the estate was found not to
have sufficient funds to meet all the legacies, Mary had more money
than she reckoned on. Between 1800 and 1807 she paid out nearly £34
to her son Robert and sons-in-law Andrew Renwick and David
Jamieson between them, and she still had money left to pay the
original legacies. For ten years after making her will, she paid these
out to Robert and the husbands of her surviving three daughters, at
the same time adding a memorandum to her will:
Lessudden 21st July 1808 I hereby declare that after paying
off the annexed legacies this day and some small debts due
by me I shall have still in hand the sum of £twelve pounds
for my own use and it is my desire that my grandchildren
named within be paid their shares out of what may remain
unexpended by me at my death in proportion to the sum
remaining if anything is remaining. Mary Sweet.
She presumably died soon after this. The date of her death has not
been established, but she would have been in her seventies.
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The countryside of the Borders: a view of the Eildon Hills from Benrig.
All the surviving seven children of George 1 and Mary except possibly
the youngest Robert married, but only he and William 2 remained in
St Boswells. The others did not move far, however. George 2’s wife
and the daughters’ husbands were all from local villages – Earlston,
Maxton, Smailholm, Greenlaw and Mertoun, none of them more than
a few miles from St Boswells – though Ann and her husband Thomas
Stevenson, who was a smith, later moved to Berwick. Apart from
George 2, who carried on the family occupation of weaver, the
occupations of the others are not known.
Both Ann, the eldest child of George 1 and Mary, and her brother
George 2 married and had children, but both died before their mother
Mary came to make her will in 1796. George 2 was born in 1765 and
would have been no more than thirty-three when he died and perhaps
as much as five years younger. The fact that his five-year old son,
George 4, was living with his grandmother Mary when she made her
will suggests that the family was not well off and the little George’s
mother had struggled to keep both him and his older sister Mary after
her husband’s early death.

William Hamilton 2 and Isabella Tait
William 2, the eldest son of George 1 and Mary, was born in the
summer of 1759 and baptised on 16th August. His gravestone in
St Boswells cemetery describes him as ‘portioner in Lessudden’. His
mother thought him ‘amply provided [for]’ by getting a disposition to
the property in St Boswells – presumably in 1796, when he would
have been thirty-six years old. He married Isabella Tait (Isabella 1)
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around 1783 – the exact date is unknown. She was born in 1758 and
baptised at Roxburgh on 16th April that year as the daughter of
Andrew Tait and was thus a year older than her husband. There were
plenty of Andrew Taits in Roxburgh and its surrounding county at
this time, so he cannot be identified with any certainty. But the
strongest possibility is that he was the son of John Tait and Isabel
Robsone and baptised at Roxburgh on 11th June 1727, and that he
married Jane Fallon at Crailing on 24th May 1755. Both Roxburgh and
Crailing lie just a few miles from St Boswells.
William 2 is recorded as being an Elder of the church in 1814 and
several subsequent years. As such, being a leading resident, he attended
the ‘Sederunt’ (council meeting) of Heritors of St Boswells; a minute
of a meeting on 18th November 1826 noted his presence with seven
others at a Sederunt that 'met here this day to assess the poor'. The
poor were a continuing concern for the village councillors. In
February 1800 they had considered ‘that there are many industrious
family’s [sic] in the Parish who need assistance in these hard times,’
and therefore resolved to double the assessment (total poor rate) of
£9.1.9d to £18.3.6d.’

[13]

William’s good standing in the village was confirmed in 1832 when
he was listed as one of those ‘who have claimed to be registered as
Electors

in

St Boswells.’

the
[14]

County

of

Roxburgh

within

the

Parish

of

As the right to be an elector depended on a property

qualification, the property he had inherited was perhaps more valuable
than the bare description of it as ‘houses and yards’ would seem to
indicate. His occupation is not given, but since he would have been in
his seventies, he was perhaps retired. He died on 10th November 1835,
age seventy-six. Isabella 1 had already died on 29th September 1828, at
the age of seventy.
They had three children: George 3, Hellen and John 3. Hellen was
born on 4th May 1787 and married William Beattie at St Boswells on
11th January 1807. They had six children listed by William Robert and
a number of grandchildren, but William Robert was unable to discover
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much about them, possibly because they had moved away from
St Boswells to perhaps Midlothian. It has proved no easier to
investigate them now, so the family has not been investigated further.
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Chapter Three

George Hamilton 3
and the Hamiltons of Melrose
There are few more impressive sights in the world
than a Scotsman on the make.
J.M. Battie What every woman knows.

George 3, the eldest son of William 2 and Isabella 1 (née Tait), was
born late in 1783 and baptised on 1st January 1784 at St Boswells. He
married Isabella Ormiston (Isabella 2) at Melrose on 12th February
1812, when he was twenty-seven years old. She was the daughter of
Archibald Ormiston and Elizabeth Scott. Photographs of George and
Isabella survive. As the eldest son of William 3 and Isabella 1, George
inherited the houses and gardens at the southwest end of the village.
This gave him some status and allowed him to claim the right to be
registered as an elector in July 1836 after the Great Reform Act of
1832 had widened the franchise. Whether his claim was validated,
however, that is whether his property was sufficiently valuable for him
to qualify, is not certain. For no Hamiltons are included in later lists
of claimants.
Likewise his property does not seem to have been sufficient for him,
unlike his father, to be a member of the Sederunt of Heritors of
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George Hamilton 3 1784–1866 and Isabella Ormiston 1787–1874.
St Boswells, which ran the village and the parish. In June 1830 the
meeting elected him as Precentor[1] of the church ‘with a salary of £3 a
year to be levied half yearly on the poors rate’. He seems to have
resigned after a year, however, as the following June a new candidate
was sought. Perhaps George, like his successor who resigned a couple
of years later, felt the salary was too low.[2]
Later that year. 1831, the heritors began to be worried by the threat of
cholera and in December voted ‘to adopt such measures as may appear
best calculated by the blessing of God to prevent the introduction of
cholera among us and to counteract its ravages if we are visited by
that destructive pestilence’. But first attempts at cleaning up the
village led to only temporary improvement and in February the
meeting ordered the Clerk to write to the sheriff about the ‘removal
of nuisances for the sake of cleanliness.’ The sort of problem they were
faced with was evidenced that November when the ‘Meeting ordered
the clerk to give notice in writing to Robert Tait of St Boswells Green
to remove the dunghill and pigsty adjoining the schoolhouse and
prevent the tenants emptying their pails of water and other nuisance
on the playground’.[3]
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Scottish villages at that time, like English ones, were not the rural
idylls they are often depicted to be, but full of dungheaps and other
‘nasties’. So it is no surprise that at the same time another step was
taken to prevent the introduction of cholera: ‘It was resolved an
inspection of the Parish should take place the same as last year’ in
December. The parish was to be divided into four districts one of
which was Lessudden including the Green. Twelve inspectors were
appointed, among them both George 3 and his younger brother John
3.[4]
In the same year, 1832, there was a problem with unwanted visitors to
the parish and the clerk was kept busy writing ‘to the Sheriff of the
County intimating that ‘the village and neighbourhood have been
annoyed for some time past by beggars and vagrants of various
descriptions such as packmen, many of whom are suspected of having
no licence.’ One of the problems was that there was no resident
magistrate and ‘but one constable in the parish’. Perhaps either
through poverty or meanness they were not paying the constable
enough; for later in the year the ‘Meeting instructed the clerk to order
the constable to continue his rounds to the 12th of next month and to
intimate that he shall be paid at the same rate as other constables in
the neighbourhood’.[5] The following year we find brother John acting
as constable for a salary of £2.10 a year.[6] This was of course a parttime job, not a fulltime occupation. Both George 3 and John 3 were
weavers, continuing the occupation of previous generations of the
family, though this was certainly not John’s only work by 1825 – see
below.
George 3’s position as a portioner and a trusted member of the
community, but not one of its elite, was confirmed by the seating in
the church. When in November 1837 there was a division of the
church into seats for the heritors, no Hamilton was among them. But
the following July when the ‘meeting considered claims of parishioners
who had acquired the right to certain stances in the church for the
purpose of putting up private seats in order to ascertain the amount to
be paid back,’ the twelve names listed included George Hamilton who
paid £1 for the right: others paid £1 or 10s.[7]
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The sources of George’s income are obscure. He describes himself as a
weaver and portioner in his will, but neither of these occupations
seems likely to have produced much income. The poverty of handloom
weavers at this time had long been notorious as mechanised processes
replaced them. His real estate consisted the previously mentioned
‘houses and gardens’, but he and Isabella lived in one of these and
there are unlikely to be more than two or three of them in total,
which could hardly have produced more than a few pounds a year in
rent – his will refers to ‘my tenants’. Yet at his death he had some
£200 in the bank – actually in three different banks, suggesting he
was careful not to put all his eggs in one basket: bank failures were a
real worry for their customers and many people did not trust them at
all, keeping their savings under the bed. He was also able to lend his
son Archibald £50, doubtless to get the Abbey Hotel at Melrose
started.
George made a will in 1849, something his father had not done. The
main purpose of this seems to ensure that Isabella his wife and their
two unmarried daughters were properly looked after. He left the
houses and gardens at the west end of Lessudden, which his father had
acquired from Walter Scott of Raeburn in 1790, to his eldest son,
William 4. William, however, was not to have the property outright.
First his mother had the right (‘liferent and enjoyment’) not merely to
stay in the family home but also to the income from the other houses
until she married again – this last a standard provision in wills with
regard to widows. Isabella was also to get all the furniture and
furnishings (‘household furniture and plenishing, bed and table linen,
books and other household effects’) plus a payment of £20 ‘for
maintenance and mourning’. In addition William was to pay the will’s
trustees £100 and allow his two unmarried sisters Isabella and Helen
the ‘liferent use of my smaller house and garden’ until they married.
The residue was then to be divided equally among the other children
listed as Archibald, John, George, Walter, James, Elizabeth, Isabella
and Helen.[8]
But George 3 did not die for another seventeen years, passing away on
30th July 1866 aged eighty-two years, and in that time life moved on.
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His eldest son William 4, born in 1812, married Mary Grieve at St
Cuthbert’s in Edinburgh on 15th July 1836. But he died in 1856 at the
age of forty-four, apparently childless. So the following year George
added a codicil to his will, naming his second son Archibald as the
heir to the houses and gardens. There was no mention of William’s
widow Mary perhaps because there were no children, or perhaps
because she was ‘out of sight’ in Edinburgh, and hence ‘out of mind.’
Of George and Isabella’s other children, three of the four last-born
died young, Robert in infancy, James at ten and Isabella of dysentery
at the age of thirty-five, still unmarried. Four of the others, John,
George, Walter and Hellen, emigrated to Australia. Of these some
research has been done on George and a little on Hellen. George
married another Scot, Catherine Henderson, born in Argyleshire. They
had five children, but mirroring the American Hamiltons, seemingly
no grandchildren. Three of the children died in infancy, a fourth at
the age of seven, and only the eldest, another George, grew to
adulthood and married. But he died probably in his late forties with
no known children. They had settled in Sydney, where they lived and
died. Hellen married David Watson in 1861, but she died, apparently
childless, in 1874 somewhere in the state of Victoria, where
presumably she lived. Nothing is known of John or Walter.
Archibald and Elizabeth, the other two children of George 3 and
Isabella 2, stayed and flourished in Scotland, as described below.
George 3 himself, their father, died on 30th July 1866 at the age of
eighty-two. He was buried at the St Boswells graveyard at Benrig with
the other family graves. An inventory was taken of his estates –
mostly a list of his financial assets. His moveable property, described
as ‘household furniture and others’, was valued at £48-0-2d. Otherwise
he had £40 on deposit together with his son Archibald at the British
Linen Bank in Melrose, £50 at the Royal Bank of Scotland there,
another £100 at the Kelso branch of this bank and finally a promissory
note dated May 1859 by his son Archibald for £50. Together with some
minor interest amounts this totalled £298-5-9. Archibald, however,
claimed that the £50 was a gift from his parents, though he did owe
interest on it.
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The Hamiltons of Melrose
Isabella 2 was responsible for the Melrose connection, and it is worth
diverting from the main line of succession to examine this. Today
Melrose is a tourist and Rugby Football Mecca, ‘birthplace of Rugby
Sevens’ and famous for its abbey ruins and connections with
Sir Walter Scot. Scot, who has some claim to be considered one of the
founders (some would say the inventor) of tourist Scotland, went to
live at Abbotsford a couple of miles out of Melrose in 1811, the year
George and Isabella married. He was then at the height of his fame
and attracted much interest to the area, as well as being the cause of a
number of gentry families setting up home there. The Ormistons were
not one of these.
In 1826 Melrose was visited by John Wood, an Edinburgh surveyor,
busy drawing plans of over 50 Scottish towns. His ‘Sketch of Melrose
and Gattonside 1826’ shows not only the outline of every building in
the little market town (which would seem no more than a small
village to us), but also the ownership of every piece of land in the
vicinity. In this, ‘Captain Ormiston's Property’ features large among
that of the misters and esquires and even the Duke of Bucchleuch. In
1978, Melrose Historical Association published an excellent study of
Melrose in 1826. This reveals Adam Ormiston was prominent in
Melrose at this time and that he was always known as ‘Captain’,
though in fact he was never more than a Sergeant in the local militia.
Like the Hamiltons in Lessudden, he was a portioner in Melrose. But
he married only in 1816 at the age of fifty-five, and eventually left his
property to his nephew James Curle esquire, suggesting he had no
children. He is clearly not Isabella's father.
Adam Ormiston may have been her brother or a cousin. He was born
around 1761: she was probably born in 1787, for she died on 16th
February 1874 ‘of old age’ aged eighty-six, as the inscription on her
gravestone in St Boswells cemetery shows. There was also another
Ormiston living in Melrose at this time, Walter, who had a
horticultural business in the village, which long survived under the
name ‘Ormiston & Renwick’. Again Walter's precise relationship to
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Isabella has not been established, but clearly the Ormistons were one
of the leading non-gentry families in the town. Whatever it was,
Isabella was kept busy, for according to the family tree she had ten
children, but the last Robert died in infancy. No more is known of her
life. But she survived George by more than seven years, dying on 16th
February 1874 – both she and George were unusually long-lived for
the time. Like him she was buried with his parents at Benrig.
Four of their children, as noted above, emigrated to Australia. Of the
others, the second son Archibald is perhaps the most interesting. Born
in 1814 and named for his maternal grandfather, he married Isabella
Hendry (Isabella 4) in Melrose in June 1834 at the age of twenty. He
was a carpenter by trade, in which capacity he acted as the local
undertaker. Later he and Isabella also ran a wine and spirit merchant’s
business in Melrose. In 1854 he acquired a plot of land – ‘seized in
subjects and others in the Precincts of the monastery of Melrose on
the east side of Abbey Street in feu charter’ as the sasines have it –
immediately next to the abbey ruins. This was doubtless the building
shown on Wood's 1826 plan right under the ruined west end of the
abbey itself. He quickly raised £200 on the strength of this, and seems
to have conducted his joinery business from here.[9]
Ten years later Archibald seized the opportunity afforded by the
tourist interest in the area arising from Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley
novels (Scott was said to be the first international best-selling novelist
in any language) and from his own knowledge of the building and
drinks trades to embark on his major enterprise, the building of the
Abbey Hotel on the site of his joinery shop. The Hotel was finished in
1865, and Archibald advertised it in The Scotsman in October: ‘The
windows of the above newly-erected hotel overlook the Abbey, and the
most beautiful features of the ruins may be inspected without any
other object intervening, the hotel being built upon the Abbey
grounds at the entrance to the venerable pile.’[10] With the railway
station only ‘two minutes walk’ away, as he claimed, and the growing
interest in Sir Walter Scott’s Abbotsford and the abbey ruins both at
Melrose and nearby Dryburgh, he made a considerable success of the
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Melrose Abbey ruins with the
Abbey Hotel entrance on the
right. The couple are probably
George 5 and Caroline Knox
Hamilton.

venture in spite of surviving only another seven years. He died in
April 1873 aged fifty-eight.
His inscription on his grand obelisk-style gravestone in St Boswells
cemetery describes him as ‘of the Abbey Hotel, Melrose’, pointing to
his pride in his achievement. Isabella, who had been born the same
year as him, survived him by five years
Photographs of the hotel still exist and have been reproduced in
Melrose Historical Association's booklet of old pictures of the town.
One of these shows a couple standing outside the hotel. This is most
likely Archibald's son George and his wife Caroline Elizabeth Knox.
This George 5 was born in 1845 and married Caroline in Edinburgh in
March 1879. His late marriage was the result of his having emigrated
to the United States, and then being brought home on the early death
of his father to run the hotel. In addition to the hotel he had a
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The Abbey Hotel, Melrose,
built right up against the
abbey ruins.

cabinet business in St Boswells, and further properties including the
George Hotel, bought in 1884, and renamed the George and
Abbotsford. The King’s Arms and the Station Hotel in Melrose were
also acquired. His wife Caroline was born in London, but was sent to
live with her aunt in Newtown St Boswells. ‘A formidable woman, she
was the power behind the hotel business, the core of which was for
American tourists doing Scott’s ‘Waverley Tour’. They arrived in
Melrose by train and then toured the Borders by horse-drawn carriages
visiting the settings of Scott's Waverley novels.’ The family’s success
led to them ‘at one time being regarded as ‘Melrose royalty’, largely
due to the amount of property they owned in the town.’[11]
George 5 died at the hotel in August 1902 of pleurisy, aged fifty-seven.
But Caroline lived on until 1924, dying at Melrose ‘in her 79th year’.
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It is probably Caroline who provided much of the information for
William Robert’s family tree, as well as lending him Mary Sweet’s will
to copy. She and George had four sons, whose history suggests that
the family was not only prosperous but also adventurous. The eldest
Archibald Cockburn Hamilton took part in Cecil Rhodes’ notorious
Jamestown raid before acquiring a farm in Bastutoland. But he died in
Geelong, then part of Rhodesia, in 1898 at the age of only twenty-two.
The second son George joined the Royal Navy, reaching the rank of
Engineer Commander before committing suicide in 1943. He married
the daughter of Sir Robert Cranston, Lord Provost of Edinburgh, and
had four children by her. The third son, Thomas, became a doctor, and
was already Professor of Medicine at Cairo Medical School, when he
died aged thirty-seven under suspicious circumstances in 1916.
The fourth son, John Knox Hamilton, known as Jock, took over the
hotel business. He became a well-known 'character' in Melrose and the
surrounding area. But the hotel trade died almost overnight on the
outbreak of the Second World War and both the Abbey and George
hotels were requisitioned as accommodation for the Polish Army
whose Armoured Brigade remnants were centred around the borders.
Post-war, with Jock increasingly suffering from poor health, the
George Hotel was sold as a going concern. The Abbey Hotel, however,
had become infested with dry rot; it was purchased by the Ministry of
Public Buildings and Works and pulled down in 1948 to make way for
the access to Melrose Abbey where the ticket office and shop now
stand. The flats that stand immediately opposite were built on the site
of the old carriage-garages.’[12]
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Chapter Four
A change of fortune:
John Hamilton 3
and the Littles of Cavers
Times go by turns, and chances change by course,
From foul to fair, from better hap to worse.
Robert Southwell: Times go by Turns.
Back in St Boswells, some three miles to the south-east of Melrose,
George 3’s younger brother John 3 and his family shared none of the
success achieved by their Melrose cousins. John 3, the second son and
youngest of the three children of William 2 and Isabella, was born on
10th December 1789. At first he followed the family occupation of
handloom weaving, marrying yet another Isabella (née Little) in
December 1812. She came from the parish of Cavers near Hawick.
The Littles have proved difficult to unravel due to the lack of
information and the number of Johns. So it has to be admitted that
the description of the family that follows, thin though it is, can by no
means be guaranteed to be the actual truth, but it is the best that can
be worked out on the available evidence. That the family had been
living in the area for a long time, however, seems certain, specifically
in Denholm, the main village of the parish of Cavers. This lay by
the side of the River Teviot, a tributary of the Tweed, a few
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Outline Tree of the Littles of Denholm, Cavers

James = – ?
born circa 1600
|
Archibald = – ?
|
Archibald = – ? of Hawick
?
John

= – ?

born
circa 1670

Walter

William SPINNIE flesher of Jedburgh

= Janet married circa 1750

1710 – ?

John

= Alison OLIVER married 1781 at Cavers

1752- ?

Isobel 3
1788–1853

= John HAMILTON 3
1789–1837

William HAMILTON 5 and others
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miles downstream from Hawick, and seven or eight miles south of
St Boswells. According to the IGI the family can be traced back to
James born around 1600, and through his son Archibald to John, born
around 1670. The detail supplied gives the names some credence,
although no source is given for the data.
The parish records only start in the 1690s and together with surviving
gravestones make it clear most of the men in the family for many
generations were masons. This suggests they were in the building
trade, but at a time when the walls of many, perhaps most, cottages
were made simply of rough stones laid between turfs, it is not clear
what building work masons would be employed on in a small village.
John’s second son was called Walter. He was baptised on 24th
September 1710 and probably born a week or so earlier. Like the rest
of the family the baptism took place at Cavers church, a mile or two
from Denholm, which at that time had no church of its own. Walter
had an elder brother John. John’s tall gravestone in Cavers churchyard
gives his date of death as 7th August 1761 and his age at the time as
fifty-seven. So he would have been born around 1704.
John followed the family trade of a mason, but his son Walter was a
tenant farmer, as were most Scottish farmers, in his case renting his
land from the Douglas family, the local landowners. He married Janet
Spinnie from Jedburgh around 1750 – the marriage was not
registered. She was the daughter of William, a ‘flesher’, that is butcher,
in the town, which lay four or five miles to the east of Denholm. We
know of two children of Janet and Walter: first another John, baptised
6th September 1752, and then Isobel born in 1756. This John seems to
have worked for his uncle John as a mason. On 2nd December 1781 he
married Alison Oliver. The Olivers were a local Cavers family, but
Alison’s baptism was not registered, so her parents cannot be
identified. But she is interesting as the first in the family to possess
this, at that time a not very common, Christian name, one which
continues in the family to this day.
The only information on the Littles, other than that found in parish
registers and on gravestones, that has come to light is to be found in
a group of sasines which refer to a house and yard in Denholm
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together with a small field acquired by John Little senior, mason, in
1794, property which had come into the hands of Archibald Little,
mason, in 1776. John also acquired some more land in 1800. But the
detail of the various family members involved, suggests that this was a
different branch of the family, and not the John who married Alison
Oliver.[1] John and Alison had four children, three girls and a boy,
carefully spaced it would seem, between 1784 and 1793. Isobel or
Isabella, baptised on 17th February 1788, was their second child (and
second daughter).
Isabella Little (Isabella 3) and John Hamilton 3 married on 5th
December 1812 at St Boswells and had five children. The eldest of
these was William 5, who was followed by three other boys and a girl,
whose lives we look into below. John gave up weaving; it was
obviously no longer worth doing. Instead he set up shop. In the first
business directory of the village in 1825 he is listed both as innkeeper
and vintner and as a grocer.[2] These occupations are repeated in the
1837 edition. On his son William's marriage certificate he gave his
occupation as merchant. John was only forty-six when he died on 21st
November 1837, just two years after his father. He still claimed the
status of portioner, which title appears on his gravestone, his claim to
this being based on the property he owned in Lessudden.
This property is specified in a sasine:
… in favour of John Hamilton weaver in Lessudden having
disposition sold by Margaret Crammond or Hogg spouse of
Tho. Hogg the wester half of the onstead of houses and
yards in Lessudden, which sometime pertained to John
Coutts, now consisting of a thatched dwelling house and
garden with the small house behind that belonging to
Thos. Patton bounded by the town street on the north and
St Boswells Green on the south. The wester fence
belonging wholly to the property and the runner which is
2 feet beyond the south dyke being the march [boundary]
with St Boswells Green. Together with full power and
liberty [for] the cast of as many divots out of the half
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husbandlands divot ground which belonged to the said
John Coutts as will keep the houses thereby disposed in a
sufficient wind and water tight condition.[3]
The exact position of the two houses cannot now be established, but
they were right in the village, lying on the south side of the ‘town
street’ and backing onto St Boswells massive green. Nor is it clear
whether both the thatched dwelling house and the small house were
occupied by the family or one was let out. Perhaps the small house was
actually an outhouse for storage, not a ‘dwelling’ house. More
interesting, however, is the right John acquired with the property, that
is ‘the full power and liberty for the cast of as many divots… as will
keep the houses in a sufficient wind and water tight condition.’ Is this
to be taken a face value? Were the houses of St Boswells at this time
still made of loose stones held together and kept wind and water tight
by turfs which were replaced as necessary? Or was this by now just a
legal fiction, included in the document’s wording, because it had
always been there?
In 1789, that is little more than forty years earlier ‘Thomas Morer gave
the first detailed generalised account of Scottish peasants' houses in
the Lowlands:
The vulgar houses and what are seen in villages are low and
feeble. Their walls are made of just a few stones jumbled
together without mortar... on which they set up pieces of
wood meeting at the top, ridge-fashion, but so ordered that
there is neither sightliness nor strength... they cover these
houses with turf of an inch thick and in the shape of larger
tiles, which they fasten with wooden pins and renew as
often as there is occasion; and that is very frequently done.
'Tis rare to find chimneys in these places, a small vent in
the roof sufficing to convey the smoake away.
Walls were of turf or stone, sometimes cob or wattle –
they were seldom as high as a standing man. Thatching
materials were turf or heather... wood or stone floors and
any form of ceiling apparently did not exist, and windows,
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if there were any, formed small square openings without
glass. The husbandman's house had to be large enough for
his family, the servants who boarded with them, and for
the cattle. They all lived in one room – the cattle would
be in a byre divided by boards from the living space.[4]
It is by no means certain that this primitive way of building had been
abandoned by the 1830s, but it may have been.
At around this time John Younger, a close contemporary and
neighbour of our John, wrote his autobiography. He is scathing of the
false picture of the ordinary villagers given by Sir Walter Scott and his
like:
The ‘Scottish peasantry’ forsooth! What do such authors
know about the souters, tailors, weavers, blacksmiths, alewives, shopkeepers and labourers about St Boswells and
other villages? What know they of the lives, cares, joys,
sorrows, hardships, personal and family feelings, sufferings
and sympathies, even of their own farmer hinds’ and
cottars’ families? They will loll past in their open coaches
and take notes of the rural pleasures and beauties of the
fine harvest fields and sportive bliss of the happy reapers,
never perceiving that such labourers are generally hamstrained, wire-wrought, through wet and dry, often
without the conveniency of pure water to slake their
parching thirst though it flows free in the next field, till
their blood is inflamed and their passions in ferment,
which sometimes results in sudden death on the spot, and
often in rheumatic and pleuritic fevers… The lives of the
poor in these valleys are from the cradle to the grave a
very different affair from… anything yet written by these
high-flying novelists.[5]
Three years later John 3 seems to have used this property on the south
side of the Town Street to borrow money, for in October 1836 he
obtained £150 from Alexander Thomson, an Edinburgh merchant on
its security. Was this used to set his son William 5 up in business in
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Edinburgh? Another two years later in August 1838 William, styling
himself a merchant, borrowed £100 from Peter Mill ‘resident in
Lessudden’ again on the security of this property, at the same time
paying off the original debt to Alexander Thomson. The property
must have passed to William on his father’s death in 1837.[6]
Where this left his mother Isabella 3 is not clear, but she continued to
run the shop, describing herself as a grocer in the 1841 census after
John's death This suggests that they had run a shop in the village
together after he gave up weaving. Living at home with their mother
at this time were her fourth son Robert, fourteen years old, and only
daughter Alison, then aged nine. Isabella’s age is given as forty-five
(adults’ ages were rounded down to the nearest five years in this
census), though she was actually fifty-three. Thus she was forty-four
years old when her last child was born, but she was certainly not alone
in having a child in her forties. Ten years later at the next census
Isabella describes herself only as a widow living at home alone with
Alison, giving her age as fifty-three. She died a couple of years later
on 10th November 1853 ‘aged 64’ according to her gravestone, though
she was actually sixty-five. This is not the only instance where the ages
provided by different sources do not tally. It is very typical for
women‘s ages to be ‘scaled down’ in official documents. She perhaps
retired to her native village after the children had all left home, for
she died at Cavers on 10th November 1853. She was buried with her
husband at Benrig, St Boswells.
The Hamiltons had thus by this time been established in St Boswells
for a century and more. They seem to have been solid citizens both as
‘portioners’ and taking an active role in the affairs of their local
church.

The

Presbyterian

Church of

Scotland seeks

a

more

participatory involvement of its congregations in Church government
than, for example, the Church of England (Episcopalians) or the
Roman Catholics. To be an Elder of the Kirk, therefore, as Robert and
William 2 were, was an indicator of a man's good standing in the local
community. It is clear then that the Hamiltons of St Boswells and
Melrose were not lairds or indeed labourers. They were, as far as can
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be judged, generally respectable people of what the Victorians would
call ‘the middling sort.’
But while the cousins in Melrose flourished in a new venture, the slow
demise of handloom weaving had had a seriously negative impact on
John 3 and his family’s fortunes. Although he and Isabella managed to
survive as shopkeepers, there was no future for their children in the
village. All of them left their native place to find their way in this
world far from home. For a time their eldest William 5 was a partial
exception, staying in Scotland, but eventually he too left for foreign
shores.
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Part Two
Into the Wider World

Boswell: I do indeed come from Scotland, but I cannot help it.
Johnson: That, Sir, I find is what a very great many of your
countrymen cannot help.
James Boswell: Life of Johnson 16 May 1763.

`

Chapter Five
Falling apart:
The troubled life of
William Hamilton 5
Things fall apart: the centre cannot hold.
William Butler Yeats: The Second Coming.

For the family historian one fact stands out above all the others from
the study of families in the nineteenth century: the agricultural and
industrial revolutions really were revolutionary. Not in terms of the
overthrow of the established order of things at the top. That did
change of course even in Britain, but relatively slowly, in a series of
steps. But for the ordinary people the change was truly revolutionary.
Families who had lived probably for hundreds of years, not in the
same village – very few did that – but in the same county or part of
a county, now moved away for good. They moved to towns, to the
new cities, to new countries, never to return to live in the old place.
They left behind a way of life which was either agricultural or served
those engaged in farming or in some way serviced the agricultural
produce of the area, and took up new occupations usually in no way
connected with agriculture. They came to live in new sorts of homes
in new types of districts. And instead of being largely self-sufficient,
they earned wages and used them to buy new types of goods in the
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new shops that sprang up to serve them. All of this happened to the
great majority of Britons in the nineteenth century.
The Hamiltons were no exception to this change. Life in St Boswells
came to an end with William 5. He was born 26th November 1814 and
baptised on Christmas Day. His father John 3 was a handloom weaver
at the time and continued to be so at least until the birth of his last
child Alison seventeen years later. As William grew up, it must have
become clear there was no real possibility of joining his parents in the
grocer’s shop, which they set up as the returns on handloom weaving
disappeared almost to nothing. It is doubtful there was enough
business to support William as well as his parents, even though he was
the eldest son. William cannot have known that his father would die
when he was only twenty-three. Doubtless he thought there were
better opportunities elsewhere in the booming economy of nineteenth
century Britain. It could be that his daughter-in-law Hattie’s critical
assessment of her father-in-law (even though she never met him) as
‘gay, selfish and too fond of company’ is close to the truth. Such a
character might well be attracted to selling rather than retailing.
He went to Edinburgh. On the death of his father in 1837 he
inherited the ‘wester half of an onstead of houses and yard in
Lessudden consisting of a thatched house and garden and a small
house.’ As mentioned, his father had previously borrowed £150 from
Alexander Thomson ‘merchant of Edinburgh’ on the security of this
property, and it is possible William had been working for him at this
time. In August 1838 William, now himself described as a merchant in
Edinburgh, repaid the loan to Thomson and remortgaged it for £100
to a Peter Mills. It could be that this mortgage money allowed William
to set up in business, though it is not clear whether merchant meant
shopkeeper or sales agent. But financially things do not seem to have
worked out for William. The next we know of this property is in
November the following year, when he has to hand it over to
Margaret Little. She was doubtless related (perhaps his mother’s
sister?). He had ‘borrowed from Margaret £100 sterling to be repaid at
the term of Martinmas next with one fifth part more of liquidate
penalty in case of failure and the due annual rent to the fourth term
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of payment. In corroboration William Hamilton did by the said Bond
sell’ to Margaret the property in Lessudden, and this was now forfeit.[1]
By this time he had moved to Glasgow and found a job as a traveller,
that is a salesman, for the famous firm of James and William
Campbell. J. & W. Campbell and Co, to give the company its official
name, described itself as ‘warehousemen.’ An article written in 1888
enthused:
The annals of mercantile effort and activity in Glasgow
present no more striking example at any period past or
present of well-directed energies and commercial skill
combining their influences in the development of a gigantic
business than that afforded by the records and achievements
of the great representative firm whose title heads this
sketch. The distinguished house of Messrs J. & W.
Campbell & Co. dates its noteworthy history from the year
1817… This warehouse, it is not too much to affirm, has no
superior in Great Britain today in any point of
commodiousness or adaptability to the purposes of a vast
wholesale ‘dry-goods’ business.

[2]

When William joined the company was established in Candleriggs,
right in the heart of the city. But in 1856 it moved round the corner
to Ingram Street, where it continued to trade for many years. In this
new extensive space three floors were given over to the merchandise,
which comprised every kind of textile product, from flannels and
blankets, carpets, cotton damasks, Irish linens to collars and scarves,
fans, bags umbrellas and millinery, as well as ready-made clothing. In
1888 the company employed ‘between five and six hundred hands in
their warehouse and offices.’ The Liberal Prime Minister Henry
Campbell-Bannerman was a son of one of the company’s founders.
William 5 married twice. His first wife was Elizabeth Paxton, the
daughter of John Paxton, a draper of the Wool Market, Berwick-onTweed on the English-Scottish border, doubtless met on his sales
rounds. She was twenty-three when they married and William ten
years older. They were married on 2nd March 1847 in the Calvinist
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Baptist church there, but lived in Glasgow, where their only child,
John Paxton Hamilton, was born on 2nd April 1848.[3]
It seems likely William continued to work for Campbell’s from the
time he came to Glasgow in 1839 until around 1849, when he may
well have left the company and set up on his own. He perhaps
continued to sell their goods but as an independent agent. For in 1849
describes himself as a commission agent rather than a traveller, with
an office at 53 Wilson Street. As this street runs into Candleriggs, he
is unlikely to have set up there unless there was some connection with
Campbells. But he may have been selling to them on behalf of one or
more of their suppliers. His entry only appears in the Directory for
this single year, however: neither before nor for some years after does
he appear again. So this bid for an independent business operation was
short-lived.[4]
Life must have seemed good at first. He had recently married, and had
a young son, a home for the family and a separate office for his work.
His home address is 4 Meadowside, Woodlands – a pleasant area, next
to Hillhead and the University. But then disaster struck; Elizabeth
died and he lost his job. It could that the one led to the other: the
stress of Elizabeth’s death may have caused, or worsened, a drink
problem, which impacted on the performance of his job. Elizabeth’s
death does not seem to have been recorded – compulsory registration
did not start in Scotland until 1855.
In 1851 William, now a widower at the age of thirty-six, and the twoyear old John Paxton are living with Elizabeth’s sister Jane at
Stamperland House in Cathcart. Today Cathcart is a desirable suburb
of Glasgow, but then it was outside the city limits. Jane had married
Thomas Purves, who farmed 75 acres here with the help of four
labourers. It must have been a lively household. For Jane and Thomas
already had four children under the age of seven with another on the
way, as well as two young female servants and a sixteen-year old lad as
a farm labourer, all of whom lived in. It could be that the Hamiltons
had lived there while Elizabeth was still alive, but it seems more likely
that William and young John moved there after her death. Clearly
things are not going well for William. The stark information on the
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census return shows a man without a wife, without a job, without a
home of his own and with an infant child to look after. He was lucky
indeed to have a sister-in-law willing to have him and little John to
live with her and her family. And this is not the last time in his life
that he will have to rely on relatives to look after him or his children.
Sadly he was not the last Hamilton to find himself in such a position.
How long William and young John lived with Jane and Thomas on
the farm at Cathcart is not known. No doubt the family helped him
psychologically and perhaps financially to get started again. The
following five years are a mystery. For all we know comes from a
couple of sasines from the summer of 1854. It appears from these that
William had not paid back to Peter Mills all the money he had
borrowed from him in 1838. In fact he had only managed to pay him
£20 of the £100 he had had from him a full sixteen years previously.
Mills had died by this time and a George Dunlop of St Boswells was
now owed ‘the balance of £80 by William Hamilton then merchant in
Edinburgh.’[5] No further reference to the ‘wester half of an onstead of
houses and yard in Lessudden’ has been found, but William’s failure to
repay the loan after so many years speaks volumes for the dire straits
his finances had been in for so long.
Eighteen months later William married again to another Elizabeth,
though she was always known as Eliza. The wedding took place on 19th
February 1856 at Duntocher ‘according to the forms of the Free
Church of Scotland’, the Rev Samuel Connell, Eliza’s brother,
officiating. Her younger sister Margaret also attended the wedding and
signed the register as a witness. At the time of her marriage, Eliza was
thirty-one years old and William forty-one. What little has been found
of her earlier life and the history of her family, the Connells, is given
below. Together with John Paxton they set up home in Glasgow at 6
Corunna Street, a short road off Argyle Street in the western part of
Glasgow. Immediately below them Eliza's elder brother, Dr Robert
Connell, came to live when he got married in June that year.
Over the next four years William and Eliza had three children, two
boys and a girl. The first child, born in April 1857 at Corunna Street,
was christened William George. A year later the family moved to 335
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No.6 Corunna Street,
Glasgow: William 5 and
Eliza’s first home together
1856–7. Eliza’s brother
Dr Robert Connell and
family lived below them
briefly.

Sauchiehall Street. This was at Charing Cross and on the south side of
the street between North Street and the now vanished Nelson Street.
The site is now partly a glass and metal office block and partly a hole
in the ground; for this is where the motorway cuts through the centre
of Glasgow, the whole block being demolished during the road’s
construction. The north side of Sauchiehall Street to the east of here
(towards the city centre) had been used earlier in the century for the
building of large mansions for the growing city’s new merchant class.
But as the city expanded westwards these had been replaced by typical
urban terraces on both sides of the street with shops at ground floor
level and above them three or four floors of flats.
It was in one of these, probably only recently built, that the Hamiltons
found their home. Charing Cross was a lively place at this time, as the
picture shows, though this was from some years later, as the trams
started running only in 1872. This was a good place to live. The
buildings were of high quality finished in ashlar stone. Immediately
beyond them to the west the street opened out into an even better
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Charing Cross, Glasgow: William Robert’s birthplace is just visible in
the corner of the second block on the right. The Hamiltons lived here
from 1857–62. The whole block as well as the Grand Hotel and Post
Office opposite are now demolished.
quality neighbourhood, while immediately opposite them stood the
Grand Hotel.[6]
The Hamiltons probably lived on the first or second floor, for the
1861 census return lists a widow as lodging housekeeper first for this
address, and there would have been a shop at street level. The
Hamiltons' lodging had six rooms, and the family consisted of William
and Eliza, William's son John Paxton, then aged thirteen and a
‘scholar’, the one-year old Samuel, two male boarders in their twenties
and a twenty-one-year old female servant. Although this is crowded by
today's standards, it seems to have been typical for many a middle class
family throughout the country. Altogether the move suggests a
modest increase in their prosperity.
William and Eliza were not so lucky with their children. Between 1858
and 1861 the first three all died, at the ages of seven months, thirteen
months and three-and-a-half years respectively. Their second, a
daughter whom they named Margaret Connell, was born in July 1858
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Eliza Hamilton: On the back is written ‘Wm R Hamilton 1878. This
photograph was taken in 1853 when she was about 30 years of age’
though the signature is partly concealed by a splodge of ink. Eliza was
born in August 1824, hence the assumption that this is her.
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after the move, but died the following February of ‘convulsions – 15
days’. This was followed in October the next year by William George’s
death at the age of three-and-a-half of ‘disease of the brain.’ Then in
1860 Samuel Connell was born only to die nine months later in April
1861 of ‘congestion of the brain.’ All three deaths seem to have been
caused by some sort of problem in the brain, though whether this was
congenital or caused by their mother’s condition is not known. It did
not arise through neglect, because all three were attended by Eliza’s
brother Robert who was a fully qualified doctor, though there was of
course often little a doctor could do in those days.
For Eliza was not well. Her brother Robert had diagnosed an ovarian
tumour already in 1858, though this cannot have been so severe at first
as to prevent her conceiving. Indeed after Samuel’s death she
conceived again and had her final child William Robert in February
1862. Soon after this the family moved to 303 St Vincent Street, about
half-a-mile away. This site too is now a new office block. William gave
his business address as separate from his home for the first time –
202 Sauchiehall Street. This must have been connected with his
changing business activities. In 1859 he is still an agent. The next year
he describes himself as ‘flax dresser’ and in 1861 as a ‘flax merchant’ –
descriptions taken from the 1861 census and birth and death
registrations. He had re-appeared as an agent for the first time in
seven years in the Glasgow Post Office Directory compiled in 1856.
But he continued to describe himself as a commission agent in the
Directories (which were updated and issued annually) until 1862, when
he appears for the last time.
A flax dresser was someone who prepared flax for spinning prior to
turning it into linen fabrics. It was very much a manual job requiring
several processes including beating the flax until soft and pulling it
through combs to remove the straw. It is possible the term was applied
to him by mistake by the registrar when William actually said flax
merchant when registering little William George’s death in 1860, for
this is the occupation he claimed to be following in both the official
documents in which it is given in 1861. This would make more sense
than believing he had had a complete change of career for just a few
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months. A flax merchant is one who sells the prepared flax to the
linen fabric makers, and William could well have been doing this as a
self-employed commission agent.
But William’s problems were far from over. Once again he lost wife,
work and home. Eliza was not strong and after the birth of William
Robert, her fourth child in just under six years, she seems to have
faded. On 20th August 1864 she died after an ‘internal operation’. Her
brother Robert certified her death as due to ‘ovarian tumour –
6 years’. She was forty years old. Since she died at the home of her
brother Samuel, 20 Bloomfield Place in Glasgow, her husband William
may have already left her. As we have seen, his last appearance in the
Post Office Directory was the one compiled two years earlier. But
perhaps, as her younger sister Margaret was housekeeping for Samuel,
she could get better care there than could be provided by William at
their own home.
The only description we have of her, apart from a photograph which
is probably of her, is one by her daughter-in-law, whom of course she
never knew. On the death of William Robert his widow Hattie wrote
a long note to their children about his early life. She wrote of his
feelings at the time and of his mother:
Poor laddie! He was to know what it was to long for her
and cry for her all alone in his bed at night, and to think
of her as an angel of love and kindness – which indeed I
believe she was, for those who knew her (such as the
Misses Purves of Berwickshire) speak of ‘Auntie Eliza’ as a
perfectly sweet and saintly character, who had suffered
much, but retained her faith and goodness through it all.[7]
The Misses Purves were doubtless related to William’s sister-in-law’s
husband Thomas.
Around the time of Eliza’s death William emigrated to America at the
age of fifty. At this distance and in the almost total absence of any
information, it is difficult to make a balanced judgement on this. He
certainly left two young dependent sons behind, and his daughter-in-
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law Hattie later thought him very wrong, though she never met him.
But fifty is not a good age to be an unsuccessful salesman, and
America beckoned many at that time as a land of opportunity. He also
had three brothers and a sister over there, all married and all enjoying
some measure of success at the least. He may therefore have persuaded
the Connells, as well as perhaps himself, that his chances of being able
to support his two sons were better in the States than in Scotland and
that he intended to have them follow him later. Or did the Connells
tell him to go? Did they feel he was just a liability both financially
and emotionally and they were better off without him? Whatever the
truth of it, many men from many countries sailed for America
intending their families should follow them later. William was
certainly not alone in not ensuring that they did.
With his siblings apparently reasonably well established in the United
States, his move there was not as speculative as it might seem at first
sight. He went to live where his brother John and sister Alison had
settled in or near Racine some fifty miles north of Chicago. His final
years are briefly covered in the next chapter. He kept in some sort of
contact with his elder son John Paxton back in Britain. But as handed
down in the family, his only contact with young William Robert was
to send him an overcoat on one occasion, though it is clear he also
wrote to him occasionally. William Robert had no good memories of
his father, who died at North Cape, a few miles west of Racine on 11th
August 1878. He was sixty-three years old. The nearest the local
doctor could come to deciding the cause of death was ‘a shock of
paralysis’, which could have been a stroke.
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Chapter Six
The Connells

I sing of a river I'm happy beside,
The song that I sing is a song of the Clyde.
Of all Scottish rivers it’s dearest to me;
It flows from Leadhills all the way to the sea.
R.Y. Bell and Ian Gourley: The Song of the Clyde

Elizabeth Paxton Hamilton, William 5’s first wife and mother to their
son John Paxton, died young, though we do not have the precise date.
In 1856, her widowed husband William remarried. In putting together
the family tree, William Robert was unfortunately only interested in
the Hamiltons and made no attempt to establish even the details of his
mother's birth and death or any information on her family. But it has
been possible to establish a limited family tree of the Connells and add
to what Hattie Hamilton, William Robert’s wife, had to say about
them. This is especially worthwhile because Uncle Samuel and Aunt
Maggie Connell brought up wee Willy Hamilton, and were the only
‘parents’ he knew.
William 5 Hamilton’s second wife was another Elizabeth (née
Connell), known as Eliza. The earliest certain Connell traced, was
Eliza's grandfather William John. He was probably the son of John
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Connell family tree
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Connell and was baptised on 30th January 1753 at Lockwinnoch. This
lies about eight miles to the south-west of Paisley, and there had been
Connells in the area for the previous fifty years – the name is also
spelt Connel, Connal or Conal, particularly in the eighteenth century
registers. William John Connell married Agnes Carss in Paisley Abbey
on 13th June 1778. Paisley could now be considered as part of the
conurbation of Greater Glasgow on the southern side of the river
Clyde; but it long had a separate identity and became famous for its
shawls and ‘paisley’ motif. The Connells moved to nearby Neilston
some time in 1785–6 between the births of their second and third
children. These were followed by two more, both born at Neilston.
William John’s address here is given as Holehouse of Calonell.
Holehouse (on its own) is shown in a nineteenth century map as lying
in the country just to the west of Neilston. This suggests that William
was a farmer or agricultural worker of some kind. But beyond this
there is no evidence of his occupation.
The youngest child John was born on 9th April 1793. That at least is
what the parish register states, giving his baptismal date as 21st April.
If correct, he was only nineteen when he married, and very few other
members of the wider family, male or female, in England or Scotland,
are known to have married so young. This could raise a slight doubt
about the date, strengthened by the fact that for the 1851 census he
gives his age as sixty-two, though he would have been only fifty-eight
if born in 1793. But this may be a simple clerical error in the census,
as his wife Margaret's age was sixty-two in 1851. Also his immediately
elder brother David was born in November 1788, so John's date of
birth cannot be adjusted to make him sixty-two in 1851.
Whatever his date of birth, the register for the City parish of Glasgow
for 1812 bears the entry: ‘John Connell turner and Margaret Hunter
residenter here married 15th July by Dr. Alexander Ranken, one of the
ministers of Glasgow.’ This would be according to the rites of the
Church of Scotland. Margaret, though resident in Glasgow at the time
of her marriage, was born in Paisley on 10th August 1789, the daughter
of Thomas Hunter and Elizabeth Rigbie. She married John Connell in
Glasgow in July 1812, when she was twenty-three, four years older
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than him. They had eight children in all, three girls and five boys
coming at two-year intervals between 1813 and 1829. The first two
children were born in Glasgow, but then the family moved to Faifley,
a part of Duntocher, a small town just back from the northern bank of
the Clyde, about ten miles downstream from Glasgow. Francis
Groom's 1884 Ordnance Gazetteer of Scotland describes Duntocher as a
small manufacturing town occupying a romantic site and consisting
‘chiefly of plain two-storey houses, many with small gardens attached...
Since 1831 it was the seat of trade of four large cotton mills’ with a
‘manufactory of agricultural implements and in the near vicinity, limeworks, coal-works and quarries’. It sounds like a typical Industrial
Revolution town.
Today Faifley is still pleasantly situated right on the edge of the builtup area of Greater Glasgow with the Kilpatrick Hills behind; but the
two-storey cottages have all but vanished, to be replaced by acres of
council flats. It is probable that in one of these cottages the Connells
set up home; for in the 1851 census, there was no other household
living at their address of 88 Faifley Row. With John and Margaret
were their daughter Eliza, then aged twenty-six, their youngest son
James, age twenty-three, a granddaughter Mary, age ten, and a sixteenyear old servant girl. Living in a separate house with a resident
servant, the Connells had become one of the new middle class. And at
least two of their sons were well-educated. John by this time described
himself as ‘cotton spinner overseer’. Five years later, when Eliza
married, he gave his occupation as ‘manager’. Both of these – not
surprisingly – sound more important than the ‘turner’ he was when
the family lived in Glasgow in the early days after he and Margaret
married. A turner made items of wood or metal by turning them on a
lathe; so he had clearly moved up from his original job at the bench.
Doubtless this was the purpose of moving to Faifley. Not only this but
he ensured that his two of his sons at least went to university to
enable them to get even better jobs.
The eldest child Elizabeth was born the year following their marriage,
but must have died young. The second child, John, stayed in Glasgow
– from 1866–89 he lived in Nelson Terrace in the Hillhead area. This
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was a pleasant, if well-named, part of the city, right next to the new
university buildings. It was only just being developed as a new
residential area, and John’s presence here attracted other members of
the family to it. In 1880 at the age of sixty-five he acted as executor of
his brother Samuel’s will. He is then described as a warehouseman and
it is likely that this mean he had his own ‘warehouse’, a store selling a
variety of products, mainly clothing and household goods. It is not
known if he married or had children. The third son Thomas married
young like his father, being only twenty when he married Mary
McCaulay in Glasgow in 1839. They quickly had a daughter Mary. But
in 1851 this younger Mary was at her grandparents’ home on census
night. Was she living with them or merely there for a brief stay? The
fact that neither Thomas nor his younger brother James are mentioned
in Hattie Hamilton’s account of William Robert’s early life, suggests
that Thomas and his wife Mary may well both have died by this time,
leaving their daughter Mary to be brought up by his parents.
By now the next two boys, Samuel and Robert, had left home and
gone to university. Samuel became a minister of the Free Church of
Scotland, a breakaway body from the established Church of Scotland,
espousing a stricter form of Presbyterianism. He became minister at
Coatbridge, a town on the eastern side of Glasgow, where all his four
children were born between 1846 and 1854 to him and his wife Jane
Kerr. But family life was not an unmitigated success for the
Rev.Samuel. Hattie Hamilton states that his wife left him, taking the
eldest child John with her; and that his sister Margaret – Aunt
Maggie to the children – then came and acted as mother to them.
From his will it seems that the break-up of the marriage occurred no
later than the spring of 1858, when their youngest child Jane was only
four. After this Samuel moved the family to 20 Bloomfield Place in
the Hillhead area of Glasgow.[1] The 1861 census return shows the four
children, still including John, then aged fifteen and an apprentice in a
cotton yarn warehouse, living together with Aunt Margaret in a sixroom apartment, with one female servant. Of Samuel there is no sign.
His brother James had been living just two doors away until this time,
then moved a few yards to Nelson Terrace, Oakfield Avenue.
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Bloomfield Place, Glasgow:
now Great George Street.
The Rev. Samuel Connell
and his family lived here
from 1859–73. His sister
Eliza came to die here in
1864, leaving young
William Robert with her
brother. Because of the
change of street names and
numbers, it is impossible to
be sure exactly which part
of the terrace was the
family home.

Samuel's absence from home, however, was only temporary; for the
annual Glasgow Register indicates that it was in 1861 that he set up
his girls school, West End Academy, at this address 20 Bloomfield
Place before moving it the next year to 29 St George's Road,
somewhat nearer the city centre. The family stayed on in Bloomfield
Place (the census record showing they now had eight rooms with
windows) for another dozen years, and it was here that Eliza came to
die in the summer of 1864. She left behind her two-year old son
William Robert – ‘Wee Willy’ – and possibly for a time her stepson
John Paxton, then aged sixteen, though it is not known what
happened to him in the years immediately after her death. Samuel
continued to live here with his three younger children, Mary Ann,
William and Jane, together of course with Aunt Maggie and now Wee
Willy Hamilton, until 1873, when they all moved just round the
corner to 24 Bank Street.
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Probably Margaret Connell (‘Aunt Maggie’) and her brother Samuel,
who together brought up William Robert.
The school must have been a success, because when Samuel died aged
sixty-two in 1879, he left an estate of nearly £5,000. A substantial
portion of this was money which he had lent to other members of his
family and which was still owing to him at the time of his death. It
also included £600 of his wife’s money, which had been left to her by
her sister but which in his will Samuel claimed as his ‘jure mariti’, the
law still stating at this time (it was about to change) that everything a
wife owned belonged in law to her husband. Not surprisingly Jane
disputed this in court, and though the outcome of the case is not
known, the episode and the will which it gave rise to show how bitter
the estrangement was. The bitterness extended to their eldest son
John, who must have sided with his mother and was largely
disinherited by his father as a result, being left only £50 on a ‘take-itor-leave-it’ basis. His two sisters and younger brother William on the
other hand were left the whole estate between them except what was
due in law to their mother, which would have amounted to at least a
third of the total. One person who got nothing was Samuel’s sister
Margaret in spite of the fact that she had largely brought up his
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children. In the event, however, she continued to benefit from his
estate until the end of her life.
Samuel's younger brother Robert, born in 1822, was also successful. He
qualified as a doctor and worked as a surgeon in Glasgow, describing
himself as ‘Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh’.
He set up his consulting rooms in Main Street, Anderston, a district
of west Glasgow, in 1852, and it was here that he married Barbara
Campbell, ten years his junior, in June 1856. They had six children
together, four boys and two girls. By this time he had already moved
to Corunna Street, still in the Anderston area, with his consulting
rooms at 1 Minerva Street nearby. In total he lived in one or another
flat in the road for twenty years up until 1875, at one time occupying
the flat below his sister Eliza and her new husband William Hamilton
at No. 6. The family spent one year – 1861 – round the corner in St
Vincent Crescent. This was a house of eight rooms in an attractive
terrace, which the family occupied alone with their two living-in
servants. Why they moved back to Corunna Street after this is not
known. In 1875 the family moved 2 Royal Crescent, a rather smarter
address. By this time Robert has given up surgery, but continues his
medical career as a physician. The family was still here four years later,
but their further movements have not been traced. It could be that
Robert died at this time.[2]
Eliza, the next child of John and Margaret after Robert, seems to have
had a sad life. She was born in Faifley on 1st August 1824 and
christened on the 30th. She probably lived at home until she married
William Hamilton, looking after her father following her mother’s
death sometime in the early 1850s. At the time of her marriage, she
was thirty-one years old. The wedding took place on 19th February
1856 at Duntocher ‘according to the forms of the Free Church of
Scotland’, the Rev Samuel Connell officiating. Elizabeth's sister
Margaret also attended the wedding and signed the Register as a
witness.
James, the fifth and last son of John and Margaret Connell, was born
in 1827 in Faifley like the other children. In 1851, at the age of
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twenty-three, he was working as clerk to a commission merchant. One
can speculate that this commission merchant was William Hamilton,
and that it was through James that Eliza met William. He became a
‘merchant’ in Glasgow, though of what sort or in what goods is not
known. By 1898, when he would have been seventy-one, he had retired
to Saltcoats on the Ayrshire coast south-west of Glasgow. He
remained close to his siblings, being mentioned in the wills of both
Samuel and Margaret.
Named after her mother, Margaret was her parents’ youngest child.
Born in 1829, when her mother was forty years old, she is an
important person in this history, as it is she who largely brought up
Wee Willy Hamilton. She probably joined her brother Samuel when he
broke up with his wife Jane in 1858, and never left. She was twentyeight years old when she came, with Samuel’s four children then aged
between twelve and four. Wee Willy came to join them four years
later, aged two, though perhaps by this time the eldest Connell boy
John had left to be with his mother. So there was plenty of mothering
for Aunt Maggie to do. When Samuel died, she had been with the
family over twenty years, and the children were all adults, except for
young William Robert, but all were still at home. A couple of years
later William Connell got a job in London. Maggie, the two girls and
William Robert quickly followed him there, as described by Hattie
Hamilton below.
William Connell, however, soon married and found a job in Spain. So
Maggie and the two girls returned to Glasgow, setting up home first
in the Dennistoun district of Glasgow and then from 1894 at 6 Nelson
Terrace, back in Hillhead again. It was at this very address that
Maggie’s elder brother James had lived in the 1860s, and was just a few
yards from Bloomfield Place and Bank Street. Doubtless this was the
reason for going there. The elder niece Mary Anne married, but died
when giving birth to her daughter, another Margaret. This younger
Margaret seems to have come to live her aunt and great aunt, for she
is with them in the 1901 census, aged sixteen. There was enough
money for them to be ‘living on their own means,’ though without a
live-in servant.
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Later that year Maggie died on 6th November. She was seventy-two
years old. Apart from a couple of legacies she left everything to her
niece Jane ‘with whom I have so long lived.’ One of the legacies was
her gold watch and writing desk, which she left to William Robert.
Her modest estate, consisting of two investments in preference shares
and a mere £7.0.0 in personal effects including furniture, was valued at
just under £300. Her nephew William Connell, now back in Glasgow
and describing himself as an engineer and woodware manufacturer,
was appointed her executor. Family photographs of what is probably
him and his wife survive, but because no names are written on the
back it is impossible to be sure. On the back of one of the likely
‘snaps’ William Robert wrote ‘ye ken wha.’ Sadly we do not know who
they are!
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Chapter Seven
Bright Land?
The Hamiltons in the USA

In front the sun climbs slow, how slowly,
But westward, look, the land is bright.
Arthur Hugh Clough: Say not, the struggle nought availeth.

John 3 and Isobel had five children, four boys followed by a girl. All
of them eventually emigrated to the United States. The first to go
were the second and third sons, John and George. They left together,
probably in 1835, eighteen and fifteen years old, respectively. Besides
being very young, they were also ‘penniless’, as a later description of
John claimed. Whatever their original intentions, the two boys soon
split up, George staying in New York, while John moved further
inland, taking some time to settle down. The quite extraordinary
history of George and his daughter Caroline has been covered in a
separate booklet Wine and Roses, but it is worth recounting it here,
especially as later research has added some detail and some minor
corrections to the story told there.
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John HAMILTON 3 = Isobel/Isabella 3 LITTLE

William 5 =

George 6 =

Alison =

(1) Elizabeth

Frances

Alexander

PAXTON

PHILLIPS

ANDERSON

(2) Eliza
CONNELL
John 4 =
Sarah BELL

Robert =
(1) Sarah CARBERRY
(2) Margaret HYDE

George 6 and his daughter Caroline
Sometime after George’s arrival in New York he got a job with the
Jaffrays, who ran a highly successful business there as wholesale drygoods importers. ‘Dry goods’ at that time were almost anything that
was not groceries or hardware merchandise, in this case mostly clothes
and textiles. Perhaps either his knowledge of textiles gained from the
family occupation of weavers or his Scottish connection helped him
get the job. For the Jaffrays were of Scottish origin, though they had
set up in London before establishing themselves in New York in 1809.
Some years later Edward Somerville Jaffray, born in London in 1816,
joined his uncles in New York, probably arriving around the same
time as George. The Jaffrays became very rich: in 1860 Edward gave
his wealth to the census taker as $450,000. He and his family were
then living in Manhattan with no fewer than eight living-in servants
to look after them. Moreover they were well-respected members of
their community: for example in 1865 Edward was listed as the first of
nine trustees of the First Presbyterian Church in New York.
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Rev William W PHILIPS = Frances SYMINGTON

Symington PHILIPS =
Margaret A PHILIPS

Anna F PHILIPS =
Edward S JAFFRAY

Frances PHILIPS =
George HAMILTON 6

Pierre LORILARD IV
= Emily TAYLOR

Caroline Jaffray HAMILTON (1) = Pierre LORILLARD V
= (2) Ruth BEARD

Pierre LORILARD VI

Griswold LORILARD
= Mary GREEN

Edward married Anna Frances Philips. The Philips were of Dutch
origin and had been in New York from the time it had been a Dutch
settlement. Anna was one of the twelve children of the Rev William
Wirt Philips, a well-known and influential churchman. He ran the
First Presbyterian Church for many years, moving it from Wall Street
to Fifth Avenue. He held many secular as well as ecclesiastical
appointments, among them membership of the Council of New York
University. William Philips named his eldest son Symington after his
Canadian wife’s family. As a young man Symington joined other
members of the wider family in Pennsylvania, setting up in business in
the town of Bristol in the state as well as entering local politics,
eventually becoming a representative in the state legislature. He
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married a cousin, Margaret Ann Phillips, and in 1842 she gave birth to
their first child, a daughter named Frances, usually known as Fanny.
As a teenager, it appears that Fanny went to live in New York with
her

aunt and uncle,

Anna

and

Edward

Jaffray,

Anna

being

Symington’s sister. She married George Hamilton on 23 March 1858.
rd

She was just sixteen years old. Her youth was not exceptional in
America at the time: her aunt Anna was only eighteen when she
married and her grandmother probably only nineteen when she had
Symington, Frances’s father.[1]
At the age of thirty-eight, George found himself fully accepted into
New York’s business and religious elite. How had he managed this?
We simply do not know. Few facts about his life have survived. In
1860 he describes himself as a gentleman, showing a degree of selfconfidence in his financial and social position. He and Fanny lived in
Manhattan, employing two live-in ‘black’ servants as well as a ‘black’
nanny for their new daughter – American records are careful to
distinguish between ‘black’ and ‘white’ people. In 1862 he applied for a
passport, suggesting that he felt sufficiently secure financially to travel
abroad. This may have been at least partly a business trip, but it may
have been for other reasons.
For there is a mystery about George. The 1880 census lists not only
George himself ‘aged 57’ (though he was actually fifty-nine), his wife
‘Annie’ aged forty, their daughter ‘Cassie’ aged twenty-one, but also
Adele aged twenty-eight and referred to as ‘s’st daughter,’ born in
Scotland of Scottish parents. The other details given in the census
make it certain this is the right family. Adele is given the surname
Hamilton, but was she born with it? No birth details of an Adele
Hamilton have been found in Scotland around 1852, which is when
she would have been born if her age as given in the census is correct.
Also the description ‘s’st daughter’ has not been deciphered. And there
is another complication. After Adele four servants are listed as part of
the household, the first of these also being called Adele Mousserelle,
born in Italy. Has the census taker made a mistake, inadvertently
repeating the name in error? Whatever her name, could George have
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fathered an illegitimate daughter in an earlier trip back to Scotland?
Unfortunately no other information about ‘Adele’ has been uncovered,
so the mystery remains.
There is less mystery about his appearance. Though no photograph of
him has been found, a description of him is supplied in his passport
renewal application in October 1870. He was then fifty years old, and
5 feet 10 ¾ inches high, so quite a tall man for the time. His forehead
was ‘high’, his eyes blue, nose medium, mouth full, chin round and
full, hair brown and gray mixed, complexion light and face large and
oval. He describes himself as ‘of E.S. Jaffray & Co no:350 Broadway’,
and this address is repeated in the 1890 city directory, which lists him
as ‘merchant, linens 350 Boadway’, indicating he was still working for
the company. There is no suggestion in any record that he was in the
same league financially as them.
George and Fanny’s only child was born on 14th January 1859 and
christened Caroline Jaffray. The fact that both names came from the
Jaffrays indicates the closeness of the two families and the importance
her parents attached to this relationship. By 1870 – as again in 1880
– the family was living at 32 West Twenty-first Street, with four
servants, three female and one male. The apartment was on at least
two floors with a sizeable entrance hall and two reception rooms
(‘parlours’). The New York Times description of it suggests it could
hold up to two thousand people for a wedding reception. This seems
difficult to believe, but it must have been a substantial place, for it was
from here that Caroline was married in 1881.
Caroline’s chosen husband was Pierre Lorillard and we return to him
and his family in a moment. To complete George’s story, he lived on
until 1893, dying at the age of seventy-three. After his death Fanny
took up travelling, eventually settling in Switzerland, possibly in
Lucerne. She died sometime after 1909.
Caroline’s husband was given the number – or Roman numeral – V
to distinguish him from four previous generations of Pierre Lorillards.
As the name implies, the family was French in origin, the Lorillards
being Huguenots who fled with many others to the Netherlands in the
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Caroline J. Hamilton: later
Caroline H. Lorillard.

late seventeenth century to escape persecution by Louis XIV’s Catholic
France. From here they moved on to New York and in 1760 set up a
tobacco business. This flourished under a succession of family owners
to such an extent that Pierre V’s grandfather, Pierre III, was the first
man to whom the epithet ‘millionaire’ was applied, although he was
actually neither the first such nor America’s richest man at the time.
His son, Pierre IV, Caroline’s father-in-law, was hugely energetic and
‘a man of formidable presence and imperious manner.’ [2] He was not
content to be just a businessman. He was a racing enthusiast and used
the great wealth he gained from his business to establish a major
racing stable. In fact his main claim to fame in some circles is as the
owner of the first American-trained horse to win the Epsom Derby –
Iroquois in 1881. At the same time he was helping to make Newport,
Rhode Island, into a yachting centre. But in 1885 he sold his estate
there to Cornelius Vanderbilt and used the money to develop the
13,000 acres he had inherited in Orange County, New York state,
about forty miles from the city. Here with the Astors and others he
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built a luxury retreat complete with clubhouse, called Tuxedo Park. It
served New York’s super-rich elite, who liked to be known as
America’s ‘Ultra-fashionable Peerage,’ and was renowned for snobbery,
exclusiveness and formal manners.[3]
Pierre IV married Emily Taylor when she was only fifteen and she had
their first child, a daughter Emma, when she was no more than sixteen
years old. They separated after several years of bad-tempered marriage
– she later caused a stir by refusing to visit him when dying, to
attend his funeral or to wear mourning. He ceased going to Tuxedo
Park, presumably because his wife was there, and in fact spent much of
his time in England. It is quite possible, considering his connection
with tobacco, that he got cancer, something virtually unmentionable at
the time. In 1901 he returned from England very sick after attending
the Gold Cup meeting at Ascot, and could only just be got to Fifth
Avenue Hotel before he died on 7th July attended by members of his
immediate family including Caroline and her husband. He was sixtyseven years old, and left an estate worth four million dollars. He now
warrants a full-page biography in Wikipedia.
It was this man’s eldest son that Caroline married. Pierre Lorillard V
was born a few months before Caroline in October 1858 and was
actually christened Peter like the other Pierre Lorillards, though all
insisted upon keeping the original French version in their daily
dealings. The marriage threw her immediately into the very heart
of the world of the super-rich of America, whose names still
reverberate to this day: the Astors, the Vanderbilts, the Harrimans, the
J.P. Morgans, the Roosevelts. She must have already had some contact
with these people to have met Pierre in the first place, the Jaffray
connection no doubt giving her the entrée into this elite world.
Indeed a Boston newspaper at the time of her death claimed ‘Miss
Hamilton met young Pierre Lorillard in Paris’,[4] this being during her
‘debutante days,’ according to a later description. Doubtless she was
travelling with her mother at the time. According to her later passport
application, she was 5 feet 7½ inches tall with blue eyes and blonde
hair – and had a ‘small mouth, regular nose and oval face.’
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Pierre Lorillard VI,
Caroline’s elder son.

The wedding ceremony took place on 16th February 1881 in the First
Presbyterian Church in Fifth Avenue of which her great-grandfather
William Phillips had been pastor.
The church was handsomely decorated. Back of the pulpit
stood a tall seaforthia elegans and on either side of this
were large palms… forming a complete background of
green, terminating in floral decorations at the extremes of
the altar rail. The front of the pulpit was decorated with
smilax caught up with poinsettias… The altar rail was also
decorated with smilax, a bunch of white roses… The edifice
was thronged. Music was furnished by Lander’s orchestra.
The bride entered on the arm of her father, and was attired
in white satin, trimmed with Brussels lace and orange
blossoms, and carried a bouquet of lilies.[5]
There were eight bridesmaids, one of them a Jaffray, ‘dressed alike in
white silk and tulle veils’ and six ushers.
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The reception was held at No:32 West Twenty-first Street
from 3.30 to 8 o’clock. The decorations at the house were
very beautiful. The staircase was decorated with rosestudded smilax and a large bank of ferns hid the upper hall
from view. A screen of smilax in bloom did similar service
in the rear part .of the lower hall. Before each of the large
mirrors in the parlours were massed fine arrangements of
cut flowers…The most important feature of the decorations
was a most beautiful marriage bell which hung between the
parlours.[6]
If the wedding was lavish, the presents were simply mind-boggling in
their opulence and profusion.
The wedding presents were displayed without cards in an
upper room. Among them were many beautiful jewels,
including a large broach of diamonds in a triple row
surrounding an immense sapphire. This was a gift of the
father of the groom. There were quantities of gold and
silver ware, repoussé sets and separate articles in Venetian
glass… Several tea sets of hand-decorated china, and two
silver tea sets… Another gift was a mammoth repoussé
centre-piece… and still another, a complete silver set of
knives, forks and spoons, comprising more than 200
pieces… an ornamental clock... had a base of gold and
enamel, with two decorated square uprights supporting an
irregular arch from which hung a double chain…[7]
Thus began her life of luxury. That December the New York Times
reported on ‘The Merry Patriarchs: Opening the Season by a Ball at
Delmonico’s.’ Attendance was by invitation only: such affairs were
only for the ‘in-crowd’, not for the merely rich, still less for the wider
populace. ‘About 375 persons [were] present’ according to the
newspaper
For the first time in the history of the Patriarchs’ balls, the
ball-room was lighted with a pale, straw-colored light,
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which is now in vogue in Paris. The room on the
Broadway side of the ballroom… was converted into a salon
where tea, chocolate and ices were served. To furnish a
pleasing contrast… the salon was lighted in a pink light…
A smaller ballroom was extemporized out of the drawing
room on Fifth Avenue, where music was furnished by a
separate orchestra… Among the guests were Mr & Mrs
Lorillard [Caroline’s in-laws]… Mr & Mrs Pierre Lorillard
jnr [Caroline and Pierre]… Mr & Mrs William K
Vanderbilt…

[8]

That was the winter ‘season’. The spring ‘season’ meant a move for the
Lorillards, Astors and others to Newport, Rhode Island, for the
yachting. But there was a big change in the late 1880s. In 1886 Pierre
IV had a ‘six-thousand acre wilderness of forbidding forests and rocky
ravines’ at Tuxedo Park, some forty miles north of New York city,
developed into an exclusive enclave for the cream of New York
society. To be allowed to come here money alone was not enough. It
had to be old money. You had to be accepted. Lorillard created a
marvellously beautiful place and filled it with dreadfully snobbish
people. Emily Post, daughter of Lorillard’s architect, based her famous
writings on etiquette on her experience of society here. ‘Nobody ever
waved or hello-ed or hi-ed at Tuxedo. You bowed when you shook
hands… First names were considered very bad form.’
Entrée to this elite world was controlled in two ways. Unlike most
such enclaves, where property ownership provided club membership
too, at Tuxedo only those accepted into the club could buy property.
As an official of the Tuxedo Park Association put it:
None [of the property owners] would sell to a person who
would be likely to prove an undesirable resident. Such a
person would scarcely want to buy either, for it would be
decidedly unpleasant to be a resident and not admitted to
the club.
The original twenty-two ‘cottages’, as their owners liked to call them,
grew rapidly in number over the next dozen years, by which time
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nearly one hundred houses were standing, half-hidden in the woods
that covered the rough hillsides. And the early ‘modest’ cottages of
just five to ten bedrooms found themselves alongside monstrous
mansions, which even Lorillard’s disapproval could not prevent, as the
desire for ostentatious display took over.
The other way to join this exclusive group was to become a club
member.

At

first

membership

was

confined

to

two-hundred

gentlemen, but demand was so great that within a year it was
increased to four hundred plus residents of the Park. The clubhouse
provided ‘facilities for any sport in which ladies and gentlemen would
care to indulge.’ This of course included various equestrian sports as
well as such exotic court games as racquets, otherwise scarcely played
outside English public schools. Later on a real tennis court was added
(‘court tennis’ in American usage). The clubhouse also provided
facilities where club members could gather for grand dances in the
elegant ballroom or cosy tea parties on the terrace. The place gave
its name to the dinner jacket, which came into use at this time.
The Lorillards are often credited with introducing this form of men’s
wear, but in fact King Edward VII as Prince of Wales had more of a
hand in it.
Caroline and Pierre quickly built their own house here, calling it
Keewaydin after the northwest wind in Longfellow’s Hiawatha, and
from then on it seems to have been their main residence. Caroline
threw herself into this world with gusto. She loved to entertain, giving
dinner dances at the clubhouse and house parties in her home in the
Park. In January 1900 for example she gave a ‘musicale’ for two
hundred guests at her home. She took up horse riding, and in
September that year ‘Mrs Lorillard jnr drove the winners in the Pacer
Class for ladies.’ Two years later President Teddy Roosevelt’s daughter
Alice came to stay.
Caroline also loved travelling. She took the family to Mexico in the
1890s. Then in May 1900 she and Pierre toured California with friends.
She also regularly went to Europe in the early part of the year, often
spending some time with her mother, as in 1903, when ‘she passed the
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spring with her in Lucerne.’[9] On the way home in May she and Pierre
suffered the great indignity and massive financial loss of a classic
jewellery theft while staying at the Berkeley Hotel in London. The
thieves were said to have followed them from the Riviera and swooped
when they saw their opportunity in London. It was claimed they got
away with $50,000 worth of jewellery (over $1m today) as well as
letters of credit – vital for travelling before credit cards – as well as
other items. This was a staggering loss even for people as rich as the
Lorillards. Nothing was ever recovered.[10]
But this did not stop them travelling. The next January the New York
Times reported that:
Mrs Pierre Lorillard Jr sailed for Europe last week. Mrs
Lorillard does not spend much time in New York. Her
Winters and Springs are always passed in Europe, where she
generally divides her time between Paris, the Riviera and
Switzerland…. Her mother, Mrs Hamilton, lives abroad. In the
Autumn she returns and entertains at her Tuxedo cottage. She
is one of the last to remain at the Park, and during her stay
there, she is constantly giving dinners and musicales.[11]
By this time she and Pierre had taken to spending some time in
Washington DC also. This may have been to further Pierre’s
unsuccessful political ambitions, to enjoy a warmer winter climate than
New York, or simply for a change of scenery. Whatever the reason
they continued to entertain and be entertained ‘widely’ there. For
Caroline ‘had many warm friends in both official and residential
circles’, and she took ‘an active part in Washington charities and was
among the best known patrons of art in the city.’[12]) A recent history
of this set describes her as ‘the lovely wife of Mr Pierre Lorillard…
Known

for

her

charming

personality,

Caroline

was

highly

accomplished in the arts and travelled extensively abroad… This
vivacious woman… enjoyed an esteemed position in society.’[13]
The irony of this is that far from being the ‘old money’ that was
supposedly needed to be part of the Tuxedo Park set, Caroline and her
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father George’s wealth and position in society was as new as they
could be. If ever there were parvenus it was they. There was no hint of
blue blood, still less of old money in the Hamiltons. They had always
been modest folk. It was not quite log cabin to White House in two
generations, but close enough to it – stone-and-turf shack to the
President’s daughter as a friend. So her career and her great success in
this elite group of super-rich gave the lie to the claim that only the
right family and financial background fitted one for membership of it.
It undermined the basic tenets upon which its whole claim to superior
status was built by her father-in-law as much as anyone. Rather her
life and that of her father George can be seen as a classic American
rags-to-riches story. This is what all those millions of immigrants
from impoverished European backgrounds came to America to
achieve. In this case, however, there was a nasty twist in the tale.
For Caroline was not fully fit either physically or mentally. Already
… in 1901 it was reported from Paris that Mrs Lorillard
whose health was not then good, had decided to build a
sanatorium for American women in the Riviera which
would give free treatment to those of limited means. It was
said that Mrs Lorillard had become a convert to Socialism
through acquaintance with Mme Severine who is still a
Socialistic leader in Paris, and the editor of a newspaper,
the Crie du Peuple. Nothing came of the sanatorium
project.[14]
Dr Cuthbert, the family physician, maintained that she ‘was much
alarmed by the condition of her heart. She had suffered considerably.’
When in Paris the previous summer, she had sought the advice of ‘an
eminent specialist… But when she returned to America she had been
ill frequently.’[15] It was later claimed that she had been told that she
had a serious heart condition and that ‘if she wanted to live another
year, she would have to go into retirement entirely and give up any
sort of society.’[16] Some suggested the heart condition was due to her
partying lifestyle. But it seems just as likely it was due to the weakness
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which sent so many members of the Hamilton family to early deaths
from heart disease.
Her husband Pierre also told the newspaper:
She had been subject to fits of deep depression lately. She
had seemed to have lived on the excitement of social
entertainments, and when anything of that nature was
going on she was cheerful and happy. But when for any
reason there was an interval of comparative quiet she
relapsed into despondency.[17]
Nevertheless, although, as was common among the very rich, they did
not sleep together and were often apart on their separate activities,
there is no suggestion that their marriage was in danger of falling
apart. They were in their own way a happily married couple.
On the evening of 25th March 1909 the two of them went out to a
dinner given in honour of Lady Paget. The Brazilian Ambassador and
his wife, the Danish Minister and Countess Moltke, the Secretary of
the Navy and his wife and three Senators were fellow dinner guests.
Caroline was said to be ‘in fine spirits’. Indeed her friends said she was
‘in an unusually bright mood.’ during the evening. She had planned a
luncheon party the next day for her friend Mrs Cuyler, who was
returning to New York. When she had said good night to Pierre upon
returning home from the dinner around midnight, she showed no sign
of unhappiness.
So it was with astonishment bordering on disbelief, that Pierre and his
butler found her partly undressed body in her bathroom the next
morning with the gas lamps fully on but unlit. Attempts to revive her
first by Pierre and then by Dr Cuthbert were unsuccessful. The
coroner was called, did an immediate autopsy, found the lungs
congested and declared the cause of death as suicide. This verdict was
given greater credence by the fact that an envelope was found with
her. On it ‘Caroline had written in fresh ink: Bury this with my body
– unopened.’ The coroner opened it and read the note initialled by
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Caroline found inside. He showed it to Pierre and then put it back
with her body to be buried. No information was ever released about
the contents of the note except that it had been written many days
earlier and that it was ‘wholly different in character from those often
found’ with suicides.
As the news got out, her ‘many warm friends’ were shocked and
completely unable to explain her death. But they immediately
‘bestirred themselves to give evidence of their friendship.’ Throughout
the morning cards and flowers were brought by carriage and
automobile. ‘Many beautiful and elaborate wreaths and floral pieces
were left. Telegrams and cablegrams of condolence came in profusion.
Mr Lorillard was completely worn out and saw no callers.’[18]
At half-past-twelve a simple funeral service was conducted at the
house by a local Episcopalian minister. Later, as the small funeral party
made its way to the railway station, the ‘carriages of society people
crowded Massachusetts Avenue’ to pay their final respects. Pierre and
his elder son Pierre accompanied the body back to the old home of the
family at Irvington by the Hudson River, before arranging for
Caroline to be buried at Sleepy Hollow cemetery near Tarrytown
north of New York city. Her simple gravestone is inscribed: ‘Caroline
Hamilton wife of Pierre Lorillard born Jan 14 1859 died Mar 25 1909.’
She is in good company: Andrew Carnegie, Irving Washington,
Elizabeth Arden, Walter Chrysler (who founded the car company), as
well as more than one Rockefeller and Astor are all buried there too.
A local paper suggested that this cemetery was chosen because her
father George was already buried there: ‘Tarrytown NY: It is expected
that the burial will be in the family plot of George Hamilton, Mrs
Lorillard’s father, in the cemetery here’,[19] but his grave is not listed in
the cemetery register.
News of Caroline’s death was front-page news on virtually every
American newspaper. And it went round the English-speaking world.
It was covered, for example, by the Wellington Evening Post in New
Zealand and the Kalgoorie Miner in the Australian Outback. An
especially warm tribute was printed by the Chicago Daily Tribune:
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‘Mrs Lorillard was one of the most charming and
accomplished women in New York Society,’ said one of these
[friends] tonight. ‘She enjoyed all that wealth could supply,
and at no time did she appear to be other than perfectly
normal. She spent most of her time abroad. A devoted
student of art, a lover of the best in literature, a linguist and
musician of a high order, and accomplished in every way, she
was a woman far above the ordinary. That she should have
committed suicide, particularly when she knew that such an
act must cause her mother in Switzerland the keenest agony,
must be attributed to a fit of insanity or melancholy which
attacked her.[20]
She left behind her husband Pierre V and two sons, Pierre VI and
Griswold. Pierre V, known as Peery, lived on until 1940, dying at the
age of eighty. Over twenty years after Caroline’s death he married
again, to Ruth Beard, a railway magnate’s widow. He worked for the
family tobacco company, but seems to have had little impact there or
elsewhere. Pierre VI was a confirmed bachelor and keen sportsman. He
lived ‘in Spartan lodgings’ above the tennis club in Tuxedo Park. He
died in 1943. His brother Griswold was away in India when his mother
died. He married in 1916 but had no children. He and his wife Mary
Green also lived in Tuxedo Park, and were still there in 1932. They
travelled to Europe several times, but little more is known of them.

John 4 and family in Racine
George 6’s elder brother John, with whom he sailed to New York, was
no more than eighteen when he left home in 1835. While George
seems to have settled quickly in New York, John took a long time to
find his niche in America. He first went upstate almost to the
Canadian frontier to a place called Geneva in Ontario County in New
York State. This must have been a very small settlement in those days:
even today it has only a few thousand inhabitants. His reasons for
going there are obscure, and difficult even to guess. A couple of years
later he was in Florida with a company of surveyors ‘to survey lands.’
But he returned to Geneva the following year – 1838 – before taking
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John HAMILTON 4 = Sarah BELL

Isabella

Mary

Sarah

Alice

d. in infancy = L W Briggs d. unmarried d. unmarried
no issue

John
d. unmarried

off again, this time to Chicago, to survey the Chicago and Galena
Railroad, the first railroad built out of the city. It is not known that
he had any surveying skills apart from what he had picked up in
Florida, but presumably an eager, bright young man was an asset in
this sort of work. He must have established some form of standing in
Geneva, however, for he returned there again in 1842.
The following year he returned home to Scotland, suggesting that he
had earned well, certainly enough to pay for the voyage. But he seems
to have had no intention of staying, for he quickly came back to the
States, moving to Racine, a town right beside Lake Michigan some
sixty miles north of Chicago. His motives for doing so are unknown,
but unlike his brother George, he clearly preferred the small new
frontier towns to the big city. Racine was certainly very new, its first
settlers arriving only in 1835.
He quickly set up a ‘sash and blind’ business. The ‘sash’ presumably
refers to sash windows and his training as a carpenter would be
invaluable for this – in the 1850 census he describes himself simply as
a carpenter. With many new houses being built in the town, there was
clearly a business opportunity. Within two years, however, he lost
everything including his clothes in a fire. He must have had a
significant stock of timber stored on the premises, which would have
burned easily. He started again in the same line of business, which he
continued until 1852, when he entered into an arrangement with the
Case Company. This was to build threshing machines, or separators as
they were called, since they separated the ears of corn from the straw
and the chaff. This formed the basis of John’s business for the next
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twenty-eight years. Jerome Case had come to Racine at just about the
same time as John. He began to build threshing machines, which at
that time were just coming into demand by the many new farmers
opening up the land and short of men for the labour-intensive work
of harvesting. In the early 1850s he was expanding rapidly into many
types of agricultural equipment and by 1855 his factory extended to
several acres.
By the time he joined up with Case John had been married for several
years. His wife was another Scot, Sarah Bell, who had been born in
Dumfriesshire in 1826, according to American sources, but it has not
been possible to confirm this with any Scottish record. She had joined
her brother John ‘a pioneer nurseryman’ in Racine probably early in
1846 – she joined the Presbyterian church there in April that year.
She and ‘our’ John married on Christmas Day 1846 when she would
have been just twenty, by no means especially young for Americans
girls, as we have seen with John’s brother George‘s in-laws. John was
twenty-nine years old.
Sarah bore John five children, but they were no luckier with them in
producing descendants than other members of the family. The eldest
child Isabella died in infancy. The second, Mary, born in 1848, married
Lyndon Briggs. Briggs was American, being born in Buffalo, New
York State, in 1840. Both before and again after service in the army
during the Civil War, he was a teacher in local state schools, being
Principal of a ward school in Racine for five years, which is when he
must have met Mary. Afterwards he had a year as Principal of Green
Bay High School, until ill-health forced him to resign. But he was able
to take ‘a professorship in the State Normal School at Oshkosh, and
was made director of the model department, which position he has
very successfully maintained since’.[22] He was still at the school in
1912, when at the age of seventy-two he was Vice-President and
Treasurer.[23] By this time Mary was long dead, passing away in June
1878 at the age of thirty and being buried with the rest of the family
in the Mound graveyard in Racine. No children have been found from
the marriage.
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John 4 and Sarah’s third child, also Sarah, was born in 1850. She
became a schoolteacher, but died in December 1879 at the age of
twenty-nine, apparently unmarried. Their next child Alice, born three
years later, survived both her parents. At her father John’s death she
was described as ‘Miss Alice, living at the old homestead’, so she too
was clearly unmarried. Finally there was a son John, born in 1857, who
died ‘in his twentieth year’ in 1877. Thus none of John and Sarah’s
five children seems to have had any children of their own.
The homestead that Alice continued to live in was at 1609 Washington
Avenue in Racine. It lay in a ‘tract of land,’ which John had acquired
on coming to Racine. Part of this he had obtained from the
Government, presumably by way of a grant, and the remainder he had
bought. At the time it was covered in trees and not part of the
‘corporation limits’ of the town. But he improved it, and laid out
(‘platted’ was the American term) the land which became known as
Hamilton’s Addition, when it was incorporated into the town. In
recognition of his work ‘Hamilton Avenue was named in honor of the
one who laid it out.’ Thus the family name lives on in Racine.[24]
John and Sarah were also prominent in the local church, being among
the earliest to join the First Presbyterian Church in the town. John
joined in March 1845, becoming an Elder five years later and
remaining one for forty-two years. Like other members of the family
he was Republican in politics, a member of the Old Settlers Society,
founded in 1870 to act as a local history group, and was ‘with strong
Prohibition tendencies.’
Sarah died of ‘heart disease’ at the age of just sixty-one on 10th January
1888. John survived her by less than two years, dying on 24th
November 1889 aged seventy-two. The Biographical Album ended its
description of his life with the following tribute to them:
A poor boy, Mr Hamilton came to America with no capital
with which to begin life, or influential friends to aid him.
He met with a number of reverses but with a determined
will and energy overcame the difficulties in his path and
worked his way upward to success… These worthy pioneers
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The gravestones of the Hamilton brothers in Wisconsin.
Left The lonely gravestone of William Hamilton 5.
Right: The memorial to John Hamilton 4 and his family.
were ever held in highest esteem, and for their charity,
kindness and the purity of their lives they were widely
known. Their benevolent acts, however, were performed in
a quiet and unostentatious manner and their lives are
worthy of emulation.
Their last surviving child Alice inherited all of John’s estate by his
will. This valued his personal property at $25,000, his annual rents and
interest at $400, and the total estate at around $31,000. But she only
lived on for a few years, and died in December 1892. Before then she
had put up a splendid gravestone in the shape of an obelisk for her
parents and siblings in the Mound Graveyard in Racine. Happily her
own name was added after her death, so she could be re-united with
the rest of the family.

Alison and the Andersons
John and George’s sister Alison, the youngest of the family, was born
on 4th April 1831. She was twenty-two years old when her mother died
in November 1853. It was probably after this that she sailed for
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America, as she appears at home in St Boswells with her mother in the
1851 census. She joined her brother John 4 in Racine – the 1860
census lists her as Alice living with the family, aged twenty-nine. Then
on 20th July 1863, at the age of thirty-two she married a local farmer
Alexander Anderson at Mount Pleasant, a township adjacent to
Racine. Alexander was also Scottish, having been born in Perthshire in
1823. He had emigrated to the USA in 1842 with his parents
Alexander and Rachel (née Robertson). They broke new ground at
Norway, a township a few miles west of Racine. ‘It was then wild
country, entirely unimproved, but the labors of the husband soon
wrought a transformation and in place of a barren tract, waving fields
of grain gave promise of beautiful harvests.’[23]
As the names of the local settlements, such as Norway and North
Cape, make plain, it was an area much settled by Norwegian
emigrants. Arriving first around 1836, they were followed only a few
years later by the Scots, and then the Swedes – today one could
imagine oneself in southern Sweden when travelling there with the
red-timbered buildings dotting the landscape. This was a time of much
European immigration into the area.
Between 1836 and 1840 the number of people in the
Territory of Wisconsin more than doubled; between 1840
and 1846 over one hundred thousand more were added to
the population of Wisconsin. Fruit trees of various kinds
had been transported into the Territory. Wheat and corn
were growing well, and oats, rye, barley, buckwheat, peas,
and beans were to be found to a lesser degree… Farmers
in 1838 were cultivating from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty acres of land, and had imported good breeds of
horses, sheep, cattle, and hogs.[25]
After their marriage, Alison and Alexander junior continued to live
with his parents on the farm. This comprised of 160 acres, typical of
the district. In time they made it ‘one of the best farms in the town of
Norway,’ Alexander junior being ‘regarded by his fellow citizens as a
most industrious, enterprising and progressive man’.[26] The fact that
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Alison HAMILTON (1) = Alexander ANDERSON
= (2) Janet HOWIE
|
no issue

John Alexander ANDERSON
= Jennie VASS

Isabell Rachel ANDERSON
died aged 7 yrs

|
no issue (1 adopted son)

on his death he warranted a biography in the record of local worthies
suggests that these were no mere empty words, but an accurate
description of the man.
Politically Alexander was a Republican like most of his neighbours –
the party was founded in Wisconsin – ‘and a warm supporter of the
principles of that party’. He was also a keen churchman, being ‘a
consistent member and zealous worker in the United Presbyterian
Church’. Indeed he ‘helped to found the United Presbyterian Church
in Yorkville.’ He also seems to have done much charitable work: ‘the
poor found in him a friend and his many acts of kindness, quietly
performed, won him the love and esteem of all.’[27] His hard work and
progressive practices on the farm clearly brought him financial success:
‘in his business affairs he prospered and of his means he gave liberally
to church and benevolent work.’ At the 1870 census the value of his
real estate is given as $8,000 with a further $1,600 for his personal
belongings. Interestingly the value of his father’s estate (he had now
retired) is not given.
Alexander and Alison had two children: a son christened John
Alexander, and a daughter Isabella Rachel. They were twins, born on
23rd August 1866.[28] Sadly Isabella died at the age of seven the day after
Christmas 1873. Alison herself survived only another two years, dying
on New Year’s Day 1876, aged just forty-four. By this time, both her
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parents-in-law were also dead, Alexander senior dying in November
1871 at the age of seventy-seven and his wife Rachel the following
year, aged seventy-five. All the family are buried in what was known
as the Scotch Cemetery out in the country between North Cape and
Union Grove. For a time after Alison’s death Alexander junior had a
young Norwegian-born woman ‘keeping house’; but four years later he
married again to another Scots woman Janet Howie. Janet, who had a
successful dressmaking business, was actually the same age as Alison
and was thus fifty-seven when she married. So there were no more
children. Alexander died in April 1890 aged sixty-six, Janet surviving
him by six years.
Son John was only nine years old when his mother Alison died. As a
boy he attended the local schools, but went away for a course at
Rochester Seminary: this appears to have been a secondary school at a
local village. Later he took over the family farm and ran it. The
Biographical Album is at least as enthusiastic about him as it is about
his father:
Mr Anderson possesses good business ability, is sagacious
and in his undertakings has met with excellent success. He
is both a practical and progressive farmer and is also a
valued citizen of the community…[29]
Like his father John too was active in his local church, becoming an
Elder. In addition ‘as every true American citizen should be, he is
interested in political affairs… [giving] his support to the Republican
Party.’ In May 1896 he married Jennie Vass, who had been born in
Liverpool. Though he was only thirty and she eight years younger,
they had no children of their own, adopting a boy John when John
senior was well into his fifties. He lived on until 1942, dying at the
age of seventy-six, the last of the Hamilton descendants in this part of
the world. His widow Jennie survived until 1960, dying at the age of
eighty-six, and was then buried in the Scotch (now United
Presbyterian) Cemetery in Yorkville with the rest of the Andersons.
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William 5’s final years
Here the eldest brother William joined them later, having left his two
sons John Paxton and William Robert, both still boys, in Scotland in
the care of his late wife’s relatives. He probably emigrated soon after
Eliza’s death in 1964. He was then fifty years old. Little is known of
his time in America, but from the outset he lived in the Racine area.
Certainly in 1870, when fifty-six years old, he was part of Alison and
Alexander’s household. He is allotted no occupation, though he has
become an American citizen. According to his later daughter-in-law
Hattie, from information she had been given by William’s son William
Robert, he ‘carried on the occupation of a farmer.’ It seems more
likely he did some work for Alexander on the farm though he had
never done any manual work before.
William must have had enough money, however, to set up house on
his own behalf. Perhaps Alexander threw him out after Alison’s death;
for in 1875 he is listed in the ‘Enumeration of the inhabitants of the
township of Norway’ next but one to, but separate from, ‘Alex
Anderson.’ This is a list of the heads of families, and interestingly
shows his household as consisting of one male and one female. The
‘female’ is likely to have been a housekeeper or domestic servant. The
list does not give his Christian name, unlike virtually everyone else on
it, but this must surely be him. ‘He continued to live until your father
was about 16 years old,‘ Hattie wrote: ‘considering that he was
fulfilling the whole duty of man as a father by writing to his little boy
once or twice every year, and glad, I think, to know that he was well
taken care of. He seems to have made himself respected in America,
became a J.P., and carried on the occupation of a farmer, dying of
apoplexy between 60 and 70 years of age.’
Doubtless like many a immigrant to America writing to his family
back ‘home’, he overstated his success in his new country. It is almost
as difficult to believe he was well-respected among the hard-working
puritanical farmers of Wisconsin as that he ‘became a J.P.’ a position
which did not exist in the States. In fact he lived on for some three
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years, dying on 11th August 1878 aged sixty-three of a ‘shock of
paralysis’ according to his doctor. This was presumably a heart attack
or stroke. He was buried close to his sister Alison in the Scotch
Cemetery out in the country just south of North Cape.

Robert in California and Massachusetts
Robert, the youngest brother, emigrated in 1849 at the age of twentytwo. Initially he seems to have joined his brother John 4 in Racine –
his obituary states that he ‘took up residence in the middle west’. But
this was Gold Rush time. The news that gold had been found in large
quantities

in

California

had

taken

a

year

to

penetrate

the

consciousness of the wider world. But suddenly huge numbers of
young men thought they could make their fortunes in gold mining.
Robert was one of them, thus becoming one of the famous ‘Fortyniners’. Some took the difficult voyage by sea around Cape Horn.
Others, including Robert, went the even more difficult and dangerous
route overland. The easier route to Oregon for pack animals, mostly
mules, and covered wagons had been opened up no more than four or
five years earlier. This started at Independence, Missouri, reaching the
west coast by making good use of the Snake River in Idaho. But to
reach the gold fields of Coloma in the foot hills of the Sierra Nevada
not far from Sacramento one needed to follow a more southerly route.
The only feasible way was to leave the Snake River and turn south
over the mountains to gain the upper reaches of the Humboldt River
and then follow it downstream until it disappeared into the sinks of
the Great Basin. From here several routes were eventually established
across the Sierra Nevada into California’s Central Valley. This whole
route came to be known as the California Trail, colloquially named by
those who used it as ‘the elephant’ because of the monstrous
difficulties its users faced.[30]
Eventually some quarter of a million travellers came this way, the
biggest mass migration in American history. But the ‘Forty-niners’
were the first to use the trail in any numbers. Travelling in large
groups, they took four to six months to reach California. So it was
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well into the year by the time Robert reached California. He certainly
did not make his fortune, but he survived. He must have joined in the
hunt for gold at first, as his obituary states he was ‘engaged in mining
and other activities’ during his time in the west. But the heyday of the
individual in the hunt for the precious metal lasted only a few years.
As the gold got harder to find, more professional mining was needed
and this required capital investment beyond the pocket of the typical
Forty-niner, Robert no doubt included.
Robert’s next adventure while still living in California was to join the
famous US Cavalry. The Civil War actually began in April 1861, but it
was not for another four years that Robert joined the California
Cavalry. Cut off from the rest of the United States, whether Union or
Confederate, California had a rather different war from the other
states. Bitterly divided politically and with the southern part strongly
pro-Confederate, the state seemed likely at one time to join the rebels.
But this did not happen. There already were a number of outposts or
forts protecting the settlers from Native American attack, and the
troops that manned these became the basis of the Union Army in
California.
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Perhaps it was Robert’s journey across the country to reach California
in 1849 that had taught him to ride, or perhaps it was important for
whatever work he did between then and joining up. Whatever the
circumstances, Robert joined E Company, 1st Regiment, California
Cavalry, in March 1865 seemingly as a volunteer. He began as a
private on $13 a month, but was promoted to saddler at $15. There
was one saddler per company, and his job was to keep the equestrian
equipment of the company in good repair. For this he received the
same pay and conditions as a corporal. Much of the job of the US
Cavalry in the far west both before and after the Civil War was to
keep the Apaches under control, especially in Arizona. This resulted in
several massacres, which were generally popular with the local settlers.
But none of these took place during Robert’s time in the army,
though he may have been stationed in the wilds of Arizona during his
eleven months and ten days of service. He was demobbed in March
1866.
He was now nearly forty years old, but it was still another couple of
years before he got married. On 31st August 1868 he married the
thirty-seven-year-old Sarah Carberry at Alameda in the San Francisco
Bay area. She had been born in Massachusetts. They remained in the
district, living in Pleasanton, Alameda County, at the time of the
census in June 1870. Robert was still a saddler, but his personal worth
was given as only $1,000, which does not suggest that the family was
enjoying much financial success. A month earlier Sarah had borne him
a son, whom they named John. His place of birth, however, is always
given as San Jose in the records although the city is not in Alameda
County which lies just to the north. So the family must have moved
around, not settling anywhere for long.
Sarah probably persuaded Robert to move back east to Massachusetts,
where she had come from. For the next we know of him is that he
married Margaret Hyde at the Congregational Church in Sharon,
Massachusetts on 27th May 1875. Presumably Sarah had died. Robert
was forty-eight by this time and Margaret thirty-four years old.
Margaret was Canadian, having been born in Nova Scotia. Her parents
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were also Canadian, her mother also from Nova Scotia and her father
from Prince Edward Island. Having settled in Sharon, a few miles
south of Boston, Robert and Margaret stayed there for the rest of their
lives. Robert set up as a farmer, as he describes himself on the birth of
his and Margaret’s first child together. This was Sarah Harriett, born
15th April 1876. She was followed by Mary Emma just a year later. But
she died of cholera aged five months. Yet another child, a son, died at
birth.
Robert soon got a job at the local paper mill, although he kept the
farm: in 1880 a twenty-one-year old Canadian-born lad lived with
them, working as a labourer on the farm. Son John of course is still
with them, now aged ten, as is the only other surviving child Sarah. It
is possible Robert went into business for a time: his brother John’s
obituary in 1889 stated that he ‘is in the mercantile business in
Canton, Mass’ – Canton lies next to Sharon, but there is no other
evidence of this venture. By 1900 Robert, at the age of seventy-three,
has retired. He owns the house they live in, but there is still a
mortgage on it. To pay their way Margaret takes in lodgers, describing
herself as a landlady. She has two ‘boarders’, both carpenters. One is
Irish-born aged fifty and unemployed; the other is a thirty-nine-year
old married man, Canadian by birth. She employs a sixteen-year old
girl of Hungarian origin (though her father was Russian) as a live-in
servant. Their neighbours are also a mixed bunch. They include a
musician, a coachman, a grocer’s assistant, a physician, a farmer and a
couple of school teachers.
Robert kept up his Scottish connections. According to his obituary he
was a member of clan McKenzie order of the Scottish Clans of Boston,
a city more famous for its Irish-born inhabitants. As a Civil War
veteran he was a member of ‘Revere post, G.A.R. of Canton,’ which
takes some explaining. Canton was the town next to Sharon and
G.A.R. stands for Grand Army of the Republic. Revere, named after
the hero of the War of Independence, was a district of Boston. In 1903
Robert got dementia. He died on 10th December 1905, the doctor
attending him giving the cause of death as ‘old age (softening of the
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brain) 2 years: contributory cause: dementia from old age.’ He was 79
years, 2 months and 18 days old. He was buried a couple of days later
in Chestnut Hill Cemetery in Sharon.
Margaret continued to live on into what looks like a vigorous old age.
In 1910 at the age of sixty-eight she continues to live in Sharon, with
her unmarried daughter Sarah, now age thirty-four, and her eight-year
old ‘grandson’ Robert, of whom more in a moment. She still has two
boarders. Ten years later, now seventy-eight and living in Boston, she
still has Sarah and Robert with her; and no fewer than six lodgers, all
male. How long she continued to live is not known, as information
about her death has not been found. There is no evidence that her
daughter Sarah, forty-three years old in 1920, ever married.
Robert’s son John by his first wife Sarah began work as a carpenter, a
useful occupation in a country with a fast growing population which
needed large numbers of wooden houses to live in. At the age of
twenty-six he married Mary Agnes Cashman or Cushman (sources
differ on the spelling) at Sharon on 12th May 1897. At the time of the
marriage Mary was working as a ‘domestic,’ which probably means she
was a domestic servant, but could just mean she was helping at home.
She was twenty-three years old and the daughter of William and his
wife, born Mary Richardson. Mary Agnes was English, and American
records claim she was born at ‘Davenport’ in 1872. This is presumably
Devonport by Plymouth, but no such birth has been found there,
though there were Cashmans living there at the time. In the 1900
census Mary gives her date of birth as September 1873. The family
moved to America in 1880, when Mary would have been around seven
years old.
At the time of his marriage John was living in Everett just north of
Boston, that is the other side of the city from Sharon. Three years
later he and Mary are living in Boston itself. They are occupying
rented accommodation and John works as a railroad conductor. Their
two children are not at home according to the census return. The next
year in May 1901, their son, the already mentioned Robert, was born.
The family is now living in Vernon Street in Boston. The following
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year they had a stillborn daughter, whom they named Mary too. By
this time John had changed his job and become a teamster, which at
that time meant the driver of a horse-drawn wagon.
In 1909 Mary Agnes died just seven months after contracting
tuberculosis. She was only thirty-six. She actually died at the Cullis
Consumptives Home in the city, and she may well have infected her
infant son Robert. Her death when her son Robert was only eight
explains why he went to live with Margaret, his step-grandmother. As
noted above, he was still living with her and Sarah in 1920 at the age
of eighteen. But he too had TB and died the following August. At
some stage his father John moved back to California where he had
been born. He lived on through the Second World War, dying in Los
Angeles on 22nd March 1950, a few weeks short of his eightieth
birthday.
But what has happened to the two children mentioned in the 1900
census? They are clearly shown in the census as being alive, but they
are not listed with their parents. Had they in fact died and the tick in
the ‘children living’ column a mistake? There was just time between
John and Mary’s marriage in 1897 and the census for them to have had
two children, but they would both have been very young, so unlikely
to have been living or even staying away from their parents. They do
not appear with the family in any record after 1900, so it seems safest
to assume they did not survive, and that Robert like his siblings had
no long-term descendants.
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Chapter Eight
Big Brother:
John Paxton Hamilton
and his family

You are my big brother,
There is no other.
No one can take your place,
And when you leave, there will be this big empty space.
Terri L. Brewer: My Big Brother off to the Army. 2006.

John Paxton was just under fourteen years older than his half-brother,
William Robert. He was born on 2nd April 1848 in Barony parish in
Glasgow and probably baptised in Barony church, which has now been
taken over by Glasgow University. After his mother's early death, he
stayed at home with his father and eventually his new stepmother, to
whom according to Hattie Hamilton he ‘was devoted’. What happened
to him after his stepmother Eliza died, his father left for America and
young William Robert moved in with the Connells, is not known. The
fact that he was photographed with William Robert aged about sixteen
suggests that he continued to live with the Connells. So he likely
stayed in Glasgow, for this is where he got a job. In 1871 at the age of
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The Hamilton brothers:
William Robert – ‘Wee
Willy’ – and his elder
half-brother John Paxton
Hamilton.

twenty-three he was visiting Berwick, perhaps to see some of his
mother’s family. He stayed at the home of James and Catherine Smail.
Among their five children, all still living at home, was Margaret then
twenty years old. Four years later in April 1875 he and Margaret
married in Berwick. They set up home in Cambuslang on the southern
edge of Greater Glasgow, and had four children together while living
there. John worked as a clerk in a brewery, an industry he continued
to work in for the rest of his short life.
They moved to Watford in England no later than 1887; the letter he
sent that year to William Robert giving details of their father's death
is on headed notepaper of Benskin's Brewery of Watford. He died in
1893 at the age of only forty-five, leaving Margaret at their home in
Gladstone Road in the town, with their four children, then aged
between ten and seventeen. Margaret was still at Gladstone Road eight
years later with the three younger children, though by now they were
all adult or nearly so. Financially she was ‘living on her own means,’
though what these amounted to and where they came from is not
known. It is possible she lived for a time with her son Frank in
Darlington, after she found herself living alone with all the children
gone. For she is there with him in April 1911. But she may have been
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just on a temporary visit – the census entry is not clear on this point.
Certainly by 1913 she was back living in Berwick, where she grew up.
She died in 1937 at the age of eighty-six.
The first of her and John Paxton’s four children was Henry born in
1876. He married Marjorie Purves in 1908 but died childless in 1923,
aged forty-seven. The next was Frank Paxton, of whom more in a
moment. The third child was John. He was born in 1880, and
described himself as a journalist at the age of twenty while still living
at home. He died unmarried in 1903 when just twenty-three years old.
Finally there was Elizabeth, born in 1882. She too died young and
unmarried in 1909. Frank was thus the only one of the four who had
children He was born in 1877. He was a dentist, qualifying in dental
surgery at the Royal College of Surgeons in 1902. He first registered
as a dentist in December 1904 and set up practice in Darlington. Why
he moved there is not known, but he seems to have set up practice in
the town immediately after qualifying, as his address in 1905 was
Thorpe House, Victoria Embankment. Three years later he moved to
Raydaleside, South Stanhope Road. He married Marjorie Hampton,
who came from the town, in Darlington in September 1911. She was
only twenty-two when they married, to his thirty-four years. Earlier
that year the census shows him established in Stanhope Road with two
live-in servants, one of whom helped to look after the surgery.
Their first child, born in 1912, was a daughter, Joan. When William
Robert visited them in the spring of 1913, he wrote:
I had a pleasant, but short, trip to Darlington. Joan is a
dear wee baby, and Marjorie an excellent mother – and
Maggie a terror of a mother-in-law! Poor Marjorie, what
evil fate put her down on the direct line between Berwick
and London.
William Robert to Hattie, Nottingham 16th April 1913
But sadly ‘wee’ Joan died that year. The following year Denis Paxton
was born, followed by James Kenneth in 1916 and finally John Raine
in 1919. This information comes partly from the family tree drawn
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up by William Robert, and partly from hand-written additions to it
which Jim Hamilton, his son, obtained from Frank and passed on to
his ‘cousin John’ in Melrose in June 1938. It would appear from this
that the three children surviving in 1919 were still alive but
unmarried at this later date. But no more is known of them.
Frank and Marjorie remained in the town, still living in the Stanhope
Road area. He retired in 1943 at the age of sixty-five, but continued to
live in Darlington, where his half-cousin Alison Hamilton is known to
have visited him after the war ended in 1945. He had attended William
Robert's funeral in 1916.
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Part Three
William Robert Hamilton
and his family
The life of such a man as your father should not be
forgotten by those who are descended from him, for you
have, in the best sense, the advantage of noble birth.
Harriet Mary Hamilton William Robert Hamilton,1916.
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Chapter Nine
William Robert
in Glasgow and London

Remember now thy creator in the days of thy youth.
Ecclesiastes 12.1.

According to his birth certificate William Robert was born on 2nd
February 1862 at 11.30pm – not ‘very early in the morning’ as his
wife later stated. She was correct in stating, however, that it was
Candlemas Day and a Sunday. William as a name occurs in every
generation of the Hamiltons and was of course his father's name too.
Also both his parents had a brother called Robert. The birth
certificate gives the place of birth as 335 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.
Apart from a few official documents the only information we have on
wee Willie's early life is his widow Hattie's description of it, starting
‘My dear children.’ But what a marvellous source it is! At once
informative and emotive, it is beautifully written and as revealing of
her character as of that of her much mourned husband. All that
Victorian sentimentality! But it becomes more understandable when
one reads of those sad deaths of mother and infant children.
Importantly for us, it seems to be very accurate. Where its facts can be
checked from other sources, only one or two minor errors emerge.
They
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remembering details she had learnt perhaps twenty years earlier. It is
given in full below.
Family tradition had it that William Robert was a poor orphan boy
brought up in the strictest way by a severe, not to say brutal, uncle
and aunt. Although the facts as recounted by Hattie will bear this
interpretation, it is only with difficulty that they do so. It seems
much more likely that ‘wee Willie’, as he was known, was – for an
orphan – rather fortunate in his upbringing. For a start losing both
one's parents was a common enough fate in Victorian times, as indeed
it always had been. But he had the good fortune to be brought up by
close relatives who probably liked children; Uncle Samuel even set up
as a schoolmaster. In addition he was in a home with other children,
his cousins, and looked after by his Aunt Margaret who was aunt, not
natural mother, to them all. The fact that he went along when they
moved to London, even though this disrupted his studies, suggests
that he was happy to be with them. He missed them, according to
Hattie's account, when they later returned to Glasgow. There can be
no doubt, however, that in some ways his upbringing was both
spartan and lacking many of the things we take for granted. It is
possible, for example, that both games and secular music were
considered the work of the Devil.
At all events Willie seems to have been a lively and intelligent lad,
sociable and good at making friends. After his mother's death and
father's departure to America when he was two-and-a-half years old,
he went to live with Uncle Samuel and Aunt Maggie Connell, his
mother’s brother and sister, at 20 Bloomfield Place in Glasgow. The
three younger children of the Rev Samuel – Mary Anne (not Sarah
Anne as stated by Hattie) aged about fifteen, William, twelve, and
Jane, nine – were also part of the household. Samuel ‘had a passion
for education,’ according to Hattie (see below) and ‘kept a large and
well-known school for girls and small boys, to which your father went
when about five years old, and where he had laid the foundation of a
very sound Scottish education.’ The 1871 census shows them still
living there in an apartment with eight rooms. Willie was then nine
years old. His cousin William Connell was nineteen and working as a
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clerk; Jane at sixteen is surprisingly still a ‘scholar’. Just down the
road at No. 2 lived Mrs Jessie Macnair and her four children. Duncan
the youngest, also aged nine, became Willie's lifelong friend. They
continued to meet while William Robert was alive; Duncan was best
man at his wedding and attended his funeral.
The family continued to live at Bloomfield Place until 1873, when
they moved first to 4 Hillhead Place (also known as 24 Bank Street),
still in the Hillhead area. At the age of fourteen William Robert
joined the accountancy practice of John Wilson at 59 St Vincent
Street in Glasgow. His time here was looked back on with joy for the
rest of his life: why else would he have kept the accounts of two
episodes of high jinks in the office with his young ‘co-clerks’? In both
cases the lads seem to have been making the most of the absence of
the boss John Wilson to have fun. And in both William Robert took
a leading role. The first of these, dated 16th October 1879, when
William Robert was 17, concerns a bet he had made over a bun-eating
contest. He lost, as the letter he received from his mates confirms:
My Dear William,
That great eating handicap against time started today at
twenty one minutes past three, and wound up at nine
minutes to four, the result being a victory for the gluttons,
who came in as follows:- T. Morton stuffed 5 buns (N.B. is
now in a bad state), G.M.Eglington 7 buns is now in want
of his dinner. You will thus see that you owe each of those
gentlemen the small sum of 1/- stg. [one shilling] This
document is signed by the eaters and referee who has lost
his twopence at Glasgow the 16th day of October eighteen
hundred and seventy nine years in presence of Robert
Balden and George Duke Stirling both clerks to John
Wilson Chartered Accountant Glasgow.
Geo. M. Eglington Eater, Thos. Morton Eater, George J.
Ogg Referee & Spectator, Robert Balden jnr. Witness,
Geo. D. Stirling, Witness.
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The second written on Christmas Eve 1880 involves many of the same
band of young colleagues.
We the undersigned sometime co-clerks and George Martin
Eglington, Gentleman (question) residing at No. 16 Regent
Park Street Strathbungo near Glasgow to John Wilson
Chartered Accountant Glasgow in respect that the festive
season 1880-81 is now at hand hereby wish the said George
Martin Eglington the Compliments of the Season including
(1) a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year (2) a speedy
recovery from the illness which has prostrated him and (3)
a wife before the recurrence of the next statutory period.
Declaring always as it is hereby specially provided and
declared that it is the wish of the subscribers hereto that
the said George Martin Eglington do abstain during the
said festive season from all spiritual and intoxicating
liquors and all currant buns and plum puddings etcetera or
in general from anything which is calculated to upset the
regular working of his breadbasket and that the said
George Martin Eglington do go to church on New Years
Day.
In witness whereof these presents written on this and the
preceding page of the governor’s process paper by William
Robert Hamilton Clerk to John Wilson aforesaid are
subscribed by us George Duke Stirling, William Robert
Hamilton, George John Ogg, Thomas Morton and last
(though by no means in his own estimation least) John
James Adam Macmichael sometime co-clerks aforesaid with
absence of John Wilson aforesaid on the twenty fourth day
of December 1880.
On behalf of co-clerks. Wm. R. Hamilton.
A big change came over his life at about this time. The Rev Samuel
Connell died of a heart attack in July 1879 at Rothesay on the Isle of
Bute during a family holiday. Then a couple of years later his son
William got a job in London. For a time Aunt Margaret and the two
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girls, Mary Anne and Jane, and young William Robert, now nineteen
years old, stayed in Glasgow. Neither of the girls was married, though
Mary Ann was thirty-two years old and working as a teacher. They
appear be coping financially on their father Samuel’s legacy: they are
able to afford a young living-in maid, though they seem to have given
up – or let off – half the house. But soon the family decided to join
William in London, which they did probably in the second half of
1881.
We must now turn to Hattie’s description of William Robert’s life in
Glasgow and London before the move to Nottingham. This is given
in full, just as she wrote it, with just a few notes of correction and
explanation.
WILLIAM ROBERT HAMILTON by his wife Harriet
Mary Hamilton.
My dear children, the life of your dear father has been
prematurely cut off, and you will not have, as you grow
into manhood and womanhood, the inestimable advantage
of his presence, his personality and influence, with you day
by day. The life of such a man as your father should not be
forgotten by those who are descended from him, for you
have in the best sense the advantage of noble birth.
Therefore I am sitting down to put on record, for your
benefit, what I can recall of your father's life and work, and
what he told me of his early years – for I did not know
him before he was 29 years of age. Ours was a ‘love-match’
in the best sense of the word; we were always friends and
companions, as well as husband and wife, and throughout
the 4½ years of our engagement, and the 20 years of our
married life, your father never ceased to be my lover, nor
(I think) did I cease to be his. I live now on the memory
of that blessed love and companionship, and look forward
intensely to the time when I shall meet him again – as I
am certain that I shall do, some day. I can wish you, my
children, no better lot in life than love and wedded
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happiness like ours. ‘The greatest is Love’ is true on earth
as in Heaven.
William Robert Hamilton was born in Glasgow on Feb
2nd. 1862 – Candlemas Day and a Sunday. Very early in
the morning the wee delicate baby saw the light, under the
shadow of anxiety and sorrow. [Note: According to his
birth certificate he was born at 11.30 p.m.] His mother,
herself a delicate woman, had had three children before
him, one boy and two girls (so far as I recollect), but all
had died in early childhood. The baby was called by the
same name as the little dead brother – William – after
his father, Robert after his uncle, Robert Connell, a doctor
of that name who was his mother's brother. How many
hopes and fears must have centred around the little one!
How tenderly and anxiously she must have watched the
health of the wee laddie with the big brown eyes and curly
hair – a bonnie wee lad! All the more that her husband
was not all that he should have been – gay, selfish, and
too fond of company I think he neglected wife and child
who should have been his first care. So she gradually faded:
the health which must have been somewhat uncertain for
years, gave way, and an internal operation became
necessary: the wee lad, now two years old was told to keep
quiet, because his mother was very ill, it was the only
recollection that he had of her. She passed away without a
last kiss or word, after the operation – probably from
heart failure. Poor laddie! He was to know what it was to
long for her and cry for her all alone in his bed at night,
and to think of her as an angel of love and kindness –
which indeed I believe she was, for those who knew her
(such as the Misses Purves of Berwickshire) speak of
‘Auntie Eliza’ as a perfectly sweet and saintly character,
who had suffered much, but retained her faith and
goodness through it all. Certainly her step-son John
Hamilton, the elder son by a first wife of your
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grandfather's, was devoted to his stepmother. He was
fifteen years older than your father, so that he always
seemed grown-up to the little brother, to whom he was
very kind at intervals when he saw him. [Note: William
Robert’s father William had a sister-in-law who married a
Purves and the Misses Purves would seem to be related to
him. William Robert’s half brother John Paxton Hamilton
was in fact just under fourteen years older than him.]
After his mother's death wee ‘Willie’, as he was called then,
was taken to the home of his uncle the Rev. Samuel
Connell: owing to some family disagreement the wife of
this uncle did not live with her husband, but by mutual
understanding she lived in a home of her own, and took
with her her eldest son John, who never rejoined the other
children or seemed to be of quite the same family. The
others were William Kerr – your uncle Willie Connell,
Sarah Ann – Cousin Margaret's mother, who died at her
birth, and Auntie Jane, whom you all saw, and probably
remember. For these children and their father, his
unmarried sister (Aunt Maggie Connell) kept house. They
lived (as is so common in towns in Scotland) in a goodsized flat, and Uncle Samuel who had a passion for
education, kept a large and well-known school for girls and
small boys, to which your father went when about five
years old, and where he had laid the foundation of a very
sound Scottish education. Also from his uncle he received
that literary bent which was afterwards his great pleasure
and recreation, for his uncle was a great reader, and had a
good library, into which the little lonely boy was permitted
to dip, so that at an early age he read Scott, Chambers
Encyclopaedia, and many excellent works that were perhaps
hardly suited to the mind of an ordinary child. But they
taught him that fine taste in literature which was always
characteristic of him.
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And where – you will say – was his father all this time? I
do not quite know, except that he seems to have been
unsuccessful in his not very serious profession of a
commission-agent, and at an early date, I am not quite sure
whether before or after his wife's death, he went away to the
United States, where he continued to live until your father
was about 16 years old, considering that he was fulfilling the
whole duty of man as a father by writing to his little boy
once or twice every year, and glad, I think, to know that he
was well taken care of. He seems to have made himself
respected in America, became a J.P., & carried on the
occupation of a farmer, dying of apoplexy between 60 & 70
years of age. [Note: for the life of William Robert’s father see
above.]
And the wee lad left at home grew, and got strong. He got
beyond the girls school, and at seven years old, went daily
with his lifelong friend to-be, Duncan Macnair, to the
Western Academy. The two boys (says Uncle Willie) ‘were
bosom friends from a very early age, notwithstanding that
they were strong competitors at school, where they were
the two cleverest boys in their class.’ Absolute opposites in
temperament, they both had the qualities which go to make
up permanent friendships – faithfulness, honesty and
sincerity, as well as deeply affectionate natures. Together
the two wee laddies in their kilts, with little holland
overalls above marched in all weathers. ‘Ye're neither sugar
nor sant’ [sic] was sufficient reason for no coddling,
Sundays or weekdays, and they early learnt to face life's
hardships, and to enjoy life's pleasures together. Of the
latter one story remains There was an old gentleman, somewhat stout in build, I
imagine, whom they used to meet most days in going to
school, and to whom they took an unaccountable dislike.
‘Beefy Orr’ they called him – and for him they decided to
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lay a trap. This was accordingly done after the good old
fashion of digging a hole, in a pathway along which ‘Beefy
Orr’ used frequently to pass, and covering it with sticks
and earth, in the hope that poor Beefy would walk upon
the sticks and fall into the hole. Alas! their labours were in
vain, so far as he was concerned. He did not walk into the
hole, but whether anybody else did there is no means of
knowing. Let us hope not!
I do not think he had much opportunity for pleasure, and
there were no ‘games’ then for boys, in the sense in which
they are understood now. The boy's greatest pleasure was to
see his big brother, and get taken out for the day. Another
little pleasure I have heard him recall was that, as he got
older, the tailor who made his little suits was an old friend
of his father's, and always when a new suit came home
there was a sixpence in the pocket – a great find for a
little boy who had very little spare cash.
Life was rather a drab-coloured thing for him, varied only
by excursions ‘Doon the Water’ in summer-time. Like all
Glasgow families, the Clyde was their great resort, and
every year they went to one of the Clyde-side watering
places, and enjoyed the boats, and the hills, and the sight
of the big shipping. All his life the sea and ships were a
passion with your father, and up to the last year of his life
he was longing to go once more for one of those tours
round the coast which have given him such pleasure at
intervals, and about which you will read in his letters.
During one of these visits, at Dunoon, Uncle Samuel died
quite suddenly from heart disease, beginning to show that
tendency which is unfortunately so marked a feature of the
Connell family.
At 14 years of age, school must be finished, and the
growing lad must begin to earn and help to keep himself,
depending on evening-classes for carrying on his education.
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Accordingly he was sent to a Chartered Accountants' office
in Glasgow (Mr. Stirling was the name of his chief, and the
firm was a good one) in the capacity of office-boy. There
was no such thing as being articled in those days. You
simply started at the bottom of the tree and climbed up.
Here he remained for some time, some two or three years,
gradually working his way up, and passing his preliminary
examination for the Scottish Institute. He was sent out also
into the country to do work for the firm – very young,
shy and inexperienced. At about sixteen he was once sent
to take charge of a small bankrupt business, and stayed at a
hotel in the neighbourhood, where he went, as a
businessman, into the ‘commercial room.’ Now these rooms
which commercial travellers frequent, have rules of their
own, and the pink-faced round cheeked lad felt very shy
and awkward, more especially when one rather precise old
gentleman turned to him and said ‘Excuse me, sir, I think
you are the very youngest commercial traveller I have ever
seen.’
After Uncle Samuel's death, I do not quite know how long, his
cousin Willie got an appointment in a London Bank, and the
home was moved to London. So your father must go too. He
got, I think, some kind of introduction to the London firm of
Mr. Stirling, and went straight to a London Accountants'
office as a clerk. But although he benefitted from the fact that,
not being articled, he could make the change easily, he had to
begin anew to work for the London examinations, as the
Scottish examination he had passed was of no use to him for
the London F.C.A. It was a very Scottish lad who went up to
London at 17 years of age. [Note: this is wrong; he was
nineteen when he moved to London – see above.]
Brought up, as he used to say ‘In the strictest sect of the
Pharisees,’ he was horrified when he came to London lodgings
to hear a piano going next door on Sunday, playing waltzes
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and then light music. But he gradually settled down to English
ways, and though he never went to live in Scotland again, and
as you know, almost completely lost his Scottish accent, unless
he chose to break into it, Scotland was always the homeland of
his heart, and except for his homelife, touched the deepest
chord in his deep and strong nature. After a time his cousin
got married and got an appointment in Spain, so that Aunt
Maggie and his cousins decided to give up their London home
and go back to their friends in Glasgow. And then began for
your father that long time of discomfort and homelessness of
which he got so terribly tired, always living in rooms with
various friends and acquaintances, some of them not of the
best, amid much temptation and bad influence, but always, it
seems, kept from gross evil, who can say how? I always think
it was an answer to his mother's prayers, and who knows?
Perhaps also it was due to her watching over and guarding
him.
In intervals of work at the office and studying for his
exams (which he seems to have passed brilliantly, coming
out, in his intermediate first in all England) he took up
social work, in which he met Miss Davenport Hill, and
helped her by giving lessons in bookeeping [sic] to a class
of girls in the evening. He also made many kind friends
among them the Guthries, Scottish acquaintances who have
remained as lifelong friends – Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hill of
Tottenham, Mr. Hill being a nephew of Sir Rowland Hill,
the [left blank] (the family of Mrs. Ernest Enfield, whom
he was introduced to by letter when he came here), Mr. Jas.
Reid, the solicitor, with whom he lived in rooms for some
time.
While in London, he joined the Corps of London Scottish
Volunteers, the fore-runners of those ‘London Scottish’
Territorials of who [sic] brave doings in this great war you
have heard. He did nothing more serious however, than to
form part of the guard in the streets when her Majesty the
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late Queen Victoria went to celebrate her Jubilee in June
1889. Unofficially he did one thing which required more
daring. The hall where the men drilled, (I forget where it
was), had a large dome, with a rope swinging from the
centre, a height of about 60 or 70 feet, I believe. There was
some talk as to who should dare to climb this rope, and
your father (whose daring always exceeded his strength)
accepted the challenge, and swarmed up to the top and slid
down again successfully and safely.
He was always fond of climbing, and if he were on board a
good-sized boat, would get up to the look-out or climb up
the tallest available tree in the neighbourhood if he were in
a wood for any length of time. It is a small touch of
character that followed him in all that he did, a fearless
striving not to be beaten. It was not that he felt no fear,
but he would have despised himself if he could not
overcome it.
I do not know enough of his life in London to tell you a
great deal about it. It always was a struggle with hard
work, discomfort, and often poverty. He has told me how
he often went without his dinner because he could not
afford to buy any, but he was always gay and happy, the
life of every company that he went into. He seems to have
had deep searchings of heart at this time too, as to his
religious beliefs. For a time he went to the church of
England, but it was foreign to his upbringing, and when he
went to the vicar of his church to consult him on his
troubles, and he recommended him to be prepared for
confirmation, the lad's Scottish mind revolted from such a
solution of his difficulties, and I think, for a time, he
ceased to go to any church, and lost touch with outward
religion for a time.
But the star of his life at this time was, as is so often the
case with young lads, his love and admiration for a good
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and charming girl. It all came to nothing, as early loves are
apt to do, for the mind develops and tastes and desires
change as the years go by, but it left a mark on his life, as
our love always does, and her influence was the instrument
which kept him from going far wrong during the latter
part of his stay in London, when he had all the
temptations of a great city around him, and no visible
restraints to keep him straight.
All this time, he had not been working in only one office,
but had passed from one to another, each time improving
his position and passing his various examinations for the
Institute of Chartered Accountants. As you know, he was
never ‘articled.’ When he began his career it was not
necessary, and by a fortunate circumstance he was just
within the period allotted to men who had not been
articled, allowing them to qualify as chartered accountants.
He passed his final examination and became fully qualified
in 188–. [sic] The last firm with which he was connected
was Messrs. Wm. Edwards & Co, (now Jackson Pixly & Co)
and having decided on starting for himself he looked
around to find a suitable place to begin. [Note: in
December 1886 he was working for Messrs Edwards Jackson
& Browning Chartered Accountants at 18 King Street,
Cheapside, London: letter from Geo. D. Stirling in
Glasgow 31st December 1886. He qualified as a Chartered
Accountant in 1887.]
He finally pitched on Nottingham, with the somewhat
mistaken idea that it was under-staffed with accountants in
proportion to the population. He has told me since that
this was rather a mistake, because it was not the centre of a
great industrial district like other towns of similar size,
such as Sheffield. However, we never regretted it, for if he
had never come there, he would never have made friends
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with your Uncle Alec, and then he and I should never have
met. But I thank God that Heaven willed it otherwise.
Accordingly in 1887 – round about the beginning of
October I believe, he came to Nottingham as the local
representative of the firm of William Edwards & Co, being
the partner of the firm whose name he used, but having all
the responsibility of working up a connection for himself.
It was a bold venture for a young man with no capital of
his own, but like so many of his other difficulties, he
overcame by his very bold
Hattie’s account ends like this, in the middle of a sentence at the
bottom of a page, suggesting there was more. If so, it does not seem
to have survived. As she indicates, William Robert’s time in London
once the family had left was less than happy. Having had to start his
studies from scratch again had delayed his qualifying and kept him
poor. The lack of any home life too after the departure of Aunt
Margaret and his cousins also seems to have affected him badly, even
though he had some good friends. As Hattie noted, he joined the
London Scottish Rifle Volunteer Corps, to give it its proper name, at
this time, no doubt both for the company and the exercise. This was
an army reserve regiment of part-time soldiers, and he continued to
be a member until he left London two years later. We learn from his
regimental record that he was 5 feet 7 inches tall and lived –
presumably in lodgings – at 11 Bedford Square, right next to the
British Museum.[1]
It is perhaps his general unhappiness in the city as much as any
commercial judgement that induced him to leave London soon,
perhaps as soon as possible, after qualifying as a chartered accountant
in 1887.
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Chapter Ten
The move to Nottingham
Farewell. Thou art too dear for my possessing.
And like enough thou know’st thy estimate;
The charter of thy worth gives thee releasing;
My bonds in thee are all determinate.
William Shakespeare: Sonnet 87.

In the autumn of 1887 at the age of twenty-five William Robert
decided to set up for himself. For a young man with little money and
no contacts this was, as Hattie recognised, a bold step. He chose
Nottingham through a faulty assessment of its potential for business,
as he himself came to recognise. Like most cities in Britain,
Nottingham grew extremely rapidly during the nineteenth century,
but it had a narrow industrial base – mainly lace and knitted textiles,
as well as coalmining – and never achieved the prosperity of other
major industrial towns.
William persuaded the partners of the firm he was working for in
London, Messrs. Wm. Edwards & Co., to allow him to set up a branch
in Nottingham with him as partner holding two-thirds of the shares
to their one-third. According to the Articles of partnership ‘the
capital... shall consist of a sum not exceeding two hundred pounds
contributed by the (London partners) and of a sum contributed by the
said William Robert Hamilton equal to twice (that) amount’. In effect
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this meant they were lending him £200 if he could raise £400. We do
not know how much he in fact raised himself or how he raised it. It
seems unlikely that he could have produced so large a sum from his
own savings, but we know of no other source. Perhaps he borrowed
from friends, as he did later.
As personal living expenses ‘the said William Robert Hamilton shall
be entitled to... the sum of sixteen pounds thirteen shillings and four
pence and no more each calendar month’. Once in profit, no doubt by
way of incentive to him, William was entitled to a larger share. ‘In the
event of the profits for any one year exceeding the sum of three
hundred pounds one half of the surplus above such sum shall be
credited to the said William Robert Hamilton by way of salary’ to a
maximum of two hundred pounds. The agreement also made
provisions for William to buy out the other partners, or for the
partnership to be dissolved if all the capital had been used up. The
Articles of Partnership are dated 1st November 1887. In fact William
had already moved to Nottingham the previous month and signed
them in his new office at 4 Bridlesmith Gate. Business did not go well.
Two years later he had to borrow £100 from his friend Albert Hill.
Albert was the nephew of Sir Rowland Hill, famous as the ‘inventor’
of the postage stamp and in practice founder of the world's current
postal system. William had met Miss Davenport Hill, perhaps Albert's
sister or aunt, while doing social work in London.
Whatever the original intention of both parties, a dissolution of the
partnership was agreed some five years later. The Deed of Dissolution
is dated 1st May 1893, but it makes clear the effective date was the
previous 31st August. The cost to William was £450, £250 upon the
execution of the Deed and ‘a further two hundred pounds by the joint
and several promissory note already signed by the said William Robert
Hamilton and Edward Tenny [sic] Bousfield of Bedford’. Dissolving
the partnership left William entirely on his own in the business with
debts both to his friend and his future father-in-law. By the end of the
year he seems to have been struggling and had approached Edward
perhaps for another loan. ‘Papa asked me to say, dearie,’ his fiancée
Hattie wrote to him in December ‘that he will keep the business you
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wrote of in mind, and speak about it when he has an opportunity, but
he does not think he will be able to do so ‘this year’. However, it is
not long to wait until ‘next year’ now, is it?’[1]
It was only in 1895 that business was going well enough for William
to repay Albert Hill the £100 that he had lent him six years previously
‘for a year or two’. The following year he felt prosperous enough to
get married. The main cause of his new-found success in business
seems to have been an unexpected and rather ironic circumstance –
his engagement to the sister of the Conservative MP for Hackney,
Will Bousfield, which was ironic because William became a leading
light in Nottingham’s Liberal Party establishment.
On arriving in Nottingham William first lodged at 4 Upper College
Street, a short street off Derby Road. The building has been pulled
down, but some idea of what it looked like may perhaps be gained
from the other Victorian houses on Derby Road. It was an area
favoured by professional people. The previous occupants of the
lodgings had been two clergymen, one of whom was C.H. Grinling,
curate of St. James Church. ‘Grinles’ became a close friend to William
and, later, mentor, almost a substitute father, to Jim, William’s elder
son, after William's early death. Jim joined him for a time when
Grinling was doing ‘social work’ (that is, helping the poor) in south
London between the wars. Apart from the bride’s parents, he was the
only person to attend Jim and Do’s wedding. Do remembered the two
of them staying at his cottage in Peaslake, Surrey, after they were
married.
By 1891, William had been joined at No. 4 by two solicitors. Alex
Morton (spelt thus but pronounced Alec) was a year younger than
William and worked for Robert Barber, solicitor of Fletcher Gate,
Nottingham. The other solicitor in the lodgings, Alfred Robinson,
worked for Wells & Hind, also solicitors of Fletcher Gate.[2] The two
firms were separate at this time, but merged later – by 1894 Alex was
working for Wells and Hind, though he seems to have set up again on
his own later. William and Alex quickly became friends and moved
together to new lodgings at 84 Victoria Buildings, Bath Street,
Sneinton, which lies close to the centre of Nottingham. The 1891
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census describes William as ‘head’ of the household and Alex as
‘lodger’. In practice this may have no significance. This arrangement
did not last long either, for Alex soon married a young woman from
Bedford, Charlotte Elizabeth, daughter of Edward and Charlotte
Bousfield and always known as Lottie: his father had for a time been a
colleague of Edward Bousfield at Howards’ works in Bedford, before
setting up his own agricultural implement manufactory in Chelmsford.
Like the Bousfields the Mortons were enthusiastic Methodists.
Direct evidence of the difficulties William was still having building up
his business comes in a letter Hattie wrote to him early in 1894:
I suppose Mr. Page is thinking things over. He is a good
businessman, or, at least, a successful one, and is not likely
to take an important step in a hurry. I hope you will have
heard by the time you write again. I believe you hate
having any business in suspense! My dear silly old darling!
But I know how it is. You have had disappointments, and
fear to have them again. Don't worry my dear one – my
true heart.[3]
On marriage Uncle Alex and Aunt Lottie, as they came to be known,
moved into Charnwood House, a large semi-detached house in
Alexandra Park. William, however, stayed on in Bath Street until he
married. Part of his leisure time he spent playing golf. Presumably he
had learnt the game while growing up in Scotland. In any event he
seems to have joined the Nottinghamshire Golf Club, then based at
Bulwell, soon after its foundation (and his arrival in Nottingham) in
1887. This may perhaps be seen as a newly-established professional's
classic move to meet potential clients, though in the early days it was
a small club with fewer than fifty members. By 1890 William was both
treasurer and honorary general secretary, which latter position he held
for five years in succession. By the end of that time his business was
better established and he was soon to be married.
The Golf Club was not the only means William Robert used to
become known and accepted. He also wrote articles for the profession’s
magazine The Accountant. Then in 1890 he published a pamphlet with
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the title Some Thoughts on the Ethical Aspects of Accountancy. He had
first given this as a lecture to accountancy students in London. In it
he was at pains to counter some prevailing views on work and ethics,
even though
… they have on their side custom and present convenience.
The idea that work is a mere means of earning money is
closely connected with the notion that business conduct is
a thing apart and is not to be confounded with private
conduct. Both views, I think are erroneous, and not only
so, but are necessarily calculated to undermine all morality.
Instead ‘I think our daily work ought to have as its object the good of
the community, bearing in mind that such good is best promoted by
our doing, in the highest sense, the best we can for ourselves.’ The
alternative is ‘regarding work as a means of obtaining pleasure’ but
this
… is not only bad as regards the quality of the work, but
also and necessarily lowers the whole moral tone of the
worker, for it necessarily assumes that work is the end [i.e.
aim] of life, and that actions are regulated not by an ideal
of duty but by a regard for the feeling of pleasure which
may be found in them.
As regards accountancy, his lecture is perhaps most interesting in its
description of accountancy work at the time: ‘Accountancy work
proper may be classed under two heads, Liquidation and Auditing’ –
clearly the profession has widened its scope since then. He maintained
that auditing was needed because of ‘one person’s lack of confidence in
another.’ His inference is that this lack of confidence arises from the
doubts about the other person’s honesty or morality. He does not seem
to consider that errors could be due to a lack of knowledge or ability
for example. Even with liquidations ‘few are brought on without moral
shortcoming either in the debtor, creditor or society at large.’ No
wonder he felt it necessary to reassure the students that ‘this
somewhat gloomy picture need not discourage us.’
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Historically of note also is his statement that ‘accountants are brought
into personal contact with one section of society; the capitalist class.’
This was when the great majority of businesses were privately owned
and before the rise of the big company employing directors and
managers with little or no personal capital in the business they work
for. He ends on a surprisingly utopian note by wondering if
accountancy had a long-term future: ‘As regards the distant future, he
would be a bold man who would say that the society of that day would
number accountants among its members.’ Indeed he looks forward to
that: ‘I prefer to think they will be rendered unnecessary by the advent
of a time when men will learn that to co-operate is better than to
compete.’ The pamphlet, some 6,000 words long, clearly had an impact:
The Accountant reported on it in its June issue that year, and
mentioned it again some ten years later: ‘Our older subscribers will
doubtless remember with pleasure an especially interesting and able
paper by Mr. Hamilton’ as it described it.[4]

The Bousfield in-laws
William Robert met Hattie through Alex and Lottie. William was
invited to their wedding in July 1891 as a friend of Alex and it was
perhaps there that he met Lottie's younger sister Harriet for the first
time. Harriet – or Hattie as she was usually known – had been born
in March 1865 in Bedford, to which the family had moved in 1858,
and had lived all her life in the area south of the river which
developed quickly in the second half of the nineteenth century as
industrialisation spread. Howard's Britannia Ironworks, where her
father Edward worked as chief designer and product developer of the
company’s agricultural implements, was a major component of this
and occupied a large site on the Ampthill Road alongside the newlybuilt railway. The Bousfields lived comfortably in a house they had
built on what was then the southern edge of the town. They employed
two living-in female servants and a coachman/gardener, and by the
time Hattie was a teenager they had both a chaise and a brougham, a
more formal closed carriage usually driven by a coachman.
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Edward Tenney BOUSFIELD = Charlotte COLLINS
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Born in 1865, Hattie was the fifth of six children, but the youngest
child, a girl, died at the age of two.[5] Although Hattie was the name
she was known by within the Bousfield family, during the early years
of their relationship she and William used her middle name Mary,
though it is not known if this continued after they married.
There was money enough to go on holidays to the seaside, not merely
the family summer holiday, more often than not taken in September,
but also at other times if the health of a member of the family was felt
to warrant it. The Isle of Wight was the most popular destination for
many years, but later they visited other parts of the UK and from 1889
Switzerland, which was a frequent and much-loved destination
thereafter. A couple of years earlier they had rented or leased first a
house, then a cottage, in Aspley Heath a few miles to the south of
Bedford, which was close enough to allow Edward to commute to
work by train from there, and this became a second home, greatly used
over the years by many members of the family.
The whole family was very religious, Edward being a lay preacher for
the Methodists, the faith in which their children were brought up. But
it was Hattie’s mother, Charlotte, who was the dominant force in the
family. The daughter of a Congregationalist minister, she had a
decidedly puritanical outlook on life. She was committed to good
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Alpha Villa, Bedford:
Hattie’s birthplace, built by
her parents and lived in by
them 1854–1903.

works of various sorts among their less well-off neighbours, and was
the prime mover in getting a new Methodist chapel built immediately
next to their home on land Edward provided. From 1882 she became
active in the Temperance Movement, not just locally but nationally.
She enthused Hattie and Lottie to join her in all this work and once
they had finished school this formed a most important part in their
lives. While their three brothers, all older than them, were set on the
path of professional careers, the girls seem to have taken the
equivalent of A-levels. Of course, in the 1880s university and
professional study was not available to young women.
While Lottie seems to have been fully contented with helping her
mother both with her good works and at home, Hattie had other
ideas. From the age of seventeen she was studying art seriously, at first
in Bedford but from 1884 in London. Her sketchbooks survive from
the start of her studies and perhaps her earliest surviving drawing is
one of her father when the family were on holiday in Wales. This
shows a fully bearded man stretched out on a divan: opposite are the
words: ‘Oct 19/83. No 3 Marme Terrace. After a wearisome walk and
climb to the Fort above Arthog, the Pater overcome by the comforts
of his Divan takes his siesta.’ Her father would have been fifty-four at
the time.
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Hattie and Lottie Bousfield.

While studying in London, Hattie stayed with her eldest brother Will,
who was by then married and living in Cricklewood on the outskirts
of London. He had qualified as a barrister in 1880, and was making his
name as a patent lawyer. He also had political ambitions as a
Conservative. The Church of England was known as the ‘Conservative
Party at prayer’, and this no doubt helped him decide to worship with
them. It was surely his ‘conversion’ to Anglicanism that persuaded
Harriet to do the same. To claim this move was a significant act of
rebellion against her mother by Harriet may be going too far, but it
seems like a deliberate attempt to gain some control of her life from
her dominating mother. Whatever her motives, it had an important
effect. All her children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren have
been brought up as Anglicans. Harriet herself remained religious, and
she

continued

with

her

‘Temperance’

work,

an

Nonconformist – but not so much Anglican – concern.
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Teetotalism or ‘temperance’, as it was generally known at the time, was
a long-standing tenet of faith for many Nonconformist groups in
Britain, as elsewhere, but it does not seem to have become a major
political issue until late in the nineteenth century. In the USA the
movement culminated in the Prohibition Act of 1920: in Britain the
matter came to a head rather earlier with the passing by the Liberal
government of laws regulating public house hours in 1908, laws which
were only partially repealed towards the end of the century. For
William Robert's business this resulted in a cause célèbre, described
below. For the question of restricting the sale of alcohol generated
strong emotions, more like abortion now than the control of drugs or
cigarette smoking. The middle-class reformers were fervent in their
religious convictions and in their determination to save the working
man – and of course his wife and children – from the evil
consequences of drink, not merely drunkenness, but – at least as
important – from any intensification of poverty. They were
vigorously opposed not only by those keen to defend freedom of
choice, but also by the ‘Beerage’, as the enormously wealthy brewing
families were known on account of the fact that many that had been
elevated to the peerage following large donations to the Conservative
Party.
Temperance became a lifelong crusade for Harriet even after the
matter had ceased to be of major interest nationally. She continued to
campaign on coming to Nottingham, where she found ready support
for her views. One John Peck wrote to the Mayor of Nottingham in
1897 (the year after Hattie arrived there) that he had read in the
Temperance World

publication

that twenty towns,

of which

Nottingham was one, had elected teetotal mayors. He explained that
drink had ‘been his master’ until six years earlier when he had given it
up. He was, however, still saddled with debts incurred during his
drinking days and had nine children to support. He was therefore
writing to all twenty teetotal mayors asking for £2 from each to clear
his debts! One large suburb of Nottingham, West Bridgford, was for a
long time without a pub except for the one attached to the Trent
Bridge Cricket Ground, and it was not unknown for those advocating
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more to be ‘cut’ by neighbours for advocating more public houses in
the town, such was the strength of feeling even up to the Second
World War.[6]
Life in Bedford in the 1880s was probably pleasant enough, and
Harriet by her own account had ‘plenty to do’. Her art as well as
church-related activities kept her occupied. Paid work was scarcely an
option for young women of her sort, but she produced an illustrated
book of verses with a friend. This was published, but there is no
evidence of any other similar venture, except that in 1888 she and
Lottie considered a little book of illustrated poems. Hattie's sketch of
the title page survives: ‘Noel, Poems by Charlotte F. Bousfield
illustrated by H. Mary Bousfield’.
There was always the annual holiday to look forward to. Certainly
from 1883, the Bousfields went away every year, as the drawings and
paintings of her sketchbooks, many of them given both place and date,
prove. Wales, Devon (where their mother was born and brought up)
and the Lake District were early destinations. But in 1889 and again
three years later, they went to Switzerland, and in between to
Edinburgh and on to the west coast of Scotland. There were also visits
to Aunt Jenny in Southport on the Lancashire coast, and to
Bournemouth and the Isle of Wight on the South Coast. Holidays
were most often taken in September: no doubt the midsummer sun
was felt too hot for comfort (it was the Americans, used to hotter
summers at home, who made first the south of France and then the
Mediterranean generally popular for summer, as opposed to winter,
holidays).
William Robert shared bachelor rooms with Alex

Morton in

Nottingham, before Alex married Lottie, Hattie’s elder sister. Alex’s
father and Hattie’s father were colleagues at Howards agricultural
works in Bedford for a time, before Morton senior set up his own
business in Chelmsford. As a close friend of Alex, in July 1891
William was a guest at his wedding in the Methodist chapel next door
to the Bousfields’ home in Bedford, ‘our little chapel’, as Hattie’s
mother liked to call it. This wedding may have been the occasion
when William and Hattie first met, but it is perhaps more likely that
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Lottie’s wedding: from left to right: Edward Tenney Bousfield, Hattie’s
father; Morton senior, Alex’s father; Charlotte Bousfield, Hattie’s mother;
Robert Collins, Charlotte’s father; Alex Morton; Lottie; Hattie; Alex’s
best man, Alfred Robinson.
they had done so earlier, when the two sisters visited Nottingham
while Lottie was still engaged to Alex. For, as Charlotte describes it,
William was much involved with Hattie and her mother in preparing
Lottie’s and Alex’s new home in Nottingham while the two newlyweds were on honeymoon. This involved laying down the carpets and
hanging the curtains, in which William took his full part, before
inviting the two women to his lodgings for dinner. From what
Charlotte writes in her diary, William and Hattie appear to be already
much closer than a single brief meeting at her sister’s wedding would
suggest.[7]
This occasion, described in more detail later, sets the scene for William
and Hattie’s long engagement. Charlotte was not happy with William
on several grounds. He had little money and no parents to fall back on
for support; and Charlotte was well aware from her own sons’
experience in persuading their future in-laws to accept them, that
being able to support a wife in the proper manner from the start was
essential. No marriage could be envisaged if the finances were not
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right. Not having parents also had the disadvantage that there was no
one on his side whom Hattie’s parents could relate to. As Oscar Wilde
wrote at about this time ‘to have lost one parent is unfortunate: to
have lost two sounds like carelessness.’
Then there were William’s religious views and doubts. Alex, Lottie’s
husband, and his family were like the Bousfields staunch Methodists,
and while probably any respectable non-Catholic faith would have
satisfied Charlotte, lack of it was not acceptable. No one in the family,
apart from her eldest son Will, ever challenged her on matters she
deemed important; William however clearly had his own ideas on
religion and was not easily persuaded to drop them. Finally it may be
said that William’s personality simply did not appeal to her. While
both were basically serious people, William had a sense of humour,
while there is no evidence that Charlotte had any. They just never
jelled on a personal level.
The engagement had been announced as early as February 1892, just
six months after Lottie’s wedding. Charlotte’s difficulty in accepting
their relationship comes out clearly in her diary entry telling of it:
March 16th. Hattie’s birthday. She says it has been a very
happy one. A fine day (the afternoon spent in the woods at
Aspley with Papa and myself) and various letters and
presents have contributed to make it so no doubt, but a
circumstance beyond these, which I have not yet the
courage to note here, has filled up the measure. My last
home bird has become engaged and to one whose addresses
a few months since we could not have sanctioned. Mr
Hamilton is the fortunate winner.
She makes it sound like quite a battle! ‘Mr Hamilton’s views and
feelings’ were the scene of the struggle, and he had to make
concessions to get his beloved Hattie. ‘He frankly confesses’ Charlotte
continued ‘ that he is conscious of a great change in his views and
feelings since he knew Hattie, and she is satisfied with his present
ones, and so hopeful that what is good and true in either of them will
be mutually strengthened, that we have yielded to her judgment in a
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Hattie and William Robert.

matter which involves so much, and withdrawn the opposition which
we at first manifested.’[8] The actual ‘views and feelings’ at issue are not
identified, but clearly included some of William’s religious ideas. Total
abstention from alcohol was another area of conflict where William
had to give way: he had to agree to become teetotal.
Hattie’s father, too, had not been very enthusiastic about the
relationship, though one wonders if this was in part because of
Charlotte’s opposition. Will, Hattie’s eldest brother, wrote to her to
congratulate her on her engagement, and to ‘make the acquaintance of
this lucky young man. Tell him to be sure to come to see me when he
is in town’. But ‘I saw the pater the other day. He seemed more
resigned than the mater.’ Will was hopeful their mother would soon
‘become more familiarised by the idea,’ while for his part he was happy
to offer his ‘blessings on your head.’[9]
But William and Hattie were too much in love and Hattie too strong
to succumb to any pressure from her mother to drop him. Moreover,
as Charlotte herself acknowledged, William was obviously good and
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kind. Thus, though Charlotte did not warm to their relationship, she
found it impossible to prevent it. All of this of course left Hattie and
William with a problem. Hattie referred to her mother’s opposition
to their relationship and later acceptance of it in a letter to William
Robert during their engagement:
Thank you, my dearest, for your loving thought of me. The
flowers came and the book and essays, and the letter, sweetest
and best of them all. It does cheer me up to hear from my
laddie and to know that he is thinking of me. I had only
been thinking the day before we were engaged; you sent me
books when I was ill! Do you remember that you sent me
‘Rudder Grange’ and another book (I forget what)? I
remember feeling very much flattered and very guilty, because
I was so very glad to have them, and to hear from you, and I
knew that dear mother was not at all pleased. I am glad that
things are different since then, dearie. That was a wonderfully
exciting time, wasn't it?[10]
But an engagement was one thing; actually getting married was quite
another. The result was nearly five long years from Lottie’s wedding to
Hattie’s. In the end her father Edward had to help William financially
to make the wedding possible. Luckily Hattie always had the excuse of
going to Nottingham to see her sister, and stay with her for days or
even weeks at a time. By Christmas the following year, 1893, William
was sufficiently accepted to join the Bousfields in Bedford to celebrate.
It was very much a family party:
Four generations were represented. Grandpapa [Charlotte’s
ninety-two year old father] was very gently treated by all,
and he was on the whole very happy and even jocular with
his grand and great-grandchildren.[11]
William’s acceptance into the wider family was sealed by a trip he and
Hattie made to Aunt Jennie in Southport by ‘special invitation’
according to Charlotte. In fact Hattie had been planning the visit for
months. Just after the Christmas described above she wrote to
William:
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Lilies by Hattie: in 1893
Hattie had a painting
entitled ‘Lilies’ accepted for
the Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition. This
may be a study for it.

We [this seems to be herself and Lottie] have been
arranging that I shall go and see her [Lottie] before very
long and then arrange to go to Southport for Easter with
you, though of course that cannot be quite settled until we
have consulted Aunt Jennie. So we have that to look
forward to, dearest.’ In the meantime ‘I am feeling rather
sore-hearted without my dear boy.[12]
Jennie was Hattie’s father’s favourite sister and had moved to
Southport some years before, having her elderly mother living with
her in her final years.
Mr Hamilton had not been able to take a holiday earlier,
and Hattie was very well pleased to prolong hers with him
there. He has made her a present of a very beautiful
bicycle, which she learnt to ride in Nottingham, but
became more proficient on the smooth roads at Southport
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where he brought his own, and they rode a great deal
together and had a happy time generally.[13]
A splendid photograph of the two of them with their bicycles survives.
The years after Lottie married and left home cannot have been easy.
Harriet certainly spent some time on her painting; for in 1893 her
painting ‘Lilies’ was accepted for the Royal Academy's Summer
Exhibition, as was her portrait of ‘Eileen’ two years later. She had a
third acceptance – ‘Robin’ – in 1911. But she missed Lottie badly,
and naturally felt envious of her being able to be with her husband in
Nottingham. ‘My dearest,’ she wrote to William ‘I was very glad to get
your letter this morning. I could not write last night as I was so very
busy, but Lottie will take this to you, so that you will have it today.
I feel dreadfully jealous of her, to be going to Nottingham!’ She
added: To part with Lotttie seems the end of all my joys, and things
look a trifle dull.’[14]
She must have wondered at times whether William would ever be
earning enough to support a wife. Her father, who was never a rich
man, generously helped by providing guarantees and almost certainly
money, thus enabling William to take over the accountancy business
entirely.

William Robert at work
Doubtless it was the success of his business that caused William to
move offices from 4 Bridlesmith Gate, where he had first set up his
business. Getting married to the sister of an M.P. may well have
helped him get new clients. Perhaps also simply being married and
having children made him more respectable. Whatever the reason
‘I have got more new clients since baby was born’ he wrote to his
mother-in-law to inform her of Jim’s birth in August 1899 ‘than in
the whole of the preceding year, I should think. One of them – a
very complicated matter – the client himself seemed to think would
take at least two years! He is wrong there, but still it is a big and
difficult job. Another will probably take me to Berlin within the next
month or two. So it is just as well that I am not holidaymaking.’[15]
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In fact he only moved next door to no: 6 Bridlesmith Gate, ironically
above the Dog and Bear public house (which it has only in recent
years ceased to be). Judging from the outside of both buildings, one
can speculate the move provided him with more space, but other
reasons may have prompted it. Within two years he had moved again,
for Wright's Directory of Nottingham for 1898/9 lists him at Armitage
Chambers, 1st Floor, Victoria Street. Armitage Chambers was the
name given to the office space above 1–3 Victoria Street, which stands
on the corner of High Street, diagonally opposite his previous
premises in Bridlesmith Gate and right in the heart of Nottingham's
small city centre. The ground floor was occupied by Armitage
Brothers, successful grocers, seedsmen and provision merchants.
Around the same time Alex Morton set up on his own also in
Bridlesmith Gate, though in different premises from those William
had just occupied. But by 1902 William had moved upstairs to the
second floor of Armitage Chambers and Alex took over his office on
the floor below. This was William's last move, for he stayed here until
his death. While Alex shared his floor with three other firms, William
Robert occupied virtually the whole of the second floor on his own.
This enabled him to house his growing range of activities. For by 1904
William seems to have practically taken over the accountancy
profession in Nottingham! Kelly's Directory of that year carries the
following entry:
2nd Floor: W.R. Hamilton & Co. Chartered Accountant
Nottingham Society of Chartered Accountants
(W.R. Hamilton hon. sec.)
Nottingham Midland Clerks' Provident Association
(W.R. Hamilton sec)
Institute of Chartered Accountants Nottingham Branch,
library (W.R. Hamilton sec).
To cope with the increasing workload, William took on more staff.
He went into partnership with a certain Cox, probably during 1902.
Cox would have been a young man (the negotiations were conducted
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with his father, who would have put up the money) and the junior
partner, but no deeds of partnership survive. Indeed the only
information we have on the matter comes from a draft letter dated
15th August 1903, penned by William, asking for the termination of the
partnership on the grounds that ‘I do not think your heart is in your
work’. William indicated his desire to settle the matter generously by
returning all the money Cox had put up (£1150) and allowing him to
retain the profit he had earned to date, amounting to £133.
William never took on another partner; but he had intended to. For in
the summer of 1904 he engaged Harold Howitt as an articled clerk,
who, as was normal in those days, paid William to train him. Howitt
was to become a leading light in the profession, being elected
President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants and knighted for
his work. His memoirs throw light on William not just as an employer
but as a person: ‘Hamilton was a grand principal, taking a great
interest in me and helping me no end… he was a keen Liberal and a
violent teetotaller.’
He served articles until 1909 when William told him to go to London
to gain wider experience, finding him an opening with Peat (later Peat
Marwick Mitchell). The plan was for him to spend for two years with
Peat and then return to Nottingham to take up a partnership with
William. As he was leaving London in 1911, however, Peat told him
that if he had not already been offered a partnership in Nottingham
he would have found him something. He had clearly made a big
impression. On his return to Nottingham Howitt reported this to
William, who at once released him from any obligation to stay with
him, telling him ‘like the gent he was’ to ask what Peat had in mind.
Peat then offered him a partnership in Middlesborough. Howitt
remained with Peat for fifty-two years, fifty of them as a partner: ‘If it
had not been for that farewell conversation, I should probably have
spent the rest of my life happily in my native city’.[16]
Then, at the start of 1905, William Robert took on John Billson as
‘Clerk in his business of a Chartered Accountant’ at a salary of £150
for the first year, rising by £10 p.a. for the next two years. Billson
stayed with him and became his right hand man. In 1914 writing to
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his son Jim at boarding school, William tells him that a visit to the
school from ‘Thursday to Monday is all I can manage.’ For ‘I do not
go away at the same time as Mr Billson if I can help it’ and he was
due to start his holiday.
In the public domain, too, all went well. He had been a prime mover
in forming of the Nottingham Society of Chartered Accountants in
March 1901; indeed it was he who made the announcement to the
Institute of Chartered Accountants, as the national body of the
accountancy profession was then known. He acted as its first Secretary
and Treasurer, and clearly had some influence in drawing up its rules,
as some of them followed standard Scottish rather than English
practice, as The Accountant in its article on the society’s formation
noted.
The Accountant is notably fulsome in its praise for William Robert:
Especially do we think the new society has been fortunate
in securing the services of so able an Honorary Secretary
and Treasurer as Mr. W.R. Hamilton. At the General
Meeting of the Institute Mr. Hamilton proved himself to
be a speaker of very considerable ability, and this is a
statement of fact which we have no doubt will be
unhesitatingly admitted even by those who do not see their
way to agree with all the views that he then put forward…
Under the guidance of a Secretary both able and energetic,
having at the same time a well-defined and high ideal of
the scope and future of the accountancy profession, The
Nottingham Society of Chartered Accountants, can, we
think, hardly fail to have a useful and successful career
before it.[17]
No mention of the President or Vice-President of the new Society!
William Robert was still the society’s Secretary in 1904. Then in 1909
he became President and during his time in office he and Hattie threw
a party for the President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants,
the profession's top man nationally. In the same year he was appointed
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a magistrate (J.P.), setting the seal on his success as one of
Nottingham's ruling elite.
But this was not all. ‘He was a man of quite exceptional activity’
according to The Accountant, the profession’s official journal in its
obituary of him, and became ‘a recognised authority on accountancy.’
He published a book on Modern Bookkeeping in 1912, which ‘aroused
much interest.’ He also lectured to accountants’ societies around the
country and wrote frequent articles for The Accountant. He was ‘a
fluent speaker’ whose ‘remarks were always listened to with much
interest.’[18] His last professional contribution to this journal was
printed only a few days before his death. In a letter concerning
‘Depreciation of Plant’ – that is, industrial machinery and the like –
he concluded that
… the expenditure on plant which over a number of years
has been charged to capital is a good guide to the amount
which should be reserved annually for depreciation. It is
certainly as good a guide as the general statement that the
proper rate of depreciation for this or that kind of plant is so
much percent.
How far he had been helped – paradoxically – in his professional
career by his brother-in-law Will's position as a Conservative M.P (he
had been first elected in a high profile by-election in 1892) is
impossible to judge precisely, but it certainly helped him. There is no
evidence either that the difference in politics caused serious family
tensions. For though Hattie had taken on her brother's religion, her
politics she shared with her husband. Her feelings when Will lost his
seat – just – in the great Liberal triumph of 1906 can only be
guessed at. Probably Will's rather left-wing brand of Conservatism
ensured that there was little fundamental difference in their outlook
on life.
Staff numbers continued to grow. Sometime in the middle of 1916, as
the government sought to find more men for military service, William
completed an official form on his staff, retaining the duplicate as was
required. On this he stated that in July 1914 he employed nine
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persons, seven males and two females. By February 1916 only two of
the men had left for military service and been replaced by women, the
total number of staff remaining the same. His replies to further
questions makes it clear that it is not the lack of suitable women that
makes further substitution of women for men difficult, but the
particular demands of the work.
William lists four ‘special features of Accountants' work:
1. The work is skilled... even an intelligent young person
takes at least a year to make even a good junior clerk.
2. Much of the audit work is done at the offices of the
client. Clients have not become accustomed to female
clerks. Clerks generally work in couples.... It is not usually
desirable to send as a couple a male and a female clerk....
3. The sex difficulty is much accentuated when (as often
happens) the work is to be done in (another) town...
4. There is some work falling to accountants where almost
any man is better than a woman – investigations to
discover fraud, investigations under the Trading with the
Enemy Act. Physical force is not needed but sometimes the
work comes very near the point at which it would fail if
there were not the possibility of some force behind it.
While his fourth point is perhaps the most surprising – the inference
is that he or his staff had been threatened with violence when
investigating fraud, and that there was more trading with the enemy
than was officially admitted – other themes that arise from this list
are perhaps more relevant and interesting. The first is the position of
women. The First World War was the watershed in position of women
in society, probably more important in its effects than the feminist
movement of the seventies and onwards. Total war was a new
phenomenon and it required total commitment. Women were the
great unused resource particularly in a country which had long since
forgotten its peasant past. During the war women found themselves
doing a huge variety of jobs almost no one thought them capable of
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before. After the war there was of course much going back, but the
dam had been broken, hard as traditionalists might try to mend it.
William, while seemingly at pains not to run down women, does not,
in his return, sound especially enthusiastic about their employment. As
a businessman, he was concerned about clients' reaction to them as
auditors, but as a progressive thinker, one might have expected more
from him. It is far from clear for example why ‘it is not usually
desirable to send as a couple a male and a female clerk’. It sounds
more an excuse than a reason. The other point of interest to emerge
from this return is the general growth in the company. This is
indicated not merely by the number of staff, but by the fact that much
of the work was being carried out for clients based outside
Nottingham. Clearly William had a wide reputation. His son Jim
claimed that at the time of his death he was about to be used by the
government for advice on taxation matters, but whether this was on a
political or a professional basis, is not known.
Whatever his wider success, the account that caused William the
greatest

trouble

arose

from

a

Nottingham-based

client.

The

Nottingham Brewery affair was still a source of much bitterness in the
family long after William's death. It may be a coincidence that the
brewery was owned and run by a family named Cox. This is a common
enough name but it would add spice to the tale if one of them was the
father of William's erstwhile partner. The affair arose from the Liberal
government's determination to control the sale of alcohol by allowing
it only through approved – ‘licenced’ – outlets at restricted times.
The brewery owners naturally opposed the proposed legislation. As a
prominent local Liberal, William became suspect in the eyes of the
directors of the Company of which he was auditor.
The first rumblings seem to have occurred in the spring of 1908 when
he was asked by the Chairman, Charles Cox, for his views on the
Licensing Bill. The undercopy of his reply dated 16th March survives. It
is both diplomatic and reassuring:
... the present agitation against the Bill is very natural... if
the brewers think their interests attacked, I can well
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understand their resenting it.... I think it will [diminish
drinking], but, because of the reduced expenses... it will not
reduce brewing profit. If I were a brewer I should not like
the bill. But I think it is conceived in the public interest,
and I do not think it will have for the brewing trade
anything like the disastrous consequences which are
foretold.
He is careful to confine his comments to the business aspects of the
matter and refrains from raising the moral and social factors which
certainly bulked large in his mind.
His conciliatory approach had only temporary success. In November
he wrote formally to the Directors of the Nottingham Brewery Ltd: ‘I
conceive it to be possible that the political situation in regard to
licensing matters may cause you to think that your Company's books
should be audited by someone more in harmony with the Conservative
Party than I as a Liberal can be.’ There can be no doubt that William
privately thought such an attitude cast a monstrous slur on his
professional integrity: ‘Not that political views do in fact make a
difference to any self-respecting professional man’. But he had an
important client to retain, and he took particular care drafting the
letter, writing it first by hand and then correcting the typescript. ‘Such
being the circumstances. I should be glad to know... whether I have, as
auditor, your complete confidence’. If not, ‘I do not propose to offer
myself for re-election’.
The same day, 25th November, the Chairman wrote back to him, quite
formally but in his own hand. He acknowledged receipt of William's
letter: ‘I will lay the same before my directors at the next board
meeting’. That the personal relationship between the two men had
remained intact until then is suggested by Cox's final sentence: ‘I must
compliment you on the bold and manly tone of your letter’. The board
met on 11th December and later that day Cox wrote again to William.
It was not good news: ‘In the opinion of the board the views you hold
with regard to Brewery companies generally, as expressed in your
letters, are NOT IN ACCORD with the interests of the Shareholders
of this company. 'You cannot hunt with the hare and run with the
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hounds'. The tone of your letters clearly shows that you appreciate this
fact.’ A formal letter of resignation as auditor would, therefore, be
accepted.
This was a blow but hardly unexpected. Insult was added to injury,
however, by the statement on his resignation in the Annual Report.
The company year ended on 31th December and the company's Annual
Report and Statement of Accounts, audited by William, of course,
came out on 18th February. But unknown to him in advance, the
Report stated: ‘The Auditors, W.R. Hamilton & Co., retire, and do not
offer themselves for re-election. The cause for the retirement is that
the active part taken by Mr. W.R. Hamilton in support of the
Licensing Act was felt to be highly antagonistic to the interests of all
brewery shareholders’. This produced a furious reply from William.
Writing formally as from his own company, he desired
… to inform you clearly and distinctly that the alleged
cause of our retirement is absolutely incorrect. Our
Mr.W.R. Hamilton did not take an active part in support
of the Licensing Act; on the contrary he took no part
whatever... the introduction of any political feeling into the
management of a business concern is entirely improper... In
the circumstances we do not of course wish to act further
as your auditors.
But that horse had already been pushed firmly out to pasture: the
stable door was shut fast against him.
No doubt the Nottingham Brewery felt the need to explain the
resignation of their auditor in a way which did not put their financial
soundness or management probity into question. So the matter was for
them somewhat delicate, and may explain, but does not excuse, their
blaming William for their own decision. No doubt, too, they felt
strongly about the new law: they believed their business to be
threatened. The company results for 1908 lend some credence to these
fears: the turnover of their main brewery business was down by a sixth
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(£72,000 to £60,000) from the previous year, and while costs were wellcontrolled, profit had suffered; and most of that was due on fixed
interest charges. Thus anxiety fuelled their political antagonism.
But William, too, was anxious. He was a Liberal dependent entirely on
the goodwill of businessmen, who at that time overwhelmingly owned
the businesses they ran. Businessmen are generally Conservative, and
William's concern that the Brewery directors' ‘judgment’ that ‘unless
the political opinions of the auditors are in harmony with their own
he cannot satisfactorily discharge his professional duty to the
Shareholders’ would be more widely held, comes through in his letter.
There is no evidence, however, that the affair had any longer-term
consequences for either party.
In addition to all these work-based activities William was much
involved in local politics and political societies and in charitable work,
as is described below. Not only that, but he was a husband and the
father of three young children, and it is to the life of his family we
must now turn.
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Chapter Eleven
Domestic Joys:
The Hamiltons at home

Blest that abode where want and pain repair,
And every stranger finds a ready chair.
Blest be those feasts, with simple plenty crowned,
Where all the ruddy family around
Laugh at the jests or pranks that never fail,
Or sigh with pity at some mournful tale.
Oliver Goldsmith: The Traveller Or A Prospect of Society.

After their long engagement William Robert and Hattie were
eventually married on 2nd June 1896 at Southend Wesleyan Chapel, just
over the road from the Bousfield family home in Bedford, ‘according
to the rites and ceremonies of the Wesleyan Methodists.’ He was
thirty-four years old, she was thirty-one. The chapel had been built in
1873 in green fields on one of the main roads leading south out of
Bedford, on land provided by the Hattie’s father, and it owed its
existence almost entirely to the fund-raising efforts of her mother. She
called it ‘our little chapel,’ an epithet that was thoroughly appropriate
except as far as its size was concerned. The weather was ‘most
fortunate’ according to her mother. A party of around thirty had
lunch at 1 o’clock in a marquee at Alpha Villa, the Bousfield home.
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William HAMILTON

Edward Tenney BOUSFIELD

= Eliza CONNELL

= Charlotte COLLINS

William Robert HAMILTON = Harriett Mary BOUSFIELD

Alison Mary

James Alan Bousfield

Margaret

= Dorothy TATE

Robert Bousfield
= Margery ROBERTS

The service was held at 2.30, conducted by the local minister aided by
Charles Moore, a missionary cousin. ‘Miss Bousfield was attired in a
costume of ondine silk with tulle veil and a wreath of Scotch roses in
compliment to the bridegroom’s nationality. She wore no special
ornaments beyond a pearl and moonstone brooch, a gift of her sister’
according the local Bedford paper.[1]
Three Bousfield nieces and the daughter of William’s late half-brother
were bridesmaids. They ‘wore pale green dresses of flowered muslin
with hats trimmed with chiffon and roses’. Charlotte, Hattie’s mother,
thought they looked ‘very proud and pretty holding their baskets of
flowers.’ William’s boyhood friend (by now Dr) Duncan Macnair, was
best man. Among the forty guests who returned to the garden after
the service were Margaret Hamilton, widow of William Robert's halfbrother, and a Connell uncle and aunt – probably the youngest
Connell brother James and his wife. Hattie’s brother Edward took the
photo before they all moved to the drawing room for the cake to be
cut. The bridal couple were away by 5 p.m. to catch the train to
Scotland for their honeymoon. Charlotte, Hattie’s mother, noted over
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Southend Chapel, Bedford:
situated immediately over
the road from Alpha Villa
and where both Hattie and
Lottie were married. It
owed its existence to their
mother’s determination and
fund–raising efforts.

a hundred wedding presents: ‘If we may judge of the esteem in which
both Mr Hamilton and Hattie are held by the quantity and quality of
their wedding gifts, they are fortunate indeed in deserving it.’[2]
Among the presents was ‘a beautiful oak tea-tray with a plate for the
inscription in the centre’ given by ‘about 80 of our poorer neighbours’
whom Hattie had been working with up till then. Also ‘the men from
the railway whom she had so long been accustomed to visit in their
hut sent their offerings of a framed text and a workbox.’ All these
were entertained to tea a couple of days later by Charlotte. The
Bousfields were nothing if not do-gooders.
En passant, it is instructive to note the change in the occupations of
the male members of the family over a century. Of William and
Hattie’s grandfathers, John Hamilton was a handloom weaver turned
shopkeeper-cum-innkeeper; John Connell a millworker promoted to
supervisor; William Bousfield an ironmonger; Robert Collins a
Congregationalist minister. Of their fathers, William Hamilton was a
salesman and Edward Bousfield a design engineer, who qualified as a
barrister late in life. At the end of the century Hattie’s eldest brother,
Will, was a barrister as well as an MP; Edward was a doctor and
medical researcher; John a patent agent; Lottie’s husband Alex a
solicitor; William himself an accountant.
After a honeymoon on the Scottish island of Arran, William and
Hattie set up home in Nottingham. They moved into 2 Cranmer
Street, on the corner of Mapperley Road, half-a-mile or so from
Alexandra Park, where Lottie and Alex lived. The house, which still
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William and Hattie’s wedding: taken at Alpha Villa, Hattie’s childhood
home in Bedford. Hattie sits beside her mother. Her father stands
between and behind the married couple. Dr MacNair, William’s best
man, is the left hand man with the moustache on the back row. Notice
the maids behind on the right.
stands, is a handsome building in the Victorian Gothic style. It lies in
a good residential area, though most of the former private houses
between it and the city centre less than a mile away have now been
converted into offices. It looks grander than it is with its wide
frontage and shallow depth. Here their first two children Alison Mary
and James Alan Bousfield, usually known as Jim, were born within
eighteen months of each other; Alison on 12th January 1898 and Jim 8th
August 1899.[3]
Shortly after Jim’s birth, however, they moved in next door to Lottie
and Alex, taking the other half of the semi-detached house. Although
today the term ‘semi-detached’ conjures up thirties suburbia with its
seemingly endless vistas of modest bay-windowed houses, the Victorian
original was generally much more imposing. ‘East Dene’ at any rate,
like ‘Charnwood House’ next door, comprised four stories. There was
a substantial cellar, the ground floor with two large reception rooms,
large kitchen and small scullery, and then two floors with five
bedrooms and a bathroom. A further, attic, bedroom was later added
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Hattie, Alison and Jim.
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Jim and Alison.
for Jim, from which he on one occasion climbed out and stuck all
Alison's plasticine onto the roof ridge, terrifying his mother. There
was, however, no garage nor its nineteenth century equivalent, a
coach-house. One of the bedrooms was needed, of course, for the two
living-in servants, typical of those found in nearly every middle class
home at this time.
Outside the garden stretched to an acre or more. It contained not only
an orchard and vegetable garden, but also both tennis and croquet
lawns; all of which needed a gardener to tend it. The comparison of
this with Lottie and Alex's tiny plot – just a small front garden and
nothing behind or at the side of the house – always caused comment
in the family. The property lay in an exclusive area of Nottingham,
named Alexandra Park after the then Princess of Wales, the Danish
wife of the future King Edward VII, whom he had married in 1863:
John Player, the cigarette magnate, lived at the other end of the road.
In addition to domestic servants the Hamiltons employed Miss Corrall
for the children. She was taken on while Alison was still a baby. In
spite of this, she was always known as a governess rather than a nanny.
This certainly reflected her employers' desire that her charges should
be given an upbringing of moral and intellectual improvement.
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East Dene, Nottingham: the Hamiltons home from 1900. Charnwood
House, the home of Lottie and Alex, forms the further half of the
building.

The plans of East Dene and Charnwood House.
Left: Ground floor. Right: Upper floors.
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Charnwood House 1892: a painting by Hattie. The front door of East
Dene can also be seen. The painting perhaps makes the house seem
smaller than it is.
Unfortunately for all concerned, children respond better to love than
to lectures, for the result was a rather unloving regime. The two elder
children suffered badly from this, Alison the most. Her memories of
Miss Corrall were bitter. There is no doubt all three were difficult
children, very clever and increasingly awkward, and Miss Corrall had
neither the ability to cope with their intelligence nor the warmth to
handle their unhappiness.
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In this latter she seems to have been joined by their parents. Those of
us who are parents are only too well aware of how ready the world is
to blame parents for all their children's faults. Nevertheless the
impression remains that William and Hattie were more interested in
their outside activities than in their children. Alison maintained that
the first word she learnt was ‘committee’, the result of her parents
being involved in so many of these. Whatever the reason it must be
said that William and Hattie were not successful as parents. Alison and
Jim never managed to achieve full emotional maturity, and this
blighted not only their personal lives, but also severely affected their
success in their working lives. For all their great intelligence and
energy, neither of them reached their full potential in their work.
In November 1902 Hattie had a second daughter named Margaret after
the aunt who had effectively been William’s mother in Glasgow. But
sadly she died a month later on Christmas Eve and ‘she lay in her
coffin all Christmas Day, a sad one for her parents’.[4] Then, after a gap
of five years, came Robert, born on 24th February 1907, and known as
Robin or Bobbie in his younger days and later as Bob.
In 1903 a big change in their family life had taken place. Hattie’s
father Edward retired from his job as chief engineer and designer for
Howard’s of Bedford, at one time probably the world’s largest
manufacturer of farm implements and machinery. Leaving their longtime home there they moved to 44 Mapperley Road, half-a-mile away
from their two daughters. Though Edward had been born and grew up
in Newark, not twenty miles from Nottingham, and they had met
there when Charlotte was a governess at Edward’s mother’s school,
this does not seem to have been a factor in their choice of
Nottingham. They chose it because quite by chance their two
daughters lived there. They were in fact never wholly settled in their
new home town, and often appeared to regret they had not chosen to
live in London near their three sons and families, especially their
eldest Will and his wife Florence, whom Charlotte seemed to love
more even than her daughters.
Though both of them were in their seventiess at the time of the move,
they remained very active for many years. Nevertheless they were
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happy to be treated as old folks over the actual process, leaving this to
their daughters, while they holidayed at their second home in Apsley
Heath or with their sons in London. ‘At the end of the week
following March 24th the packing of our furniture was complete and
five vans and two outside loads were dispatched to Nottingham. We
finally left Bedford on April 1st, but were not allowed to go to our
new abode until our daughters pronounced themselves ready to
received us in it.’ This was not until May 1st ‘when we found our new
home so completely arranged with our old surroundings that the
strangeness was much subdued.’ Lottie had been busy organising the
inside, while Hattie had been working on the garden, ‘a neglected
place, especially in one dull corner, which with a man’s help she
managed to transform into quite a picturesque rockery.’ Their parents
‘had only to walk into the house to be welcomed by them with open
arms, everything ready to sit down to our first meal.’[5] They were
indeed fortunate to be blessed with such obliging and loving
daughters!
The fact that Hattie and Lottie did not go out to work was of course
a crucial difference between then and now, and gave them the time
and energy to take such a dominant role in setting up their parents’
new home. But a difference in attitudes is also surely part of the
explanation of why their parents felt content to let their daughters
arrange their new home. For other descriptions in Charlotte’s dairies
point to similar situations, where setting up a new home was
apparently happily left to others. This shows how difficult it can be to
get into the mindset of people in the past. The move meant that not
only were Charlotte and Edward themselves very much involved with
the Hamiltons, but their presence brought many visits from Hattie’s
relatives to Nottingham. These were recorded by her mother in the
diary which she had begun as long ago as 1878 but had left off after
Hattie and William’s wedding. Now ‘more than seven years have
passed since I took up my pen to note the occurrences of family life.’[6]
This new diary, which Charlotte continued in some detail until 1916
and more briefly for the next three years, is the most valuable source
of information on the family life of the Hamiltons over these years.
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She makes only one mention of any visits by William’s relatives,
however. There probably were few of these, but William seems to have
made frequent if not annual trips to Scotland, sometimes as part of a
family holiday, sometimes on his own, and surviving letters and
photographs show he kept in touch certainly with his half-brother’s
family and other Scottish connections.
The move of the Hamiltons to East Dene, sharing the building with
Lottie and Alex, shows how well the two families got on together.
William and Alex, as we have seen, were friends before either of them
married, and the two sisters, though very different in temperament,
had always been close. Their mother described their relationship on
her move to Nottingham: ‘Our two daughters now and for two or
three years past have lived in adjoining houses in Alexandra Park, and
Lottie’s love of the little ones seems almost equal to Hattie’s. They are
as true sisters as ever and delight in helping each other.’ [7] In contrast
it is safe to say that Charlotte and William Robert never warmed to
each other. She refers to him as Mr Hamilton, W.R. Hamilton or
Hattie’s husband, never by his Christian name. In return his letters to
her begin ‘Dear Mrs Bousfield.’ Even allowing for Victorian formality
this sounds less than enthusiastic on both sides, especially as she
always referred to Lottie’s husband as Alex.
Charlotte’s coolness to William Robert went back to their earliest
encounters. In August 1891 while Lottie and Alex were on their
honeymoon, Charlotte and Hattie travelled to Nottingham to put the
newly-weds’ house in order. ‘Putting carpets down and curtains up was
the work of the first days. The curtains Hattie did chiefly with the
assistance of Mr Hamilton who most readily volunteered to help us in
any way. He came to tea with us several times, and afterwards
mounted the high steps to hang the curtains which Hattie had
prepared. His coming was a great assistance to us and very kindly
intended, but for several reasons I should have preferred doing
without it. I could not refuse his repeated invitation to go to his
rooms, which Alex used to occupy with him.’[8] After curtain-hanging
and visits to a friend and Nottingham Castle picture gallery, William
Robert made ‘a substantial meal’ for them at his rooms.
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Alison and Jim, aged about
seven and six years old.

The wider Bousfield family, however, was keen to be together and
often visited each other. This was made easy by the railways, then at
their peak, so that travel around the country and especially to London,
where all the Bousfield sons and their families lived, was quick and
convenient. Another factor which made these visits easier were the
servants which all of them employed. When the eldest of Hattie’s
brothers, Will, and his wife Florence celebrated their silver wedding at
their home in Hendon, north London, in April 1904 Hattie and
William attended the family gathering there, but were able to leave the
young Alison and James, aged six and five respectively, at home in the
care of Miss Corrall and the servants.
There were plenty of relatives to visit and come visiting. Even before
Hattie married and started a family herself, her mother described a
family gathering at the home of her eldest son Will:
Great-grandparent [her father Robert Collins then well
into his 90s], grandparents, 9 sons and daughters (including
spouses), and 11 grandchildren, in all 25 with two little
ones in the nursery. Truly few parents have more reason to
be thankful for the temporal blessing bestowed on their
children than we have… In the afternoon with my husband
I set our 13 grandchildren in a row according to their
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height, and beginning at the top put half a crown into the
hand of each one.[9]
As these grandchildren grew up, they came on their own or with their
partners. They stayed with the Hamiltons as often as not, or went
there for meals and other entertainment, and these entries in
Charlotte’s diary give us a window into life at home for the family.
For example grandson Malcolm stayed a fortnight with them in the
spring of 1905, ‘very busy in his Uncle Hamilton’s garden making
steps to a terrace and other alterations, for which he got praise and
pay.’[10]
Three years later – doubtless there had been a number of unrecorded
visits in the meantime – Charlotte recorded:
Whitsuntide has pleasantly passed. During the holiday
weekend we have had visits from our eldest grandson and
his wife [George and Ida], also from Edward’s two sons
Alec and Malcolm. The latter came by invitation on the
Saturday and spent the first days of his holiday with his
Aunt Lottie, who is always ready to entertain her nephews
and nieces. In addition to our grandchildren, my husband
brought back with home from Southport [where he had
been clearing up after the death of his sister, Jenny] Mrs
Cato.[11]
Mrs Cato was Hattie’s father’s youngest – and now last surviving –
sister Hannah Maria, who normally lived in South Africa at this
time. She came rather too often and stayed rather too long – three
weeks on this occasion – for Charlotte’s liking.
The year 1911 was especially busy for visitors at both 44 Mapperley
Road and East Dene. In February ‘I have had a visit from a very sweet
woman, the granddaughter of my mother’s sister Lilian Akerman. My
last visitors, an unexpected pleasure, were my son John and Winnie for
the week-end.’ Then in the summer ‘Eric and Dorothy had been
spending a fortnight at East Dene’ – this must have been sometime in
May or June.[12]
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King George V was not crowned until June 22nd of this
year. The next day Mattie and Maud accompanied Hattie
and her husband to the Sheriff’s Garden party. On their
return we met them at Hattie’s to spend the evening which
passed very pleasantly. Hattie played her guitar and sang,
Maud gave us one of her clever violin executions and the
evening concluded with a game of Lottie’s invention, a
Coronation game from the letters forming ‘George and
Mary.[13]
Then
… from the first week in July to the last week in August
we had a succession of family visitors. First in July
Florence came for a short visit. Then my husband’s sister
Mrs Cato for a much longer one. Maud stayed with us for
a fortnight. Winnie was with Hattie. Evelyn came in and
out, her visit was between her Aunt Hattie first and then
at Sir John Turney’s with her special friend Maud. Last but
not least came Bruce to wish us good-bye before leaving
for British Columbia.

[14]

But this was not the end of it:
The marriage of Eric and Dorothy Adam were two other
grandchildren to add to the list. They were to have been my
visitors but owing to Aunt Cato’s being with us they were
entertained by Hattie coming to us occasionally. As a family
we have been much scattered during the last fortnight,
Hattie and her family in Scotland, Florence and Will in
Germany, to which they went to take Elspeth who is to stay
in Berlin for six months for the language.[15]
Finally
Malcolm has paid us a visit or rather his Aunt Hattie for
sleeping. His Uncle W R Hamilton is accountant for a
motor Co that with small beginnings in Nottingham now
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has several branches in Derby and other towns and is still
extending.[16]
As a result of this William got Malcolm a job with this company.
The following year, 1912, was rather quieter, however:
The holiday time has been more quiet than formerly.
Neither of our sons have been to see us, and there seems
no probability of their coming for some time. Maud came
to visit her Aunt Hattie last week, and on Tuesday this
week Hilda and Elspeth arrived on a visit to their aunts,
and the same day came to see us for the evening, and were
very merry over a drawing game in which their Grandpapa
amused them greatly by his production of it.[17]

Christmas
Christmas too was, of course, a time of family gathering. We know
nothing of William’s Scottish Christmases as a child, if indeed they
were

celebrated.

The

Scots’

Presbyterian

philosophy

considered

Christmas fun as a pagan survival not to be encouraged in any way.
New Years’ Day was the Scots’ big party time. The Bousfields in
Bedford, however, while also being very religious, enjoyed their
Christmas festivities in a surprisingly modern way. ‘We had a very
lively evening, about which Lottie will tell you.’ Hattie wrote to
William Robert a couple of days after Christmas 1893.
I wished that my dear boy could have been there, for I
think you would have been so amused, dearie, and pleased
too. People seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly, and the
crackers were a great delight. It nearly upset my gravity at
prayers (and it is a very good thing that you were not
there then!) to see the ‘friends’ kneel down in sweet
forgetful unconsciousness of the tall cracker-caps nodding
on their heads. I got a mask with a long red nose! It was
also a source of great joy, but I did not keep it on for
prayers![18]
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The Hamilton Christmases were by no means confined to those living
in Nottingham; often one or two other younger family members were
present as well. In 1903, the year her parents moved to Nottingham,
Hattie gathered them all in the afternoon at East Dene; that is
Charlotte and Edward, Lottie and Alex, Hattie herself, William, Alison
and Jim, as well as nephew Malcolm Bousfield who was staying with
them. The Christmas tree was
… set in the centre of the drawing room and hung and
surrounded by Christmas presents from each to all. W.
Hamilton as Father Christmas clad in scarlet gown and
cotton wool beard and wig distributed them with Hattie’s
help in amusing speeches and conversation much to the
delight of Alison and Jim and almost as much to the older
members of the family. Servants too came in for their share
of gifts.[19]
This became something of a family tradition. Two years later
Charlotte described the almost identical scene, though a neighbour
took aver the job of Father Christmas, doubtless because the children
were old enough now (Alison was nearly eight) to have recognised
their father in disguise.[20] The following year Hattie had not been well,
spending several days in bed just before Christmas. So Charlotte and
Edward entertained them all plus three Swiss girls, friends from the
holidays the Bousfields had spent in Switzerland. Together with six
servants Charlotte noted they made up a party of ‘in all 17.’ As in
previous years they gathered at 4 p.m.. Jim and Alison were old
enough now to recite poetry and play a duet on the piano. But after
the meal they seem to have been taken away when ‘the seniors had
singing and music etc.’[21]
Christmas 1908 was also marred by illness, both William and Bob
‘being too unwell to leave the house.’ Lottie too had not been well,
and as a result she and Alex accepted an invitation to spend Christmas
with her youngest brother John and family in London. They were
replaced by one of Charlotte’s nieces and her son who were staying
with her. William was well enough to ‘impersonate Father Christmas’
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The Hamiltons circa 1902.
again, followed by ‘music and recitations from Alison and Jim.’ On
Boxing Day only Hattie, Alison and Jim were fit enough to go to
Mapperley Road, where they had a ‘… lively evening. A new game and
pictures from Punch and then recitations filled the time after tea –
from Alison ‘Mr Nobody’ then Jim’s ‘The Pied Piper,’ and then their
grandmother revived the learning of near 70 years by reciting ‘The
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Hebrew Mother’. Thus ended another happy Christmas.’[22] It was one,
though, in which Bob had not been well enough to take part.
Christmas 1909 was marked by the absence of Alison in Switzerland
(see below) and a telephone call by Charlotte to her sons Edward and
John in London. The fact that she noted the fact in her diary suggests
this was an unusual event.[23] The following year Chrjstmas was
celebrated by the three families on Boxing Day
… the celebrations having been put off as Christmas Day
was a Sunday. Lottie and Alex Morton dined with us off
turkey which for more than 40 years past has been sent to
us by the firm my husband served so long and so well…
After dinner we all adjoined to East Dene for the usual
distribution of gifts by Father Christmas and for the
Christmas tree.[24]
‘Alison and Robin had been kept in by severe colds,’ their grandmother noted
… and were wrapped up, to come down from the nursery
to the drawing room where all including the servants from
our three houses assembled and all received presents. Hattie
has been very busy for the comfort of her father and
mother and had made us each a padded and fur-covered
hassock, which I under the dining table and husband under
his writing table find most useful in cold weather. Presents
from the children and grandchildren have been poured on
us until I forget from whom they came.[25]
At nearly thirteen years old Alison was still confined to the nursery at
home.
Two years later, at Christmas 1912, the two sisters had their parents
living with them, following a drama with the servants at Mapperley
Road. Sixteen years earlier Charlotte had taken on a former inmate of
the Home for Inebriate Women which she had in effect set up and run
in Sydenham for the British Womens Temperance Society. This
woman, also called Harriet, had proved an excellent servant over all
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Alison, Jim and Bob.

the intervening years: ‘ On April 13th, ten days after our return from
the Hydro in Derbyshire, I find I wrote that we found all in order and
were ‘welcomed by our now well-tried servant Harriett with smiles’
and that leaving nearly all household arrangements to her ‘after nearly
16 years experience, I was not disappointed.’[26]
Early one morning Lottie had discovered some empty spirit bottles in
Harriett’s bedroom. She immediately consulted Hattie and their
husbands and together they determined
… to save me the task which they undertook, to give poor
miserable Harriett the choice of an immediate journey to
the railway or the Police Station. This before I was out of
bed or knew of their discoveries, not of drunkenness only,
but of its usual accompaniments, deceit and dishonesty.
Violent retching at night, supposed invalid in the morning
they found her in bed! Mr Hamilton told her to rise for
[the] cab waiting and [the] next train. In less than half on
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hour without word of expostulation she had gone. Further
delinquencies I will not note.[27]
Not surprisingly Charlotte felt deeply disappointed by the betrayal of
someone she believed she had saved from a life of drunkenness and
depravity. Whether ‘Mr Hamilton’ as a magistrate had second thoughts
about the appropriateness of letting go a likely thief is not recorded.
Charlotte’s cook left soon after this, unwilling to serve on her own, so
the old folks, now well into their eighties, moved in with their
daughters over Christmas and beyond. Otherwise Christmas was
celebrated as in previous years. ‘Dear Hattie provided the usual
Christmas tree; whilst the lights lasted, the children sang carols.’ The
presents which ‘filled three large clothes baskets’ were distributed ‘by
W R Hamilton under his mask and white beard and scarlet cloak.’[28]
The next year Lilian Akerman was again with them for Christmas,
while the two elder children had just returned from boarding school
– ‘Alison at Darlington and James somewhere further north’ – and
Robin from his long ‘stay with his nurse at ‘The Bungalow’ which is
now the seaside home for Hattie and her family at Trusthorpe.’ The
‘usual festivities‘ were put on by the Hamiltons for the family:
… the Christmas tree and distribution of gifts many by
Father Christmas as dressed in his scarlet robe and
disfigured by a mask and tremendous beard. Both our
maids, who are new since last Christmas, were also present
and much amused and pleased at their share of the gifts.
We had tea after and some guessing game, a violin duet by
Alison and her mother at the piano, some Christmas carols
and altogether a pleasant evening.[29]
Next Christmas was celebrated in much the same way, but the war had
started and some of the present-giving was replaced by knitting socks
for soldiers (see below). After that no information on the family
Christmas celebrations survives.
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Holidays
The bungalow at Thrusthorpe near Skegness was the last holiday
destination for the family as a whole. Family holidays had begun while
Jim and Alison were still very young. Jim recounted his earliest
memories of family holidays:
My father, Glasgow-born, had taken to himself an English
wife and was well content to be settled in Nottingham. But
at holiday time his thoughts strayed north, and each
September for several years found the family on trek for
some destination beyond the Border. This went on until
my father decided the whole thing was costing too much,
and we settled for a bungalow on the Lincolnshire coast.
But our Scottish pilgrimages meant that by the age of nine
I was a fairly seasoned traveller.[30]
In fact taking holidays had been a family activity from long before Jim
was old enough to be aware of them. The Victorians invented the
annual family holiday, and Jim’s grandparents, Charlotte and Edward
Bousfield, and their family had enthusiastically embraced the idea. We
know a great deal about their holidays because Charlotte wrote at
length about them in her diaries, which begin in 1878; indeed
describing them was one of her major topics. Another important
source of information are Hattie’s paintings and sketchbooks. Many of
these are inscribed with the date and place of their creation. The
earliest of them are dated 1883 and they continue in virtually
unbroken annual succession until October 1915. The Bousfields tended
to go to Devon or Wales at first for their holidays, though they also
frequently went to the Isle of Wight, treating it almost like a spa
(which the Victorians were also very keen on visiting), going there for
health reasons. ‘A change is as good as a cure’ was the philosophy
behind this. Then in 1890 they ventured north to Edinburgh and
central Scotland, and two years later even more adventurously to
Switzerland, staying at Berne and Grindelwald. From then on one or
another part of the wider Bousfield family seems to have gone to
Switzerland on holiday every year up to the First World War.
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Little is known of William Robert’s holidays before he married,
whether in Glasgow or London. But steamboat trips down the Clyde
to the neighbouring islands became very popular at this time. Often
these were just day trips; but they were also a means of getting to and
from holiday destinations on Arran or Bute or the smaller islands
round about as well as the Ayrshire coast. They were also popular with
the Connells: as Hattie was to write years later:
Life was rather a drab-coloured thing for him, varied only
by excursions ‘Doon the Water’ in summer-time. Like all
Glasgow families, the Clyde was their great resort, and
every year they went to one of the Clyde-side watering
places, and enjoyed the boats, and the hills, and the sight of
the big shipping.[31]
William Robert’s happy memories of these led him to chose Arran for
their honeymoon.
It is possible he was also on Arran in 1895, the year before he and
Hattie married. Hattie was certainly there in July, as a couple of her
drawings of the island are dated to that year, and her mother wrote in
July: ‘Hattie is now away with Lottie and her husband for their
summer holiday in Scotland.’[32] The Bousfields had spent a previous
holiday in Scotland, but not on Arran, and Lottie and Alex normally
liked camping in Derbyshire for their holidays. So had they gone there
on William’s suggestion? Would his actual presence with them have
been felt scandalous?
William and Hattie spent their honeymoon at Corrie on the island.
This was, and is, a small village clinging to the edge of the land under
the towering presence of Goat Fell. They were in the area again the
next year, probably on the islet of Lesser Cumbrae with views across
to Arran, as a couple of Hattie’s paintings show. The next year 1898
they were back in Scotland this time looking for William’s roots
around St Boswells. The family tree he produced as a result of this has
provided the basis of the research into the earlier family in the
Borders.
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Corrie, Arran June 1896 by Hattie. This is where William and Hattie
spent their honeymoon.
Quite likely the re-issue of the Bousfield family tree by Hattie’s eldest
brother Will had motivated him to discover his own ancestry. As an
orphan brought up by his mother’s family, he would have known little
about the Hamiltons. In the old graveyard alongside the River Tweed
he and Hattie noted the memorial inscriptions on the Hamilton
gravestones. After William’s death she had his name added to the
stone of his grandparents John and Isabella.
The 1898 holiday was taken in September as normal, this being as true
of the Bousfields as of the Hamiltons. Perhaps wearing all that heavy
Victorian clothing made August too hot to enjoy.[33] Alison had been
born the previous January, but no indication of whether she came with
them or was left behind at home survives. It seems quite likely she was
left behind in the care of Miss Corrall.
Jim was born the following year in August, and not surprisingly over
the next few years Hattie painted very little. But when he was a couple
of months old, she made her first painting on the East Coast, which
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she entitled ‘Sands, Chapel (St Leonards) Oct ’99’, so they must have
been on holiday there. The Skegness area was the stretch of the coast
nearest to Nottingham, and the town and the neighbouring villages
became a favourite holiday destination for its citizens once the railway
connection had been established, so much so that Skegness came to be
known in popular parlance as ‘Nottingham on Sea.’ This trip is the
first we know that the Hamiltons took to an area that became their
normal holiday destination in the years to come. This was not just the
summer holiday: Jim later wrote ‘From the time I was nine [i.e. 1909]
we spent the Easter school holidays at Mablethorpe.’[34]
The next possible trip is something of an enigma. Two pencil sketches
of Hattie’s, one of the Eiger and the other of the Jungfrau, are dated
December 1901. Usually holidays in the Alps produced plenty of
paintings, but this time no other ones are known of. Also December
was a most strange time for the Hamiltons to take a holiday: all the
evidence we have is that they made a big fuss of Christmas at home,
as we have seen. Unfortunately her mother’s diary does not cover this
period so we have no other information. Were these sketches copies of
work from previous holidays?
It was back to one of the Bousfields’ favourite haunts the next year –
the Isle of Wight. Then for two years Hattie and William went further
north to Fort William in north-west Scotland. It seems possible they
went alone without the children, for Jim’s note on the early family
holidays points to 1905 as the date of the first of these. This was to
Rockcliffe in Kirkcubrightshire on Scotland’s south coast.[35] Packing
for this made a surprising impression on the six-year old: ‘Trunks
were supplemented in our case by a tin bath complete with lid, which
served to dual purpose of an extra clothes receptacle and a means of
ablution during the holiday. It was safe to assume that there would be
no bathroom.’ Cleanliness was indeed next to godliness for these
religious people!
The place looked over the water [of the Solway Firth] to
Skiddaw as a distant backdrop, while the furnaces at
Workington on the opposite coast lit up the night sky. We
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took rooms in the house of a retired seafarer with the
incongruous name of Captain Major. Mrs Major drank to
the scandalisation of my parents.[36]
In spite of this the holiday was a great success: Hattie’s mother later
wrote in her diary about
… spending a very pleasant evening with our girls and
their husbands on Saturday, and hearing glowing accounts
of their holidays, Lottie again with hers in a tent as last
year and in the same spot, and Hattie and her family in
Scotland.[37]
The next three years the family holiday was also spent in Scotland,
once on a farm near Eyemouth on the east coast, and either side of
this at Corrie on Arran.
On these occasions, following Scottish custom, we had
taken a complete house, which meant bringing along one
of the maidservants. So we were a party of seven – my
parents, governess, servant, my sister, infant brother and
self. The servant I remember hated it and got fractious, as
well she might, for to her the holiday was all work and no
company.[38]
Here, as in all the other mentions of servants by Jim or his
grandmother in her diaries, their names are never given apart from
the delinquent Harriett. It is almost as if they were not felt to be fully
human, even though the lifestyles of their masters and mistresses were
entirely dependent on them. [39]
Jim found the whole journey to Corrie a great adventure. It began by
being ‘put to bed for a few hours, then woken up to be dressed by
gaslight for the journey.’ They took the midnight train from
Nottingham to Glasgow, sleeping as best they could in the
compartment. Then after breakfast at St Enoch’s Station, the boat
train took them downstream to catch to steamer to Arran. The boat
ran ‘through the Kyles of Bute to Whiting Bay, in fine weather a
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Goat Fell, Arran from Big Cumbrae by Hattie.
fantastically beautiful trip where the mountains of Arran confront the
travellers across the waters of the Firth.’[40]
More beautiful to Jim were the steamers themselves, second only in his
estimation to steam locomotives even at this young age. The different
steamship companies each had its own livery: the Caledonian’s Duchess
of Rothesay, for example, had a chocolate-coloured hull, white upper
works and a bright yellow funnel. And they vied with each other for
custom: ‘Our house at Corrie faced directly onto the landing stage –
passengers had to be landed by ferry, as the village did not boast a pier
– and every day about lunchtime we had a grandstand view of the
rivals in action.’ Each boat would come to ‘a halt with a great
thrashing of reversed paddles, while the ferry was manoeuvred
alongside. She was hardly away and the passengers put ashore, when
[the next boat] came racing up in hot pursuit.’[41]
After the overnight train, the family enjoyed the comfort of the first
class saloon on the boat, but this was of little comfort if the weather
was rough, as it was in 1908. ‘Hattie is a very poor traveller and Alison
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no better, from her experience in returning from Arran after their last
visit to Scotland.’[42] Jim confirmed this, noting that not only Hattie
and Alison suffered: ‘The voyage, directly athwart the prevailing wind
and current, can be choppy, and all the women folk were sick’. Jim
and his father were happily too preoccupied looking at the ship’s
turbines to notice the movement of the boat.
The length of some of these holidays is surprising. In 1907
Hattie with her husband, nurse and three children left their
pleasant home early in September for Scotland. I had a
postcard from her on the 10th telling me of their safe
arrival at Ayton, Berwickshire. They remained in Scotland
until the beginning of October.
So they must have been away some five weeks. Hattie used the time
among other things to revive her painting ‘for which she has little
leisure at home.[43]
Charlotte somewhat cattily added ‘ Mr Hamilton scarcely cares for any
holiday place out of his ‘ain countree’[44]
The last ‘trek’ as a family ‘to some destination beyond the Border’ was
in 1911, when they went to Eyemouth again.[45] Jim had fond memories
of the area, and late in life took Dorothy there to revive them. In the
intervening couple of years Hattie and William Robert holidayed in
Switzerland, taking Alison with them certainly on the first occasion –
Jim and Bob perhaps went to the Lincolnshire coast with Miss Corrall,
but no evidence survives. In all they went three times to the Alps –
Grindelwald, Zermatt and Chamonix in 1901, 1909 and 1910,
respectively. The second of the trips to Switzerland was in fact not
primarily a holiday. Its main purpose was to take Alison, aged just
eleven, and leave her there for some time (this is dealt with further
below). ‘Hattie and her husband stayed with her a few days at the
country house of our kind friend Madame Combe, La Gautenez, Sur
Lutry, where we spent the month of May two years ago.’[46]
Unlike their holidays in the UK, William was not wholly enthusiastic
about Switzerland, however. According to Jim, the brilliant blue sky of
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the Alps did not appeal to someone brought up on grey Glaswegian
weather! So in 1912 Hattie and he tried Brittany. This was no more
successful:
Hattie and her husband left home two days before us for a
trip to Brittany where they have been moving from place
to place. The last account from Hattie was that her
husband has caught severe cold and was laid up at a little
country inn.[47]
Then in 1913 the Hamiltons bought a bungalow at Thrusthorpe near
Skegness, on the East Coast. This was to be used as a second home,
not just for holidays. Hattie’s parents had long had one in the woods
around Woburn, at an easy distance by train from their home in
Bedford. So she would have been well-informed about the benefits and
practicalities of this. Jim suggests in his book that the change from a
Scottish holiday to an English coastal one was due to the cost. No
doubt this was a consideration. But Hattie’s mother claimed that:
Hattie has been very anxious for a sea-side resort for her
family much nearer home [than Scotland or Switzerland],
and to which they could conveniently go whether in
holiday time or otherwise. She discovered a very
commodious bungalow when staying at Mablethorpe
between that place and Sutton-on-Sea and has furnished it.
Alison and Jim have been spending their holidays there
with their mother, Bobby and nurse. The two latter have
been there for many weeks previously.[48]
It was at the bungalow, where Hattie was the following August with
her three children for the school holidays, that they heard about the
declaration of war. And in spite of concerns about possible German
bombardments, she was there again in October. Even in 1915, a year
into the war, there were visits to Trusthorpe and the west of Scotland.
As William Robert recorded in a letter to Jim in May 1915: ‘We came
from Trusthorpe yesterday.’[49] Then the whole family went there for
the children’s school holidays in August. Hattie and William Robert
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The Bungalow, Trusthorpe by Hattie: acquired by the Hamiltons in 1913
as a holiday and second home by the sea on the Lincolnshire coast.
were there again in August the next year, apparently on their own.
But after this visits to Trusthorpe seem to have ended for the duration
of the war, but the bungalow was kept on and used for holidays by the
family again in the inter-war years.
These annual holidays were not the only trips away from home. On
many other occasions one or more members of the family went away.
Some of these were for the old reason that a change of scene was good
for health. In March 1904 both Hattie and Alison were very unwell, so
the family took lodgings in Aspley Heath for two or three weeks in
the Bedfordshire village which the Bousfields had for many years
treated as a second home. Both William Robert and Edward, Hattie’s
father, joined them for a time. The following month Hattie and
William spent a week in London, partly to celebrate the silver wedding
of her eldest brother Will and his wife Florence.
Another example of a convalescent holiday is mentioned by Jim –
there may well have been others in between which were not chronicled
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by Hattie’s mother. ‘April 1907 found us at Southport on a visit to an
aged aunt.’[50] Actually this was his great-aunt Jenny, one of his
grandfather Bousfield’s sisters. But this one did not work out as
intended. It took place a couple of months after Bob’s birth, when
Hattie took the children and Miss Corrall to this seaside town to
which her late grandmother had retired to live with her daughter.
Hattie had ‘made an excellent recovery’ from the birth, but after ‘an
enjoyable first weeks’ stay’ Miss Corall had caught flu and was in bed
for several days, leaving Hattie to look after her as well as the three
children.[51] The much-loved Aunt Jenny died the following year.
Then there were Hattie’s more-or-less annual visits to London for the
Ridley Art Club meeting. In her younger days she had studied at the
‘School of Art of which Mr Ridley was the master.’ The Club held an
annual exhibition, to which Hattie used to invite her ‘many relatives
and friends in London.’ It was also an opportunity to meet up with
fellow students from the school.[52]
William Robert also went to London on occasion. As Jim recalled:
‘Though a stern parent, my father was at pains to take me around, and
my happiest boyhood memories are on outings with him. [In 1908] he
took me to the Franco-British Exhibition at the White City [in
London].’[53] He also took holidays on his own on a steamer along the
Scottish coast. According to Hattie:
All his life the sea and ships were a passion with your
father, and up to the last year of his life he was longing to
go once more for one of those tours round the coast which
have given him such pleasure at intervals, and about which
you will read in his letters.[54]
In one of William Robert’s few surviving letters, which he sent in May
1914 to Jim at school in Sedbergh, he wrote:
I came back from my voyaging. Mother intended to come
up from Trusthorpe to be with me, but her cold is still
troubling her yesterday. I stayed with Dr. Macnair in
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Edinburgh… I had a very pleasant holiday but a cold one.
The engine room was the only really warm place.
William was again in Scotland in October the next year. One wonders
if he knew this would be for the last time. He and Hattie went back
to where they spent their honeymoon or at least close to it, the only
evidence we have being a couple of sketches by Hattie of the Isle of
Bute.

Political activity
Apart from temperance work, the family was much engaged
politically: it could be said politics was in the family’s blood. Where
William had picked up his interest is not known, but political matters
were high on everyone’s agenda at this time. Whether it was the
question of Irish independence, votes for working-class men and for
women, the veto powers of the House of Lords – arguments about all
of these continued not just for years but for decades. And this was
before the rise of German industrial power and the country’s
consequent military assertiveness came to the fore, to say nothing of
major political unrest in Tsarist Russia and its far eastern war with a
Japan, like Germany, newly aggressive following its similarly newly
acquired industrial might.
Hattie’s eldest brother Will had become a Conservative Member of
Parliament in 1892. He called himself a ‘Unionist’, that is a supporter
of all Ireland remaining part of the United Kingdom. It was claimed
of him that he could have become a Minister in the government if he
had supported the party line more often. But he was too independentminded to

do

that,

perhaps

because

the

family

tradition

as

Nonconformists was to vote Liberal. Even earlier than that their
mother Charlotte had long had an interest in politics as her diaries
make clear. But since 1882 this had been directed to the Temperance
movement, in which she established herself as a significant promoter
nationally,[55] rather than with the now more famous Suffragettes’
struggle for votes for women. She was, however, sufficiently
sympathetic to their aims to go on a demonstration with Hattie in
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London in 1911 – when she was eighty-three years old. In comparison
with the more violent tactics used by some of the movement’s
supporters, this was a rather genteel affair:
I have almost forgotten to note I took part in a great
Suffragist [sic] Demonstration in the middle of last July,
organised to march in procession from Portland Rooms to
the Albert Hall for a monster evening meeting. I accepted
an invitation to accompany the party from Nottingham
and, as I thought, join other ladies in a carriage to take
part in the procession. Hattie was with me. To our great
annoyance we found a line of brakes that could each hold
at least some 20 persons.
After taking their seats in the first unfilled one, they waited for two
whole hours then
… by slow means we arrived at the Embankment, thence
made such slow progress that when near Hyde Park, we
only just had time to get back to Marylebone for our
return journey home. My only and last demonstration!

[56]

Although, as Nonconformists, general support for Liberal Party
policies was standard in the Bousfield household as Hattie grew up,
the family was not directly involved in the party. Hattie’s involvement
came about because of William Robert, and rather late in the day from
the available evidence. It is only in January 1909 that her mother
wrote in her diary that ‘her husband indoctrinates her in politics.’[57]
This claim seems to arise from the fact that to an extent it took Hattie
away from the cause that most engaged Charlotte herself –
temperance – rather than her actual politics being unacceptable to her
mother, who goes on to note that ‘which to please him to a great
extent she takes public interest as President of one of the Liberal
Women’s Wards in this city.’
Politics at this time occupied a much higher level of public interest
than it generally does now. With no television, public meetings were
the main means of enthusing the electorate: ‘The whole country is
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now agitated by continual political meetings by both parties.’ In the
election campaign held either side of New Year 1910, Hattie went with
her mother to a rally at Nottingham’s Albert Hall. This was ‘in every
respect most satisfactory to the Liberals. The building crammed from
floor to the highest seats close to the roof.’ One of the candidates
present was Arthur Richardson, for whom William acted as manager
for the campaign. He was a man much after Charlotte’s heart: ‘A man
of the people… as a Primitive Methodist preacher he has both
eloquence and character. Would that there were many more like him
in the House of Commons.’[58]
Hattie’s leading role among the women in the local Liberal party was
evidenced by the part she took in this Election. A couple of weeks
after the Albert Hall meeting she went again with her mother
… to a meeting of the Liberal electors of this
[parliamentary] division to the nomination of Sir Henry
Cotton as candidate. Some 300 people were present,
amongst them a sprinkling of ladies. The Chairman, Mr
Goodall, presided over a most orderly and unanimous
gathering, not a single hand being held up in opposition of
the ground on which the coming contest will be fought.
Little was said about tariff reform. Lords or Commons
domination was the main topic.[59]
Hattie was one of only two ladies asked to speak: ‘My daughter
Hattie,’ her proud mother wrote, ‘who as Liberal president of the
Women’s Union of this ward, was expected to be able to give her
sentiments on the political situation, which she did in a short but
earnest and sensible speech.’ The meeting highlighted the difficulty
the Suffragette movement had in getting even left-wing male
politicians to put votes for women high on their agenda:
Both [women speakers] kept the women’s suffrage in view
as belonging to Sir Henry’s political programme, but made
no attempt to put it in more than a secondary place. Hattie
spoke of herself as a ‘patriot’, putting no detail in an
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important place, in the present constitutional crisis. But Sir
Henry has to thank her for the support of the Suffragists,
for he would willingly have left their case out entirely; but
discovering it had no place in his Election Address, she at
once communicated with him, announcing that no Liberal
women would canvass for him unless he continues true to
the pledges on which he was before elected. He is still
unfortunately ill.[60]
But not only Sir Henry was ill over the next few weeks. Both Hattie
and her mother were also soon laid up with bronchitis or colds. As a
result their canvassing work for him of ‘addressing his New Year good
wishes with his portrait to be delivered by others’ lasted only two days.
Meanwhile William and Lottie’s husband Alex were acting for the
other Liberal candidate Arthur Richardson. But all to no avail: ‘Our
two good Liberal members are both out.’[61] Although the Liberals with
the help of the newly established Labour party as well as Irish MPs
remained in power nationally, it took another General Election in
December with the same result to persuade the Lords to back down.
This at last enabled the government to put in place key legislation to
give the Commons full precedence over the House of Lords for the
first time. It had taken several hundred years to achieve this.
The Nottingham Brewery affair of 1908 highlights William Robert's
position as a leading Liberal in Nottingham. As one obituary put it:
‘In politics he was a staunch Liberal, and filled posts of honour and
responsibility under the banner of the Liberal cause’.[62] The date of his
first involvement in politics is not known, but it must have been
during his time in London and his association with Octavia Hill. This
is confirmed by Hattie’s description that he took up ‘social work’
during his time in London. In Nottingham he three times stood
unsuccessfully for the City Council, and was secretary of the Southern
Division Liberal Association. It was in this capacity that he acted as
agent for Arthur Richardson during the three General Elections
between 1906 and 1910. As Jim was to record much later in life: ‘I
never met Richardson to speak of, but I remember being taken to one
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of his meetings in a hall in the Meadows [a suburb of Nottingham]. I
felt very grand sitting on the platform beside my father, and I
remember Richardson’s thundering speech.’[63]
In October 1908 William Robert gave a talk at Burton Joyce on the
subject ‘Liberalism and Social Reform’. The fact that he kept these
notes would suggest that he felt they were an important summary of
his political beliefs. One sentence from them is also preserved
separately in his papers and may therefore perhaps be taken as his
fundamental political philosophy:
It is the duty of the State to secure to all its members, and
all others whom it can influence, the fullest possible
opportunity to lead the best life.
In his talk he summarised the past attitude of the Liberal Party as a
mixture of
i) Get rid of bad
ii) Let things alone
iii) Recognise necessity for regulation.
He listed a number of Acts as instances of these principles, including
the Childrens Bill of 1819, the Reform Acts of 1832, 1867 and 1885,
the Factory Act of 1847 and the Education Act of 1870. But they had
achieved little: ‘So many efforts after the best life; so poor a result.’
The problem was the distribution of wealth: ‘1/3rd of income goes to
1/30th of the people. 2500 people own over half the country.’ While the
Conservatives represented vested interests and individualism and
Socialism would put all in the control of the State, Liberalism could
unite individuality and community.
‘We see differences not based on worth, ability or need. Equality of
opportunity’ was required, and ‘the State can help with this. But the
State is made up of individuals: one does not gather grapes from
thorns. Vote Liberal and act Liberal. Be a good citizen. The best life
comes through liberty by regulation – having liberty. Do nothing,’ he
finished, ‘to hinder others attaining that liberty we ourselves so dearly
prize.’[64]
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William Robert’s political beliefs informed his choice of outside
activities. He joined the Eighty Club in London. This was a London
gentleman’s club, named after the year of its foundation – 1880.
It was strictly for members of the Liberal Party, having the future
Prime Minister H.H. Asquith as its first Secretary, while David Lloyd
George, another future Prime Minister, was a one-time President. It
was fairly exclusive, having only six hundred members in 1900,
compared to the mass membership of the National Liberal Club.
William Robert perhaps found it useful to stay there when visiting the
capital, but he also frequently lectured for the club around the
country.
‘Amongst the philanthropic and other bodies in which Mr. Hamilton
was especially interested were the Charity Organisation Society, The
Social

Guild,

the

Nottingham

Nottingham Scottish Society.’

[65]

Convalescent

Homes

and

the

The first two of these were distinctly

political and an interesting mixture. The British version of the Charity
Organisation Society (there were also societies in Germany and the
USA) was founded in 1869 and led by Helen Bosanquet and Octavia
Hill and it must have been through the latter that William Robert
became involved. It was founded on the belief that the need for ‘poor
relief’ – that is, benefits – arose from social conditions rather than
personal failure, and claimed that
… giving out charity without investigating the problems
behind poverty created a class of citizens that would always
be dependent on alms giving… It supported the concept of
self-help and limited government intervention to deal with
the effects of poverty… It claimed to use ‘scientific
principles to root our scroungers and target relief where it
was most needed.

[66]

The society still operates as Family Action, a registered family support
charity.
It all sounds like an extract from the Conservative Party manifesto of
today and not the defining philosophy of an organisation that an
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‘advanced Liberal’, as The Accountant called William Robert, would
support. On the other hand, while he was without doubt emotionally
affected by the misery of the poor, it is no surprise to find that he
sought to use his great intelligence to solve the underlying problems
that gave rise to it. His support for the Social Guild was connected to
this, and it was an activity he shared with his friend Alex Morton and
subsequently with Lottie too. ‘Lottie begged me’ her mother wrote ‘to
go with her to an evening class which she takes every Monday for the
benefit of young men and women of the working class. Her class is
called the Recreation class, and I am sure she endeavours to give it as
high a tone as possible by introducing temperance talk with good
music, singing etc.’ Charlotte, however, was not amused to discover
that there was also a billiard room and four card tables, which
attracted much interest among the men and youths there: ‘gambling
was not allowed but who can tell how many of these youths were
being trained for such after-use of the knowledge acquired?’ [67]
It sounds like a working-man’s club, but the Social Guild much more
serious in its aims. It was definitely socialist in its philosophy. Unlike
communism and mainstream socialism, however, which sought the end
of capitalism through the state ownership of the means of production,
the Social Guild believed in the empowerment of the workers though
the local ownership and control of the businesses they were working
in.
They sought an end to the commodification of labour
whether under the capitalist or the collectivist state. They
sought economic democracy as a means to a classless
society, rather than industrial democracy for the working
class alone. A core concept of guild socialism was the
promotion of ‘all corporate work to the level of vocation’,
uniting in real fraternity all those whose industrial
destinies are intermingled. From the outset guild socialists
demanded nothing from industrial capitalism. Rather they
explored the potential for the construction of a viable
alternative.[68]
It is not difficult to see that this appealed to William Robert.
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After two elections in one year, the family’s political activity died
down. The re-emergence some three years later of the conflict over
Home Rule for Ireland, as the call for independence was known,
though much recorded in Charlotte’s diary, does not seem to have
roused either Hattie or William to get involved. But Hattie continued
to be active for the local Liberal party: ‘Hattie was not quite so
fortunate with a much larger company as regards the weather. She
entertained nearly 200 to hear Lady Victor Horsely and others give
addresses for the Liberal Women’s suffrage.’[69]

Charitable work and religion
In addition to his involvement in political solutions to poverty,
William Robert was also active in the Nottingham Convalescent
Homes charity and the Nottingham Midland Clerks' Provident
Association, of which he was Secretary in 1904. He joined the
Nottingham Scottish Society, doubtless following his experience of the
London Scottish Society during his time in London. But it is not
possible to put any flesh on the bare bones of his activity with any of
these organisations. He and Hattie were also early members of the
Thoroton Society, the county historical society, joining in 1903 just six
years after its inauguration. But they do not seem to have been active
members: perhaps its lack of political and charitable focus failed to
enthuse them.
Both Hattie and Lottie had been doing charitable work under the
guidance of Charlotte, their mother, since childhood. Charlotte’s great
enthusiasm was the Temperance crusade, by which she established for
herself something of a national reputation. Now in Nottingham this
work continued: within a year of moving there she had been elected
President of the local branch of the Women’s Total Abstinence Union
(WTAU). She ensured her daughters were active in it too: ‘It is a great
satisfaction that in this my dear girls can work so that we often go
together.’[70] But promoting her idea of Christianity remained a strong
driver for her. Very puritanical and strong in her condemnation of
any ritual or decorative aids to religious worship, she was delighted to
be able to report of an outing a year after her move to Nottingham:
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I went with Hattie to open a sale of work at Netherfield [a
suburb of Nottingham] at the request of the vicar until the
last two or three years a High Churchman, but with more
enlightenment removed the pictures and crucifixes and has
become a true (not Roman) Catholic and united in work
or worship with fellow Christians of any denomination.

71]

That summer she and her daughters were also involved in a great
gathering in Nottingham. ‘Immediately following [the outing to
Netherfield] were WTAU Summer School Committee meetings to
arrange and prepare for the reception and entertainment of students
and lecturers expected to be in the city in the first week in June.’ This
was quite an undertaking, as the school lasted a full ten days with the
object of ‘the education of members of the association and others in
the true nature, effects, uses and abuses of alcohol’. There were lectures
every morning and outings in the afternoon, followed by
… garden parties and afternoon teas… The [garden party]
that was spoken of as the most enjoyable was in Hattie’s
garden, in which I united with her in the entertainment of
about 70 ‘students’ with a few private local friends. A large
tent on the terrace secured shelter from sun or rain, but
the former delightfully prevailed, and music, chat and
croquet whiled away all too quickly two and a half
hours.[72]
The following summer a rather different group was entertained by
Hattie in her garden. Her mother had been asked to promote
Temperance with the Girls Evening Clubs. Many girls were employed
in the lace and hosiery factories for which Nottingham was famous.
Hattie let me invite about 40 of them to her garden, where
we unitedly gave them a good tea on a most fortunately
bright afternoon. They came at 4 pm in charge of two paid
workers, and spent the evening playing croquet and games,
after which they assembled in a quiet corner of the lawn
and we wound up by singing.
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And by endeavouring – with some success – to get the ‘girls’, a
couple of whom were actually married, to sign the Pledge of total
abstinence.[73]
Until around this time both Hattie and Lottie had worked with their
mother for the BWTA (British Womens Temperance Association).
Lottie continued in the family Nonconformist faith as a Methodist, so
her work was with her church, the Tennyson Street Weslyan Church
and the BWTA. Hattie, however, had become an Anglican, like her
eldest brother Will the Conservative MP, and probably through his
example and, though she continued to fight the good fight for
Temperance, from now on she did so mainly through the Church of
England Temperance Society (CETS).
The Diocesan Secretary has in some way heard of her as an
active Total Abstainer, and searching her out at home has
got her consent to be for the time the Women’s Secretary,
but having entered so heartily into the work, that the large
meetings that have been held for women and the number
who have joined and become interested in it has been quite
a surprise.[74]
Active support by the bishop gave the movement ‘… great impetus…
The Mothers’ Meetings [of] most of the churches in Nottingham were
almost devoid of teaching on the subject… Hattie has taken great
pains to get permission to send Temperance ladies to speak’ at these
meetings.[75]
Both daughters impressed their mother with the amount of work they
undertook in these activities. ‘My girls are working with all their
might against this terrible evil’, she wrote towards the end of 1905.[76]
Three years later she thought they were doing too much:
I cannot now have much help from either Lottie or Hattie
[with her workhouse and temperance work]. The latter is
too busy as Secretary of the Church of England Branch of
the Women’s and Mothers’ Meetings sections of the
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[Temperance] Society… and Lottie has been doing so much
for all and each of them that I fear she has injured her
health greatly.[77]
Then just a few weeks later:
Dear Hattie leads a very busy life much in the same
direction [i.e. temperance work]. Both my girls (they will
always be such to me) are excellent speakers, although I
their mother say this, and are exerting influences here of
which I am thankful and proud. But their work is quite
separate. Hattie gives all her temperance energy to the
CETS excepting when she helps me with an occasional
meeting. The two are very different speakers: Lottie very
bright and fascinating, delighting in an illustration that
creates a little laughter. Hattie very thoughtful and
convincing, going more deeply into her subject, whether
religious, temperance or politics, in which last her husband
indoctrinates her and in which to please him to a great
extent she takes public interest as President of one of the
Liberal Women’s Wards in this city.[78]
The pace of this work does not seem to have diminished over time. In
the spring of 1910
Hattie held a large public meeting for the CETS in Circus
St Hall at which [the] Bishop of Southwell’s wife presided.
The work of Temperance teaching in most of the parishes
in and around Nottingham in connection with the
Parochial Mothers’ meetings is entirely under her direction
either to address meetings herself or to find ladies to do so.
This last being very difficult, the work most frequently falls
on herself. She has sometimes to get her sister’s help, and
until rather more than a year ago occasionally her
mother’s, but either from fear of overtaxing my strength or
that I should overtax the patience of the hearers, she has
refrained from doing so for some time.[79]
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As there were some thirty Mothers’ Meetings to find speakers for, it is
not surprising that her mother thought the work ‘almost too much for
her’, especially as Lottie did ‘not feel strong enough to undertake any
regular responsibility.’[80]
Later that same year in September Hattie accompanied her mother to
Nottingham Gaol for the latter ‘to give a “lecture” to the female
prisoners’ at the request of the prison chaplain.
The Chaplain evidently wished to arrogate all religious
instruction to himself and requested us to give ‘a lecture’
rather than an address. About two dozen poor women
brought their seats to a sort of corridor, a long table
between us and them. I could not detect any marks of
depravity in their countenances. Ignoring the Chaplain’s
direction I gave then a quarter hour address, pointing out
the consequences that continuance on a course of sin would
be to them; but endeavouring to inspire them with the
hope of a happy future, both here and hereafter, if they
would strive to leave off the causes of their present
unfortunate condition and seek to serve and please God. I
did not fail to remind them of what they must know too
well, that their only safety is to abandon taking strong
drink.[81]
‘Hattie had prepared a nice little address, but the Chaplain’s warning
had made her feel he would not approve of it, and so, much to her
annoyance and difficulty, she gave them a short ‘lecture’ on something
between

temperance

and

hygiene.’[82] Cleanliness

was

next

to

abstinence, no doubt! In the January following they were there again,
this time to lecture the female inmates of the workhouse on the same
site. Hattie took Alison and Jim along too. They
… both entertained the women by singing a carol together
and Alison by her violin, to which her mother
accompanied her, as also in their singing. After singing
with the whole company and a short prayer, I talked for a
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short time, then another Sankey hymn, and Hattie
addressed them, as she always does very suitably when
allowed to take her own course and not under any embargo
by the Chaplain at the gaol! (he has not invited me back
for another visit).[83]
CETS work took Hattie to London also. In May the following year
(1912) she attended a meeting of the Womens’ Union section of the
society. The next morning after staying the night with her brother
Will and family in Hendon, she and her mother
the next morning left together for Holborn by Tube, making a
call and then having lunch at Holborn Restaurant, thence to
Waterloo Station and on by taxi cab to Lambeth Palace for an
afternoon meeting also in connection with the CETS. The
Archbishop of Canterbury in the Chair made a long speech,
the Bishop of London another, also Lord Grey on his Public
House Trust scheme.[84]
After this Charlotte’s dairies are less concerned with ‘good works’; it is
clear that with increasing age she had already become less active
herself. But in any case the First World War put an end to these
activities while all concentrated on more important matters. Hattie,
however, did not give up her temperance work forever, returning to it
after the war.
Hattie’s charitable activities continued to be founded on her religious
beliefs, as they always had been, and as her mother’s and sister Lottie’s
were too. William’s charitable work, on the other hand, was based
much more on his political convictions, and it is clear he had major
doubts about religion. Hattie’s description of his religious history
during his time in London (already quoted above) is revealing:
He seems to have had deep searchings of heart at this time
as to his religious beliefs. For a time he went to the church
of England, but it was foreign to his upbringing, and when
he went to the vicar of his church to consult him on his
troubles, and he recommended him to be prepared for
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confirmation, the lad's Scottish mind revolted from such a
solution of his difficulties, and I think, for a time, he
ceased to go to any church, and lost touch with outward
religion for a time.[85]
Hattie’s uncertainty about his churchgoing must stem from William’s
reluctance to tell her. Was he embarrassed by his failure to attend
church services while in London, and so did not like to admit to his
very religious wife that for a time he ceased going? We know from his
earliest appearance in his mother-in-law’s dairy in 1891 that he was
already questioning some key aspects of accepted Protestant doctrine.
The occasion was preparing Charnwood House for Lottie and Alex,
who had just got married. Having done some work on the carpets and
curtains at Charnwood House William Robert ‘took us to his own
rooms and quickly prepared quite a substantial meal, for which we
were very ready.’
‘Kindliness

and

high

moral

character

are

Mr

Hamilton’s

characteristics.’ Charlotte continued in her diary
But when I repeated to him a sentiment of a preacher we
had heard the previous Sunday night, who said ‘set a man’s
heart right towards God and his conduct towards his fellow
creatures will assuredly be so’ his reply was ‘I should put it
the other way. His conduct right towards his fellows, his
heart will be right towards God!.’ In other words, right
doing or man’s ‘own righteousness’ [is] the ground of his
acceptance with God; so that I fear, whilst there is much to
admire, it must be said of him ‘One thing thou lackest.’ To
one who does not feel either need or desire of Christ as a
Saviour, His words must be ‘I came not to call the
righteous but sinners.’[86]
This troubled Charlotte and led to her having grave doubts about his
fitness to be a husband for Hattie. For his part William Robert quickly
learned to be careful what he said about religion in her presence if he
was to be able to marry her daughter. But his religious questionings
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seem to have been a major cause of the lifelong coolness between
William and Charlotte, and must have been a factor in the long
engagement he and Hattie had to endure, though his lack of financial
success was possibly more decisive.
In exploring his religious views at this time it is surely significant that
in his lecture on ‘Some thoughts on the ethical aspects of accountancy’
given in 1890 and already discussed above, it is to the philosopher
Kant, not to the Bible, that he turns for inspiration for the basis of
human conduct:
Our governing principle in life, and therefore in business,
ought to be that fundamental moral law so admirably
formulated by Kant: ‘Act so as to treat humanity, whether
in your own person or in that of others, always as an end,
never merely as a means.’
For Kant God was unknown and unknowable, the standpoint of the
agnostic. In doubting his faith, William Robert was not alone. The
closing decades of the nineteenth century were the true era of the
Death of God
… the background of all the world was not merely atheism
but atheist orthodoxy, and even atheist respectability. That
was quite as common in Belgravia as in Bohemia. That was
above all normal in suburbia.[87]
Even though it was clearly not true that ‘all the world’ was atheist at
this time, it was certainly the case that it was no longer intellectually
respectable to give traditional Christian and indeed other religious
faiths the same unquestioning acceptance as was normal before Darwin
and other scientists did their work.
William Robert was thus a man of his time. Just as accepting socialist
or even communist ideas was normal for intelligent young people of
his children’s generation, so questioning the Christian ‘story’ was
normal for forward thinking men of his. In the circumstances it is not
surprising that William Robert’s two sons became religious sceptics
and his daughter converted to Roman Catholicism. But many were
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deeply troubled by this loss of faith. They found it profoundly
upsetting not to have a god to rely on. One way to escape this loss
whilst rejecting the prevailing British orthodoxies of Anglicanism and
Presbyterianism was to become a Unitarian. Then as now its members
denied the basic tenets of Christian belief in the Trinity and the deity
of Jesus. Instead they promoted the church as ‘user-friendly’, allowing
members to hold almost any belief, so that today they include
Buddhists, humanists and atheists, and a whole raft of other faiths in
between.
William Robert had probably turned to Unitarianism while still living
in London, for ‘his connection with the High Pavement congregation
began when he first settled in Nottingham.’ Like the religious reform
movements in England in the seventeenth century such as Quakerism,
Unitarianism tended to appeal to the prosperously successful section of
society, and this was as true of Nottingham, where several of their
number had been mayors of the city, as elsewhere. This made it
socially acceptable and good for business contacts. In addition to being
liberal in their theology, eschewing the dictatorial doctrines of most
established churches, Unitarians were socially progressive in their
politics; and one can see that this too would have appealed to William
Robert.
The High Pavement Chapel’s permanent establishment went all the
way back to the 1690s, but when a new building was put up in 1876 it
was used by Unitarian Presbyterians, many English Presbyterian
congregations having become Unitarian in their beliefs in the
eighteenth century. Having been brought up as Presbyterian it is then
no surprise that William Robert found the services congenial, and in
general felt at home amongst fellow members – its membership at
this time was around four hundred. The new church, stone-built of
typical Neo-Gothic design, was – and is – large and attractive with a
number of Burne-Jones stained glass windows in the old heart of
Nottingham. It is now Grade 2 listed and operates as a pub.
Only a year after his move to the city he felt confident enough to
make a point at the annual Congregational Meeting of the church,
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noting the difference between English and Scottish attitudes to church
giving, pointing out that while the English saw it as a virtue, the Scots
considered it a duty. One wonders how well that went down! Perhaps
as a result of this he was quickly appointed one of the two auditors of
the church’s accounts for a year, though this short tenure does not
seem to have implied any criticism of him or his work. But in 1893 he
moved his religious allegiance elsewhere ‘to find his inspiration from
other religious communities.’ This may well have been connected to
the surprise resignation of the then minister, who did not find the
members of the congregation sufficiently enthusiastic in their religion.
Where William found spiritual inspiration at this time is not known;
perhaps he tried returning to the strict Presbyterianism of his youth.
It was nearly ten years before he came back to the Unitarians. ‘Then,
still seeking the light, he returned to our Chapel and remained one of
its staunch members to the end, serving on its Council and holding
various offices, among which his help as Financial Warden was
especially valued and valuable.’[88] In 1905, just three years after
rejoining the church, he was elected to the Council as Secretarial
Warden. This was one of the three members of the congregation who,
with the minister, ran the church under the direction of the Council.
One of his main duties in this position was to write the Council’s
annual report for the members. He was also ex-officio member of all
the Council’s committees such as the building committee.
He resigned from the post after two years, but was thereupon elected
to the Council though it is noticeable that he did not attend many
meetings. In spite of this he chaired one in June 1908 in the absence
of the Chairman. Then in 1910 he was elected as Financial Warden.
The following May he felt it necessary to officially point out to the
council that there was a recurring shortfall in the church’s finances. Its
income was less than £700 a year while its annual expenses, which had
included the minister’s salary of £400, were about £825. He served as
Financial Warden until 1914, but then left the Council perhaps for
reasons of health, while remaining a member of the church.
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Miss Corrall with Jim and
Bob.

Alison and Jim to school
From the earliest age Alison and Jim were under the control of Miss
Corrall, who was employed as a governess when Alison was only a few
months old. For the next ten years or so she looked after them, gave
them lessons, took them on holiday. She was certainly the biggest
influence on their lives day to day and they hated her. Her unloving
and often harsh treatment of them as babies and young children
ruined their lives, in particular stunting their emotional growth and
thus making them incapable of full social success. It would be wrong
to blame her entirely for this, because she must have been supported
and approved of by Hattie and William. The extent of the parents’
engagement in matters outside the home was also a contributing
factor, leaving Miss Corall to deal with the children on her own.
The exception to this was when the children did wrong and were
then reported to their parents for admonishment. The result was that
their main contact with their parents was to hear their disapproval.
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Alison later claimed that since the only way to get her father’s
attention was to misbehave, she misbehaved. Both children, though
left-handed, were made to write with their right hands and both
developed stutters, they believed as a result of this, though perhaps
their general treatment contributed more to this condition.
Some time early in 1908, when Alison was ten and Jim eight years old,
they were sent off to school for the first time. Jim went to a little
local private day school and his time there and later at Sedbergh
School has been covered more thoroughly in The Autobiography of a
Rail Fan. Alison became a weekly boarder somewhere in Nottingham.
But soon her conduct gave her parents so much cause for concern,
that finding her unbearable they determined to send her away for a
time. They chose Switzerland, no doubt partly because the Bousfields
already had contacts there, but also because these contacts were both
French-speaking and Protestant, a combination not to be found in
France itself. Knowledge of French was thought to be especially
important for young ladies. So in September 1909, Hattie and William
set off for Switzerland with Alison just eleven years old. How
controversial their decision to be rid of Alison was amongst family
members and how desperate Hattie and William must have become
over Alison’s behaviour appears from the lengthy entries in Charlotte’s
diary, in which these plans and the ensuing experience of Alison and
her parents were described by her grandmother.
The ostensible reasons for sending Alison away were given by
Charlotte:
Hattie’s motive in parting with Alison is for the double
reason that she may by, or rather whilst, acquiring the
French language be compelled to speak more deliberately
instead of in the hurried manner that has really produced
stammering, and also for the benefit and strengthening
which she hopes for from the mountain air.[89]
Charlotte was certainly no softie when it came to bringing up
children, but even she was concerned for her granddaughter.
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The Chalet Helvetia where we spent such a pleasant time
with Mlle Marthe Dupertuis two years ago is their
destination. I have some fears that Alison will scarcely be
happy in [the] comparative bareness of a Swiss chalet, and
the very different food, after the comforts of her home,
especially at this time of the year when long dark days are
coming on. Sepey, the nearest post town, is 4000 feet above
the sea level. Helvetia about two miles further on, still
higher.[90]
She returned to the matter in her next entry. Though Alison and her
parents had first stayed ‘a few days at the country house of our kind
friend Madame Combe, La Gautenez, Sur Lutry,’ things had not gone
well.
I feared that Alison’s first acquaintance of Swiss life amid
the surroundings she met with there would rather tend to
make her less satisfied with those of a mountain chalet,
however comparatively comfortable; and this proved to be
so much the case that a letter from her mother on their
arrival made me so uneasy that for her own sake as well as
Alison’s, I advised her to take her back to Luzanne and
leave her at the school there. I feel sure it was a mistake to
leave her with Mlle Dupertuis in the winter instead of at a
season when the days were long and the mountain crowned
with flowers instead of snow. The diary which her mother
wishes her regularly to keep and send to her does not tend
to make her more comfortable on Alison’s account, but as
she decided to leave her at Chalet Helvetia I hope the
discipline of being compelled to speak a foreign language
and the restraint of being amongst strangers may do much
to improve her in several ways.[91]
In the immediate aftermath of leaving her, her parents soon found
their thoughts and energies much engaged on other matters with the
General Election looming as described above. It is not known how
long Alison stayed in Switzerland or whether she came back ‘improved
in several ways.’ She was certainly there for Christmas that year, but
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Alison and Bob.
was back home for the next Christmas gathering in 1910. It is perhaps
an indication of how she felt about her Swiss experience that when she
came to list the

schools she

attended when

completing her

matriculation form for Edinburgh University, she simply stated that
she was at ‘private school, Nottingham 1908–13’, making no mention
of her time in Switzerland. Did she just want to forget it? Then aged
fifteen she was sent away to boarding school in Darlington. She stayed
here for two years. Whatever she thought of Polam Hall – and this is
not known – Alison seems to have acquired a liking for the northeast of England, for she spent most of the Second World War working
there.
Jim left his local school and
… in September 1912 I went to Sedbergh School among the
Yorkshire fells [it is now part of Cumbria]… At the time
each journey to school was the occasion for deep gloom. It
started several days beforehand; there was home life going
on

as

usual,

meetings.
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Jim as a schoolboy, perhaps
when starting at Sedbergh
School.

Knowing nothing of English schools, William was influenced by Felix
Dowson, a young Liberal friend from a Nottingham family, which was
prominent in the High Pavement Unitarian church which William
attended. FND, as he was always known, had been at Sedbergh
himself. After getting his degree at Oxford, he had returned to
Sedbergh as a master, and was a junior housemaster in Evans House
when Jim was sent there. He remained a good friend of the family up
to his death at the age of eighty in 1959.
Two letters from William Robert to Jim survive. Written almost
exactly a year apart they were sent to him at school, the weekly letter
from parent to child at boarding school and vice versa being a ‘given’
probably for a century or more. Jim was fourteen at the time of the
first one, and his father’s tone is that of a parent to a child. Jim is
firmly told how to deal with some club money he was holding as
Treasurer. William also sends him a few ‘ancient coins’, a gift from his
old friend Duncan Macnair, telling Jim ‘you had better write to thank
him.’ Finally he promises he and Hattie will come to Sedbergh for
Prize Day.[93]
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The second letter is much more man to man. Mostly much lighter in
tone, it also refers to the horrors of the war, in which Jim’s cousins
were directly involved, and in which the prospect of Jim himself being
involved was not too far distant.
This, you will observe, is a frivolous letter and befitteth me
little, either as a Chartered Accountant or a Magistrate.’
William wrote: ‘But then I am not writing in either
capacity. At least you must allow that I am not one of
those who can write down nothing but bald facts. Not that
bald facts are without value – don't neglect them. “Don't
talk to me of statistics” says John, “one can prove anything
by statistics.” “Very true” retorts Peter, “but you can't prove
anything without them.” Not a bad saying to remember.
Mother wants to know if you have yet written to Uncle
Will. Bruce, we hear, is wounded in the leg. [Uncle Will’s
son, Bruce, was wounded while fighting in the
Dandanelles.] I am glad it is no worse: the fighting has
been so fierce that one wonders how any of our men can
be left alive. P.S. On reading this, mother points out, with
the freedom permissible in the family circle, that I am
myself a bald fact. But this is overstating the case. I have
some hair![94]
Both Alison and Jim were still at school when their father died. Their
adult life is described below.

Friends, family and the new technological world
The presence of her parents just down the road also involved not only
Hattie but also the other members of the family in a variety of
activities, celebrations and bedside attendances among them. After
their wedding the next big family party that the Hamiltons attended
– and the first we know of that they went to as a family – was
Hattie’s parents’ golden wedding. Whether there was much of a family
celebration for either Alison’s or Jim’s christening is uncertain.
Probably not: Charlotte makes no mention of Bob’s christening nor
indeed that of any of her other grandchildren or great grandchildren.
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Charlotte’s and Edward’s golden wedding celebrations took place in
Bedford in the summer of 1903 at their long-standing home of Alpha
Villa, which they had built in 1863 and were now on the point of
leaving after forty years there. The party was for the immediate family
only, with no friends, cousins or other relatives invited. Their five
children and their spouses and children all attended except for one
grandson, though it seems likely from the number of those present,
which Charlotte gives as twenty-six, that Alison and Jim did not take
part in the main evening festivities, even though Hattie had brought
them together with Miss Corall to Bedford some days previously. They
were of course the only non-Bousfield grandchildren, and there seems
to have always been a hint of jealousy in the attitude of the Hamiltons
to the Bousfield ‘clan’.
The celebration started with a ‘memorable evening meal’, for which all
twenty-six managed to fit round the table in the breakfast room and
adjoining conservatory. ‘Then all adjourned to the drawing-room
where the more important function was enacted.’ First came the gifts
and speeches. The happy couple were given fifty gold sovereigns by
their children, while they in turn gave each member of the family
something gold – brooches, rings and so on, with silver pencil cases
for their sons. ‘Then came our united thanksgiving, first in song in
verses which I had put together for the occasion… And then the
father of the happy group expressed on our knees for himself and
their

mother

words

of

grateful

remembrance…

and

supplication that our dear ones might experience like mercies.’

earnest
[95]

The following year Will and Flo, Hattie’s very successful eldest brother
and his wife, celebrated their silver wedding at their home in Hendon,
north London. Not all the family was present: Alex would not leave
Nottingham and Lottie would not go without him. Hattie and William
Robert on the other hand did attend but not Alison and Jim. Various
presents of silver were given to the celebrating pair: Hattie’s was a
silver rose bowl. Other gifts included a couple of pairs of silver
candlesticks and a ‘very beautiful silver lamp from Will’s constituents
in North Hackney’ where he was still the MP. Friends joined the
family for tea on the lawn. The evening saw a dinner party with the
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new silver candlesticks prominently on display. Later there was some
music. After the party Hattie and William stayed a week in London.[96]
There were also visits the other way, when family came from London
to stay. Nephew Eric Bousfield had become a barrister like his father
Will and was involved with cases in Nottingham. ‘Grandson Eric came
Monday morning by train before going to court,’ his grandmother
recorded: ‘[He] had luncheon with his Uncle Hamilton at his club and
was there introduced to several solicitors of his acquaintance. Some
months ago our son-in-law W.R. Hamilton was made a J.P. He and
Hattie are both very anxious to give Eric the opportunity of such
introductions (so very necessary to his success as a barrister in the
county).’ They had previously planned a little dinner party for the
same purpose, but this had to be cancelled.[97]
Hattie also went specially to London with her ‘son’ (surely Bob) for
King Edward VII’s funeral in May 1910. With her brother John they
found a good spot in ‘the Park, and saw the gorgeous procession pass
on its way from Westminster.’ Charlotte commented that the King
appeared to be more popular than his mother Queen Victoria who had
died just ten years previously.[98] The other excitement at this time was
the re-appearance of Halley’s comet. Clouds prevented Charlotte from
seeing it when she went specially to her son Will, who had had a
tower added to his house in Hendon (though not for the purpose of
viewing the comet). William Robert’s cousins were much luckier. This
was probably William Connell and family who had been living in
Argentina. On their way home on the boat they saw it night after
night, describing it as ‘a most grand object.’[99] This is the only
mention in Charlotte’s diary of one of William Robert’s relatives
coming to stay. But whether it was the only visit, we cannot be sure.
Probably there were few if any others.
Later that year Charlotte, now eighty-two years old, was taken
seriously ill with what seems to have been a bout of food poisoning
and was in bed for nearly a fortnight. Her doctor son Edward was
called and nearly despaired of her recovery. Hattie and Lottie were
inevitably much involved in nursing her: ‘My girls were my untiring
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nurses by day, only leaving me to a trained nurse at night.’[100] She was
even more dangerously ill the following spring, and once again her
‘girls’ had to bear the burden of nursing her: ‘Feeling spiritless and
pain in my leg, decided not to go out, and sent Hattie out for flowers
and fruit which I intended to get.’ She had got shingles:
The doctor said he had never seen so extensive a case, and
this I suppose accounts for the large surface of nerve
centres affected, which caused me more protracted suffering
day and especially night than ever before in my life… At
the end of two months of trial I feel and I believe look
much older… The devotion of my dear girls, the visits of
Edward and his brothers and wives, to say little of the
sympathy of outside friends, has brought pleasure I could
not otherwise have had.[101]
One incident, as recounted later by Alison, enlivened life for the
family at this time. Professor Weekly, who ran the French Department
at Nottingham's University College, and his German wife, Frieda, had
children of similar age to the Hamiltons and, living close by, they
used to meet. One morning in May 1912 Hattie rushed into the room
and announced in a state of some agitation that Mrs Weekly had ‘gone
off with that dreadful fellow Lawrence and left those poor little
children motherless.’ D.H. Lawrence, a local man of course, had made
a name for himself in the previous year with his novel Sons and Lovers
and had known Frieda only a few weeks when they decided to run off
together, she indeed leaving her children in doing so.
Lawrence was very much a modern man, and while some of his beliefs
and actions shocked his contemporaries, they had a long-lasting effect
in ushering in new ways of living life. Several more practical aspects of
this ‘new world’ appear in Charlotte’s diaries. In June 1905 she notes
that ‘Lottie had her little Kodak [camera] with her’ when she and her
mother visited a convalescent home for men in Skegness, and was thus
able to take pictures of those who signed the teetotal ‘pledge’ at the
time. Cameras had ceased to be the bulky equipment of the
professional photographer and had become handy consumer items. [102]
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In March 1908 Charlotte visited her son John, a patent agent, at work
and ‘in the next hour I was most pleasantly occupied in watching and
listening to the clear-headed way and quickness with which he
disposed of a heap of correspondence, ringing up first a clever girl
typist who came with shorthand book and rapidly wrote what John
dictated to her.’ (More interesting, at least, than watching frontloading washing machines turning over their loads of dirty clothes, as
was known to be the reaction of some fascinated new owners when
these were first introduced.) Immediately following that she had ‘my
first experience of a motor cab in which we drove the doors of
Queen’s Hall.’[103] In November 1909 another sort of modern transport
gave her a first:
After lunch walked with husband to omnibus for Golders
Green tube, the new electric railway which brings Hendon
so much nearer both to City, West and South London and
makes the journey much more easy.[104]
Even in those days the London Underground was known as the Tube!
Telephones, though invented as far back as 1876, were slow to come
into general use. In June 1909 a long telephone conversation she
overheard her doctor son Edward having with another doctor over a
patient was thought worthy of recording in her diary.[105] Flying
machines, as they were still called, were another invention in the
headlines, usually for the wrong reasons:
Other circumstances which have caused loss of life during
the year, and as a matter of history noteworthy, is the
death of 29 or 30 clever men in the prime of life from the
new craze of flying machines. Some wonders accomplished,
but how much good?[106]
Aeroplanes were still a rich man’s sport. It took the First World War
to show that they could be more than that. Then in May 1913 a fire at
their Mapperley Road home called for some major redecorations and,
as a result, Edward and Charlotte were persuaded to install electricity.
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Charlotte particularly enjoyed now having a bedside light when she
went to bed.
In July 1912 another innovation of a quite different sort was noted:
The Insurance Act comes into force on the 25th… But as
my husband pays our maids monthly, the Act does not
come into force in our case until August 1st. There is a
good deal of discontent amongst both mistresses and maids,
because neither feel any immediate benefit and do not like
the monthly payments, but some of both are sufficiently
unselfish to feel and be glad to benefit those who are now
obliged at once to take advantage of it.[107]
There was more on this a few weeks later.
The Insurance Act is now in force, and we have had our
first experience of affixing stamps… There is a great deal of
discontent as to the Act and the method of complying with
it is troublesome, but the multitudes that are obliged to
make provision against age and sickness, and have mostly
joined approved Benefit Societies, must eventually be a
tremendous national decreasing of penury, both for those
who suffer through no fault of their own, and for the still
greater number of the thriftless, whom compulsion alone
would save from pauperism.[108]
The Welfare State had arrived, many years after it had been introduced
in Germany, a new nation which the British were increasingly feeling
was forging ahead of them industrially, militarily, intellectually,
medically and now even in social care.[109]
In November 1913 Hattie was in London visiting Hilda, one of her
Bousfield nieces, now a doctor in hospital.
She took her aunt over her part of the wards, and with
pardonable pride to one particular bed. A poor woman had
her breast taken off and Hilda performed the subsequent
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operation of taking strips of skin from another part and
grafting them on to the large wound.[110]
This was far from the only memorable event in that year. For 1913
proved to offer more excitement for the wider family than they could
have expected. Though they had been ten years in Nottingham by
1913, the house in Mapperley Road and indeed life in the city
generally had never fully satisfied Charlotte and even less so Edward.
They sometimes regretted not moving to London to be close to their
sons, Will and Florence especially. The house was cold, which they put
down to its being not very sunny and being built on clay rather than
sand. It was also not sufficiently close to a Methodist church.
Triggered by the house next door becoming vacant – though slightly
bigger and sunnier, it did not fulfil their other criteria – Charlotte
left Edward in London and came home to start house-hunting with
Hattie. But ‘after many walks and searchings to little or no purpose’
they had found only one house in a bad state of repair that otherwise
suited. So the idea was abandoned.[111]
Then in March there was another big party for Charlotte and Edward.
‘On 24th of this month,’ Charlotte wrote at Will’s home in Hendon,
falls the anniversary of our wedding day 60 years ago! Our
children wish to celebrate what is called a Diamond
Wedding and our eldest son invites his father and myself
with as many of our descendants as can accept their
invitation to assemble here for the event which is beyond
ordinary occurrence and the only one in which we shall be
able to see our children, grandchildren and a great
grandchild gathered together around us. Our last
assembling at Bedford ten years ago for the Golden
Wedding was sufficiently memorable. The absentees will be
Bruce who is afar off in Australia; Jack, our son John’s boy,
still at school at Uppingham, and Hattie’s eldest boy Jim,
who is at school farther north in Yorkshire. These last two
have some running or other match, which is much more
exciting and important than their grandparents’
anniversary!
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Hattie.
For this Alison together with her Aunt Lottie stayed with Hattie’s
youngest brother John down the road in the Fortune Green area,
while ‘Hattie and her husband’ – no mention of Bob, but he must
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have been there – stayed with her middle brother Edward in south
London. As at the golden wedding, there were hymns, prayers, a
speech from Will, who presented his mother with a diamond ring
from the family, and ‘healths drunk in lemonade.’ In May the already
mentioned fire at Mapperley Road occurred. Lottie sent her parents
packing off to their second home in Aspley Heath, while she
supervised the repairs and renovations. Both daughters, though, were
involved in further work on their parents’ house the following spring
and were ‘proud to show us what had been done to the house under
their supervision’.[112]
Come summer and Hattie was putting on garden parties again.
This has been a busy week for dear Hattie. On Tuesday the
garden party which is her convenient form of entertaining
many friends at once in summer took place. It was only
possible to make a company too large for the house safe
except by providing a shelter, which on previous occasions
she did by having a tent on the raised lawn in her pretty
garden. Between 50 and 60 ladies came and were
entertained to tea, ices etc. Maud came from Hampstead to
help her aunt and with the aid of a professional
accompanyist [sic] for the piano added to the general
enjoyment by her clever playing on the violin and singing
several songs. The day was beautifully fine and warm.[113]
The next day, though not so fortunate with the weather, Hattie gave
another garden party in aid of ‘Liberal Women’s suffrage.’ Though
none of them knew it then, this was the last gasp of what had been a
marvellous time to be alive if you were both prosperous and British.
Secure in their island fortress, enjoying a comfortable life at home
pampered by servants, able to freely sail the world’s oceans which they
controlled, and to visit most of the world’s countries, which if they
did not govern, they dominated, British civilians had for centuries
avoided the revolutionary and nation-building conflicts which had
troubled all their European neighbours. Southern England had known
no armed risings since the end of the Civil War 270 years earlier and
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even further north there had been no fighting since 1745, 170 years
earlier. Even the Napoleonic Wars, which had certainly affected all
parts of the Britain even though no foreign troops had landed, had
ended at Waterloo virtually a century before. In historical as well as in
global terms this was a unique experience. No developed country had
ever avoided armed conflict on its territory for such a length of
time.[114]
But now catastrophe came out of the blue. Within a month Britain
was at war, the most terrible war that the world had ever known. And
though not fought on British soil, no family in the land avoided its
revolutionary impact.

War
On Wednesday 19th August 1914 Charlotte quoted The Times in her
diary:
War! Seven nations simultaneously battling for existence.
Europe trembling under the tramp of 12 million soldiers;
war by dreadnought and submarine; war by Zeppelin and
aeroplane; war at a cost of £12m per day; the proudest
centuries threatened by the most appalling ruin that ever
scarred the memory of man.
Hattie and the three children were at the bungalow in Trusthorpe.
The east coast, being just over the North Sea from Germany, was
thought to be at risk from bombardment or even invasion, with the
result that ‘many seaside visitors to the East Coast have been greatly
alarmed and left’.[115] Although Hattie was back in Trusthorpe again in
October, the fear was not misplaced, for in December the German
navy bombarded the seaside resorts of West Hartlepool, Scarborough
and Whitby. More than a hundred people were killed. It was the first
direct attack on Britain since the Dutch bombardments in the
seventeenth century some 250 years earlier and caused outrage among
the British.
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The Hamilton family
circa 1915.

Christmas 1914, however, was ‘spent much as in past years.’ In the
evening all the family gathered at East Dene ‘which Hattie always
expects.’ Alison and Bob, who had both been confined indoors with
colds since returning from school, had recovered sufficiently to join
the others and enjoy ‘the usual Christmas tree in the nursery’ where
‘Father Christmas presided at the distribution of Christmas gifts.’ But
the war intruded even on this familiar scene: Hilda, Uncle Will’s eldest
daughter, had asked them to replace some of their normal Christmas
giving with knitting mittens for the troops – her two brothers,
having already joined the Army, were both now serving abroad.[116]
The following summer, however, life was continuing in many ways
much as before for those not directly involved in the war.
I am with my husband leaving home for a fortnight on
Wednesday for that time at Trusthorpe, where dear Hattie
now is with her husband. They beg us to come at once as
they return but will stay to receive us. We shall be
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succeeded by the whole family when the children return
from school next month.[117]
But the war could not be kept entirely at arm’s length.
Our stay at Hattie’s bungalow was not as pleasurable as she
intended on account of very unsettled weather and my
husband’s health. Also our evenings were much curtailed by
the enforced darkening of the house earlier at night than
was convenient for me on account of the Zeppelin raids on
the East Coast and fear of them. I sat up to my usual time
during the first part of our stay, but one evening when
drawing down the blinds an Officer crossed the road before
the bungalow and very civilly requested me not to keep a
bright light after dark.[118]
‘Both there [at Trusthorpe] and now at home the war is an overshadowing cloud.’[119] More and more of Hattie’s nephews were
becoming soldiers. One of them, Bruce, was now serving in the
Dardanelles, a particularly bloody battlefield. He soon came out
wounded. But it was not only the war that was causing ill health. As
winter came on Hattie’s father, now eighty-six years old, was
increasingly poorly. By December Hattie and her sister Lottie were
much involved with their mother in looking after him: but soon ‘for
some time we have had day and night nurses. I am thankful he suffers
no pain and that his mind is clear.’[120]
The following March Hattie reached fifty-one years of age. ‘Her eldest
and only daughter Alison is now over 18 and will I trust grow to be as
great a source of comfort to her mother as her mother is to me.’ But
Edward’s health continued to deteriorate and on 7th July Charlotte
wrote ‘I am a widow!’ He had died on June 29th. Many years later,
when serving in India during World War II Bob described in a letter
to his wife the laying-out of his grandfather, which he had
remembered since seeing it as a nine-year-old: ‘He was in his coffin on
the table at the house in Mapperley Road – the lid was open – all
the men were dressed in black with white gloves, so was the corpse.
The lid was only placed on after they had paid their last respects.’[121]
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But 1916 was not all doom and gloom. Hattie’s brother Will was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society (FRS), perhaps the only former
MP to receive this honour. And his son Keith was awarded the
Military Cross for his bravery in the trenches.[122]

William Robert’s final days
William was increasingly affected by heart problems, but he and Hattie
largely kept this secret from her mother, so almost nothing of it
appears on her diary. He began to sleep in the garden house:
‘Grandfather built it and apparently slept there when he was having
heart problems. He no doubt he thought fresh air would help. Having
had angina I can appreciate how debilitating it is and how unpleasant
it is to climb stairs!’[123] In July 1915 William and Hattie went to the
bungalow at Trusthorpe to get away from it all, as mentioned above:
‘They have a very nice bungalow there where they have spent a few
weeks for the benefit of the health of the latter who is far from
good.’[124] The two of them even managed a holiday in October in what
was probably William Robert’s favourite place – the islands in the
mouth of the Clyde – this time on Bute.
His health continued to deteriorate, and by 1916 he was unable to
continue any non-work activities apart from his duties as a
magistrate. On 19th August of that year he succumbed to a heart
attack.
After having for a much longer time than I before knew
suffered great anxiety on her husband’s account, she went
with him to their bungalow at Trusthorpe for perfect
quietude and absence of all business matters, the doctors
having pronounced angina pectoris to be the cause of the
spasms which any excitement produced. While there, these
recurred from time to time, but she hopefully returned
with him and he went once and for the last time to his
offices where as a Chartered Accountant he had an
excellent practice. He returned home in a cab and seemed
so completely better between the attacks that when the last
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The garden at East Dene: ‘Our garden, Alexandra Park, with Jimmie
Sep 1900' painted by Hattie when Jim was just a year old. It shows the
garden shed where William Robert took to sleeping as his angina
worsened.
came some ten days later and he died in the midst of
efforts to relieve him in her arms, the stroke was
bewildering. In the nineteen years of their married life they
continued to be real lovers without a discord. My dear girl
in deep grief is however bravely bearing it for her
children’s sake and doing what she can to solace her
mother.
William Robert was both well-liked and highly regarded by those who
knew him. His obituaries are of course full of kind and admiring
words. But what comes over most strongly from them is his energy,
his kindness and his sense of humour. The Trader, ‘An Illustrated
Journal for Business Men’, devoted two full pages out of a total of just
twelve editorial sides to his obituary and funeral as well as its only
illustration. It described him as
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… a worker to whom no task seemed to be impossible. His
practice as an accountant was extensive, and yet he found
time to lecture, publish treaties on various aspects of
accountancy, and to engage in a multitude of movements,
which must have left him little margin for his own leisure.
Work for him was almost a recreation. Keenly sensitive and
considerate, he was a man of many excellent parts, and to
these he added a warm and genial disposition.
The Trader also praised his aptitude for words:
Whether in the role of lecturer or writer Mr Hamilton was
always clear, logical and incisive. His repertoire of stories
appropriate to the occasion, as well as his readiness for
reproducing them at the apt moment, were alike
remarkable. The charm of these was greatly enhanced by
the fact that they came quite unexpectedly, for Mr
Hamilton’s gravity of expression completely concealed his
spirit of humour.
His last public speech, given in the previous March, it described as
‘characteristically racy and informative.’ His energy, his kindness and
his sense of humour were also praised by the minister at his funeral:
He was energetic, earnest, thorough in all his work. His
quiet humour, which we all knew so well, was ever with
him and played about among his words in many a public
speech. We in this place can but be grateful that our faith
sustained a man so true, so kindly, so warm-hearted and so
unselfish, of such integrity and faithfulness of purpose.[126]
The Accountant magazine referred to him as a ‘man of exceptional
activity’ and ‘always ready to give his services in the cause of charity.’
Its obituary stressed his achievements: 'In the profession he achieved
considerable success. He was a recognised authority on accountancy’
and mentioned his many articles for it as well as his frequent
lecturing. ‘It was a compliment to his mastery of detail that he was
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selected to organise the work of local [electoral] registration for
Nottingham.'
In many ways, though the good times were all too short, William and
Hattie were lucky: the twenty or so years they had together was a time
of an increasing disparity of wealth, with the better-off enjoying great
prosperity. The contrast between this and the poverty they saw around
them troubled them and they worked to alleviate it. But for them
personally and for William in particular after many years of penny
pinching and sometimes loneliness, they must have been years to
enjoy. Certainly it was a period of well-being that none of their
children was to know in their own adult lives.
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Chapter Twelve

Leftover life to live:
The Hamiltons from 1916

Into my heart an air that kills
From yon far country blows:
What are those blue remembered hills,
What spires, what farms are those?
A.E. Housman: A Shropshire Lad verse 44

William Robert’s funeral was quickly held – on the Monday following
his death – at High Pavement Chapel, as reported in The Trader. But
if organised rapidly, it was not a quiet send-off. ‘The congregation...
was large and representative and was not merely a tribute of respect
from public and professional men in the city, but a touching mark of
widespread personal affection.’ The long list of mourners which The
Trader included in its report is evidence that these were not empty
words. That so many should have wished to attend his funeral at any
time is indeed a tribute to the esteem and affection in which he was
clearly held. That they did so in the middle of a devastating war,
indeed in the very midst of the battle of the Somme, the bloodiest of
all the First World War battles, is remarkable.
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The early death of the sole breadwinner is bound to have serious
emotional and financial effects on any family. The emotional impact
of William’s death on Hattie and her still dependent children –
Alison was eighteen, Jim just seventeen and Bob only eight years old
– was huge. Though William's death cannot have been a great
surprise for Hattie, it must have been a great shock. The piece she
wrote for her children describing his early life shows she was not only
deeply in love with her husband; she was also extremely proud of him
and what he had achieved from such difficult beginnings. Though
doubtless strengthened by her strong faith, she must have suffered
greatly. She also was keen to acknowledge the continuing bond he felt
with Scotland and his ancestry from there; for ‘Scotland was always
the homeland of his heart’ as she wrote at this time. She arranged for
his details to be added to the grave stone of his grandparents John and
Isabella among the family burials at Benrig (see ‘The gravestone
inscriptions at St Boswells Benrig cemetery’ in the appendix).
The immediate financial impact, except on Jim as described below, is
less easy to uncover. William Robert’s estate was valued at £5,335 for
probate and this would have included the value of the house and
garden, though property was comparatively cheaper then than now.
Without a breadwinner the family thought of themselves as badly off;
but Hattie was able to stay on at East Dene and indeed remained there
until her death. She was also able to keep on the bungalow at
Trusthorpe and the services of her two maids as well as Miss Corrall
to look after Bob. This was in spite of the fact that their situation was
made more complicated by the almost simultaneous death of Hattie’s
father and by the ever-increasing demands of the war. Financially
Hattie’s father’s death probably came to help her; for her mother
moved in with her (see below) and presumably paid her for this.
William Robert’s accountancy firm was taken over and continued to
operate from the same premises. ‘Some of my father’s accountancy
friends rallied round.’ Jim wrote later: ‘He had been well thought of,
and they were anxious to help my mother. One of them offered to
article me without premium – a rare offer indeed in those days –
while another was prepared to take over my father’s practice until I
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should be ready to join it.’[1] The accountant who took over the
practice was Robert Bartle Bagguley, but no evidence of the financial
arrangements for doing so survives. Paying for good will was not
normal at that time, with the result that there was probably little or
no payment to Hattie but she was freed from any liabilities to clients
or staff.
In addition to her children, Hattie also had her mother living at
home. After Edward’s death in the summer of 1916 Charlotte
remained fit and active apart from an unnamed illness which was
perhaps appendicitis. For the next few months she continued to live at
home in Mapperley Road. But the following May Hattie and Lottie
persuaded her to come and live with them. Or as their mother put it:
After the comparative solitude of a few months after my
dear husband’s death, for the sake of my dear girls as well
as my own and at their often expressed wish, I decided to
discharge my two unsatisfactory maids and live with Lottie
and Hattie.[2]
They put in a door on the first floor that connected the two adjacent
landings.
Charlotte was given a bedroom in Hattie’s now disused nurseries.
‘These have become my rooms, furnished from my old home.
Delightfully situated facing south-west and the lawn and surrounded
by beautiful trees, this I desire to be my rest until the call to rejoin my
husband, which cannot be very distant.’ During the daytime she was
mostly in Lottie’s house, and Lottie seems to have taken the main role
in looking after her: ‘My daily needs are in Lottie’s care.’ No doubt
her daughters also thought that at the age of nearly 89, she would not
be with them much longer. They were all much mistaken. Many of her
remaining possessions were split up between her children:
I invited my sons and their wives to visit me, to choose
whatever from sentiment or use they liked, much to my
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satisfaction and I was able to send all by means of a motorvan from Nottingham to Hendon, then Hampstead and
Denmark Hill. My dear girls find room for things on
which they have from childhood looked.[3]
During 1917 enormous changes were experienced by all civilians. In
addition to coping with the daily realities of the death or disability of
their men in uniform, they now experienced the effects of the war in
their immediate daily lives.
The continuance of the war beyond our worst fears has
brought about the most unlooked-for experience in our
personal affairs and domestic economy. The tremendous
daily expenditure for the Army has made the Government
devise various schemes to meet it. The last two –
encouragement for every class to save and to invest savings,
and where possible income also, in War Bonds, and strict
economy in the use of food.[3]
Charlotte had dutifully borrowed £200 from her bank and invested it
in a War Loan.
As regards domestic economy my dear girls have
considerable difficulty in providing for their families. Bread,
butter, the formerly despised margarine, sugar and many
cereals are only to be obtained in rationed quantities, and
these in much smaller quantities than used formerly.[4]
Her teetotal enthusiasms made her add: ‘We eat and drink without
complaint less, but are justly aggrieved that whilst having to be
content with ½ lb of sugar a week, the great brewers are supplied with
it by tons, to add to their destruction of bushels of grain by the
million, for beer!’[5] She blamed the Prime Minister Lloyd George for
this, feeling he had let down his supporters.
Charlotte returned to the subject of rationing in her next entry a few
weeks later, going into more detail:
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In the last few months everything domestic has undergone
such changes and limitations as to make housekeeping a
matter of constant effort and conservation. Every article of
daily use so rationed or scarce, that only by the help of her
charwoman going to less frequented shops has Lottie been
able this week to eke out our provisions of 2 oz of tea,
½ lb margarine, a rabbit to supplement our week’s supply
of meat 1lb! Almost everything edible so apportioned by
the Food Controller that the food of the country may be
as equally and satisfactorily distributed as possible. Prices
are fixed, and quantities for each member of the family.
Many have been fined for exceeding both.[6]
The only bright side of this was that ‘the great instigator Germany
seems to be in worse case.’
Jim returned to boarding school for one more term after his father’s
death. He was seventeen and few boys stayed on at school longer than
that at this crucial juncture of the war. On leaving in December he
continued to study at home and in due course got a first class in the
London Matriculation exams. His housemaster at Sedbergh considered
this the equivalent of a scholarship to Oxford and ensured the record
was added to the House’s Honours Board where such achievements
were listed. At the same time, while awaiting call-up to the army he
started his accountancy articles early in 1917. He joined the Officer
Training Corps of Nottingham University in May, but was not called
up until March 1918. Alison was also living at home, staying at school
until the summer of 1917 and then studying for the London
Matriculation exams. She also started a preliminary medical course at
this time. Bob, age ten, ‘a merry, loquacious and persevering little
man’

according

to

his

grandmother,

remained

at

school

Nottingham, ‘well advantaged for his age but not very strong.’

in

[7]

Having lost her husband and her father during the war, Hattie was
more fortunate with her younger family. All seven of her Bousfield
nephews saw service in the army during the war and all survived. As
her mother wrote on Armistice Day:
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The family in 1918.
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What a wonderful record I have to give that with eight
grandsons [including Jim] not one of my children are
among the mourners. All of them have honourably done
the work assigned to them, but the greatest ill that has
befallen them has been Bruce badly wounded in the leg,
Alec very slightly and poor Keith who for over a year was
a prisoner of war and escaped only a couple of months
ago.[8]
But having come through the war without personal loss, its immediate
aftermath saw one blow after another hit the Bousfields. Spanish ‘Flu
killed Will’s wife, Flo, in April 1919, a dreadful loss to her mother-inlaw Charlotte, for she loved her almost more than her two daughters.
Then in 1921 both of Will’s younger brothers, Edward and John, also
died, Edward’s death being most likely because of his smoking. This
left Hattie, Will, their two sister-in-laws as well as Charlotte herself all
widowed. Lottie and Alex were the only remaining couple in the
immediate family. So by the early 1920s ‘the blue remembered hills’ of
the pre-war days must have seemed like some lost paradise; the days
full of good works and parties, of sunlit success and prosperity, of
family gatherings and lengthy holidays, had gone for ever. For those
of the older generation who were left the days must have seemed
empty, cold and penny-pinching.
Not much information survives on Hattie's later life. The records of
this last third and more of her life are sketchy, and no more than an
outline of it can be drawn. But the basic facts are not in doubt. She
was twenty-five years a widow. For some years, of course, she was still
very much a mother; all three of her children were still living at home
and continued to do so for several years. Jim went away to the war for
a time in 1918, but he came back again late the following year, living
at East Dene at least until 1925. Alison ran her kindergarten there,
while Bob was still a schoolboy living at home until he went up to
Oxford in 1926. It seems probable that all three of them continued to
treat East Dene as the place to live whenever they wanted until the
two boys got married. Even then Bob started his married life living
there.
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Charlotte Bousfield,
Hattie’s mother.

Hattie and Lottie also had their mother to look after more and more
as she got older and older – Charlotte came to be known as ‘the old
old’ in the family! This was not, however, a full-time job for them.
Although she became less mobile as she got older, needing the use of
a Bath chair and someone to push her for many outings, Charlotte
nevertheless still managed to get away without Hattie’s or Lottie’s
help. In the early summer of 1925, she spent a couple of months with
a carer in Aspley Guise, just south of Bedford, where the Bousfields
had had a second home for many years, before going on to her son
Will’s home in Hendon for a stay. Many relatives came to see her here,
as she records in the diary she took up again briefly at this time.
In July 1927, the family celebrated her ninety-ninth birthday at their
old home of Alpha Villa in Bedford. Edward and Charlotte had built
this five years after their arrival in Bedford in 1858. It had been let
out when they moved to Nottingham in 1903, but now Charlotte was
glad to sell it at something of a knockdown price to the local
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Methodist Church as a home for the local Superintendent Minister.
Hattie had been born and spent all her life until she got married there
and was now ‘very delighted to spend the Sunday in her old home’
with her mother courtesy of the new owners. The birthday falling on
a Sunday, the Methodist Circuit meeting was held the same day, after
which a family party of half dozen Bousfields was given lunch by the
then occupiers.[9] Charlotte’s hundredth birthday was celebrated the
following year at her eldest son Will's home in London, but for the
next three years her birthdays were the occasion for ‘public
celebrations’ (presumably in Nottingham), according to the local press.
Another cause for family celebration was when Charlotte was
presented to King George V and Queen Mary on the occasion of the
inauguration of Nottingham University. She was specially introduced
to them because of her great age, then 101. Asked afterwards if she
had been proud to be presented to their Majesties, she made clear she
was furious because she had been shown special deference by the royal
couple and was not allowed to stand up. ‘ I did think I should have
been able to show proper respect to them’ she said afterwards. She
made her last public speech the same year, but was not felt to be her
former self after surviving flu at the age of 103. She finally died in
September 1933 at the age of 105. She was perhaps Britain’s oldest
person at the end of her life. She was buried with her beloved Edward
in Nottingham.
Hattie

continued

her

temperance

work

for

an

increasingly

disinterested world. As Canon Holbrook said at her funeral, ‘When
others had grown weary or become indifferent to the cause, she
remained a pillar of strength to those around her.’ For thirty years she
was President (or perhaps Secretary – the sources differ on the title,
but there can be no doubt of her leading role) of the local diocesan
branch of the Women's Union of the Church of England Temperance
Society, still holding this position when she died. She also threw her
energies into raising funds for a Woman's Welfare Hall to provide a
centre for women on a local council estate. This was built thanks to
‘her generosity and enthusiasm’ in 1931 at Jarvis Avenue, Sneinton
Dale. This was used among other things by the Nottingham
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Hattie: this self-portrait in
oil shows her holding a
paint brush.

Corporation as a mother and baby clinic. Some months after her
death, a plaque was erected to her memory, specifically praising her
work for the temperance movement.
As peace was re-established after the war Hattie was able to return to
her painting. Her sketchbooks have no entries between 1916 and 1921,
when she made a water-colour of Minchinghampton in the Cotswolds;
the gap was no doubt due to the fact that holidays were limited during
the war especially the latter part of it, and they were the occasion of
most of the use of her sketchbooks. In 1932 in response to a request
by her cousin Ella in London, she supplied some ‘sketches’ for a show
her cousin was putting on. Ella was delighted with them:
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Hattie with Jane, taken in
the summer of 1939.

It was wonderful of you to send us 27 of your exquisite
sketches and I myself have simply feasted on them. They
were much admired and I ventured to put the Elstow
cornfield under glass and set it among our harvest
decorations as we had not a bit of real corn. I also gave a
private view to a few who could not manage the show.[10]
One of the pictures, of Ashstead Common was sold for £1-1-0 ‘and I
am adding it to the show profits.’
Hattie also went back to doing portraits of the family. She had painted
her children when they were young; in the mid-1930s she painted her
eldest grandchildren. The years had not diminished her skill: far from
it; the pastel portraits she made of them are better than the one she
did of Jim more than thirty years previously.
But Hattie had little opportunity to enjoy her grandchildren except as
babies and toddlers. For the Second World War started when the
eldest, Jane, was only six. But there can be no doubt that she loved to
see them, as is clear from surviving photographs of her with them at
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her home in East Dene as well as in Jordans when visiting Jim and
Dorothy. In November 1940 she sent Jane a picture postcard showing
a toddler praying, illustrated with a floral border by Mabel Lucy
Attwell and the printed words: ‘Here is a little prayer for you –
Where ever you may roam God bless whatever you may do And bring
you safe back home.’ Hattie wrote: Granny’s love to my dear little
maid! Could you draw a baby like this? Granny.’
She became increasingly affected by arthritis. Photographs of her at
this time show her in a wheelchair. Two letters from her to Jim
survive both from the second half of 1941, that is in the last few
months of her life. These show that she was more or less confined to
bed for part of this time. The first of the letters, written in August,
shows her very stressed. ‘All my arrangements are upset by Mrs
Thomson’s leaving’ she wrote:
I have engaged another housekeeper to come on Saturday,
but have had no further reply to my letter. She may fail
me [but] if I am left stranded, I am sure Aunt Lottie will
cope, with my morning woman three times in the week, to
keep me going until Dorothy [Jim’s wife] can come… I am
so helpless, especially since last week when my leg got
another twist getting off my bed, and I can’t get in and
out without help. I may get better, but the doctor seems to
think it is a kind of flare-up in the leg bone. He says it
may die down again in time, but one can’t hurry it… It is
very trying as I was just getting on nicely and was able to
get across the room, which is a great convenience!
The lack of help had also become a problem for keeping the garden
under control.
We’ve got a lovely marrow – 7¼ lbs – and some splendid
potatoes too. I think this man is doing well for me with
vegetables, but the ornamental part of the garden is rather
rough. Norman has to do it, but he has so little strength
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and takes an unconscionable time doing it, which is rather
expensive. It costs me 6/- or 7/- to get my lawns cut![11]
Alison had visited briefly, before returning to Edinburgh via
St Boswells. Bob had also been at home, but, having finished his
adjutant’s course, was going back to his RAF posting at Sutton Bridge
beside the Wash in Lincolnshire.
By November Hattie was feeling brighter:
It was lovely to see you, darling – I shall soon be getting
better, because I am beginning to feel the splint less. Even
the pain of tenderness under the ring round my leg I am
able to forget sometimes. Thank you for thinking about it.
The doctor hasn’t been again yet, so he evidently doesn’t
think the swelling matters.[12]
But Hattie’s medical problems were producing financial ones. Bob
came home unexpectedly, having been ill, and she got him to sell £100
worth of stock: ‘then I shall not need to be a drag on my family at
present at all events. You see this is a very expensive illness, much
more than one which only needs a doctor. I’ve got a very nice night
nurse now for £4-4/- a week. Such a kind creature!’[13]
Her suffering had in no way reduced her religious convictions. ‘God
will provide’ was her reply when asked by her daughter-in-law
Margery how she could cope. She was
… so pleased to hear that Dorothy had begun to take the
children to church. Bless her! God will reward her for
trying to do her duty to her children. It makes it easier for
me to pray for them when I know their parents are doing
it too. There are no influences in life like home
influence.[14]
Hattie died just a couple of months later on 13th January 1942, aged
76, and was buried alongside her husband in the Corporation cemetery
at Canning Circus. Her brother-in-law Alex had already died the
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The family in 1940.
Back row: Do, Jim,
Margery.
Front row: Jane, John,
Hattie, Hugh, Julian and
Bob.

previous year, but Lottie continued to live on at Charnwood House,
unhappily becoming increasingly senile towards the end.
The children decided to hold onto East Dene until the war was over,
but then quickly sold it without the large garden. There was much
discussion between them before the sale, some of it rather fraught, as
to what to do with the garden. According to Bob, their mother had
thought about selling it twenty years earlier, but had not done so for
sentimental reasons. Jim too felt sentimental about it, but had no
practical ideas except to sell it with the house. Bob wanted to buy it,
build a house and live there. This seems to have aroused Jim’s jealousy,
as his finances – or lack of them – certainly prevented him buying it
himself. In the event Bob and his wife Margery bought the splendid
garden a few months later in May 1946, but went to live elsewhere.
Eventually it was split into four building plots, the last of which, ’a
truly superb freehold building plot’ according to the estate agents, was
not sold and built on until 1974. The twin houses of East Dene and
Charnwood House with their connecting doors were converted into an
old people’s home after Lottie died in 1953 at the age of ninety-two.
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‘Alison, Easter 1906’
painted by her mother
when she was eight years
old.

Alison
Alison was born on 12 January 1898. She had a troubled childhood.
She was a weekly boarder at school when she was certainly no older
than ten. Then aged eleven, her behaviour was found to be so
problematic that she was sent to Switzerland for a time, as described
above. On her return she went to school again in Nottingham, and
then at the age of fifteen she was sent to Polam Hall, a boarding
school in Darlington in the northeast of England, founded some sixty
years earlier as a finishing school for Quaker girls and still in
existence today in a very different guise. No information from her
time there has been found. After two years there she was moved back
home and attended the local Nottingham High School for Girls for
another two years up to the summer of 1917, staying on after her
father died. She was by now nineteen years old, and, like Jim,
continued to study at home for a few months, taking the London
Matriculation Exam (which Jim, some eighteen months younger, had
also just taken) in December and passing with a Second Class.
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The world had moved on since her mother was young. Alison had no
intention of staying quietly at home until the right man appeared. In
any case so many of the right men were already, or soon would be,
‘fallen, cold and dead’ on the killing fields of Flanders. Hers was the
age-group most affected by the slaughter of the First World War, in
which, unlike the Second World War for example, mostly soldiers
rather than civilians died. And the young officers, from among whose
number she could have expected to have found a husband, were killed
in disproportionate numbers. Moreover Alison was never a ‘flapper’ on
the lookout for an eligible man. She suffered from the same problem
that was to affect the future King Edward VIII: only the already
married or otherwise unavailable attracted her. It is possible, of course,
that just as Edward solved his problem by marrying Mrs Simpson,
Alison in a less rigid age would have found a partner similarly. Instead
she took the opposite course, turned Catholic and showered her
affection and her money mainly platonically on happily married men
and celibate priests.
Alison was, of course, quite clever enough to be well aware of the
psychological nature of her problem, which sprang from a too intense
relationship with her father. It is possible that if her father had lived
she would have grown out of this. But it is equally possible that the
damage had already been done by the time he died. In the event she
did remain living at home. She ‘started a preliminary medical course’
with a view to missionary work immediately after passing her
Matriculation Exam, according to her grandmother. But she seems to
have abandoned this – or at least put it on one side for the time
being – and took the Froebel training to become a teacher. Having
completed this, she set up a nursery school at home in East Dene. It
was only some ten years later in 1929, when she was thirty-one, that
she returned to medicine, studying at Edinburgh University, where the
Medical School was considered at the time to be at least the equal of
any in Britain. She graduated in July 1934. The fact that there was
money to pay for all of this suggests that Hattie had not been left too
badly off, but perhaps her generous brother Will paid for it all.
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Alison.

After Alison's death her great friend Florence Parsons wrote an
obituary. As this is the only known source of information on the
detail of her working life, it is reproduced here:
Alison was a late entrant into medicine, as she qualified as
a Froebel Teacher first, and ran her own Kindergarten in
the family home in Nottingham. Her great desire was to
become a Medical Missionary, and with this in view, she
decided to study medicine at the University of Edinburgh,
where she obtained her M.B., Ch.B. in 1934. During her
medical training at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary she
obtained Professor John Fraser's Medal for Clinical Surgery,
1932. Her desire to become a missionary was never realised,
for she was rejected on medical grounds. Appointments in
Bradford, Edinburgh, and Nottingham were followed by a
period in general practice. She took the D.P.H. [Doctor of
Public Health] of Edinburgh University in 1939, and in the
same year was appointed assistant bacteriologist to the
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public health laboratory at King's College, Newcastle upon
Tyne.
After appointments as assistant physician in Edinburgh
Hospital for Mental Diseases in 1940-1, and assistant
pathologist to the public health laboratory at Sunderland
Royal Infirmary in 1941–2, she became assistant medical
officer and pathologist to the Royal Ordnance factory at
Aycliffe [County Durham] during 1942–5.
After serving temporarily as assistant medical officer to
Nottinghamshire County Council in 1946–7 she was
appointed medical officer to the Control Commission for
Germany for 1948 to 1950, holding the appointment of
medical superintendent of Westward Ho! transit camp for
displaced persons near Münster, North Rhine/Westphalia.
She arrived in Münster in July 1948, and it was on the
evening of her arrival when I called to welcome her. It was
the first of many meetings, and the beginning of our
friendship.
Dr. Hamilton was highly qualified in view of her previous
appointments to take charge of the Transit Camp, where
displaced persons were ‘screened’ and then chosen, if passed
medically fit, for work in England. When the camp finally
closed, Dr. Hamilton remained on as Assistant to the
Public Health Adviser, Brigadier Strelley Martin, the public
Health Branch of the Control Commission. While in
Germany, Dr. Hamilton also did some private research at
the University of Münster under Dr. G. Shallock and
Professor Siegmund.
On her return to England she became assistant physician to
the Mapperley Hospital, Nottingham, for 1951–3, with
charge of the Children's Unit; and after a course at London
University on Educationally Sub-normal Children and
Mental Defectives, she became assistant county medical
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officer for Maternity, Child Welfare & Schools, to the
Derbyshire County Council, a post she held until her
retirement in 1963, when she went to live in Walsingham,
Norfolk.
Dr. Hamilton was a very able medical woman having a
sound knowledge of the work she undertook. She was a
very loyal colleague, for whom I had the greatest regard
and affection. She was somewhat retiring in making
friendships, but once made, she proved to be a most
devoted, hospitable and generous friend. Her outstanding
quality was that of galvanising people into action, and she
influenced greatly, for their good, many of those workers,
parents and children who passed professionally through her
hands.
Dr Hamilton was a devout Christian. Initially a member of
the Church of England, she ultimately became a convert to
Roman Catholicism. After her retirement she plunged
vigorously into work in connection with her Church,
including rounding up children of lapsed Catholics. She
inherited a flair for art from her mother, and at the age of
65 took up the study of modelling at the Norwich School
of Art.
Although officially retired, she remained active to the end,
and was holding an appointment with the Norfolk County
Council at the time of her unexpected death, which came
as a great shock and caused deep grief to her relatives and
friends. She died unexpectedly in a Nursing Home in
Norwich on 18 April after only a few hours illness. She
was 68.[15]
What is noticeable from this is her restlessness. She changed jobs and
location every two or so years until her final position as Medical
Officer in Derbyshire, where she stayed for about ten years. Did she
upset colleagues? Did they upset her? Or was she one of those people
who demand constant change? Perhaps all of these. Certainly all this
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Alison towards the end of
her life.

wandering affected her social life. As her mother commented in a
letter to Jim:
It was nice having Alison at home, though very short. She
left yesterday (Wednesday) for St Boswell's, where she will
be in rooms until Monday, when she goes on to stay with
the Youngs in Edinburgh for a week. She is very sad at
their leaving and will, I fear, miss them badly. Any friends
she has left, with her wandering life, seem to be in
Edinburgh, and she is missing her car too, badly.[16]
As her friend Florence claimed, Alison was indeed very religious. She
had declared her religion as Church of England when she applied to
Edinburgh University at the age of thirty-one. It was possibly soon
after this that she became Roman Catholic, though the timing and
circumstances of the change are now not known. But it had a
profound affect on her. Whether it was the certainties of Roman
Catholicism or the attraction of its unmarried priests which persuaded
her to join can only be a matter of speculation. But whatever the
motivation and timing, it was without doubt a major turning point in
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her life. Being Catholic became the focus of her life. As a convert she
was enthusiastic about its message, trying hard to interest her nephews
and nieces in the faith. In her retirement, Florence Parsons noted she
busied herself in ‘rounding up the children of lapsed Catholics’! She
retired to Norfolk specifically because of its Catholic connections, the
shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham there having been a place of
pilgrimage for centuries.
In spite of Florence Parsons’ claim, Alison’s death did come not as a
surprise. She had for years suffered from heart problems leading to
angina, and as a doctor was well-aware of the fragility of her health.
She made a final trip to Nottingham shortly before she died, and
looking back on it, one came to believe she knew it was for the last
time. For she seemed to make a special effort to be nice, and her
geniality on this occasion was in marked contrast to her usual
demeanour, which always led one to be on tenterhooks whenever she
visited, for fear of some sudden cutting remark. She found it difficult
to warm to people and there was little joy in her presence. Normally
one breathed a sigh of relief when she left. On this final visit, in
marked contrast, she was all sweetness and light, and a pleasure to be
with.

Jim
Jim was perhaps worst affected of all by his father's early death. For
him the consequences were disastrous. Instead of finishing school and
going on to university at Oxford, once discharged from the Army in
late 1919 Jim took up the offer of free articles. He passed his exams in
1922 to be qualified as a Chartered Accountant, and was then taken on
as a partner in his father’s old firm. He quickly proved unsuitable for
the work, alienating rather than cultivating the clients, and was forced
out a couple of years later. He was happy to go; he loathed office
work. The decision to go into accountancy was one he had taken
himself – though doubtless there was at least a tacit pressure from his
mother to follow in his noble father’s footsteps – and for the wrong
reasons. He made it not in consideration of what was best for him, but
out of idealistic regard for his mother; he felt as the eldest son he
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Jim as a young man.

should become the family breadwinner. This was of course the normal
thing to do in the circumstances. But why it was irreversible, as he
claims in his autobiography, is not clear. Both his siblings went to
university, his younger brother Bob going to Oxford immediately after
leaving school, while Alison was thirty-one years old before she went
to Edinburgh to study medicine a few years later. It is not that Jim
married young and had a family to support. The opposite was true: he
could not marry until he had secure employment, and his lack of a
proper job made this difficult.
This failure to find the work to suit his abilities and his temperament
dogged him throughout his life. He himself considered he did his best
work for the Rural Industries Bureau in the years leading up to and
into the Second World War. But having joined the army, he found war
provided the right opportunity for his talents, and both during it and
its aftermath, when he served in Germany, were certainly among the
most productive times of his life. In finding the war paradoxically
satisfactory, he was by no means alone. Nor was he alone in finding
difficulty in getting suitable employment afterwards. His temperament
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Jim as a Major in the army
during the Second World
War.

certainly was no help in this; and it is unlikely that his father living
longer would have had much effect on it. The fact is that he was
unable to take responsibility. He shied away from it not only
throughout his working life, but in his family life too. He was thus
particularly unsuited for running a business or a professional ‘practice’.
But if his father had lived longer, a more clear-eyed appraisal of his
capabilities would surely have been undertaken and a more suitable
career found for him than accountancy.
Jim’s life is covered in detail in his Autobiography of a Rail Fan. He
died of a heart attack in London on 16th August 1971, just eight days
after his seventy-second birthday.

Bob
Born on 2nd February 1907, Bob was only nine years old at the time of
his father's early death, and he, too, must have been greatly affected by
it emotionally. Whereas Alison and Jim spent their early childhood
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very much in each other’s company, Bob was brought up on his own,
with a gap of more than seven years between him and Jim. As a result
he spent much time on his own with Miss Corrall. For example his
grandmother wrote in her diary when he was six years old:
Alison and Jim have been spending their holidays there [at
the bungalow in Thrusthorpe, then just acquired] with
their mother, Bobby and nurse. The two latter have been
there for many weeks previously.[17]
Bob found Miss Corrall much more loving than his elder siblings had.
Perhaps this was because he was so much younger than them, and she
had grown older and wiser. But mostly it seems to have been because
he was a sickly child, with his parents constantly worried about his
health. As a result he spent much time on his own with her at the
bungalow.
The three Hamilton children were all unusually clever, and as adults
could be said to be guilty of some intellectual arrogance. Bob was
perhaps the cleverest of them and he thrived at school. The earliest
mention we have is from 1915 when he was eight. His father wrote to
Jim that ‘today Bob has been to school, which he seems to like very
much.’[18] A couple of years later his grandmother noted in her diary:
Bobbie, my Hattie’s youngest of her three, is a merry
loquacious and persevering little man of 11; still at school
in Nottingham, well advantaged for his age but not very
strong.[19]
His eleventh birthday was in fact not until the following February.
In due course, at the age of thirteen, Bob went to Nottingham High
School – taking with him for a time on back of his bicycle his young
cousin, Guy Bousfield, as the latter liked to recount. He was there
from 1920–6, and achieved great success. Aged fifteen he gained first
class marks for Latin, French and English in his Lower School
Certificate exams, later winning prizes for divinity, Shakespeare,
classics and Greek prose. He was appointed a Prefect and Company
Sergeant Major in the Officer Training Corps, a school military
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activity. He was also a notable member of the school Debating Society.
He capped all of this by obtaining an Open Scholarship to Keble
College, Oxford, as well as two local academic awards. These must
have gone a long way in paying his expenses there, which his widowed
mother might otherwise have struggled to afford.
He went up to Oxford for the Michaelmas (autumn) term 1926
straight from school, as was usual, to read Classics. This was different
from most Oxford courses in that it took four years rather than three,
the first part, known as Moderations, taking five terms instead of the
usual two. Moderations’ results were also given a degree rating. The
course concentrated much more on the study of Classical literature,
philosophy and history than just the Greek and Latin languages and at
that time was the typical course for those wishing to become part of
‘The Establishment’ of politicians, senior civil servants and Church of
England ministers.
Keble College had been chosen because it favoured those intending to
become Anglican ministers, as Bob planned. Having been awarded one
of the very few scholarships, given to those who did exceptionally well
in the entrance exam, he arrived there with high expectations. In the
first year all seems to have gone well. His tutors were delighted with
him: ‘Thoughtful, intelligent and keen. I have great hopes for him. He
translates Demosthenes with considerable style.’[20] But later that year a
tendency to make mistakes was noted. Worse was to come. In his
exams in the spring of 1928 he obtained only a third rather than the
expected first.
Had Bob lost his interest in the Classics? Had he lost his faith? Had
he become more politically engaged? Had he found other activities
more attractive than studying? Had he been ill? Had he simply
matured

and

lost

his

adolescent

idealism?

Perhaps

it

was

a

combination of all of these. He certainly abandoned his intention of
taking Holy Orders. He also became especially involved with the
Keble Play. This college society put on two plays a year and he was
Secretary in 1928 and 1929 and President in 1930. He also became
President of the Essay Club and did a lot of walking and tennis.
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Whatever the cause, Bob gave up Classics and took the more modern
course of PPE – politics, philosophy and economics. Understandably
this would have appealed to him more than ancient Greece and Rome,
particularly as he became increasingly left wing in his views. As one
tutor commented at the start of his new course: ‘Works well; very
argumentative. I fear he is a socialist.’ He found the start in history
difficult, but on political theory he ‘has done some very fair essays.’
For much of 1929 he was hampered by ill health. But by the autumn
he was ‘writing good essays and is keen on the subject. Has clearest
views and can maintain them in answer.’ His tutors also noted he was
‘cocksure – I hope he will learn humility in time.’[21]
Bob took his finals in the summer of 1930 and obtained a second –
the degree rating was not split at Oxford until many decades later.
Considering the shortened time for this demanding course and his
time off ill, this was a most satisfactory achievement. Back home in
Nottingham, his Uncle Alex took him on as an articled clerk in his
solicitor's practice:
Alex Morton had his own firm of solicitors. My father was
articled to him, leaving according to my mother from the
front door after he’d seen Uncle Alex leaving from his
front door, so as to get to the office before him or not too
late! Uncle Alex eventually made father a partner in about
1935 or so – I still have the brass plate in Chambers –
‘A.E. MORTON & HAMILTON’. When Alex died whilst
my father was at the war my mother negotiated the
acquisition of the partnership by Wells and Hind.[22]
In August 1935 Bob married Margery Roberts. They started married
life in a flat at the top of East Dene, before moving to The Knowe, in
Mapperley Park.[23] They soon had two sons, Hugh and Julian, followed
by Andrew when Bob returned home after the war. Bob and Margery
shared a passion for the theatre: she had trained as a professional
actress. Together they were leading lights in founding Nottingham’s
Lace Market Theatre for amateur productions. His very clubbable
personality made him fun to be with, though he could also be
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Bob in the Royal Air Force
during the Second World
War.

domineering. He was not backward in arguing his strongly held leftwing beliefs.
At the start of the Second World War in September 1939 Bob was
thirty-two, doubtless too old or not sufficiently fit for immediate callup. But he joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve in 1941,
being posted to Sutton Bridge by the Wash in Lincolnshire as an
assistant adjutant. That summer he went on an adjutant’s course, but
returned in August to Sutton Bridge after a visit home. He was home
again in November for a week’s sick leave having caught the ‘flu. Then
in 1942 he was posted to India with the rank of Pilot Officer, later
promoted to Flying Officer, working for the Intelligence Brigade.
But Bob’s time in India was marred by serious illness, which was not
properly diagnosed, with the result that he was sick on and off for a
whole year. This caused him to be sent back to Britain, followed by a
posting to Brittany doing air-sea rescue guidance. Finally he was
posted to Germany as part of the British Army of the Rhine, as the
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British occupying forces were called. He was demobbed in November
1945, travelling back from Germany just a few days after his brother
Jim had been posted there. He was delighted to be out: ‘Soon after you
get this I shall just be ‘Mr’ again. It can’t be too soon!’[24] With just a
single automatic promotion throughout his service he had found his
time in uniform thoroughly frustrating.
He returned to his job as a solicitor with Wells and Hind. But the illhealth which dogged him all his life soon showed itself with his first
heart attack within twelve months of getting back to work.
Understandably finding it difficult to accept his own mortality at such
a young age, he continued to be vigorously active. Sad to say this did
him little good, for he succumbed to another attack in February 1949,
a few days after his forty-second birthday. He is buried alongside his
parents in Nottingham’s General Cemetery.
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Gravestone inscriptions from
St Boswells, Benrig, cemetery

1. George James Hamilton, Engineer Commander RN died at Melrose
1st Oct 1943 aged 66.
Also his wife Mary Dalgleish Cranston died at Kilnknowe, Galashields
14 May 1944 aged 67.
And their eldest son George Knox Hamilton died at Edinburgh 10th
Dec 1988 aged 80 yrs.
2. In Memory of Archibald Hamilton of the Abbey Hotel, Melrose
who died 13th April 1873 aged 59 years and of Isabella Hendry, his
wife, who died 14th April 1878 aged 65 years.
In loving memory of Archibald Cockburn Hamilton, eldest son of
George Hamilton, Melrose, who died at Geelong, Rhodesia S.A. 18th
July 1898 aged 22 years.
Also the above George Hamilton who died at Abbey Hotel, Melrose
8th August 1902 aged 57 years.
Also his wife Caroline Elizabeth Knox who died at Melrose 27th Feb'y
1924 in her 79th year.
In loving memory of DR.T.B.Hamilton FRCP E & L. medico-legal
expert to the Egyptian Government and Professor of Medicine, Cairo
Medical School who died at Cairo 23rd Nov'r 1916 aged 37 years third
son of the late George Hamilton of Melrose.
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3. In Memory of William Hamilton portioner in Lessudden who died
November 10th 1835 aged 76 years and of Isabella Tait his spouse who
died September 29th 1828 aged 71 years.
George Hamilton their son portioner in Lessudden who died 30th July
1866 aged 82 years. Also of his wife Isabella Ormiston who died 16th
Feb'y 1874 aged 86 years.
Also William Hamilton son of George Hamilton who died 21st July
1856 aged 43 years. Isabella Hamilton who died 10th March 1861 aged
35 years.
4. In affectionate remembrance of Mary Bain Allice daughter of
George Bain Allice and Isabella Hamilton and granddaughter of the
late

Archibald

Hamilton,

Melrose,

who

died

at

Glentarras,

Dumfriesshire 17th June 1880 aged 15 years.
The maid is not dead but sleepeth. Great was her faith.
5. Erected to the memory of John Hamilton late portioner in
Lessudden who died 21st Nov'r 1837 aged 46 years.
Also Isabella Little his wife who died 10th Nov'r 1858 aged 64 years.
Also of William Robert Hamilton C.A. J.P. for the city of Nottingham
grandson of the above born at Glasgow 2(nd) Feb'y 1862, died at
Nottingham 19th Aug't 1916 and interred there.
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Selected Sasines held in the
National Records of Scotland,
Edinburgh
N.B. A glossary of technical and dialect terms follows this section.

1. Extracts from the full hand-written sasines of
Berwickshire
1a. Seasine George Hamilton in liferent of ½ husband Land and a
tenem’t in Lasudden
Att Kelso the Seventeenth day of July Iaivij& [AD17–] and fifty one
yeare
The which day the Instrument of sasine was presented by James
Mailnraith &ter [writer] in Kelso betwixt the hours of five and six
afternoon... Be it known to all men by this present publick Instrument
that upon the seventeenth day of June Jaivii& and fifty one years...
Compeared personally George Bryden portioner in Leussudden as
attorney for and in name and behalf of George Hamilton weaver in
Earlestoun who with David Kyle smith and portioner of Leussudden
Bailie in that part by the precept of sasine... having and in his hands
holding one Contract of Marriage entered into betwixt the said
George Hamilton with consent of William his father and Mary Sweet
only lawfull Child procreat and alive betwixt the now deceast John
Sweet portioner in Leussudden and Helen Robson his wife with
consent of her said Mother... whereby the said Mary Sweet upon her
part of the said Contract Gave Granted and dispond to and in fav’r
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[favour] of the said George Hamilton her husband in case survived her
during all the days of his lifetime and the heirs to be procreat betwixt
them in ffee Which failing her own nearest heirs or assignees
whatsoever heretably and Irredeemably All and haill her half
husbandland in Leussudden with the pertinents thereof Together with
the tenement houses & yards pertaining thereto lying in the said
Town and territory of Leussudden and Shire of Roxburgh Reserving
nevertheless to the said Helen Robson her liferent of one Just and
equal third part of the said land houses and yard And with provision
that the said George Hamilton shall be obliged to pay three hundred
and forty two pounds Nine shills Eight pennies Scots due by the said
Mary and her Mother to Sundry as contained in a subscribed
Inventory of Debt relative to the said contract And @rents [annual
rent/interest] of such prin’ll [principal] Sums as carry @rent by
Lawfull payment thereof As in the said Marriage Contract Which
amongst oyr [other] things contains an obligement upon her the s’d
Mary to Infest her said husband and self in liferent and heirs to be
procreat betwixt them in ffee Which Marriage Contract containing the
precept of sasine after inserted the said George Bryden... presented to
the said David Kyle... and required him to proceed... which he...
delivered... to me Notary publick... to be published to the witnesses... .
In witness whereof these presents... the said parties have Subscribed
the same... Att Lassudden this first day of February Jaivii& and fifty
one years Before these witnesses George Pringle mer’t [merchant] in
Earlestoun James Mein Wright in and portioner of Lassudden John
Ranchiman weaver in and portioner of Earlestoun and the said
William Hunter... signd George Hamilton Mary Sweet William
Eamilton [sic] H.R. George Pringle witness James Mein witness John
Ruchiman witness Will: Hunter witness...
1b.Seasine Elizabeth Cairncross of an @rent (—)t forth of ½ a
[husband] Land m.
Att Kelso the Ninth day of August Jaivii& and fifty one years.
The which day the Instrument of sasine under writen was presented by
James Mailnraith... Be it known to all men by this present publick
Instrument That upon the Seventeenth day of June one thousand
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seven hundred and fifty one years... Compeared personally George
Bryden portioner of Lassudden as attorney for Elizabeth Cairncross
Sister German to Hugh Cairncross of Hillstop to whom the Heretable
Bond after mentioned is made and granted... Who with David Kyle
smith potioner of Lasudden Bailie in that part... having... one heretable
Bond made and granted by George Hamilton weaver in and portioner
of Earlestoun and Mary Sweet his wife only daughter of the deceast
John Sweet portioner of Lassudden To the said Elizabeth Cairncross
Whereby .. they the said George Hamilton and Mary Sweet Bound and
obliged them and their heirs etc thankfully to pay to the said
Elizabeth Cairncross her heirs the Sum of Sixtie pounds Money And
that against Whitsunday next With twelve pounds money forvered [?]
thereby liquidate in case of failrie [failure] Together also the due and
ordinary @rent of the said principal from the term of Whitsunday
preceeding... [And] the said Mary Sweet and George Hamilton...
Bound and obliged them and their forsaids... To infest the said
Elizabeth Cairncross... ane yearly @rent of three pounds Sterling...
ffurth of all and haill that half husbandland in Lassudden with the
pertinents thereof Together with the tenements houses biggings and
yards pertaining thereto which pertained to the said John Sweet and
now to them lying with [sic] the said Town and territory of
Lassudden... In witness whereof we have subscribed thir presents...
writen... the twenty second day of amy Jaivii& and fifty one years... .
1c. George Hamilton and his father William ffamilton
At Lauder the fourth Day of December Jai vij zz [AD17--] and fifty
three years The Seasine underwritten Was presented by James
Wilkieson writer [lawyer] in Lauder betwixt the hours of Nine and ten
before noon And regestred as follows –
On the Name of God Amen Be it known to all men By this present
publick Instrument That upon the Thirty day of November Jai vij zz
and fifty three years And of his Ma’ties [Majesty’s] Reign George the
Second by the Grace of God King of Great Britain ffrance and Ireland
Defender of the faith the twenty seventh year In presence of me
Nottar

publick

and

witnesses

Subscribing

Compeared

George

Hamilton weaver in Lassuden Eldest Lawfull Son of William ffamilton
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weaver in & portioner of Earlstoun who with Alexander Anderson
portioner of Earlstoun Baillie in that part by the precept of Seasine
After insert Spcally [specially] Constitute past with me to the ground
of the Subjects after mentioned Haveing in his hands A Marriage
Contract made and Entered into betwixt him the said George with
Consent of his Said ffather and Mary Sueet only Daughter of the
deceast John Sueet po’r [portioner] of Lassuden on the one & oyr
[other] parts Whereby the said William ffamilton for the Causes
therein Spec’d [specified] Gave Granted Alienated and Disponed to
and in favours of the said George Hamilton his Eldest Son All and
haill [whole] These his Lands in Earlstoun formerly Called Ogele’s
Croft and field Land Called Barnie know with the haill houses and
yeards belonging thereto Lying in the said Toun and territory of
Earlstoun and Shire of Berwick with all Right and Interest he had
thereto Reserveing nevertheless line [lien] to Elizabeth Wilson his wife
And Longest Liver of them two for their Liferent use their Life rent
of the said Subjects Except one half of the Arrable Land and grass
ground & pertments [appurtenances] thereof And the west most house
and yeard And Reserveing to John and Thomas ffamiltoun Second and
youngest Sons of the said William for their liferent use The Liferent of
A house and yeard of the said houses and yeard dureing the time they
out Live their parents – with which Reservation the said Disposition
was granted As the said Marriage Contract Containing the forsaid
Disposition by the said William to the said George An obligement to
infest the precept of Seasine under insert and Sundry other Clauses
more fully bears Which Marriage Contract Containing therein the
precept of Seasine under insert The said George Hamilton Exhibited
& presented to the said Alex’r Anderson Bailie in that part By the
precept of Seasine After insert And Required him to proceed to his
office of Baillary thereby to him Committed which Desire the s’d
Bailie finding Reasonable And Accepted into his hands and Delivered
the Same to me nottar publick to be by me read and published to the
witnesses bystanding Which Accordingly I did And of which precept
of Seasine the tenor follows and is thus And that the said George
Hamilton and Mary Sueet and others before named may be Infest
[invested] in the Said Lands of Earlstoun The said William ffamiltoun
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hereby Requires you Alexander Anderson po’r [portioner] of Earlstoun
Bailie That on Sight hereof ye pass and give Liferent here [heritable]
State and Seasine Actuall Reall and Corporall possession of All & haill
The Lands Called ogles Croft and field Land Called Barnie know
houses yeards and pertments yrof [thereof] Lying as Said in to the
Said George ffamiltoun [sic] and Marie Sueet his promised wife And
his forsaids By Delivering to them or the their Attornie in their name
bearer hereof of Earth and Stone of the ground of the same with and
under the Reservations burdens and Conditions herein exprest And
this you leave not undone The which to do he Committs to you his
full power by these presents And That & In witness whereof These
presents Consisting of this and the Seven preceeding pages All written
upon Stamped paper by William Hunter writer in Melrose The said
parties have Sub’d [subscribed = signed] the Samen [same] and Each
page thereof At Lassuden the first day of ffebruary Iaivijzz [= AD17–]
and fifty one years Before these witnesses George Pringle mer’t
[merchant] in Earlstoun James Mien wright in and portioner of
Lassuden John Runciman weaver in & portioner of Earlstoun And the
said William Hunter who were also witnesses to subscribing the
Marginal notes on the first page two on the fifth page and one one
[sic] the sixth page also wrote by the said William Hunter And
Subscribed on the same Date Signed thus George Hamiltoun Mary
Sweet William Familton H R. George pringle witnes James Mein
witness John Runchiman [sic] witness Will Hunter witness After
Reading & publishing their Marriage Contract so far as Concerns the
Subjects before mentioned And the precept of Seasine @ [above]
insert The said Alex’r Anderson Baillie in that part fors’d by vertue
thereof And of his office of Baillary thereby Committed to him Gave
heretable State and Seasine Actuall Reall and Corporall possession of
All & haill the fors’d Lands Called Ogle’s Croft and field Land Barnie
know houses yeards and pertments yrof Lying and possest As Said is
To the said George Hamilton And that by Delivery to him of Earth
and Stone of the ground of the Land personally present & Receiveing
the Same with & under the Reservations before Exprest Whereupon
and upon the haill premise the Said George Hamilton Asked and
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Required this present publick Instrument of me Nottar publick
Sub’ing These things were done betwixt the hours of Twelve & one
Afternoon or yrby [?= thereabouts] of the Day of the Month year of
God & Kings reign @ [above] written Before and In presence of
Andrew Shillinglaw portioner in Birkenside and Robert Heart Ser’t
[servant] to the Nottar publick witnesses Specially Called & Required
to the premises. Sic Sub’ Elerg vero Guliemus Hunter Clericus
Edinburgensis Deacenus Notarius publicus Authoritate Regali ac per
Dominos Concilii et [etc – several lines of Latin]... Manent Guliemus
Hunter N.P. Andrew Shillinglaw witnes Robert Heart witnes.
1d.
N.B. this follows1c immediately in the Register.
At Lauder the fourth day of December [1700] & fifty three years.... Be
it known... That upon the Thirtieth day of November [1700] and fifty
three years... Compeared Andrew Shillinglaw portioner of Birkenside
who with John Hamiltoun in Earlstoun Baillie in that part... Haveing
in his hands ane heretable Bond made and granted by George
Hamiltoun late weaver in Earlstoun now in Lassuden Irby [thereby] ...
the said George Bound and obliged him his heirs etc To infest and
Lease the said Andrew Shillnglaw heretably and under Reversion in
Manner yrin [therein] and after ment[ioned] In line @rent [annual
interest] of one pound Sterling money or any other @rent
Corresponding to the prin’le [principal] Sum of Twenty pounds
Sterling mony yearly to be uplifted and taken at two terms in the year
Whit and Martinmas by Equall portions furth of All & haill these his
Lands in Earlstoun Called Ogels Croft and field Land Called
Barnieknow As they are now mullied [?] and Marched [marked,
demarcated] with the houses and yeard belonging thereto... And that
without any inconsistancie or Confusion of Right in All & haill the
said houses Lands and yeards... [etc]
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2. Extracts from the official printed books of abbreviated
sasines
2a. William Familton to his son George Hamilton 1753
George Hamilton weaver in Lessudden eldest son of William Familton
weaver and portioner in Earlston haveing in his hands a marriage
Contract made between him the said Geo. Hamilton with consent of
his father and Mary Sweet only daughter of the dec'd John Sweet
portioner in Lessudden whereby William Familton gave all his lands in
Earlston formerly called Ogeles Croft outfield land called Barnie
Know with the haill houses and yards belonging thereto with all right
and interest he had there [?] reserving nevertheless line [lien] to
Elizabeth Wilson his wife and longest survivor of them for their
liferent use... except one half of the arable land and grass ground and
pertinents thereof and the westmost house and yard and reserving to
John and Thomas Familton second and youngest sons of the said
William for their liferent use. Berwickshire Vol 13 p.330 4 Dec 1753.
N.B. This is the abbreviation of no: 1c above
2b. Mary Sweet to George Bryden 1755
Geo. Bryden port'r in Les. having disposition from Mary Sweet only
child in life procreate betwixt the deceased John Sweet eldest lawful
son of the deceased John Sweet Gardner Portioner in Lessudden now
spouse to George Hamilton sometime weaver there with consent of
Helen Robson her mother sold quarter of a husbandland in Lessudden
which pertained to John Sweet the elder, after to John Sweet father to
Marie [sic] formerly runrig now lying in that part of the lands of
Lessudden called Benrig bounded on the End by a range of March
stones twixt part of James Cochrane's Allocation and the said quarter
of land before disposed, on the south by a March baulk dividing the
lands belonging to Littledean and the lands of Lessudden, on the west
by a range of march [marker/boundary] stones sett in a direct line
from the last mentioned March baulk to a Corner March Stone on the
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northend of the line at the side of the meadow, and on the north by
the said meadow with free Ish [issue = exit] and Entry thereto.
Roxburghshire Vol 14 p301. 26 Dec 1755.
2c. Margaret and Agnes Gibson to Mary Sweet 1775
Mary Sweet granddaughter of deceased John Sweet Merchant portioner
in Lessudden having charter of Confirmation and of Clare Constat
granted by John Davidson writer to the signet Commissioner specially
constituted by his Grace Henry Duke of Buccleugh dated 12 Sept 1770
approving/ratifying the disposition by Margaret and Agnes Gibson
whereby they sold to John Sweet dec'd a quarter hubandland dated 11
April 1712 and judiciously ratified 1 July 1720; further precept of
Seasine in favour of John Sweet 1 Dec 1739. Whereas it is manifest
grandfather John Sweet died last [therefore] vest half husbandland in
Mary reserving onstead of houses to the Gibsons. Yearly payment of 9s
3d Scots money and 6d for one poultry, land held of the Duke of
Buccleugh.
Roxburghshire Vol 22 p15. 17 Feb 1775.

2d. Sasine in favour of Walter Scott esq of Raeburn 1820
Walter Scott having disposition of 3 Feb 1796 granted by Mary
Sweet/Hamilton wife of Geo. Hamilton feuar in and portioner of
Lessudden with advice of husband and consent of eldest son William
Hamilton for their houses and yards at the East End of Lessudden all
formerly occupied by them there with half a husbandland of which
they [the houses] were the onstead, formerly belonging to John
Erskine who disposed the said land etc. to John Sweet grandfather of
the said Mary by disposition dated 8 Sept 1718 and to the said John
Sweet she descended as nearest and lawful heir.
Roxburghshire Vol 68 p61. 15 Sept 1820.
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2e. Sasine in favour of George Hamilton 1837
Geo. Hamilton weaver in Lessudden eldest son of William Hamilton
weaver having a disp. granted by the late Walter Scott of Raeburn to
the dec'd Wm. Hamilton [for] houses and yards at the southwest end
of Less. dated 18 July 1795 under the burdens of annuity & liferent to
the dec'd Geo. Hamilton and Mary Sweet which by the death of the
parties have ceased to exist; And second a first disp. and settlement by
the said Wm. Hamilton dated 13 Jan 1810 & two codicils, one dated
1816 & the other 1831, by which Wm. Hamilton conveyed the
property to his trustees (one of them Geo. Hamilton) – the houses
and gardens being bounded by a fence – to make over to Geo.
Hamilton.
Roxburghshire Vol 117 p183 14 Aug 1837.
2f Sasine in favour of John Hamilton 1833
John Hamilton weaver in Lessudden having disposition sold by
Margaret Crammond or Hogg spouse of Tho. Hogg the wester half of
the onstead of houses and yards in Less., which sometime pertained to
John Coutts, now consisting of a thatched dwelling house and garden
with the small house [lying] behind that belonging to Thos. Patton
bounded by the town street on the north and St Boswells Green on
the south. The wester fence belonging wholly to the property and the
runner which is 2 feet beyond the south dyke being the march
[boundary] with St Boswells Green. Together with full power and
liberty [for] the cast of as many divots out of the half husbandlands
divot ground which belonged to the said John Coutts as will keep the
houses thereby disposed in a sufficient wind and water tight condition.
Roxburghshire Vol. 102 p182. 18 March 1833.
2g. William Hamilton to Margaret Little 1839
Margaret Little having a Bond granted by Wm Hamilton sometime
merchant in Edinburgh now traveller to James & Wm. Campbell &
Co. Merchants of Glasgow whereby Wm. Hamilton borrowed from
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Margaret Little £100 sterling to be repaid at the term of Martinmas
next with one fifth part more of liquidate penalty in case of failure
and the due annual rent to the fourth term of payment. In
corroboration Wm. Hamilton did by the said Bond sell to Margaret
Little the wester half of the onstead of houses and yard in Lessudden
consisiting of a thatched cottage and the small house.
Roxburghshire Vol 125 p129. 18 Nov 1839.
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Glossary
@rent
Baillie, baillee

liferent (qv)
various meanings incl. municipal magistrate
(similar to English alderman). Also personal
representative

Bond

legal document usually relating to money
lent on security of land (similar to English
Mortgage). See also Bond of Caution, &
Heritable Bond

Bond of Caution

whereby a person acted as security for
another

Byre

cowhouse

Charter of Resignation means by which a feu (qv) was transferred to
another vassal/feuar
Clare constat

precept of deed of the heir of a tenant
granted by a superior – it was followed by a
sasine (qv.)

Darg

a day's work

Decreet

decree or judgement of a court of law

Dispone

to convey land/property

Disposition

deed of conveyance & assignment of property

Divot

turf or sod
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Falls

measurement of land area, as English rod,
pole or perch, 30 1/4 sq yards or 40th of a
square furlong

Feu

perpetual lease

Feu farm

lease held of landowner for annual rent: the
rent itself

Feuar

holder of land by means of feu farm,
equivalent to English leaseholder

Free Ish & Entry

right of way to and from property. See also
Ish.

Heir of Line

heir i.e. the nearest heir at law

Heritable Bond

gives power to enter into possession and
receive rents to recover payment (of loan)

Heritor

landowner, proprietor of inheritable land;
usually one liable to contribute to the upkeep
and management of the parish church.

Husbandland

an agricultural holding of 6 Scottish acres
(circa 7.6 English acres)

Indweller

inhabitant, resident, occupier

Infield land

the part of the open field which was manured
and more intensively cultivated. See also
Outfield land

Ish or issue

means of exit (from a piece of land). See also
Free Ish & Entry

Liferent

the right to hold property during one's life
without right of further disposal

Line or lien

the right to hold property for a specified
period or condition. See also Heir of Line
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March

boundary

Mark, merk

coin/sum of money worth two thirds of a
pound Scots or 13 1/3 pence English.

Muir

moor

Onstead

farmstead, a farmhouse & farm buildings

Outfield land

the less fertile part of the open field, usu. not
manured and only occasionally used as arable.
See also Infield land

Portioner

proprietor of a small piece of land

Possess

occupy as a tenant

Precentor

leader of the singing in church

Precept of Sasine

written

order

for

the handing over of

land/property. See also Sasine.
Runrig

Scots term for ridge and furrow i.e. the openfield system of agriculture

Sasine or seisin

possession,

property:

also

the

official

document transferring rights to property; no
English equivalent.
Scots money

the Scots pound was worth one twelfth of an
English pound, or 1s 8d English. Though
coinage was withdrawn shortly after the
Union in 1707, Scots money continued to be
used for accounting purposes well into the
second half of the eighteenth century.

Sederunt

meeting or 'sitting' of an official body: from
Latin ‘they have sat.’

Writer

solicitor

Yards (area)

probably sq. yards
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1. Rural Scotland 1650–1750
The rolling countryside of the Southern Uplands of Scotland is, with
the notable exception of the fertile lower valley of the Tweed, better
suited for pastoral than for arable farming. In the high Middle Ages
the abbeys of the Scottish Borders used great areas of the Southern
Uplands for commercial sheep-farming based on the international
wool trade. In the late thirteenth century Kelso Abbey had in all 7,700
sheep; Melrose Abbey some 12,500, exporting wool to Flanders and
Italy. After 1296 the border was much fought over. The wars were
hard on the great abbeys, nearly all of which were devastated by the
armies of Henry VIII of England. But the Scottish Borderers were
latterly keener on trading with their English counterparts than on
seriously fighting them, and it would be wrong to think of the
pastoral economy of a large part of the Southern Uplands as
permanently blighted by war in the centuries before the Union of the
Crowns in 1603 brought a ruthlessly enforced peace to the Borders.
The Midland Valley and most of the Southern Uplands formed the
Lowlands, with a Scots speech derived from northern dialects of
Anglo-Saxon. [EHMS/1 p.14-15]
European population was not buoyant in the second half of the
seventeenth century. It fell from perhaps 118m in 1648 to perhaps 102
million in 1713. [EHMS/2 p23] The Poll Tax Returns for 1694–5 and
Hearth Tax Rolls for 1683–4 suggest nil population growth in
Scotland between 1695 and 1755, which would give a 1695 population
of roughly a million and a quarter, similar to Sicily: France had 20
million and England 5–6 million. Alexander Webster estimated the
population of Scotland in 1755 to be 1,265,380 people, and later checks
suggest his figures are surprisingly reliable, with only 11 percent in the
southern uplands i.e. less than 150,000 people. [EHMS/4 p71–2]
The 1690s were distinguished by a major subsistence crisis. [EHMS/3
p45] The eighteenth century opened in Scotland with dark and dismal
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prospects. From one end of the country to the other the poorer classes
were in misery, hunger, and in the shadow of death. The seasons since
August 1696 had been seasons of blight and famine. For seven years
calamitous weather – the corn rarely ripening and a large proportion
in rural districts was destroyed by disease and want. [SLS/5 p146] We
shall never know how many people died in the universal calamity of
famine: contemporaries spoke of a fifth or a quarter or a third or even
more having died or fled in some places. Yet it was at about this point
in their history that the Scots first began to consider economic growth
as an objective at which society should aim. [HSP/10 p242]
In 1690 and for half a century after that Scotland was poorer and more
backward than England, and Holland and France, with which she had
strong cultural ties. [HSP/10] The poverty of Scotland was often
referred to by contemporary commentators; about the year 1700 a
petition to the House of Commons stated:
Scotland is a country the most barren of any Nation in
these parts of Europe; they have nothing of their own
growth to export, except corn, coals, cattle and some wool;
nor nothing to form any Manufacture but what they
receive from their neighbours.' [EHS18/I pxiii]
Scotland was socially far separated from England by immemorial
antagonisms, by bitter historical traditions, by strength of inveterate
prejudice, by diversity of laws, by opposition of Church creed and
polity, by hostile interests in trade, by contrast in ways of living, tone
of thought, and mode of speech. This contrast and this separation
continued very long after the Union of 1707. Dislike of everything
English was keen in the North; contempt of everything Scottish was
bitter in the South. [SLS/1 p1]
Few things had struck English travellers for generations with more
surprise than the open unenclosed hedgeless landscape with immense
expanses of bleak waste land. Dr Samuel Johnson: ‘a tree in Scotland is
as rare as a horse in Venice.‘ Throughout Roxburghshire there was
bleakness and barrenness of nature, equalling that of Berwickshire and
other southern counties, until round Floors Castle some trees were
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planted around 1716. Of the once richly-wooded Tweeddale it was said
in 1715 that only around the mansions and churchyards were there
rows of plane and ash to be seen and these were still young. [SLS/5
p169 & 195]
The few Englishmen who journeyed to North Britain entered upon
the expedition with the air of heroic courage with which a modern
traveller sets forth to explore the wild region of a savage land. As the
tourist entered Scotland, he was at once filled with dismay by the
dismal change from his own country – a landscape of bleak and bare
solitude, destitute of trees, abounding in barren hills; soil where
cultivation was found only in dirty patches of crops, on ground
surrounded by heather and bog; regions where the inhabitants spoke
an uncouth dialect, were dressed in rags, lived in hovels, and fed on
the grain (i.e. oats), with which he fed his horses; and when night fell,
and he reached a town of dirty thatched huts, and gained refuge in a
miserable abode that passed for an inn, only to get a bed he could not
sleep in, and fare he could not eat, his disgust was inexpressible… The
inns in Scotland were miserable in the extreme. In the country towns
they were mean hovels with dirty rooms, dirty food, and dirty
attendants, the servants without shoes or stockings, the greasy tables
without a cover, the butter thick with cow-hairs, the coarse meal
served without a knife and fork, so that the traveller had to use his
fingers or a clasp-knife, the one glass or tin can handed round the
company from mouth to mouth. [SLS/1 p2 & 44]
The appearance of the countryside, at least in Lowland Scotland, was
quite different in the seventeenth century from the modern 'norm'
which itself became predominant from the later eighteenth century, as
the ideas and methods of the Improvers spread. In place of the pattern
of fenced or dyked fields, seventeenth century Scotland lay open, with
occasional broom or gorse thickets but virtually no tree cover and no
artificial field boundaries apart from the important earthwork 'head
dyke'. Beyond this lay grazing land little different from moorland to
modern eyes, as there was no cultivation of grass as a crop. Within the
head dyke lay the human settlement and its associated arable land. No
attempt should be made to over-simplify the pattern, least of all by
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envisaging a series of distinct units comprising a grazing area and a
central block of arable surrounding a nuclear settlement. Apart from
the Lothians and the south-east part of Scotland in general, with its
strong Anglo-Saxon cultural tradition, Scotland was not a land of
substantial villages. [EHMS/2 p24]
What one can say about the early modern Scottish countryside with
confidence is that on the whole it had a bad contemporary press.
Travellers who recorded their impressions tended to range from the
patronising to the abusive. As travellers squelched across the boggy,
treeless, wind-swept Scottish countryside, they tended to form the
lowest opinions of the land and its people. The latter are normally
described as squatting in misery in filthy hovels. In fact they were
making the best of their environment. Their cottages were constructed
of local material. The walls would be of turf, wattle, stone or mudmortared stone, depending on the district. Thatching was turf or
heather. Cruck-frame construction, whereby the roof rested on pairs of
stout curved timbers or 'couples' set in walls, was normal. The couples
were valuable, as countless inventories and testaments show. When a
man moved house, he took his timber couples with him. That cattle
and hens shared the building with humans was no more shocking to a
seventeenth century Scot than it is to a twentieth century Alpine
farmer. A central hearth with a peat fire not only served for cooking
and direct heat, but also heated up the beaten clay floor. [EHMS/2
p26–8]
The houses inside and outside were filthy. They loved this state; it
kept them warm; it saved them trouble; and they enshrined their
tastes in their sayings – ‘The mair dirt the less hurt’, ‘The clartier the
cosier.’ [SLS/5 p179, 180–1] In 1789 Thomas Morer gave the first
detailed generalised account of Scottish peasants' houses in the
Lowlands: ‘The vulgar houses and what are seen in villages are low and
feeble. Their walls are made of just a few stones jumbled together
without mortar, on which they set up pieces of wood meeting at the
top, ridge-fashion, but so order'd that there is neither sightliness nor
strength. They cover these houses with turf of an inch thick and in
the shape of larger tiles, which they fasten with wooden pins and
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renew as often as there is occasion; and that is very frequently done.
'Tis rare to find chimneys in these places, a small vent in the roof
sufficing to convey the smoake away.’ Walls were of turf or stone,
sometimes cob or wattle – they were seldom as high as a standing
man. [HSP/6 p149]
The holes in the wall were stuffed with straw or heather or moss to
keep out the blasts; the fire, usually in the middle of the house floor
filled the room with malodorous clouds. The cattle at night were
tethered at one end of the room, while the family lay at the other on
heather on the floor. The light came from an opening at either gable.
[SLS/5 p182] Thatching materials were turf or heather. Wood or stone
floors and any form of ceiling apparently did not exist, and windows,
if there were any, formed small square openings without glass. The
husbandman's house had to be large enough for his family, the
servants who boarded with them, and for the cattle. They all lived in
one room – the cattle would be in a byre divided by boards from the
living space. [HSP/6 p149] Only the better class of farmers had two
rooms, the house getting scanty light by two tiny windows. It had
been the practice in former times – but dying out in the early part of
the century – for the outgoing tenant {when he moved} to remove
from the farmhouse all the beams and rafters he himself had put in.
[SLS/5 p183]
Thirty years ago, (that is in the 1760s) peat-stacks and dunghills stood
on the principal streets and in front of houses; these nuisances are
now removed.' [Statistical Account 1790s] Ayrshire: 'Dwelling houses,
barns, byres, meeting-houses, cart-sheds, dungsteads, pig-sties and
privvies are huddled up alternately on the street. Gutters filled with
putrid water and putrefying matter are seldom wanting in either front
or rear of the house. Some keep their dunghills, and others their coalhills or peatstacks in front of the house.' [EHS18/1 p30–1]
The food of the farmers and workers was monotonously poor, for they
had nothing to eat except the everlasting oatmeal and ‘knockit bere’,
and kail greens from the yards (gardens). Beef and mutton they
seldom tasted. Ale or beer brewed by every farmer at home from oats
and heather was their chief beverage, with fermented whey kept for a
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year in barrels in the early part of the century. Milk they could
sparingly use, for the ill-thriven cows gave only about two Scots pints
a day. So contemptuous were the people of cleanliness that it was
considered unlucky to wash the kirns; and they were so full of
experimental wisdom that they maintained that the consistency of the
butter depended on the number of hairs it contained. We may take the
following as a fair description of the diet of farmers and their servants
in the middle of the century. Breakfast – oatmeal porridge with milk
or ale, or broth made of cabbage left overnight, and oat bannock.
Dinner – sowans, with milk and oatcake and kail. Supper at 7 during
winter, 9 in summer – kail (cabbage), with oatcakes. [SLS/5 p179,
180–1] The bread consisted of oatmeal cakes or barley bannocks:
wheaten bread was scarce, and rarely used except as a dainty. [SLS/1
p8]
Plain and monotonous was the fare at a meal which was ill-served and
worse cooked, and all put on the table at once. The food consisted
incessantly of broth, or kail, of beef or mutton, the broth being made
of ‘groats’, which were oats stripped of their husks at the mill, or of
bear or barley which had been beaten at the knocking-stone all
morning. Only in summer and autumn could fresh meat be had.
‘Neeps’ (turnips) or parsnips and greens were only used as ingredients
in the kail. Sweets there were none; dessert was unknown. To
accompany this there was strong ale in ample supply. There was in
many a household only one glass or tankard which was handed on to
the next person in succession. [SLS/1 p9–10]
Farmers and workers all met at the same board (table); and partook of
the same food out of the same dish, which was rarely cleaned. Each
man had his horn spoon to ‘sup’ the kail, porridge or sowans; while
his fingers and teeth did duty for knife and fork on the rare occasions
when they were called into requisition by the death of ‘crock ewe’ –
the meat being cut off by the farmer with his clasp-knife. [SLS/5 p179,
180–1] Rough and rude were the manners of the early part of the
[eighteenth] century, as well as the fare, even among the upper classes.
No carving knife or fork was employed, the host dividing the meat
with his own; and when the more refined implements came into use,
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Lord Auchinleck (James Boswell's father) sneered at the new-fangled
superfine fashion. The guests were apt to convey their food to their
mouths at the end of their knives. In 1720 Mr Adam Petrie published
his Rules of Good Deportment for the Use of Youth which included ‘be
sure to throw nothing on the floor [while eating]; it is uncivil and
disobliging.’ [SLS/1 p13]
Both countrymen and countrywomen of the poorer orders were ‘lean,
shabby and soiled’ as Tobias Smollett, the author of Humphrey Clinker,
‘laments to own’. [i.e. sadly admits] [SLS/5 p179, 180–1] The dress of
the people was the rudest and roughest – the women having coarse
home-made drugget, a matted mixture of wool, spun as it came in the
natural state from the sheep's back – usually no gown but a short
woollen petticoat down to the knees, and their feet were destitute of
shoes or stockings. They went to kirk all dressed in their best: headcovering of coarse linen, and a tartan or red plaid covering head and
shoulders. On Sundays only, the women wore their shoes. [SLS/5
p179, 180–1]
Early in the eighteenth century the wives of many lairds possessed
only three or four fine dresses in the whole of their lifetime and spent
the less formal parts of the day in caps, linen frocks and plaids. They
thought it no disgrace to be waited on by maids without shoes or
stockings. Until the middle of the century even upper-class girls did
not always wear them. Lord George Murray in 1745 had to write to his
daughter recommending her 'to be always neat, especially about the
feet, for nothing is more becoming for a young person like you than
to wear shoes and stockings'. [HSP/12 p288] If the ladies bought
material for clothes, it was country woven. [SLS/1 p14]
Their tastes of the smaller gentry were frugal. Gentlemen might have
a property wide in range of land, but producing rents miserably mean.
Many gentlemen of good degree had to preserve their station with £50
to £20 a year. Nor was this rental paid in money. Half of it or twothirds was paid in kind – so many sheep, eggs, poultry, so many bolls
of barley, oats or pease. [SLS/1 p4] Scots money was commonly used
as a money of account down to the second half of the century. The
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pound Scots was equivalent to 1s 8d sterling and may be converted to
sterling by dividing by 12. [EHS18/2 p51]
Money was extremely scarce in Scotland amongst every class. [SLS/5
p21] There was little coin in circulation: in the scarcity bonds and bills
were negotiable as substitutes. Cases were not infrequent of these
bonds being bought by persons who disliked the issuer or liked his
land, and forced him to part with his acres to meet his liabilities.
Coins in the first half of the century were not sufficient for the
currency needs of the country; gold was never seen; silver was
exceedingly scarce, especially after the Scots coinage had been called in
subsequent to the Union. In default of Scots or English money,
foreign coins were in ready use, and money which came from Holland,
Spain and France was welcome. It was owing to this stress for money
that gentlemen often paid their tradesmen, as they themselves were
paid by their tenants, ‘in kind’. The weaver, the blacksmith, and the
joiner were allowed as part of their wages so many firlots of oats or of
barley. The lack of metal currency was a chronic distress in Scotland,
and caused incessant inconvenience. [SLS/1 p30–2]
The highways were tracks of mire in wet weather and marshes in
winter, till the frost made them sheets of ice. Even towns were often
connected only by pack-roads, on which horses stumbled perilously
along, and carriages could not pass at all. [SLS/1 p39] Carts were a
later institution, and when in 1723 one carried a tiny load of coals,
‘crowds of people went out to see the wonderful machine’. Yet in
many parts of the Lowlands they did not come into common use until
1760. But the cart was of no practical use as long as the roads were so
bad that carts could not be driven on them. Everything was carried on
the backs of horses. [SLS/5 p167] The noble man driving in his
lumbering coach had a ‘running footman’ who went on ahead to see
that the road was clear, and his difficulty was not to keep pace with
the coach, but to avoid so far outstripping it as to lose sight of it in
the distance far behind. [SLS/1 p14]
Not till 1749 did a stagecoach begin to run between Edinburgh and
Glasgow. It took twelve hours to accomplish the journey of forty-six
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miles; nor was this speed exceeded till thirty years later. In previous
days a coach and six horses spent a day and a half on the road. The
state of the highways made the transit of carts well-nigh impossible in
most parts of the year. Before the middle of the century many tracks
of the lowlands, with big villages and considerable populations, were
almost without intercommunication, save by the cadgers. Even about
1770 the carrier took a fortnight to go to and from Selkirk and
Edinburgh. This journey he could never accomplish in winter, and in
dry weather he drove along the channels of the Gala water (river), as
being more transversable than the main road…. For in those days even
the carriers between Edinburgh and Glasgow had baskets or creels for
their parcels on either side of the horse, while they sat between.
Packmen came round with their wallets containing a strictly limited
assortment of wares for cottage and mansion. Travelling weavers
arrived every now and then to buy from ladies and cottage women the
yarn they had made, and to sell them in exchange tempting webs for
the household. [SLS/1 p21 & 41–2]
It was a dangerous thing to be ill, an expensive thing to die, and often
a ruinous thing to be buried – the cost of a funeral sometimes being
equal to a year's rental. The feast was lavish and prolonged. English
officers witnessing these functions pronounced ‘a Scots funeral to be
merrier than an English wedding’. [SLS/1 p52–3]
After a poor harvest in 1739 a bitter winter was followed by an even
worse harvest in 1740. From the autumn of 1739 to the summer of
1741 there was great scarcity of victuals. [EHMS/4 p71–2] Years of
dearth came often – 1709, 1740, 1760. The explanation lies in the
barbarous mode of its agriculture with utter ignorance of or prejudice
against every rational method of cultivation. The land attached to each
farm was divided into ‘infield’ and ‘outfield’; that nearest the house
being the croft or ‘infield’, to which all care was devoted. Whatever
manure was used was put upon this infield, making the soil so rank
that it was luxuriant only in weeds. Lime was scarcely known as an aid
to soil before 1730. Six times larger than the ‘infield’ was the ‘outfield’
– wretched, ill-kept, untended ground – each portion of which was
put perpetually into oats, or, more usually, for three years in
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succession; and thereafter it lay for another three or four years, or
even six years fallow, acquiring a rich ‘natural grass’ of weeds, moss,
thistles, on which the horses, sheep, and black cattle fed. Ground was
cultivated until it produced only two seeds for every one sown. [SLS/5
p153–4]
The infield was not a compact area of ground; it consisted rather of
irregular patches of land which could be cultivated readily. Generally
infield was kept in perpetual tillage. In Roxburghshire (as in Peebles
and Berwickshire) 'during the old system, the land in tillage here, as
everywhere else in the kingdom, was divided into infield and outfield';
with a three year rotation of oats, pease and barley. [EHS18/2 p37–8]
The outfield consisted of poorer and more distant land. Part was
ploughed up and then sown till the last crop was so poor that it was
not worth cutting. Then the soil was left to rest. Meanwhile another
part was brought under the plough. It would be false to suggest that
there was a sharp contrast and constant relationship in size between
the two parts of the arable, referred to respectively as the infield and
outfield. [EHMS/2 p26–8] In the counties of Roxburgh and Peebles
four or five crops were taken and then the land was left unused for 5
or 6 years. [EHS18/2 p38–9] In the Berwickshire Merse a quarter of
infield was often given over to wheat with here and there another
division for peas and beans. Flax and hemp too was an infield crop,
very often grown only on a single, heavily-dunged rig that sufficed to
meet each household's requirements, every family spinning its own
ropes and making its own linen. [HSP/5 p127]
Note on the Merse: the most fertile part of the county,
stretching some twenty miles westward from the coast, and
lying between the Lammermoors and the Tweed.
Perhaps the most serious obstacle to progress in agriculture was the
universal system of ‘run-rig’. The fields were divided into separate
‘rigs’ or ridges, which were cultivated by different tenants. One small
field might be divided into an occupancy of from four to eight
persons, and a farm might have eighteen tenants, amongst whom the
land was redivided by lot each year or put up for auction. The tenants
had their cottages clustered together, forming what was called the
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farm town (fermtoun). The quarrels and misunderstandings between
these men were violent and incessant, as no operation could begin
without mutual help with horses and oxen and men and common
arrangement as to crops. The ridges were usually 20 feet wide and
often as wide as 40 feet, crooked like a prolonged S. Only the crown
of the rig was ploughed, and half the width of the ridges and the
ground between them were taken up with huge ‘baulks’ or open spaces
filled with briars, nettles, stones and water. How could any waste
ground be reclaimed under such a system? [SLS/5 p156–7] In most
cases the tenant's holding was in scattered strips. [EHS18/2 p39–40]
Note: Research by R.A. Dodshon concluded that runrig was much the
same as the English open field system with fixed holding of strips,
rather than frequent re-allocation of them. [TUDR p15–33]
During the division of 1751 it was argued that unless the entire infield
was divided, the proprietors would continue to pasture their cattle
through all the lands during winter. Infield was divided into 3, 4 or 5
'breaks' or zones with often one fallow and manure applied heavily to
only one. The outfield was divided into 3 'breaks', 2 of grass and 1 of
corn, which was cropped for 3 or 4 years in succession. [Roxburgh
MSS. Decreet of Division of Runrigg Lands of Kelso 1751 cited in
FRB]
Beyond the outfield the tenants and cottars grazed their animals
together on the 'commons'. [SLHIG p112–3] These lands were not
enclosed and in summer while crops were growing, cattle had to be
tethered or herded. The only permanent boundary to be found was the
head dyke which separated the hill pasture from the arable land. Here
and there amongst the rigs were patches of grass, and these along with
perhaps a compact and more extensive stretch of land beyond, made
up the meadow. The produce of these odd patches supplemented with
the straw of corn crops provided the only winter fodder for cattle,
apart from what they could pick up as they roamed at large over
(fallow) arable and pasture land alike. The grave deficiency of winterfeeding was compensated for by abundant permanent pasture. A
certain amount was interspersed with the arable lands. Much more
important was the hill pasture or common moor which was a feature
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of agrarian life from the Lowlands to the Hebrides. Moorlands were
often shared by several townships. Tenants were of course restricted in
the number of beasts they could put on the common grazings.
[EHS18/22 p42]
The majority of Lowland ploughs were heavy mouldboard ploughs of
wooden construction apart from their share, coulter and 'cheek-rack'
or bridle, all of which would be of iron. [EHMS/2 p26–8] The
ploughs were enormous, unwieldy constructions. Each plough was
drawn by four or six meagre oxen and two horses, or even by twelve
oxen – two, three or four abreast. As they dragged it along a whole
band of men attended to keep them going (four in all). With all this
huge cortege, a plough scratched half an acre a day. [SLS/5 p156–7]
'It makes a triangular rut in the ground rather than a furrow.'
[EHS18/2 p44] The harness consisted of collars and saddles made of
straw. [SLS/5 p156–7] The old Scots plough was in general use at the
opening of the eighteenth century, and was still to be found in some
counties at the end of the century. Harrows were made entirely of
wood and usually pulled by hand across the fields. [EHS18/2 p44–5]
A ploughgate was roughly the amount of land that could be managed
by a plough-team of 8 oxen. Generally this was about 100 acres. At the
opening of the eighteenth century a 'toun's' land was expressed in so
many 'ploughs'. A smaller measurement was the oxgate, originally the
amount of land held by the owner of one ox, and 8 of these made a
ploughgate. Intermediate was the husbandland, which consisted of two
oxgates, and four husbandmen provided the team for the common
plough. Since a single tenant could seldom furnish the whole plough
team, co-operation with neighbours was essential. They all had to
work together at ploughing and indeed at all the major operations in
the farmer's calendar. [EHS18/2 p49–50] To cultivate a farm by any
method of joint-tenancy inevitably made for communal work. Peasants
holding in runrig or rundale had to decide on a common crop, a
common rotation and common dates for sowing, reaping and
cultivating: they also had to contribute animals to draw the
community's plough, and to agree over herding on the moor. [HSP/5
p122]
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To keep discord within bounds the simplest and most effective means
was to appeal to tradition – to fix an unvarying date for sowing the
oats or taking the cows to the hill pasture, because four or sixteen
farmers could never have agreed on precisely when to do it. The
trouble was that in course of time tradition became a god. A
commentator on Peeblesshire writing in the reign of Charles II said of
the Tweeddale peasantry: ‘They are an industrious careful people, yet
something wilfull, stubborn and tenacious of old customs. There are
amongst them that will not suffer the wrack {allow the old weeds} to
be taken off their land because they say it keeps the corn warm, nor
plant trees for wronging the undergrowth nor take pains upon their
hay to make it well-smelled and coloured because they allege musty
hay brings cows a-bulling. But otherwise they are a provident
laborious people’. [HSP/5 p123]
The grain sown was the poorest and least prolific kind, which was
abandoned almost everywhere but in Scotland. It was the gray oats
which at best gave only increase of three seeds for one; and bere,
which, although the least nutritious of all barley, was grown because it
was believed to be the only sort that would flourish in the soil. There
were no enclosures, neither dyke nor hedge, between the fields. When
the harvest was over, the cattle wandered all over the place, till the
land became a dirty dreary common. [SLS/5 p155] Of the annual
harvest 25–30 percent was retained for seed; another 30 percent went
to the landlord (for eating or sale); the rest being eaten or sold by the
tenant. [EHMS/2 p20]
Turnips were only sown by two or three energetic proprietors in
Scotland before 1739. Great excitement was caused about Melrose in
1747 by the rumour that a strange new vegetable was to be sown by Dr
John Rutherford. [SLS/5 p171] The same reluctance was shown in
adopting potatoes as a produce of the fields. We may mark the years
between 1740 and 1750 as the period when potatoes were coming into
cultivation in Scotland. Meanwhile the gray oats, the bere, and pease
held the field. [SLS/5 p172–4]
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For the manufacture of the grain into food every operation was
primitive, involving a maximum of labour with a minimum of profit.
[SLS/5 p172–4] For cutting crops, the sickle was common everywhere
and was only gradually replaced by the scythe in the course of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. [EHS18/2 p45] After the
harvest was reaped, the flail was the only means of separating grain
from the straw; then the corn was taken to be winnowed on handriddles in the open air or hill-tops, or in barns so constructed that the
west wind might pass through. [SLS/5 p172–4] Grain was separated
from chaff by exposing it to the wind by letting the grain fall slowly
from a sieve or basket between the two doors of the barn, so that the
chaff was blown backwards and the clean grain dropped to the floor.
Very often grinding was done at the farmhouse on the quern. More
commonly, however, grinding was done at mills owned by landlords,
and tenants had to pay vexations and heavy payments to the landlord
(as well as paying the miller). [EHS18/2 p45] The only mode of
grinding barley which prevailed until nearly the middle of the century
was by bruising in a mortar or ‘knocking-stones’. A little water was
put with the barley into the nether stone to make the grain part with
the husk, and it was then beaten with a wooden mell till the ‘knokit
bere’ was fit for making broth. Not till 1742 did mills for grinding
barley come into active operation. [SLS/5 p172–4]
Every rural family kept at least one dairy cow to provide milk, cheese
and butter. [HSP/5 p129] Sheep were ubiquitous in all hilly districts,
larger and woollier ones in the Borders: they provided, as well as wool,
meat and tallow. [HSP/5 p130] Enclosures of any sort were rare. Most
animals therefore were kept under the surveillance of herdsmen.
[HSP/5 p130]
The hours of labour were extremely protracted. Usually the work
between March and October began at four o'clock in the morning and
lasted till seven or eight o'clock at night – in harvest continuing as
late as ten. In Berwickshire the rule was to ‘yoke’ the horses at sunrise
all the year round: [J. Bruce: Agriculture of Berwickshire] In the
evenings, by the dismal light of the ruffy in their hovels, the men had
shoes of horse-hide to furnish with double or triple soles, while the
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women span from the rock or distaff the flax which every farmer grew
on some rigs and the woollen yarn from which was made the clothing
of gray and black woollen plaiding and blankets. The sluggishness of
labourers was one reason for the long hours of labour. Their laziness
had passed into proverbs and bywords. Scottish clergy deplored the
poverty-stricken aspect of the peasantry: their pinched faces, wrinkled
features, tattered dress, and foul skin and fouler habits. [SLS/5 p177–
8] Unfortunately piety did not uproot the inveterate sluggishness of
farmer and labourer: it seemed rather to dignify dirt and to consecrate
laziness. [SLS/5 p160] In other ways religious feelings and Christian
ordinances ministered to idleness, fostered prejudice and depressed and
hampered agriculture. [SLS/5 p161] Having no lease (the farmer) had
no motive to improve land which next year might fall into the hands
of another. [SLS/5 p158]
The number of people who owned land or to be more accurate 'held
feus' was very limited apart from the south west where small estates
were common.

Together they

comprised the

heritors.

Smaller

proprietors in the south west were known as 'bonnet lairds', and
elsewhere there were a number of owner-occupiers called 'feuars' or
'portioners'. [SLHIG p123–4] One finds a fairly numerous class of
men designated as 'portioners' and constituting a solidly-based
emergent rural middle class resting on a sub-structure of cottars and
tenants. Some of these men were local burgesses, others were doctors
or lawyers. The incidence of portioners varied from parish to parish.
[EHMS/2 p30] Individual holdings were generally greater in the
south-east than elsewhere. In fact this area contained a considerable
group of husbandmen in comfortable independence; the 100 or even
150-acre holding was by no means unusual. [PSS1/3 p53] There were
formidable means of security for a tenant. To hold land in feu-ferme
was one. In exchange for a lump sum and an annual charge, fixed in
perpetuity, the tenant holding in feu secured absolute security.
[EHMS/2 p31]
The fact is that the relatively unspecialised agriculture of Restoration
Scotland (i.e. after 1660) did not serve society badly, and there was no
real alternative to it. There were no large towns to serve as a market
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for produce as in south-east England or northern Netherlands.
[EHMS/2 p21] Only the south-east, which had once been part of
Anglian Northumbria, contained many nucleated settlements with a
great house or castle, a church, an inn and a large number of peasants'
houses focussing on a central street or green. [HSP/5 p120] In Fife,
the Lothians and Berwickshire some of the fermtouns were large
enough to be described as villages. Tradesmen with a partial
specialisation – such as weavers, tailors, etc – were spread thinly
through the touns rather than congregated in villages. [PSS1/3 p53]
During the eighteenth century improvers were intent on a radical
reorganisation of farming methods. The landowners wanted to replace
the rig system with larger fields, and enclose the commons. Tenants
did not usually have any rights of common. Both enclosure and
abolition of the rigs could take place by agreement among the
landowners and this was encouraged by two major acts of 1695 – the
Commonty Act and the Runrig Act. [SLHIG p112–3] Any rearrangement of lands among proprietors in Scotland took place under
this general statute (the Runrig Act), but the Act applied only to
proprietors holding land run-rig. As far as run-rig among tenants was
concerned, the owner himself could end this system at any time
because of short tenancies. [EHS18/3 p57] Where there were several
major landowners or in a few cases where small landowners or 'feuars'
owned one or more rigs, recourse was necessary to the sheriff court.
The transformation of the landscape brought about by the twin
developments of enclosure and abolition of runrig was quite profound.
[SLHIG p112–3] As regards the division of Commonties, the writer
of the Report on Roxburgh and Selkirk said the commons were divided
in proportion to the valuation or rate they paid in land tax. The
opposition, he added, declared 'that the poor were spoiled and
oppressed, and the country was ruined to enlarge the possessions of
the great'. [EHS18/3 p58]
Records from the second half of the seventeenth century survive of
the barony, village and parish of Stichill, Roxburghshire, three miles
to the north of Kelso. Beneath the landlord lay a structured and
apparently not very complex rural society referred to comprehensively
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as ‘the haill tennants and Coattars within the said Barrouny’. The
tenant would farm enough land to keep himself and his family,
whereas the cottar needed employment by the tenants at such periods
as harvest to supplement what he produced from his much smaller
holding. All tenants raised both corn and ran cattle on the grazings.
Crops included bere – a coarse four-rowed barley, oats and pease.
Transport requirements were met by the ubiquitous 'naig' or riding
horse. There was also evidence of sheep-raising. Most households
produced from their own resources most of the woollen and linen
clothes they wore. Fuel was provided by cutting whin, digging peats or
buying the latter from peat-banks. [EHMS/2 p19]
The records of the court at Stitchill show a Lowland laird in action.
His moral attitude was one of the godly magistrate backing the kirksession. He commanded that none 'drink excessively nor be sensibly
drunk, and none curse, swear or blaspheme'. Parents were put under a
ten-pound penalty if they failed to send their children to school.
Rioters and sabbath-breakers were put in the stocks at the church
door. Otherwise the court was mainly concerned with the usual round
of small rural offences – non-payment of rent and services to the
laird, questions of debt, of trespass of tenants' cattle and fowls in each
others' corn, and disputes about boundaries. It made rules for the
cutting of peats, planting peas, erection of dykes and many other
particulars of ordinary husbandry. [HSP/5 p124–5]
The linen and woollen industries were found in most counties in 1707,
and apart from agriculture took first place in the economic life of the
country. Most of the cloth was for home consumption, but even
though export quantities were small in 1710 Scottish tweel (twill, later
tweed, a woollen cloth), stockings, tickings, linen yarn and cloth,
represented about one third of the total value of the country's exports
to England. Producers of fine and medium-quality cloth found it very
difficult to keep going after 1707 and the loss of protection from
English competition, but the coarse woollen manufacture already had a
well-established market in England and the cheapness of its products
gave it an advantage in the Plantations (as for clothing slave
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labourers). In a few years, however, it was also drawn into the
depression which overwhelmed the whole economy. [EHS18/5 131–2]
A book published in Edinburgh in 1733: 'The Interests of Scotland; or
Reasons for Improving the Fisheries and Linen Manufacture of
Scotland'. The author was Mr Patrick Lindsay, Lord Provost of the
city: 'At Galashiels are made a few coarse kerseys called 'Galashiels
greys' for home consumpt and export to the plantations. At
Kirkudbright, Hawick and other places near the wool countries several
packs of tarred wool have been washed and cleaned, and some of it
wrought into blankets and other coarse goods by private hands for
their own use. [TIS p150–1]
Two Acts passed in 1727 set up the 'Commissioners and Trustees for
Improveing Fisherys and Manufactures in Scotland', with an income of
£6000 p.a.. Of this £2650 was allocated to the linen industry, a like
sum to the fishing industry and £700 to the coarse woollen industry.
Lint mills (which mechanically processed the flax) were set up in
many parts of the country. If the manufacturers employed weavers, the
yarn was woven and they then sold the cloth. Sometimes they
marketed the yarn. From the outset the trustees devoted much time
and money to improving the standard of weaving. [EHS18/5 p134–7]
There was a long series of experiments designed to cheapen the
bleaching process because of the large potential market for low-priced
cloth in England and the Plantations. Moreover a high proportion of
the flax produced in Scotland was unsuitable for fine linen. An epochmaking step in the history of bleaching was the introduction of
sulphuric acid. The first works for its production in Scotland was
founded in 1749 at Pestonpans. [EHS18/5 p140]
Linen yarn remaining in Scotland was not all manufactured into cloth.
The thread industry, which had commenced in Paisley and district in
the late 1720s, created an expanding market for yarn. [EHS18/5 p143]
Most weavers had only slender resources and were unable to command
short-term finance... Places beyond Edinburgh were without banking
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facilities. It was to meet this need
that the British Linen Co. was
founded in 1746. [EHS18/5 p149–

Linen stamped for sale
year

million yards

1728

2.1

The linen manufacture gave way

1730

3.8

before the introduction of cotton,

1740

4.6

and was long ago abandoned.

1750

7.6

1760

11.7

1770

13.0

50]

Roxburgh

and

Berwick

shires

produced from 30,000 to 60,000
yards

annually.

Melrose

was

famous for its 'land linens' from
an early date, and weavers received

[EHS18/5 p142]

many orders from London and the
Continent; but the trade began to decline about the year 1770 and
never rallied. Linen was a commodity in which a great business was
done at St Boswells fair, held in the parish of that name; but for a
number of years past none has been offered, as the trade has died out
in the district. [TIS p230–1]
The Union presented immense possibilities of expansion to the
commerce and industry of Scotland. Tariff barriers at the Border and
irksome interference in her trade with the Plantations overseas were
removed; to her domestic market of about 1 million people were added
the English market of 5½ million, the Irish market, and, most
important, the colonial market. Without question the chief advantage
to her economy coming from the Union was the creation of a freetrade area embracing the United Kingdom and the overseas empire.
[EHS18/I pxiv] Many Scots saw as a panacea for Scotland's poverty the
creation of a British common market: the brilliant and biting pen of
Daniel Defoe, England's visiting propagandist in Edinburgh, dwelt
upon the opportunities for Scottish cattle and linen in London with
tariff barriers down. For a generation and more after the Act of Union
in 1707 they were utterly disappointed and Union proved useless as an
economic panacea. [HSP/10 p243]
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The beneficial results of the Union were slow of being felt, and for
some twenty years the people saw less of the advantages than of the
hardships it entailed – heavier taxes, more duties, vexations
restrictions, and dangerous competition with the trade of England, and
a lost trade with France. We may by 1730, however, see the stirring of
a new life in the country, for by that time the linen industry was felt
to be a source of prosperity owing to its trade with England. [SLS/15
p513] Among the many causes of growing prosperity must not be
omitted the help given by the banking companies to commercial
enterprise. Even after 1750 gold was practically unobtainable, silver was
hard to get, and the supply of copper money was uncomfortably
scanty. Not till banks or branches were established in various country
towns was the full benefit of banks felt by the people. [SLS/15
p520–4]
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2. Rural Scotland 1750–1850
The Scotland of 1800 was a vastly different country from the Scotland
of 1700. [EHS18/I pxiii] The old Statistical Account, compiled in the
1790s, contains a passage where the minister of Meigle in lowland
Perthshire considers the changes in local agriculture since 1745:
At that time the state of the country was rude beyond
conception. The most fertile tracts were waste, or
indifferently cultivated, and most of the inhabitants were
uncivilised. The education, manners, dress, furniture and
table of the gentry were not so liberal, decent and
sumptuous as those of ordinary farmers at present. The
common people, clothed in the coarsest garb, and starving
on the meanest fare, lived in despicable huts with their
cattle. To emancipate the inhabitants from such a state of
barbarism was a bold and arduous enterprise. But in a few
years improvements were diffused through the whole
country. The tenant, as if awakened from a profound sleep,
looked around and beheld his fields clothed with the
richest harvests, his herds fattening in luxuriant pastures,
his family decked in gay attire, his table loaded with solid
fare, and wondered at his former ignorance and stupidity.
[HSP/10 p251–2]
About 1760 there were distinct signs of a great change coming over
tastes, manners, and habits. The rise in fortunes, due to the sudden
increase of rental from land and profits from trade, wrought a
transformation in the style, tone and domestic economy of Scotland.
Agriculture and forestry had become a new pastime and occupation in
the country. Gentlemen were everywhere improving their residences as
much outside as inside. [SLS/2 p56, 59] About the middle of the
century there arose a new era in the social and economic condition of
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the country. Previous to this period most of the farms had either been
let without leases or on very short tenure – two or four years –
which starved all enterprise. Now several small tenancies were
combined into one farm with a lease of nineteen years. Under new
conditions the fields were enclosed, ground drained, limed and
manured. With the gradual abolition of run-rig ‘every man performed
twice as much work as when the work was common’. [SLS/6 p201–2]
More and more during the eighteenth century the individual farmer of
substance was becoming the master on his land. This was particularly
so in the management of pasture arrangements, the core of the
common procedures of the toun. When the individual had sufficient
consolidated strips to form viable enclosures, he might then sow the
grasses that would give him superior grazing for his animals, and so
common grazing practices would be eroded... The changes of course
were seldom sudden or wholesale. By 1800, however, the areas of early
if gradual improvement were firmly established in the minds of
contemporaries as well-defined sectors of improved agriculture. Such
were the counties of Berwick, Roxburgh and East Lothian. Yet as late
as the end of the century, even in such areas, extensive residues of
small holdings could be found almost everywhere, but the first two or
three decades of the nineteenth century saw the new type of farm
sweep into every corner of the arable Lowlands. Certain features stand
out as distinguishing characteristics of the new Lowland farming. The
working unit was a compact block of land under individual control
and without any form of common attached. Rotation crops covered
nearly all the farm land and the grazing animals were fitted into the
rotational system. Farm buildings – farm-house, steading and possibly
cottages – were contained within the farm bounds and would house
all the full-time work force. [PSS1/3 p58–9]
Particularly important were changes in farm size. The victory of the
large farm was most complete in the south-east and in particular in
East Lothian. Here the farm of 200 up to 600 acres of arable became
entirely dominant. The other south-eastern counties of Berwick and
Roxburgh also established sectors of large-scale farming. Elsewhere
smaller farms held their position better. In Ayrshire and Galloway
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farming, modernised in terms of technique, had been consolidated
within holdings much on the old scale. Here the family farm – the
unit of 50 to 150 acres – continued to prevail. [PSS1/3 p60] As smallholders providing part-time labour were squeezed out of the system,
the solid base of Lowland agriculture had come to be its long-hire
workers, servants so-called. Everywhere they formed a major and in
some a numerically predominant social group. [PSS1/3 p63] Amidst
the flow of prosperity and wealth, which came gradually, there were
several changes which at the time proved disastrous among the rural
population. The abolition of small farms or ‘mailings’, paying a rental
of from £7 to £17, and the sweeping away of cottages where maybe
eight tenants lived, thrust many people out of employment, forced
many to drift into towns, and many to emigrate. [SLS/6 p208]
By 1775 in every county farmers and landowners were trying new
techniques and introducing new crops, like clover and turnips. They
were using improved implements like the handy iron plough invented
by the Berwickshire farmer James Small, and enclosing and dividing
the landscape into its modern pattern of compact fields, windbreaks,
woods and individual stone-built farms. [HSP/10 p245–6] The main
cereal crops were oats and barley, though in the more fertile counties
like East Lothian and Moray wheat was important. Both oats and
barley were the bread corn of the people, but barley was also used for
making ale, beer and whisky. [SLS/1 p11] 'Copies of letters from
persons who had emigrated several years before to America to their
friends at home, containing the most flattering accounts of the
province of North Carolina, were circulated amongst them.' (Old
Statistical Account 1791.) But other factors at the root of emigration
such as the consolidation of holdings, increased rents, and the
extension of sheep farming are given great prominence in the
Statistical Account. Improved farming presupposed consolidation of
rigs, as well as holdings, to make reasonable-sized farms, and the
employment of the new-style ploughs reduced the size of the plough
team. On the other hand the reduction of waste land made available
new holdings, while the increased yield of crops made it possible for
the land to carry a larger population. [EHS18/1 p16]
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The writers of the 1790s were aware that the transformation was based
on technology borrowed from the south: methods of enclosure, ideas
of rotation, the new crops like clover, rye-grass, turnips and potatoes.
The writers of the 1820s dwell much more on the contributions the
Scots themselves had made in the interim; they had not merely joined
the take-off, they had added so much to its impetus that 'Lothian
husbandry' came to be held up for admiration in nineteenth century
England in much the same way as the 'Norfolk system' had been
admired in eighteenth century Scotland. The Scots were brilliant in
the design of agricultural implements – Small's plough in 1763,
Andrew Meikle's power-driven threshing machine in 1786 and Patrick
Bell's horse-drawn reaper in 1826: secondly they pioneered modern
field-drainage. The major breakthrough came with James Smith's
subsoil plough of 1823. Already by 1829 George Robertson could write
of the:
Tens of thousands of ells of covered drains that have been
made even in single farms of moderate extent all the
country over in the course of the last 60 years. Of all the
improvements of modern husbandry, none has given
greater returns for the expenses incurred. The same story of
an English technology, enthusiastically borrowed in the
first instance and then still more enthusiastically adapted
and advanced by native ingenuity, can be found in the
cotton industry. [HSP/10 p252–3]
The great English demographer Malthus noted in his diary in 1810:
'The improvement of Scotch husbandry has arisen principally from the
improving capitals and skills of the tenantry and not from the capitals
of the landlords', and George Robertson a generation later made
almost the same comment: 'The great mass of improvements has been
owing almost entirely to the farmers themselves with very little
example set them by the proprietors.' Such statements, true in their
limited context, ignore the fact that the new farmers themselves were
as deliberate and artificial a creation as the quick-set hedge and the
Cheviot sheep. The eighteenth century laird who set about improving
his estate also set about improving his tenants. [HSP/13 p308–9]
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The bondage system of 1800 meant that the whole of the ploughman's
family could be put to labour at the will of the farmer. It is impossible
to believe that this servile dependence would not be resented by small
independent tenants who had lost their holdings. The cottar's house
held under these conditions was only marginally better even in the
early nineteenth century than its equivalent had been in 1650, though
it was likely to be constructed of more permanent materials and have
a built-in chimney. Alexander Somerville describes the dwelling, 'one
of a row of sheds' in Berwickshire in which his parents lived for a time
with their eight children. It was about 12 feet by 14, and not so high
in the walls as will allow a man to get in without stooping. That place
without ceiling or anything beneath the bare tiles of the roof; with no
floor save the common clay; without a cupboard or recess of any kind;
with no grate but the iron bars the tenants carried to it; with no
partition of any kind save what the beds made; with no window save
four small panes at one side – it was this house, for which to obtain
leave to live in, my mother sheared the harvest and carried the stacks.'
Even the windows were not necessarily part of the fittings provided.
(Somerville's) parents 'had a window consisting of one small pane of
glass, and when they moved from one house to another in different
parts of Berwickshire their carried this window with them'. [HSP/13
p320–1]
When William Cobbett came north in 1830, he was struck by three
glaring contrasts between life on Lothian farms and life on farms in
southern England: farming in eastern Scotland was often technically
much more sophisticated: the plight of the Scottish workers was even
more miserable; and no one, least of all the workers, was making any
sustained protest about their lot. He had left southern England
smouldering on the edge of social war with ricks being burnt, new
machinery destroyed, men transported and in a few cases executed for
the destruction of property. Cobbett came to find out why the Scots
were quiet while the English burnt the ricks. [HSP/13 p324] ‘Where
the farms are enlarged and the country inclosed, there is no doubt that
the usual population has decreased: but often the most knowing
farmers are of the opinion that there is very little decrease.'
Furthermore, the agricultural revolution was far from impoverishing
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peasants. The lucky ones moved up to the status and affluence of the
middle-class. Those who became landless labourers were better off in
1790 and 1830 than they had been in 1720 or 1770. Life might be grim
but it had always been grim and often worse. [HSP/13 p328 citing
Statistical Account in South Perthshire]
Ale was the common drink of the people. The malt tax (applied from
1725, but mainly later in the century) had adverse effects on the
domestic production of ale, especially in the Lowlands where
inspection was possible. Brewing for commercial purposes, however,
benefited through greater export to England, where the tax was
higher. Of much greater importance to Scottish agriculture was the
manufacture of whisky. The licensed distillers of the Lowlands
complained bitterly of illicit Highland competition. In the 1780s
various Acts on taxing spirits were passed, the last in 1788 causing
several of the largest distilleries to close down. The quantity of Scotch
spirits sent to England climbed from 34,000 gallons in 1780 to 882,000
in 1786 and fell to 32,200 in 1787. Despite all the legislation by the
closing years of the century distilling had increased substantially in
Scotland. This industry constituted a large market for barley and was
thus of great importance to agriculture. Distilleries also produced
draff, a by-product of the industry and a valuable food for livestock.
[EHS18/4 p103–10]
In the Lowlands, sheep farming had long been important. The Border
uplands provided good grazing, while the demands of the woollen
industry encouraged farmers to pay attention to sheep farming. Two
breeds predominated, the Linton or Black-face found mainly in the
counties of Peebles and Dumfries, and the Cheviot found in the
Border country. Some counties like Peebles specialised in breeding,
nearly all the lambs being sold; others like Roxburgh retained all or
nearly all the lambs, ewe and wedder, till they were of age to be
fattened. About 1750 the native breed of Roxburgh was enriched by
the introduction of Lincolnshire stock and shortly afterwards farmers
here and in Peebles began to feed their sheep on turnips. Stock raising
and the cultivation of turnips and rye grasses were closely related. In
1795 'the art of sheep pasturing has made greater progress in the last
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30 years than it had done for many centuries before'. [EHS18/4
p97–8]
The incentive to these developments in sheep rearing sprang from the
expanding demands of the woollen industry of Yorkshire and the
Tweed valley. The price of wool almost doubled in the ten years
ending in 1795. Dealers from Leeds and Halifax attended Lowland
markets for the purchase of wool. But the expanding industry of
Galashiels, now becoming partly mechanised, and that of Sterling and
Aberdeen, also drew supplies from Lowland farms. [EHS18/4 p98] But
sheep farming offered little opportunity for the small man. For
economical operation a sheep farm must be large and the stock must
number at least 2,000. [EHS18/4 p99]
Troubles always attend economic measures which promote social
progress. In a few years land which had for more than a century been
let at the same rent of 1s 6d to 3s an acre, rose to 21s in Berwickshire.
An estate in Dumfriesshire produced in 1760 £950 rental and in 1790
it went up to £4750. [SLS/6 p211–12] Widespread as was the progress,
it was not universal. In the outlying quarters even of Lowland counties
there was little alteration, and from Forfarshire to Dumfries there
were large districts where the run-rig system still prevailed. [SLS/6
p221]
In the 1840s the most sophisticated farming was in the south-east, the
Lothians and Berwickshire, where farms were enormous by Scottish
standards. 'Lothian Husbandry' was the admired apogee of capitalist
farming in early Victorian Britain. These farms were cultivated by
squads of agricultural workers, or hinds, who formed not a peasantry
but a genuine landless proletariat. Very remarkably, the hinds' wages
were still largely paid in kind. Throughout Lowland Scotland the
character of rural life was much affected by the proximity of industry
and towns; wages tended to be higher where there was competition
from industry, and a higher proportion was paid in cash. Many parts
of southern Scotland were themselves deeply penetrated by industry
even while remaining essentially rural. Farm labourers in these areas
were often bachelors, as many couples, when they married, moved to a
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village smallholding where they could still combine some cultivation
of their own plot with working at the linen trade. [CSP/1 p14–16]
Nothing wrought so remarkable a change in civilising the country, in
developing its trade, and improving the social and industrial condition
of the people, as the Turnpike Road Act of 1751. Before many years
passed by, the public roads became smooth and easy. [SLS/5 p167] At
the opening of the century land communications were poor and
inadequate. Roads were little more than tracks, along which man and
beast picked their precarious way, and for the most part were quite
unsafe for wheeled traffic. The turnpike system was widely adopted in
Scotland, especially after 1750. [EHS18/7 p222–4] Sir John Sinclair
reported that 'Substantial roads have been made in all directions.' Over
3,000 miles of road had been constructed mostly since 1750 and 'threefourths of them within the last 20 years'. [EHS18/7 p227]
Trade meanwhile was spreading over the country; the linen trade,
shipping and woollen factories were giving labour to large numbers of
people drawn from rural districts. Perhaps no legislative measure
helped forth this object more thoroughly than the Turnpike Act of
1751, an act which assessed farmers and proprietors in equal
proportion for the maintenance of efficient public roads. The system
of payment of rents partly in kind now began to be changed; and for
the first time the lairds had silver which they could use for practical
purposes.
Simultaneously with the rise in overseas trade there was the growth of
a strong banking system consisting of the Bank of Scotland from 1695,
the Royal Bank of Scotland from 1727, the British Linen bank from
1746 and a number of unchartered joint-stock banks and partnerships.
[HSP/10 p245] The establishment of banks about 1760 in country
towns proved a very important element in the future economical
progress of the country. [SLS/6 p204–6]. By the middle of the
eighteenth century Scotland had three national banks, and before 1800
a great many local banks had also been established. [EHS18/I pxvi]
Down to the early 1770s the directors specialised in cash credits to
linen manufacturers, dealers and bleachers, and they financed the sale
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of cloth in England. With the passage of time they became bankers for
all who wished to use their services. [EHS18/5 p152]
The crucial decades for the start of the Industrial Revolution were the
1780s and 1790s. It was then that cotton grew with unparalleled speed
from virtually nothing to become by far the biggest industry; it was
then that the pace of change in agriculture quickened so suddenly as
to leave the laggard and not the improver as the exception who was
laughed at. [HSP/10 p248] The linen manufacture gave way before the
introduction of cotton, and was long ago abandoned. Roxburgh and
Berwick shires produced from 30,000 to 60,000 yards annually. Melrose
was famous for its 'land linens' from an early date, and weavers
received many orders from London and the Continent; but the trade
began to decline about the year 1770 and never rallied. Linen was a
commodity in which a great business was done at St Boswells’ fair,
held in the parish of that name; but for a number of years past none
has been offered, as the trade has died out in the district. [TIS p230–
1]
In the closing quarter of the century the linen industry was faced with
a serious challenge from the cotton industry. The new power-spinning
machinery gave cotton immense advantages and there was also a
popular demand for its products. As cotton output in the counties of
Lanark and Renfrew increased [i.e. Glasgow & Paisley], production of
fine linen cloth fell rapidly: Linen cloth stamped for sale: Renfrew
1778 1.5m yds, 1788 1.7m, 1822 25,700yds (Lanark figures similar). The
linen industry had suffered a severe depression in the 1770s. 'Many
thousands of His Majesty's subjects are thrown destitute who formerly
drew their support from this manufacture'. But by the early eighties
output was increasing but chiefly in the counties of Forfar, Fife and
Perth, where coarse cloth was produced mainly for export. Linen
stamped for Sale: 1775 12.1m yds, 1785 17.3m 1795, 21.4 1800 24.2,
1822 36.3. [EHS18/5 p153–4]
Of much less importance was the woollen industry, but there were
certain districts where it was important. In the Border country Hawick
and Galashiels were the chief centres for the industry. The stocking
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frame had been introduced to Hawick in 1771. John Nixon built up an
extensive trade in both stockings and cloth. In the neighbouring towns
of Galashiels, Jedburgh and Kelso similar developments were taking
place. In 1789 the erection of wool yarn mills in Hawick and
Galashiels [was noted]... But with the exception of carding, power
production had hardly touched it. Mechanisation was not to affect the
woollen industry as distinct from the worsted for another 50 years.
[EHS18/5 p158–9]
Quiet little country towns at the close of the eighteenth century were
changing as the heather thatches which had covered cottage, shop and
manse, gave way to slate. [SLS/15 p536] As yet there were no signs of
the great tweed and cloth industries in Hawick, a little village busy
with its hosiery; or in Galashields, with its population of 600 chiefly
engaged in making blankets at thirty looms. [SLS/15 p535] After the
Union, active government assistance was channelled through the
Board of Manufactures 1727–1847, which fostered the linen trade in
particular. It was organised as a cottage industry, but its straitened
circumstances in the face of competition from the fully industrialised
cotton industry at the start of the nineteenth century led to the
investigation of the Select Committee of 1834. [SLHIG p132] If
cottars, who were farm labourers, were prominent on the spinning side
of the linen trade, rural weavers, who were more specialised craftsmen,
continued to act as farm labourers at the busy periods of the
agricultural year. [EHMS/4 p94]
The Scottish woollen industry has its own distinctive history. The
most striking example of expansion and vigour in the Scottish woollen
industry in this period lay in the Borders and particularly in the small
towns in the valley of the Tweed and its tributaries. Cheviot sheep
with finer wool tended to replace Blackface sheep at least on lower
pastures. The decline of the linen industry around Melrose released
workers and looms for wool. Yorkshire woollens tended to be fine and
relatively expensive, leaving a gap in the area for coarser Border
woollens. The period after 1830 was marked by the successful
transition to fine tweeds as its staple and very fashionable product.
[EHMS/5 p123–4] The total outlay of a bleachworks might run into
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thousands of pounds Sterling at a time when a weaver could set up in
business for £10, a hackler for £20 and a reed-maker for £16. [EHMS/4
p95]
Mr David Lock published in 1778 a series of Essays on the Trade,
Commerce, Manufactures and Fisheries of Scotland in which he urged
the

people

to

persevere

in

the

manufacture

of

the

woollen

manufacture. He advanced no end of arguments in favour of its
extension: 'The woollen manufacture is peculiarly favourable in
promoting matrimony, and consequently population. Children from
five years of age may begin to be useful and are even employed in
different branches of it which are singularly adapted to their infant
state.' Regarding the Border towns, in which the woollen manufactures
are now chiefly concentrated, Mr Lock states that the people of
Galashiels were all employed in making coarse woollen goods. There
were then only 600 persons in the parish. Melrose had 140 looms, most
of which were employed in making woollen cloth. There were 65
looms in Hawick. In Kelso about 40 looms were employed. In Selkirk
a few looms were devoted to jobbing work in wool, but a considerable
quantity of yarn was made in the district. Looms might be found in
almost every village of Scotland at the time referred to, but only in
the cases mentioned did they do any but what was known as 'customer
work' – that is, the weavers worked up the yarns spun in the
households of farmers and others, and the cloth was returned thither
for the use of the families. [TIS p152–4]
Woollen manufactures made considerable progress during the first
quarter of this [the nineteenth] century. The power loom was
introduced into the trade about the year 1830, and by its aid the
quality of the narrow cloths or 'tweels' was improved, while the rate of
production was greatly increased. A year or two afterwards a little
incident occurred which gave an impetus to the 'tweel' trade, and
helped to lay the foundation for the extraordinary development which
has taken place in the last 30 years. Messrs William Watson & Son of
Hawick sent a quantity of 'tweels' to one of their customers in
London, the late Mr James Locke. In the invoice the word 'tweels' was
written indistinctly and was read 'tweeds' by Mr Locke, who in
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ordering a further supply, adopted what he conceived to be a new and
happy designation. The writings of Sir Walter Scot had made the
Border land and the Tweed famous all over the world, and the use of
the name of the river to designate the material manufactured on its
banks was shrewdly calculated to extend the popularity of the article.
'Tweeds' became fashionable among English noblemen and gentlemen
who came to Scotland to shoot and fish, and they gradually worked
their way into popular favour. With this incident the history of the
Scotch 'tweed' trade may be said to open. [TIS p155–6]
To occupations of the older sort were added trades increased in
numbers or created by the decline in self-sufficiency or growing
technical complexity. General merchants established with true shops
were taking the place of chapmen who had moved around the country,
and at the same time increased the variety of wares sold across the
counter. Another force behind village growth was the congregation of
workers exemplified by the massing of linen weavers. [PSS1/3 p66]
Between 1727 and 1780 the economic climate completely changed with
significant growth and change. Scottish sheep from the Borders were
being driven into England to meet the rising demand for wool from
the expanding English woollen industry. The woollen and worsted
industry of the West Riding of Yorkshire was expanding rapidly, so
Scottish wool could supply the industry while Scottish mutton helped
feed its workers. But the Scottish woollen industry in the Borders and
Lothians simply failed to survive in the face of shipments of English
woollen manufacture. [EHMS/4 p67]
The weaver held a different status from other craftsmen in the textile
industry. Weaving demanded a high degree of skill as well as more
concentrated effort. Doubtless many weavers in rural towns and
villages had smallholdings, but the major part of their day was spent
at the loom. Weavers represented by far the largest group of wageearners in the Scottish economy. By 1800 the weavers were the
aristocrats of labour with an average wage of £39 per annum. 'Then
was the daisy portion of weaving'. Four days a week did the weaver
work'. [EHS18/13 p365–6]
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The rise in wages was substantially more than the rise in prices. There
was a rise in the standard of living. The potato had rapidly come to
occupy an important place in the diet of most households; more milk,
butter, and cheese were being consumed, and beef and mutton were
'gaining ground'. In the south-east Lowlands farm-servants boarded in
the farm-house had oatmeal porridge for breakfast, broth and barley
bread with meat or cheese for dinner, and porridge or broth or milk
and potatoes for supper. Those living in houses of their own had
porridge with skimmed milk or small beer for breakfast, potato broth
and barley bread, and sometimes pickled pork or salt herring for
dinner, and bread and milk or potatoes and milk for supper. Fish was
widely consumed especially in areas within easy reach of the coast.
Before the close of the century the consumption of tea was becoming
more normal. In Stirlingshire 'even the poorest families have it
occasionally, and the last cup is qualified with a little whisky, which is
supposed to correct all the bad effects of the tea.' [EHS18/14 p377–8]
The changing standard of living was also reflected in the dress of the
people. Early 1790s 'formerly the most respectable farmers used to wear
nothing but Scotch cloth, generally of their own making, plaiding,
hose, and blue bonnets. Now the servant men on holidays wear
nothing else than English cloth, cotton and thread stockings, and hats.
Men and women servants are now much more gaily dressed than their
masters and mistresses were formerly.' [EHS18/14 p379] The real
revolution was not in fashion but in quantities of clothes. [HSP/12
p288] The decade before the middle of the century does however mark
an important new beginning in Scottish economic history. By the
outbreak of the American War in 1775 practically all classes in Scottish
society were conscious of a momentum which was carrying them
towards a richer society. Both national income and income per head
were rising in a way no one had had any experience of in the past.
[HSP/10 p244] After the middle of the century and onwards to its
close, however, there was a transformation for the worse in these
relations between rich and poor, and there appeared a widening gulf
between each rank. As agricultural progress advanced, the farmer, who
had formerly been on about the same social level as his workpeople,
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who were often his own kin, and sat at the same board, became a ‘man
of substance’, and adopted more ambitious tastes and habits, having
less in common with his servants. [SLS/7 p262]
Many a country cottage was rebuilt in the early Victorian years by
improving landlords, though this did not prevent the general standard
of rural housing from remaining deplorably low. [CSP/1 p18] A great
many landowners built villages on their estates. It is estimated that
between 1745 and 1845 over 150 planned villages were started in
Scotland. But regional studies make it clear this is a gross
underestimate. [EHMS/6]
The growing social urge of many to visit London and share its more
cultural life had the most profound effects. Landlords on their return
became anxious to adopt English ways and to improve their estates by
enclosing lands, introducing new crops, planting trees and building
more comfortable houses. [EHS18/I pxiv–xv,161] In about 1773
Wright noted of Berwickshire: 'Here every sort of improvement goes
on sweetly. Nowhere can be seen more zeal for farming, nor higher
improved land than what are here carrying on both by gentlemen and
tenants.' In Dumfries Wright said: 'The spirit of enclosure is but
creeping into the county', but priority had been given to stock-raising,
for it lay on the great drove road from the north to Carlisle.
[EHS18/3 p72]
Even highly educated Scots felt themselves backward, boorish and
uncouth in the company of the wealthier squirearchy of England with
whom they came increasingly in contact. Again there was the
challenge and influence of the newcomers to the landed classes: the
colonial adventurers, war profiteers and merchants. The effect of these
two stimuli was to jack up a laird's expectation of what his own
standard of comfort should be. He could meet this problem either by
increasing his rents (which often meant a new approach altogether to
the problems of farming his land) or by borrowing. The first was the
long-term solution. The latter was a short-term answer, which
ultimately led to foreclosure and sale of his estate to one of the statushungry incomers from the professions. Thus the revolution in
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manners was one reason why Scottish land became more efficiently
managed and why so much of it changed hands in the course of the
eighteenth century. [HSP/12 p291]
Scottish writers in the 1820s did not feel they had become a nation of
town-dwellers: there were still only seven towns of more than 10,000
inhabitants in 1801, and thirteen in 1821. Sir John Sinclair said of the
steam engine: ‘It has increased indefinitely the mass of human
comforts and enjoyments: and rendered the material of wealth and
prosperity everywhere cheap and accessible.’ But Sir John and his
friends also saw the industrial revolution as a kind of moral triumph,
the victory of industriousness over idleness, of sense over frivolity, of
energy over waste: 'The spectacle of a people naturally possessed of but
a few territorial resources, and living in a bleak and unpropitious
climate, employing their activity, their constancy and their genius in
triumphing over sterile soil – directing their attention to the riches
of the mind and making agriculture, manufacture and commerce,
instruction, morality and liberty flourish together.' [HSP/10 p256–7]

Rural depopulation in the Lowlands
In 1851 most rural areas had been enjoying a rising population for a
century. In Scotland the modern population of the peripheral counties
is often much the same as it was in the middle of the eighteenth
century and the decline from 1850 represents the erosion of a surplus
that had grown very rapidly only in the previous 50 years.
Berwickshire had a population of 24,000 in 1755 and 25,000 in 1951 –
having been at least one-third higher in the interim. [CSP/3 p58–9]
There was a very remarkable contrast in people's reactions to the
process of rural depopulation. In the Highlands it was associated with
enormous resentment: stamped with the word 'clearances'. In the
Lowlands, there were no such associations: it just occurred and was
accepted. Yet before the 1890s the fall in population was not more
generally pronounced in the rural Highlands than in equally rural
parts of the Lowlands. [CSP/3 p50] In the Lowlands on the whole
there was little complaint, partly because it was a very drawn-out
process: even before the Industrial Revolution Adam Smith had
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observed that farmers near the city had to pay higher wages to prevent
their ploughman leaving. It was obvious the countryside had little to
offer, but the town or the world overseas had something. There was a
choice and the Lowland countrymen and countrywomen took it in the
belief that they were doing something positive with their lives. [CSP/3
p62] There is no doubt that many, both men and women, removed
themselves [from the countryside] voluntarily, and in a spirit of hope:
rural life, though certainly not without its powerful compensations,
offered few prospects of high earnings and fewer of social mobility. As
the century passed, the culture of the cities came to dominate the
culture of the countryside and rural work could seem narrow and dull
to the young. Farm work, said one witness in 1893, appeared as 'a
rough, dirty, badly-paid job with long hours and few holidays.' [CSP/3
p60]

Handloom weavers
The flying shuttle, which became common in Scotland after 1770,
doubled a weaver's output. Around 1795 it was estimated that there
were 39,000 cotton handloom weavers, nearly all full-time workers. By
1838 there were 51,060 looms in the Lowlands (all for cotton except
2,400 linen and woollen looms), 90 percent being in the employ of
Glasgow or Paisley manufacturers. By this time, however, handloom
weavers had fallen on evil days. Partly this was because of an excessive
influx of labour into the trade. It was also partly due to the gradual
introduction of power weaving. By 1845 power looms [represented] 79
percent of all such looms in Scotland. [EHMS/5 p118–19]
The handloom weavers began in 1780 as the most affluent of all labour
groups and ended up in the 1830s appallingly depressed and
pauperised. Before about 1760 there was nothing notable about
handloom weaving: the trade in woollens had been stagnant for 80
years. Linens had begun gently to expand in the previous decade or
two, and weavers enjoyed only a modest way of life. It was the early
phases of industrialisation itself that began to give them wealth.
The demand for linens accelerated sharply. Then came the cottons.
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The spinning inventions produced such a surplus of yarns at such low
cost that employers could afford to pay high piece-rates to the
weavers. Thirdly the productivity of weavers was greatly increased by
the invention of the flying shuttle, which began to be fitted to
Scottish handlooms in the 1770s and which immediately doubled the
output of cloth per weaver. [HSP/17 p420]
Some weavers still lived a traditional life, like those of Drumlithie
near Stonehaven, where John Duncan (later a noted amateur botanist)
served his apprenticeship: here every householder in the village had a
workshop and a loom, rented a large garden and a croft of land from
2 to 4 acres, and kept a cow which was taken out to the common by
the village cowherd every morning. The father and the sons of the
family would weave, the mother and daughters make linen yarn on the
wheel and every one take turns at cultivating the croft and cutting
peats from the moor in the summer. In the fast-growing towns like
Paisley, however, weavers abandoned all traces of agricultural work and
became full-time servants of the loom. Cotton weaving was almost
exclusively a full-time occupation. [HSP/17 p421]
From 1812 the handloom weavers began to go into a prolonged,
agonising and scarcely interrupted decline until by the 1830s enormous
numbers were living on the edge of destitution. The main trouble was
the gross oversupply of labour. The number of handlooms in
operation in Scotland at the end of the 1830s was about 84,000, one
half in cotton, and this was a considerably greater number than there
had been in 1815. Not until after 1840 did the total employed in
handloom weaving start to drop. Thereafter the handloom trade sank
rapidly within a couple of decades to oblivion. [HSP/17 p426–30]
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3. Scottish Society 1700–1900:
Religion, Schools, the Rewards of
Labour, Health

Religion
In early days there were no fixed seats in parish churches, and each
worshipper required to bring his stool, or ‘creepie’, each Sunday with
him, or to leave it in the kirk, if he did not wish to stand during the
prolonged service. There grew up, therefore, the practice of letting out
seats for hire or selling ‘stances’ whereon to place them, and the
proceeds were devoted to the support of the poor. In the early part of
the century it was only by express permission of the elders and
minister that a seat could be affixed and a fixed sum or annual rent
was exacted. In other cases the Sessions put in seats and forms out of
the funds of the church, for which they exacted rent for behoof of the
poor. [SLS/7 p244–5]
In the middle of the eighteenth century, the religious map of Scotland
was confused. Presbyterianism was in comfortable ascendancy, but its
strength varied greatly by region. The centre of its power lay in the
central and southern Lowlands which had been the focus of the
covenanting struggles of the seventeenth century. A fierce loyalty to
the Presbyterian system had developed there amongst both urban
tradesmen and the rural peasantry. [PSS1/8 p144–5]
The kirk session was the local court for all manner of minor civil as
well as religious offences. It was the collector and distributor of poor
relief. The parish school was designed to educate all children and the
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kirkyard was usually the only place for burials. The parish church and
the parish state were virtually one and the same. Church attendance
was not usually compulsory, but non-churchgoing implied little about
what later generations came to call their 'religious condition'. It is only
after 1750 in Scotland that parish ministers started to complain of
non-churchgoing – initially among the gentry and aristocracy. Hence
the first sign of social change in the mid-eighteenth century was not
irreligion but religious dissent. The engrossing of commonties and the
removal of small farmers, together with increased wealth emphasised
the dominance of the elite in rural society. Landowners went to the
local sheriff to claim their right to a proportion of the ground floor of
the church equal to the proportion of their landholdings in the parish.
In their appropriated area within the church, fixed pews were erected
and allocated – with any remaining 'sittings' being rented out to the
highest bidders with the revenue passing to the poor fund. [PSS1/8
p145–6]
A tradition had arisen since the Reformation for the precentor, who
led singing in church, to read each line of a psalm so that the illiterate
in the congregation could join in. After 1700 it remained a symbol of
popular proprietorship of the kirk. Between the 1730s and the 1780s
many patrons and landowners instructed that 'reading the line' be
abolished. [PSS1/8 p147]
To natives and foreigners alike, the Scottish Victorian Sabbath was the
outward and visible sign of the Church's inward and spiritual sway.
Except in the unredeemed slums, a universal stillness fell over
Glasgow and Edinburgh at the time of divine service, and pervaded
small towns and villages from dawn to dusk. The Church complained
of Sabbath breakers. What is astonishing today, however, is the degree
to which observance was upheld. On Sunday the churches held the
country in thrall for Christ. This is how it was recalled by the son of
a small businessman born in 1865:
Sunday at home was a dismal ordeal for the younger
generation. All newspapers and books of a secular character
were carefully put out of sight. After breakfast preparations
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were made for the Church. Black clothes were taken from
the wardrobe and carefully brushed, clean linen was taken
from the chest of drawers, boots were polished, and when
everything was ready, the family was marched to Church
for the eleven o'clock service. After a meal, usually prepared
on a Saturday, on our return from the Kirk, we were
marched off again for the afternoon service at two o'clock.
The evenings were long and dreary. In summer time we
had a sedate walk to the cemetery. This was followed at 9
pm by Bible study, by prayer and by bed at 10 pm. [CSP/8
p182–3]
Within the Church of Scotland, the first decades of the nineteenth
century were dominated by ideological and party struggles between the
Moderates and the Evangelicals. [CSP/8 p184] In the first third of the
nineteenth century the Evangelicals went from strength to strength.
Thomas Chambers became Moderator in 1832 after two decades which
had established him as the overwhelming personality in the Church of
Scotland. Evangelical institutions – Sunday schools, missionary
societies, and Bible society – all flourished. By 1834 Evangelicals had
achieved a majority in the General Assembly. The following years were
overwhelmed by the events leading up to the Disruption. The conflict
was basically about patronage: who was to have most say in the
appointment of the minister – the congregation or the patrons
(usually landlords) whose rights of nomination had been re-established
by the statue of 1712. [CSP/8 p186–7]
In 1834 a General Assembly asserted the rights of the people and of
Christ over the patrons and the State, and dominated by the
Evangelicals passed a Veto Act giving congregations the right to reject
a nominee. The Act was declared unlawful by the Court of Session.
The House of Lords upheld this decision. The stage was set for a direct
clash, and when it occurred in 1843 it took the form of a secession led
by Thomas Chalmers and followed by two-fifths of the ministers who
walked out of the General Assembly and set up a new church, a Free
Church of Scotland. In doing so, they cast their bread upon the
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waters, for the new body would have to build its own churches and
schools and finance its own ministers entirely from voluntary
contributions. Those who walked out had initially expected to be in
the majority and thereby force the hand of the Government without
any prolonged secession. Nevertheless it was an act of remarkable
courage. [CSP/8 p186–7]
The Disruption did indeed rend the temple, and with such shattering
force that the Church in Scotland lost all its monolithic character for
the remainder of the century. The Established Church – the Church
of Scotland – looked for a time as if it might shrivel to a mere rump,
as the majority of its finest and most active leaders along with 39
percent of the ministry and a third of the congregations had left it. In
Glasgow and Edinburgh the division between those who stayed in and
those who left was much more equally balanced, and in the Borders
the Church of Scotland retained the loyalty of most of its members. In
the early days, the Free Church drew on a wide spectrum of support
in the middle classes and among many artisans. In 1851 the religious
census indicated that numbers attending the Church of Scotland and
the Free Church were almost the same. [CSP/8 p188]
As time went on, however, the Church of Scotland enjoyed an
unexpected revival [while] the Free Church meanwhile began to suffer
from internal weaknesses. Dependence on voluntary sources of funds
made it increasingly dependent on rich middle-class benefactors. The
artisan supporters of the Church began to find themselves increasingly
in the cold. In the second half of the century, the Free Church
absorbed two smaller but important groups of eighteenth century
seceders who had remained outside the United Presbyterians, and in
1900 it also joined the United Presbyterians forming the United Free
Church – though two small sections of the Free Church left it. The
effect of this was to leave Presbyterians in the early twentieth century
in two main blocks instead of three, and thereby to prepare the way
for the final fusion of 1929, when the Free Church and the Church of
Scotland were at last reunited. [CSP/8 p189] By 1900 churchmen were
on the defensive. There was a quite unmistakable conviction that the
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Church had less meaning in the lives of men as religion became less
interesting and less important to them. The age had commenced not
of unbelief but of indifference. [CSP/8 p183–4]
In the fishing villages of the east coast in many places the Church of
Scotland was finding its membership sapped by other bodies,
particularly the Plymouth Brethren and faith missions of various
kinds. Fishermen had not been very pious in the eighteenth century;
the first evangelical shock seems to have arrived with the preaching
and singing tours of Sankey and Moody from the United States in the
1870s, and many families and even whole communities lived in a haze
of religious excitement for years to come. [CSP/8 p199]
There was one hard and unattractive fact which ministers kept
striking: the working class could no longer see the point of the kind
of church they were faced with in Scotland. Part of the explanation
was the loss of the secular aspect of church life. In the eighteenth
century the rural churchyard was a trysting place and a market place
for a scattered population. The nineteenth century Evangelicals threw
the courting couples, the gossips, the rouping beadle and the town
cryer out into the streets and pubs. Towns had more and flashier pubs,
and increasing numbers of theatres, music halls and football grounds.
It was even possible to get married and buried, and to register the
names of children outside the framework of the Church. Also the
clergy were regarded by many with aversion as anti-Trades Union and
anti-working class. [CSP/8 p202–3] By 1890 industrialisation and
migration had weakened the old idea of community but strengthened
that of class. The minister personified nothing but his middle-class
background. [CSP/8 p204]

Schools
The 1696 Act of Settling Schools reaffirmed the principle of providing
schools in every parish. Under this scheme the heritors were to pay
the salary and maintain the school building, while the kirk session was
to undertake the day-to-day running, a situation which remained
unchanged in general terms until the mid-nineteenth century. [SLHIG
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p79] In 1696 Parliament anew enacted that a schoolmaster should be
appointed for every parish, ‘a commodious house’ should be provided
for a school, and that assessments be made, half from the tenants and
half from the heritors, for his salary. Never was a law more studiously
disregarded. [SLS/11 p420] In spite of all these adverse circumstances,
especially the poverty of the teachers, it is astonishing to observe the
effect of the parish schools of Scotland in promoting knowledge and
intelligence amongst the people. They gave access to instruction to the
lowest and poorest as well as highest, for the laird's son and the
ploughman's son met together; they effected an unequalled diffusion
of education to every class in the country. [SLS/11 p433]
The Kirk sessions usually insisted on maintaining at a very low level
the fees demanded for teaching the basic curriculum – reading,
writing, arithmetic, Latin and church music. Inflation had actually
reduced the real value of these fees but they were kept low in order to
make these subjects as widely available as possible to all groups in the
community. [PSS1/9 p 163–4] When the boys were old enough, they
were sent to the parish school, or to the nearest grammar school in
town. The son of the nobleman and the son of the carpenter sat in the
same room, and had the same instruction; the tenant and the laird
alike paid half a crown or three shillings a quarter for their boys'
tuition at the burgh school. [SLS/1 p162] At the beginning of the
eighteenth century 'by far the greater part' of the Scottish gentry sent
their sons to the neighbouring schools with the tenantry, 'every
morning, foul day and fair day, carrying their little dinner with them'.
By 1800 the balance had perhaps changed and more had tutors or went
to private boarding schools in Scotland or England, but there was still
a tradition that the laird's son should start his schooling with the
common people in the local school. [HSP/12 p290]
Proportions of population attending school were a little below the
national average in the Borders – 8.5 percent against a national
average of 9.1 percent, but Roxburgh was one of only four counties to
show more than one-eighth at school. There was then in the bulk of
Scotland a great deal of schooling being carried on. But were the poor
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getting their fair share of it? In answers to the 1818 survey there is
much talk of the disincentive of poverty, about gallant efforts to
educate children by parental frugality, about the widespread use of
parochial funds to pay the school fees of the poor. But ‘the poorer
classes are abundantly provided with the means of education’. [PSS1/9
p177–9] Towards the close of the period covered by this study, there
can be little doubt that machinery for producing a highly literate
population in Scotland was well in place and indeed had been for some
time. [PSS1/9 p184–5] The indications are clear that literacy in
reading was very widespread at the time of Sinclair's Statistical Account
in 1799. Readers of the Account must be struck by the matter-of-fact
way in which high levels of literacy are reported – with no obvious
indication of special pride in their achievement. 'Fees: reading alone 1s
6d or as it is commonly paid by the children of the labouring people
who form the great proportion of the school 1½d per week'
(Midlothian). [PSS1/9 p172–3]

The Rewards of Labour
The vast majority of Scots in 1867 – seventy percent of the whole –
were lower skilled and unskilled workers. They earned less than £30 a
year. The next twenty percent were considered to be the bottom of the
middle class and the top of the working class, their annual income
being £47–£50. This represented the small businessman and the
skilled craft-worker. Above them were the top two groups, the 10
percent who received half the national income: Group 1 was five
thousand very rich men who accounted for a quarter of the national
income: Group 2 was the solid middle of the middle class. Scotland
was at least as well-provided with a bourgeoisie as most of provincial
England. Using income tax assessments as a measure of middle-class
wealth, in 1880 Glasgow came fifth richest city in Britain, well ahead
of Birmingham and Newcastle. There is no reason to think of the
Scottish Victorian middle-class as the poor relation of the English
provincials. Their finest monuments were their own homes – the
sweeping terraces of Glasgow's west end, with gleaming stained glass
and Art Nouveau decoration. [CSP/5 p110]
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Health
Annual Mortality per 100,000 alive from certain infectious diseases.
1861–70
Tuberculosis

361

Respiratory diseases

308

Typhus group

106

Scarlet Fever

66

Whooping Cough

66

Diphtheria and Croup

64

Measles

40

Smallpox

17

Total

1053

N.B. Tuberculosis particularly affected adolescents and young adults
[CSP/5 p120. Table 4]
Still more intractable than tuberculosis especially in the Victorian
period was infant mortality, the death of children under one year old.
It rose from 118 per 1,000 live births in the late 1860s to 130 in the
late 1890s. In part the ability of an infant to survive depends on its
condition at birth, which in turn reflects the health of the mother.
[CSP/5 p122]
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4. Urban Scotland:
Glasgow and Paisley 1700–1880
The Population of Scotland
At the beginning of the eighteenth century the country was in dire
poverty. Glasgow was a small city of 12,500 inhabitants, which had a
slender trade in exporting salt fish and coarse woollen stuff and tarred
rope, and a crude industry for making rough plaiding. Paisley was a
long row of thatched dwellings, whose 2,600 inhabitants depended on
spinning yarn on rock and reel, which was woven on hand looms by
eighty-seven weavers, who sold their stuff at the cross in the markets
to English pedlars. [SLS/15 p508]
At 2.6 million in 1841, the population of Scotland had doubled since
1775: eighty years of industrialisation and agrarian change had
conjured up a vastly bigger crew, yet it survived because the ship still
somehow found provision for it. What contemporaries especially feared
and commented upon, however, was the growth of the great towns.
Glasgow, the squalid metropolis of textiles and engineering, was by far
the largest and was experiencing a headlong rate of increase: at 275,000
it was twelve times as large as it had been in 1775, and between 1831
and 1841 it had grown by more than one-third. Edinburgh was only
half Glasgow's size despite its own growth. Aberdeen, Dundee and
Paisley were about half the size of the capital at 60–65,000. They grew
at different speeds; Paisley, the home of the troubled handloom
weaving trade, by only five percent. Yet only 35 percent of the
population lived in towns of over 5,000 inhabitants (the equivalent
figure in 1971 was 74 percent). Two-thirds of Scottish people were
countrymen still – not admittedly all in agriculture, for there was
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Population of Scotland

000s rounded

County

1755

1790

1801

Berwick

24

30

30

Peebles

9

8

9

Selkirk

5

5

5

Roxburgh

31

32

34

Dumfries

42

54

54

Borders total

149

177

184

Renfrew

27

78

78

Lanark (incl. Glasgow)

80

151

180

Population of Scottish towns and villages in 1790
Edinburgh and Leith

81,286

Glasgow

64.743

Paisley

19,903

Kelso

3,557
N.B. the largest town in the Borders

Melrose

circa 1,500

Moffat

circa 1,200

Neilston

472

St Boswells/Lessudden

300

Source: Sir John Sinclair: Analysis of the Statistical Account
of Scotland 1791–7. London 1885.
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much industry through the lowlands in handloom weaving and other
occupations. [CSP/1 p8–9]
The population of Scotland in 1841 was 2,620,000 and had doubled in
less than a century. By 1820 more than half the population was
crowded into the Central Lowlands, which in earlier times had had
contained only a little over a third of the much lower population.
[EHMS/5 p103] The table shows how the population of Glasgow and
Paisley grew – burghs of predominately industrial and proletarian
character. [HSP/16 p392]

Glasgow
During the latter part of the seventeenth century development of
trade and creation of industry had elevated Glasgow to the position of
second city in Scotland. Glasgow's merchants were swift in realising
certain implications of the Act of Union in 1707 and exploiting them
to full advantage. Those same Navigation Acts which had acted against
them now extended their protective and encouraging compulsion to
the city. As a British port, Glasgow was entitled to the direct
reception of American products. Overseas trade provided a major
stimulus to economic and structural development. Shipping activity
increased dramatically throughout the century. In his History of
Glasgow published in 1777, John Gibson gives a detailed account of
the exports and imports of Glasgow, Greenock and Port Glasgow for
the period Jan 1771 to Jan 1772. Every one of the twenty-one
importing ports in Europe took tobacco, and sixteen of them only
tobacco, in enormous quantities. However important sugar may have
been to the merchants of Glasgow in 1780, only a few years before it
had represented the merest fraction of the value of tobacco. In 1771
for every pound of sugar coming into the Clyde, 1,000 pounds of
tobacco were shipped in, to the staggering total of 46 million pounds
[nearly 21,000 metric tonnes]. The trade had built up gradually
through the century. GMC/4 p.56-8
Throughout the eighteenth century the bulk of Glasgow's river traffic
was handled far downstream at its outport of Port Glasgow, and at
Greenock. [GMC/4 p68]
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By the close of the
Tobacco Era, Glasgow
s eem ed

to

year

have

population
Glasgow

Paisley

circa 1700

13,000

4,500

a

1755

23,000

7,000

centre of industry. The

1801

77,000

31,000

1831

202,000

57,000

emerged fully from its
medieval
become
trading

origins
a

to

thriving

city

and

symbolic dismantling
of the old Ports (city
gateways)

and

the

creation of new streets and squares mark the beginnings of a new
townscape which would develop into fruition in the nineteenth
century, but John McArthur's map of 1778 was still overwhelmingly
dominated by the configurations of previous centuries. [GMC/4 p78]
While the first spread of tenement building filled in the immediate
environs of eighteenth century Glasgow, building was going on
further out for those in a position to pay for a fine new terrace house
set among gardens. There were three areas in particular splendidly
developed in this way. During the 1830s Sauchiehall Road, as it was
then called, had ‘for its sylvan charms long been the favorite
promenade of the beauty and fashion of the city.’ Aberdeen architect,
George Smith (1793–1877) began in 1831 with Woodside Crescent,
which once started at right angles from Sauchiehall Street at Charing
Cross and curved round to become Woodside Terrace. Woodside
Crescent has now been shorn of its first six houses to accommodate
the western flank of the motorway which bisects Charing Cross.
[POG/5 p101]
Much the largest and most important of all the Scottish industrial
cities was Glasgow, by 1831 the third city of the United Kingdom
exceeded only by London and Manchester. [HSP/16 p394] Glasgow's
population between 1841 and 1911 grew from 275,000 to 784,000 –
nearly a three-fold increase. [CSP/2 p41] In the architectural sense, the
Scottish city often had dignity and distinction. Glasgow embarked
upon a total reconstruction of her business centre as she grew, along
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with stately City Chambers, three fine railway termini and appropriate
shops and offices. The city possessed by 1914 as fine a clutch of public
buildings as any in the land. [CSP/2 p32–3] The combined efforts of
landowners

and

building

speculators

brought

about

residential

expansion to the west and south on a much larger scale than anything
previously attempted. Between 1779 and 1815, no fewer than 48 new
streets were opened on the north side of the Clyde, even before the
main phase of feuing of the Blythswood estates between 1823 and
1837. [GMC/5 p95] The middle classes of Glasgow had set their faces
solidly towards the west... At the same time the number of shops
multiplied rapidly, especially along the four ancient streets of the city
centre. Where there had been 202 shops in the city in 1712, by 1832
there were 2.141, with a further 1,043 in Gorbals and Barony parishes.
[GMC/5 p103]
The outbreak of the American War of Independence interrupted
tobacco supplies to Scotland and their disappearance dealt a blow to
the economy of Glasgow. After 1800 Glasgow merchants ventured
further afield: South America, the Far East, and Australasia. Cotton,
amounting to only 503 bags in 1775, had risen to over 12 million
pounds weight imported by 1807, and its processing and manufacture
were to dominate the economy of the West of Scotland until the
1860s. Cotton transformed the urban and peri-urban landscape with its
mills, factories, bleachfields, printworks and workers' tenements.
[GMC/5 p82–3]
The town was constantly and rapidly growing, with 67,000 people in
1791 and 202,000 forty years later. It was no longer ‘the beautifullest
little city’ of a century earlier. It was in fact the second city of the
British Empire. The new streets, which were constantly spreading,
particularly to the west and south of the river, had a style of their
own. It was in the main a classical style, strongly influenced by
memories of the Adams. [GLAS/5 p86] The process of 'filtering-up'
through the housing market. The higher rents charged for newer and
better tenement flats attracted mainly Scots-born artisans. At the
lowest artisan income levels supplementary finance to pay higher rents
was obtained by taking lodgers, usually single males. [GMC/6 p130]
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The new Glasgow was not to begin with the kind of place it has been
for a century past – a big, smoky centre of heavy industries; of steel,
shipbuilding and engineering. What saved it when the American
Revolution cut away the pivileged tobacco trade was cotton. The
weavers of Paisley and the Glasgow suburb of Anderston had worked
with imported silk and cotton thread, but they could not equal Indian
cotton until new means of spinning a really fine thread in Scotland
were found. The inventions of Arkright and Crompton in England
filled this gap just before or during the American War. James
Monteith of Anderston produced a web of muslin so fine it would pass
through a ring. In his triumph he had a dress made of it, embroidered
with gold, which he presented to the Queen. [GLAS/5 p80]
Glasgow is a Victorian city. You might almost call it the Victorian
city, the one great town which has maintained a nineteenth century
face of which it may be reasonably proud. In the middle of Queen
Victoria's reign, Glasgow men were still continuing a sort of work
which England might consider Georgian. At the end of Victoria's
reign, the population including that of the suburbs which are now part
of the city was more than a million. Almost all these people were
housed and worked in tall sandstone buildings. The material controlled
the shape and look of the place. The Glasgow we know has a great
core of grey, a pink fringe, and a wide frill of brick disguised by
harling. The grey stone is mostly early or mid-Victorian. Cleaned it
shows a warm cream colour. The red stone of the fringe and of some
of the buildings in the main commercial streets belong to the years
between the late 1880s and 1914. The brick of the housing schemes
came after the First German War. [GLAS/6 p101–2]
The wants of an increasing population caused at last larger towns to
avail themselves of a law – old as 1579 – which authorised public
assessments to be made for support of the poor. Yet in spite of all its
population of 40,000 it was not till 1770 that Glasgow resorted to this
tax; it was not till 1783 that Paisley, with its flourishing trade
employing 24,000 workers, made any public assessment of its paupers;
while in Edinburgh it was not done until the end of the century.
[SLS/7 p257]
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In the first half of the eighteenth century paupers were allowed 1s 6d
to 2s a month – an allowance which rose to 3s in the latter part of
the century. [SLS/7 p247] The major statute was the great Factory Act
of 1833. It declared that no child under nine should be employed in
any textile mill, and no child work there for more than nine hours a
day before they were twelve years old. By the early 1830s it was
overwhelmingly an industry employing adolescents rather than
children. On the other hand all the children were working a day of
almost inhuman length. Twelve hours was general, fourteen fairly
common, in the east of Scotland especially. [HSP/16 p415–6]

Cotton and Linen
The importance of the linen trade can hardly be exaggerated.
[EHMS/4 p89–90] The linen trade was established at Glasgow in 1725
and for a long time formed the staple industry of the city. Nearly
3,000 looms were in 1780 employed in linen fabrics in the Barony
parish alone. Ten years later, however, cotton had almost entirely
superseded flax, and the weavers were mostly occupied in making
muslins. Large quantities of linen cloth were made in Renfrewshire.
The highest figures are those for 1778 – being chiefly made in
Paisley, where also a large number of persons were engaged in making
white sewing thread, the industry having been established in 1725. The
linen manufacture gave way before the introduction of cotton, and was
long ago abandoned. Roxburgh and Berwick shires produced from
30,000 to 60,000 yards annually. Melrose was famous for its 'land
linens' from an early date, and weavers received many orders from
London and the Continent; but the trade began to decline about the
year 1770 and never rallied. Linen was a commodity in which a great
business was done at St Boswells fair, held in the parish of that name;
but for a number of years past none has been offered, as the trade has
died out in the district. [TIS p230–1] The growth of the fustian (a
mixture of linen warp and cotton weft) manufactures of Manchester
offered a large market for linen yarn. This association of the Scottish
and the Manchester cotton industry was a marked feature of
eighteenth century economic history. [EHS18/6 p163]
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In 1728 linen production was 2.2 million yards, in 1780 13.4m. There
is a tendency to forget the importance of the linen industry in the
west of Scotland throughout the eighteenth century because of the
way in which by 1820 linen production had drastically slumped in
Glasgow and the adjacent shires of Lanark and Renfrew, mainly
because of a massive transfer of effort and capital into the cotton
industry. [EHMS/4 p89–90] In 1727 the manufacture of linen was
carried out in 25 counties of Scotland. Subsequently linen was made in
all the counties except Peebles. During the past 30 or 40 years the
manufacture of linen has died out in many towns and villages in
which it at one time formed the chief branch of industry. [TIS p224]
The linen trade required very substantial credit facilities. In 1771
tobacco accounted for 36 percent of the total value of all imports and
for 51 percent of Scottish exports. In 1746 the British Linen Bank was
founded specifically to help cope with the need for short-term finance
within the industry. [EHMS/4 p91–3]
By the end of the eighteenth century cotton was Scotland's major
industry. It was in the districts where the finest linens were made, and
where the most expert spinners and weavers existed, that the new
material was first used. The west of Scotland and in particular the
counties of Lanark and Renfrew was the home of the fine linen trade
and it was there that cotton supplanted flax. [ESH18/6 p160] By 1788
there were nineteen cotton mills in operation, of which Lanark had
four, Renfrew four, Perth three, and Edinburgh two. In the vicinity of
Paisley mills at three places were in operation or under construction
by the early 1790s. The Linwood mill was 'the most splendid
establishment in the cotton spinning business perhaps in Britain', and
when finished had 25,000 spindles. [ESH18/6 p175–6]
In 1778 there were 4,000 looms in Glasgow and neighbourhood.
Paisley had 3,600 looms engaged in silk manufacture and 1,360 in
weaving cambric, lawn, and other linen goods. These weavers were to
make Glasgow and Paisley famous far and wide for muslin. In 1791
Glasgow manufacturers were employing 15,000 cotton weavers over a
twenty or thirty mile radius. In 1838 there were 51,060 hand-looms in
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the Lowlands and with the exception of 2,400 linen and woollen looms
all were engaged in cotton. Ninety percent of the cotton looms were
employed by Glasgow and Paisley manufacturers. Most of the weavers
were fulltime craftsmen, though in upland districts there were
'customer weavers', who worked up yarn supplied by customers, but
these were generally agricultural labourers and wove 'only in the
intervals of their ordinary avocations'. [ESH18/6 p177–8]
One of the features of the Scottish cotton industry was that handloom
weaving remained for long the mainstay of the weaving side. In 1820
there only about 2000 power looms in Scotland, compared to perhaps
50,000 handlooms.

The

explanation

is

not that Scotland was

technically ignorant: it was partly a sign that she had a superfluity of
cheap labour and partly that she specialised in the production of fine
goods which the machines could not weave. The great Glasgow cotton
merchant Kirkman Finlay put it like this in 1833: ‘A great mistake
exists in supposing that the power looms supplant the handloom
weaver; the latter can make a great many things which it would not be
in the interests of any power loom manufacturer to make, especially
all the finest goods.’ [HSP/10 p255]
In the manufacturing sector of the economy the growth of a factorybased cotton spinning industry was matched by a further expansion in
the size of the handloom-weaving labour force. Between 1790 and 1800
this last group grew by over 25 percent, although that rate of growth
was not initially inimical to their standard of living. Shortly after the
turn of the nineteenth century, however, the positive aspects of this
structure had started to crumble. Prices surged ahead at a much faster
rate than in the 1790s. While weavers' numbers continued to grow
until 1820 (73 percent higher than in 1800), the long-term decline of
the least skilled elements of that workforce had already started by
1808. [PSS1/10 p202]
Scotland's share in the proceeds of colonial expansion included the
export markets upon which her growth industries came to depend as
much as they relied upon these same areas for cheap and plentiful raw
materials, especially cotton, and cheap food. At the same time, the
production of cotton textiles, chemicals, and latterly iron products,
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went through a series of technological changes which brought about
concentration, and especially in the case of textiles, a reliance on the
production of coarse, mass-produced fabrics. In the first phase of
textile production, ‘cotton mills, bleachfields, and print fields were
erected on almost all the streams’ in the parish of Glasgow [ASAS/5
1793 p502], but production remained low until the application of
steam power transformed the mechanics of the industry and permitted
city locations. By 1831 there were forty-one mills, employing over
1000 spinners, in Glasgow and its immediate suburbs. Production of
dyestuffs and chemicals for cloth processing was intimately connected
with the textile industry. Also ancillary to textile manufacture was the
fabrication of the necessary machinery, including steam-engines. By
1825 there were 310 steam-engines in and around the city mainly in
textile works. [GMC/5 p90]

Paisley
Expansion was not confined to cities. Large towns and many lesser
ones showed growth during the second half of the century. In the west
Paisley gained in size and population. Paisley had long been an
important centre of the fine linen trade, to which in the course of the
eighteenth century thread, silk, and cotton manufacture were added,
and these developments attracted people from neighbouring counties.
In 1755 the population of the town was 6,799; by 1801 it had risen to
31,179. The most spectacular expansion occurred in the last thirty
years of the century. [EHS18/1 p28]
Paisley is perhaps the prime example of a town where the growth of
an industrial work force depended almost solely on new textiles.
Before the Union she was an indifferent centre for coarse linen; she
then developed expertise in various fine textiles. In the half century
after 1790 all this was eclipsed when she became the leading town in
the world for the manufacture of certain classes of high-grade cottons,
especially Paisley shawls. [HSP16 p392]
A minor textile trade, which in time was to become of great
importance to Paisley, was thread-making for sewing and embroidery.
Another textile industry of some importance was the production of
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silk gauze. This was introduced into Paisley in 1759 by a London
company and in a short time it gave employment to no less than 5,000
weavers as well as 5,000 other workers. This paved the way for the
important manufacture of muslin and other branches of the fine
cotton industry following a change of fashion. [ESH18/6 p165]
Scotland's first cotton mill was in Penicuik, Midlothian and by
December 1778 it was in full operation. By the early 1780s there were
spinning mills at Paisley and several other places. [ESH18/6 p170–1]
Soon after 1778 the whole West Country was busy making thread,
weaving cotton. In 1786 this manufacture ousted in Paisley the linen
that had made the fortunes of a population risen from 2000 to 24,000,
and even silk gauze, employing 5000 looms and 1000 weavers became
almost extinct in thirty years. [SLS/15.p534]
By 1831 Paisley was the fourth largest burgh in Scotland and larger
than any town in Scotland had been a century earlier. [HSP/16] In
1841 trade began to fail in Paisley in a collapse of extraordinary
dimensions. Before the spring of 1843, 67 out of 112 businesses
operating in the town has gone bankrupt; at the peak of distress
15,000 people – a quarter of the population – were dependent on
casual charity. [CSP/1 p24–5]

Scottish slums
The reality of the slum was brought home to the public in 1842 by the
Reports on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of
Scotland, produced under the direction of Edwin Chadwick. The
Scottish volume was crowded with telling detail. 'What have you
observed to be the general condition of the dwellings of the poorer
class?' asked the investigators. Dr Neil Arnott visited the wynds of
Glasgow with Edwin Chadwick himself, squeezing through passages
and interlocking courtyards 'occupied entirely as a dung receptacle of
the most disgusting kind'. Their inhabitants, 'worse off than wild
animals which withdraw to a distance and conceal their ordure,'
actually hoarded their own dung to help pay the rent. The interiors of
these houses and their inmates corresponded with the exteriors. We
saw half-dressed wretches crowding together to be warm; and in one
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bed, although in the middle of the day, several women were
imprisoned under a blanket, because as many others who had on their
backs all the articles of dress that belonged to the party were then out
of doors in the streets. This picture is so shocking that without ocular
proof, one would be disposed to doubt the possibility of the facts.
[CSP/1 p29–30]
The true grimness of the Scottish town, however, was concealed from
the tourist round of monuments and shopping centres. It lay in the
ordinary standard of working-class housing – not in the exceptional
slum, though that was bad enough, but in the type of house within
the tall, grim, blackened tenement block that the average working
citizen normally inhabited. The census of 1861 demonstrated that 34
percent of all Scottish houses had only one room: 37 percent had two
rooms: one percent of families lived in houses without any windows:
64 percent of the entire population lived in one or two-roomed
houses. In 1886 in Glasgow a third of families lived in one room. In
some rooms may be found a superfluity of articles – old beds, tables,
chairs etc. In others, a shakedown in the corner, a box or barrel for a
table, a broken stool, an old pot or pan, with a few dishes. In many
rooms no furniture at all: and the whole family, including men
women and children, huddled together at night on such straw or rags
as they can gather. [CSP/2 p33]
As many commentators were at pains to say, a house of one room or
even two made domestic life as it was known to the middle classes
impossible. There was no privacy, no play space, no work space. There
was not even space to die, as Dr.J.B. Russell, the great Medical Officer
of Health for Glasgow, said of the children whose deaths were so
numerous in this vile environment. The little bodies are laid on a table
or on a dresser so as to be somewhat out of the way of their brothers
and sisters, who play and eat and sleep in their ghastly company. One
in five of all who are born never see the end of their first year. [CSP/2
p33–4] In the 1830s and 1840s the city-as-slum seemed to be turning
into an uncontrollable juggernaut. The sense of urban crisis was
fuelled by outbreaks in 1832, 1848 and 1853 of cholera, the terrible
new disease from the East, and by the more familiar typhus epidemics
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of 1837 and 1847. The reporter for the West of Scotland Handloom
Weavers Commission said of Glasgow: I have seen human degradation
in some of its worst phases, both in England and abroad, but I can
advisedly say that I did not believe until I visited the wynds of
Glasgow that so large an amount of filth, crime, misery and disease
existed in one spot in any civilised country. [CSP/2 p40]
There was nothing in these Reports that was sensationalised or stated
merely for effect. Other observers were often astonished by the
contrast between the horrors of the inner city and the more ordinary
hardships of the countryside. 'I never knew what destitution was
among the poor in the country,' said one minister who had moved to
Edinburgh, 'I never saw a case of destitution in the country that I
could not relieve before the sun went down; but here there are
thousands of cases you cannot relieve.' To sum up: life in Scotland in
the 1840s was competitive, unprotected, brutal and for many vile.
[CSP/1 p30–1] The situation was the more extraordinary by contrast
with England, which correctly regarded itself as having a serious
housing problem. In 1911, when half the Scots lived in one or tworoomed houses, the proportion in England and Wales was seven per
cent. In 1891, one-third of London's population lived more than two
to a room, but two-thirds of Glasgow's. The Royal Commission on
Housing in Scotland of 1917 disclosed 'an almost unbelievable density':
There were more than four persons per room in 10.9 percent of
Glasgow's houses and over two in 55.7 percent, the figures for
corresponding English cites were 0.8 percent and 9.4 percent. [CSP/2
p35]
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